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ABSTRACT

A 3-year program was conducted to develop a family of flight-weight flanged tube
connectors which utilize the "Bobbin" seal concept for both 6061-T6 aluminum and
Type 347 stainless steel tubing systems. In addition, engineering support was furnished
during the evaluation of AFRPL stainless steel threaded connectors by selected organi-
zations. The activities in relation to the first objective consisted of: (1) the selection
of bolted, flanged connectors as the best means of joining tubing from I to 16 inches in
diameter, (2) the development of stainless steel and aluminum Bobbin seals for typical
flanged connector sizes, (3) the preparation of a detailed computer program for the
optimum design of flanged connectors incorporating Bobbin seals, (4) the design,
fabrication, and qualification testing of representative flanged connectors, and (5) the
preparation of designs for a family of stainless steel and aluminum flanged connectors.
The activities directed toward the second objective consisted of: (1) the investigation
of seal-removal tools, (2) the design and evaluation of connector modifications to
achieve seal retention and misalignment limitation, (3) the investigation of increased
radial seal loading techniques, and (4) the investigation of stress relaxation in threaded
connectors. In addition to a summary of the technical activities, the report contains
the computer design program for flanged connectors, and designs for aluminum and
stainless steel flanged connectors for pressures up to 1500 psi and for tube sizes
through 16 inches. It is recommended that MS standards and specifications be pre-
pared for cryogenic stainless steel and aluminum flanged connectors for tubing through
3 inches in diameter. Additional developmental work is recommended in regard to
larger flanged connectors, and in regard to certain aspects of the stainless steel

threaded connectors.
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ABBREVIATIONS AND SYMBOLS APPEARING IN REPORT BODY*

FS Radial sealing force per inch of seal disk circumference, lb/in.

FT Radial force per inch of seal tang outside circumference at the root of each
seal disk, lb/in.

S y Material yield stress, psi

Do Seal disk outside diameter, in.

De Seal tang outside diameter, in.

Di Seal tang inside diameter, in.

L Seal tang length, in.

t Seal tang thickness, in.

PT Pressure on outside seal tang circumference, psi

K Dimensionless factor for relating seal tang length to seal tang inside
diameter and seal tang thickness

Sa Allowable stress at most severe operating condition, psi

P Operating pressure, proof pressure, or burst pressure, psi

D Tube outside diameter, in.

TAL Connector design axial load, lb

PL Pressure end load, lb

TBM Tube bending moment, lb-in.

Z Tube section modulus, in. 3

SA Minimum stress for calculating tube bending moment, psi

ALB Equivalent axial load, lb

SB Bending stress, psi

T Tube-wall thickness, in.

MSL Minimum residual seal load, lb

BL Maximum allowable bolt load, lb

"Individual listings of abbreviations and symbols have been prepared for each Appendix, where applicable.
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FS Factor of safety

As Bolt tensile stress area, in.2

Db Basic bolt diameter, in.

S Axial stress in bolt, in.

n Number of threads per inch

To Torque, lb-in.

R Factor relating bolt torque, stress, and diameter

LT Seal disk thickness, in.

DSA Axial deflection rate of seal tang, in. /lb

SEE Modulus of elasticity of seal material, psi

(6 eCircumferential stress, psi

a Inner seal tang radius, in.

b Outer real tang radius, in.

P• Internal pressure, psi

Po External pressure, psi

r Location of stress, in.

A FS Radial seal load increment contributed by seal disk, lb/in.
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DEVELOPMENT OF AFRPL FLANGED CONNECTORS
FOR ROCKET FLUID SYSTEMS

by

T. M. Trainer, J. V. Baum, J. R. Thompson,
and N. D. Ghadiali

I

INTRODUCTION

In April, 1962, the Air Force Rocket Propulsion Laboratory initiated a program
at Battelle's Columbus Laboratories to develop a family of separable fluid connectors
capable of meeting the stringent requirements of present and future rocket propulsion
systems. The primary objective of this program, Contract AF 04(611)-8176, was to
design and evaluate lightweight mechanical connectors that could successfully seal
helium to 2 x l0-7 atm cc/sec in missile-system environments. As a result of this
program, connector design criteria were established, a unique Bobbin seal was con-
ceived, and a threaded connector incorporating the Bobbin seal, for tubing sizes up to
1 inch, was designed and its feasibility demonstrated. This work is described in
Technical Documentary Report No. RTD-TDR-63-1115, dated December 1963
(AD 426290).

A subsequent program, Contract AF 04(611)-9578, was initiated in December
1963, to design families of threaded-type tube connectors and to demonstrate their
ability to meet the extreme requirements of missile fluid systems. Elbows, tees,
crosses, and unions made from Type 347 stainless steel, Rene" 41, and 6061-T6 alu-
minum were designed for standard tubing sizes ranging from 1/8 to I inch, and limited
qualification tests were performed with selected connector configurations for 3/8- and
3/4-inch tubing systems. Preliminary MS standards and specifications were prepared
for selected sizes of 4000-psi stainless steel connectors and 1000- and 750-psi alumi-
num connectors. This effort is described in Technical Documentary Report No.
AFRPL-TR-65-162, dated November 1965 (AD 474789).

Two concurrent efforts were then initiated. In one effort, the Air Force Rocket
Propulsion Laboratory reviewed the preliminary standards and specifications, pur-
chased a number of 4000-psi stainless steel connectors, conducted qualification tests
with many of the connectors, provided connectors to various facilities for evaluation,
published MS standards and specifications, (l)* and conducted tests directed toward
improving the seaiing reliability of 3/4- and 1-inch stainless steel connectors.
Concurrently, a three-phase program was conducted by Battelle-Columbus under
Contract AF 04(611)-11204. Under Phase I, a number of procedures were investigated
for achieving a softer sealing surface on 6061-T6 aluminum seals, and an overaging
process was selected as being ideal for aluminum seals of all sizes. The Battelle
work is described in Technical Documentary Report No. AFRPL-TR-67-191, dated
July 1967 (AD 817843).

*MS Standards and Specifications and references are given on page 194.
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Phase II, the major effort of Contract AF 04(611)-11204, was directed toward
the ,evelopment of flight-weight stainless steel and aluminum flanged-type separable
connectors utilizing the Bobbin seal for tubing diameters from 1 through 16 inches.
The activities included the investigation of promnising types of flanged connectors; the
design, fabrication, and qualification testing of selected connectors; and the preparation
of specifications for families of stainless steel and aluminum connectors. Phase III
included support for the work at the Rocket Propulsion Laboratory on threaded con-
nectors, and the development of a modified threaded-connector configuration to pro-
vide seal retention and a limitation to the degree of misalignment thaL can be imparted
to the connector during assembly. This report describes the work on Phases II arnd III
under the following major headings:

FLANGED- CONNECTOR DESIGN

FLANGED- CONNECTOR EVALUATION

FLANGED- CONNECTOR SPECIFICATIONS

THREADED- CONNECTOR SUPPORT
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II

FLANGED-CONNECTOR DESIGN

The flanged-connector-de sign work consisted of four major efforts: (1) the devel-
opment of Bobbin seals for tubing sizes from I through 16 inches, (2) the investigation of
flanged-connector-design criteria, (3) the development of a flanged-connector-design
procedure, and (4) the design of representative connectors,

Design Requirements

As defined by the work statement, flanged connectors were to be designed for the
following service ranges:

Size inches Pressur. Temperature, F

I to 3 0 to 6000 -423 to 200

1 to 3 0 to 4000 -423 to 600

i to 16 0 to 1500 -423 to 200

i to 16 0 to 1500 0 to 1ZO0

The flanged connectors were to be designed for a 5-year storage requirement and
for service with the following fluids:

Oxidizers Fuels Gases

N2 0 4  N2 H4  Helium

H2 0 UDMH Nitrogen

CIF 3  UDMH/NH (50/50) Hot gas from bi-

F2  MAE propellant-, mono-

RFNA MHF propellant-, and

Compound "A" MMH solid-propellh.nt

HZ gas generator

On the basis of the work with threaded connectors and the consideration of the
tubing systems generally used in rocket propulsion systems, it was mutually agreed
and specified in the contract work atatement that the tubing materials of primary interest
to the prograyn were 6061-T6 aluminum and Type 347 stainless steel.
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Development of Bobbin Seals for
Large-Diameter Tubing

At the begirming of the program, a study was made to determine the best plating
for stainless steel seals. Tentative dimensions for stainless steel and aluminum Bobbin
seals were ihen established for typical large tubing sizes, on the basis of the design
criteria developed previously for threaded connector seals. Seals of these dimensions
were fabricated and tested, and ,eal-de!igrn formulas were developed for inclusion in
the flange-connector-design computer program. The formulas were subsequently modi-
fied as a consequence of the qualification testing.

Sealing Principles of the Buibbin Seal

Figure I shows the configuration of a typical Bobbin seal and the four major stages
of seal installation. First, the seal is positioned in the flange seal cavity. As the flange
membe:s are moved closer together, contact between the seal and the flanges is estab-
lished at the edges of the seal disks. An increase in the axial force on the flanges causes
the Belleville-type disks to rotate at the disk root radii and to take up the diametral
clearance. Further deflection of the disks causes an interference fit at the sealing sur-
faces on the circumference of the seal disks, and as the deflection increases, the contact
force on the sealing surfaces exceeds the compressive yield strength of the seal mate-
rial and the ID of the seal becomes smaller. When the seal is fully assembled, the
flanges bear against r.he seal tang, and continued application of the axial force needed for
preloading is transmitted through the short cylindrical tang.

Flange

Sealing surface -Disk root radii Sealing interface
•Sealdisk -Seal tang

4.

/

a. b. . d.

FIGURE !. FOUR STAGES OF BOBBIN SEAL ASSEMBLY
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Low helium leakage can be achieved reliably in a metal-to-metal seal only if plas-

tic deformation is attained at the sealing interface. The disks of the Bobbin seal provide
mechanical-force magnification to create a sufficient sealing stress to achieve plastic

deformation at the interface while keeping the axial seal seating force to a minimum.
Consequenrly a minimum-weight connector or housing can be obtained. The seal tang
serves four important functions: (1) it resists the radial sealing force until the proper
contact stress is established at the radial sealing interface; (2) it yields owing to the
radial zealing force after the proper contact stress is reached, and, by yielding, main-

tains a relatively constant sealing contact stress as the flanges are brought into contact
with the taaig; (3) it facilitates the independent deflection and yielding of each seal disk,
which may not occur simultaneously owing to vari ttions in diametral clearance; and
(4) it provides a loading path so that the connector is preloaded independently of the radial

sealing force, and the force on the sealing surfaces is unaffected by changes in the ex-
ternal loads on the connector.

Corrosion Compatibility of Seal
Plating Materials

The yield strength of the surface of the circumference of the seal disks determines
the radial sealing force that must be developed. If possible, the basic seal material

should be softer than the flange material, thus circumventing the cost and quality control
problems associated with plating. This was accomplished for 6061 -T6 aluminum con-
nectors by the use of overaged 606 1-T6 aluminum for the Bobbin seals. However, when

both the seal and the flange materials are soft, as is the case with Type 347 stainless
steel, or when a high-strength seal material is required, plating should be used on the
seal.

Although soft nickel has been used almost exclusively as the plating material for

stainless steel during the development of the AFRPL threaded and flanged connectors,
nickel is not compatible with all missile fluids. Therefore, as a part of this program,
a study was made to determine the optimum plating materials for stainless steel Bobbin
seals for all typical missile fluid systems, and to consider the corrosion problems of the
two structural materials of interest - 6061-T6 aluminum, and Type 347 stainless steel.

Table I is a list of candidate plating materials. In the first group are common
materials for which considerable propellant-compatibility data exist. The second group

comprises the precious metals for which some compatibility data exist. The third group
consists of exotic metals for which little or no compatibility data exist.
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TABLE 1. CANDIDATE METALS FOR PLATING STAINLESS
STEEL BOBBIN SEALS

Metal Hardness Melting Point, F

Group I

Nickel, ann. 64(a) 2635
Copper, ann. 40(a) 1980
Lead 4(a) 620
Tin, ann. 7(a) 450

Group L
Gold, ann. 2 5 (a) 1945
Silver, ann. 25-35(a) 1760
Platinum, ann. 38-52(a) 3225
Tantalum, ann. 1 5 0 (b) 5425

Group 3

Palladium, ann. 4 0 (b) 2825
Rhodium, ann. 1 2 2 (b) 3560
Cerium 3 1 (b) 1480
Lanthanum 51 (b) 1690
Praseodymium 4 5 (b) 1685

(a) Brinell Hardnews Number.
(b) Vicken Hardness Number.

Preliminary Plating Selection. The following conclusions were reached during
the initial stages of plating evaluation and selection:

(1) Tin appeared to be the only metal that might exhibit reasonable compatibility
with all candidate propellants. However, its resistance to N 2 0 4 , H270, and
F 2 is questionable, and it has a low melting point.

(2) Tantalum appeared to have excellent compatibility with all fuels and oxidizers
except fluorine-containing oxidizers, but plating experience with tantalum is
very limited.

(3) Copper, nickel, lead, and silver show poor compatibility with some of the
candidate propellants. Only copper and nickel have outstanding compatibility
in some propellants, and nickel is preferred over copper.

(4) Gold and platinum have good resistance to several fluids.

(5) The plating materials selected on the basis of the preliminary studies were:
gold, platinum, and nickel.
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Corrosion Resistance ' Candidate Materials to Fluids. The corrosion ratings for
the tentatively selected plati materials and for the materials of construction are given
in Table 2. The fluids are separated in groups: oxidizers, propellants, and products of
combustion. Specific compatibility data were not available for all metals exposed to all
of the media in each temperature range. In some instances, the ratings in Table 2 are
based on the performance of similar alloys, or the performance of the alloy in similar
media. A combination of metal and environment is listed as questionable when insuffi-
cient data are available from which to make a good estimate or when there are discrep-
ancies in the available data.

Nickel is suitable for chlorine and fluorine-containing media in the medium and
upper temperature ranges, and for two of the hydrazine propellants. Nickel is not com-
patible with 112 0 2 or RFNA, and it is not compatible with the nitric acid formed in water-
contaminated N 2 04. Gold is compatible with RFNA and N2 0 4 . However, no candidate
plating material is compatible with HZ 20, and all plating materials are questionable for
N 2 H4 , MMH, MAF, and MHF.

Aluminum (6061-T6) is compatible with all the fluids except HC1 and possibly HF
which are products of combustion. Use of aluminum is limited to 200 F systems. The
compatibility of Type 347 stainless steel with most of the environments being considered
is excellent. In the temperature range up to 200 F there exists a susceptibility to stress-
corrosion cracking in environments containing chlorides, In the temper-tto~re range up
to 600 F, stainless steel can handle the fluorine-containing fuels, but at higher tempera-
tures these fluids are expected to cause rapid attack. However, since the connectors
will be subjected to the medium and higher temperatures for only limited periods, the
use of stainless steel should be satisfactory even at 1200 F.

Galvanic Attack. The problem of galvanic attack is particularly important because
of the 5-year storage requirement. Various combinations of coatings and materials of
construction were considered. In general, the use of aluminum seals in a stainless steel
connector or of nonaluminum seals in an aluminum connector should be avoided because
the galvanic couple will accelerate the corrosion of the aluminum. Of course, this is
true only with those fluids that will serve as an electrolyte.

The galvanic couple created by Type 347 stainless steel in contact with nickel is
not considered to be a significant factor affecting the 5-year-storage requirement. There
is some doubt about the gold-stainless steel combination, although this combination should
also be acceptable with fluids that do not act as electrolytes.

Conclusions. On the basis of the work conducted, it was concluded that nickel
should be used if possible. Gold should be used when nickel is questionable and gold is
acceptable. For those applications where neither plating is satisfactory, it will be ne-
cessary to use unplated stainless steel seals; this will result in some reduction in sealing
reliability.

Preliminary Design of Large-Diameter Seals

The design of large-diameter Bobbin seals began with the consideration of Bobbin
seal parameters based on worl, with threaded-connector seals. These parameters
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included (see Figure 1) the disk root radii, the sealing interface, the disk proportions,
the initial and final angles of the seal disks, and the seal tang dimensions.

Disk Root Radii. During the previous two contracts, two types of problems were
encountered at the roots of the seal disks. For certain combinations of disk thickness
and tang strength, the compressive load on the seal disks was sufficient to cause a slight
bulging of material at the root of the seal disks as the disks were rotated during seal
assembly. This bulging, which was noticed primarily with aluminum seals, prevented
proper mating of the flanges with the seal tang for preloading. As summarized in Tech-
nical Documentary Report No. AFRPL-TR-67-191, this problem was solved for small-
diameter aluminum seals by offsetting the seal disks slightly inward from the edges of
the tang. This is illustrated in Figure 2. It was decided that this feature would be used
in large aluminum and stainless steel seals. As shown in Figure 2, this offset required
a b'tcond radius at the root of each seal disk.

Seal " Of fset

Radius 8 WOW ..

FIGURE 2. SELECTED MODIFICATIONS FOR SEAL DISK ROOTS

Another problem noted in the earlier work was the cracking of material at the in-

side corners of the seal disk roots. This seemed to be associated with the sharpness of
the inside root radii, and the problem was overcome in small-diameter seals by making
these radii larger, as shown in Figure 2. This approach was also selected for inclusion
in the large-diameter seals.

Sealing Interface. As indicated in Figure 3, the initial contact at the seal inter-
face occurs at the edge of the seal disk along a relatively narrow surface. Moreover,
because of the rotation of the sealing disk, Angle B diverges, thus tending to reduce the
contact surface even .urther. In the small-diameter seals, the potential problem of a
narrow sealing surface is overcome because the interacting stresses and plastic-
deformation mechanism in these seal sizes causes the edge of the seal disk to deform in
such a way that the seal surface width is increased. Figure 4 shows a typical seal inter-
face for small-diameter seals. The deformation mechanism is the same for plated and
unplated seals.
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FIGURE 3. SEAL INTERFACE AT MOMENT OF CONTACT

Seal disk .. . •

FIGURE 4. TYPICAL SEAL INTERFACE FOR
SMALL-DIAMETER SEALS
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Because it was expected that the disks of large-diameter seals would be designed
to provide the same radial force per inch of seal circumference as the small seals, the
cross sections of the disks were expectk d to be similar, and it was believed that the
large seal disks would deform in a manner similar to that of the disks of the small-
diameter seals. However, during the preparation of the proposal for this contract, it
was found that the disks of tentative 6-inch seals did not deform at the edges, and a very
narrow sealing surface resulted. This action was confirmed during Phase II of this pro-
gram by the fabrication and assembly of tentative 3-inch stainless steel seals. Although
the reason for this change in seal disk deformation was not known, it was assumed to be
characteristic of large-diameter seals and was believed to be associated with the radius
of curvature of the seal disks.

Two means were considered for achieving an increase in seal width for large-
diameter seals. The first, an increase in radial force per inch of seal circumference,
produced no significant change in seal disk deformation. The second is illustrated in
Figure 5. Geometric analysis showed that the seal disk rotated approximately 6 degrees
while the diametral clearance was being overcome. It was hypothesized that if the even-
tual sealing surface on each seal disk were machined with a reverse angle of 8 to 10 de-
grees as shown in Figure 5a, the flange and seal disk sealing surfaces at the moment of
initial contact would be similar to that shown in Figure 5b. As assembly of the seal was
continued, it was believed that the angle between the sealing surfaces would decrease to
approximately 0 degrees, and that the high radial sealing force during the final stages of
assembly would be sufficient to maintain seal contact across the entire disk sealing
surface.

a. Disk Sealing Surface as Machined b. Sealn Surfaces at Initial Contact

FIGURE 5. MODIFICATION OF DISK SEALING SURFACE

(See Figure 3 for initial configuration.)

Stainless steel seals were fabricated according to the preliminary 3-inch design
shown in Figure 6. Examinations of cross sections of assembled seals (Figure 7)
showed that the seal interface was approximately 0. 017 inch and that no :racki rg
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FIGURE S. PRELIMNAr'..I :IGN OF 3,INCH SEAL
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a. Staling Surfae- 1 b. Staling Surface 2

FIGURE 7. PHK)ThMICA)GRAPHS OF StALING INTWACE OF M~.&LIMINARY 3-INCH SEAL
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occurred at the inner disk root radii. The results were sufficiently conclusive to war-
rant incorporation of the reverse-angle feature for large-diameter seals.

As described in Technical Documentary Report No. AFRPL-TR-67-191, the
reverse-angle feature was investigated as a means of possible improvement of the seal-
ing action of small-diameter aluminum seals. Since no change in seal interface or seal-
ing action could be observed, it was decided to omit this extra machining operation for
seals for threaded connectors. However, the reverse-angle feature proved to be effec-
tive in helping to achieve satisfactory assembly of misaligned flanged connectors. Thus,
if the misalignment-limitation feature developed during Phase III of this program and
described in this report is not sufficient to prevent misalignment problems, the reverse-
angle feature might still be desirable for seals for threaded connectors.

Disk Proportions and Initial and Final Disk Angles. The selection of the propor-
tions and of the initial and final angles for the seal disks is determined by a number of
factors; the most important are the available axial force, the manufacturing tolerances
to be accommodated, and the deformation characteristics of the metal. For the larger
threaded connector seals, it was found that desirable values for the disk dimensions
were: (1) initial disk angle, 30 degrees, (2) final disk angle, 10 degrees, (3) seal disk
thickness, 0. 027 inch, and (4) seal disk length, 0. 090 inch. Although no change in radial
force per inch of seal circumference was anticipated for the large-diameter seals, it
was realized that the larger machining tolerances associated with the la-ger diameters
required additional consideration of the disk proportions ;.Ad angles.

Consideration of the initial disk angle led to the conclusion that an increase from
30 to 35 degrees would be desirable for the large-diameter seals. The 35 degrees was
not believed to be too steep to prevent proper toggling action of the seal disks during
assembly, and a 20-degree rotation from 35 degrees would provide a 33 percent greater
diametral change than would a 20-degree rotation from 30 degrees. While this change
in initial seal disk angle would increase the axial force required to seat the seal, the
seal seating force needed in large-diameter connectors was estimated to be much less
than the preload force needed to resist pressure and structural loading. (In contrast,
for the smaller threaded connectors, the seal seating force was a significant percent
of the required preload. ) Satisfactory assembly was achieved with the 35-degree initial
angle on the 3-inch seal design shown in Figure 6.

Although the best length of seal disk was difficult to estimate, it was apparent
that the 0. 027-inch thickness used on the small-diameter seals would be difficult to
machine in large diameters. Consequently, the disk thickness was increased to 0.040
inch. On the basis of general disk proportions and machining tolerances, the following
approximate disk lengths were selected: (1) 0. 165 inch for tubing through 9 inches in
diameter, (2) 0. 230 inch for tubing through 12 inches in diameter, and (3) 0. 305 inch
for tubing through 16 inches in diameter. As described later, these dimensions were
subsequently revised as a result of the qualification tests.

Seal Tang Dimensions. As described in Technical Documentary Report No.
AFRPL-TR-65-162, the deformation mechanism of the Bobbin seal is a complex com-
bination of elastic and plastic strains in the axial as well cs the radial direction. Be-
cause the development of an accurate theoretical strain analysis would have been very
costly, the design of threaded connector seals wi based on a combination of theoretical
and experimentL' information. It was decided that the same method would be used to
establish tang dimensions for the large-diameter seal 3.
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The design approach tued for the threaded- and flanged-connector seal tangs be-

gan with the following steps:

(1) The radial sealing for..e per inch of seal disk circumference, FS,
was selected as 600 lb/in. (a discuision of this value is given on
page 165).

(2) The radi&l force per inch of outside seal tang circumference, FT,

at the root of each seal disk due to FS varies as a ratio of seal disk

outside diameter, Do, to seal tang ontside diarmieter, De, Viz.,

FT = FS DD / (e)

(3) The radial force per inch of seal tang outside circumference from
the two seal disks, ZFT, can be equated to a pressure, PT, on the

outside circumference of the seal tang (this assumes that the effect

of the two disk forces is distributed evenly across the short seal
tang length)

inT = 2F T /L '

where L = seal tang length.

(4) The •ressure needed to produce a totally plastic state in the seal

tanga") is

PT Sy C ln (De /Di) = ZFT/L (3)

where

Sy = seal material yield stress, psi

C = 0.72 [from calculations by Beliaev and Sinitskii( 3 )]

Di = seal tang inside diameter, in.

De= seal tang outside diameter, in.

Thus, for a given inside or outside tang diameter and a given seal material yield

strength, Equation (3) can be used to establish a number of seal tang dimensions that

will produce the desired radial force per inch on the outside circumference of the seal

tang.

The tang of the 3-inch seal shown in Figure 6 was established by using Equation (3)

and by selecting the tang inside diameter to be approxiimately the same as the inside

diameter for heavy wall tubing. Examination of the microsections, shown in Figure 7,

showed that the nickel plating was less deformed tVan expected. However, it was

"decided that this b.ksis of calculation should be used until more experimental data colild

be obtained.

Because it was nlot clear whether the optimum seat width of 0. 020 inch (see

page 165) could be achieved in the large-diameter seals, tentative tang dirnensions were

calculated for two widths of sealing surfaces, 0.015 anO 0.O20 inch. Also, in
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anticipation that a, higher vtrength nat,,eri' rniighi, be required to keep thN large-di•tmeter
seals sufficientIly small in crwes •ect.on, t&ng dimensions were calculated for thrc..
typical yield..streas levels of ý.'andidate ieal materials. The resulto of these c,.Icul•,ions
for three typical seal sizes are shown in Table 3.

TPABL.•:, 3. TENTATIVE TAN.G D1MENSIONS FOR THREE TYPICAL SEAL SIZES

Yield Strengtn Seal Disk
of Seal Width of T'rag Inside Tang Outside Outside Tang

Material, Sealing Sur - Diameter, Diameter, Diameter, Length,
S , psi face, in. Di, in. De, in. Do, in. L, in.

30,000 O. O(1 1 .800 2.230 2.500 0. 120
3. 585 4.430 4.700 0.410
7.450 8.730 9.000 0.690

0.015 I.Q00 2.230 2.500 0. 165
3.800 4.430 4.700 0.305
7.745 8.730 9.000 0.525

60,000 0.020 2.000 2.230 2-500 0.110
4.000 4.430 4.700 0.215
8. 070 8. 730 9. 000 0. 330

0.015 2.060 2.230 2.500 0.085
4.100 4.430 4.700 0. 165
8.230 8.730 9.000 0. Z55

90,000 0.020 2.065 2.230 2.500 0.083
4. 140 4.430 4. 700 0. 145
8.275 8.730 9.000 0. 228

0.015 2.115 2.230 2.500 0.058
4.200 4.430 4.700 0.115
8.395 8.730 9.000 0. 168

In addition, the graphs shown in Figures 8 and 9 were prepared using the above
mnathematical analysis. From Figure 8 it can be seen that for a small tang length, the
use of & material with a yield strength of 60, 000 to 90, 000 psi will greatly reduce the
size and weight of the larger seals and the size and weight of the larger connectors. It
can be seen from Figure 9 that an increase in seal tang length results in a reduction in
the outside diameter of the seal, thus reducing the diameter and weight of the connector.
However, the weight of the seal remains high if a material yield strength of 30, 000 psi
is used. Further, if the L/t ratio for the tang is too great, the assumption that the
radial disk forces can be equated to a uniform external pressure on the tang is no longer
valid. A judgmental compromise between a reduction in tang thickness and a limitation
on tang length was approximated by the expression:

1/2
L = K tDi)I (4)
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whe re

L = tang length, in.

K = 0. 250

t = tang thickness, in.

Di = inside tang diameter, in.

Equations (3) and (4) form a set of simultaneous equations which can be solved
through iteration on a digital computer. The tang calculations for typical yield-strength
values ;re shown in Table 1.

As the program developed, it became increasingly obvious that the seal tang wouii
often have to be as long as possible to achieve the lightest connector. The reduction in
tang thickness as a function of an increase in tang length was computed by ircreasing K
in Equation 4. These data are shown in Table 5. To investigate the practical limits of
seal tang length, seals were fabricated from overaged aluminum and from Type 304
stainless steel for the 2- and 4-inch sizes with various L/t ratios. Assembly data for
these seals are given in Table 6.

Examination of the microsections of the stainless steel seals showed that bowing
of the tang was negligible at an L/t ratio of less than 2. 5 for Z-iach seals and 3. 5 for
4-inch seals. Typical cross sections are s hown. in Figures 10, 11, and 12. The bowing
in the 2-inch seal even at an L/t ratio of 3. 80 was not too great. Although the aluminum
seals did not deform uniformly because c. faulty material, it was apparent that an L/t
ratio of 3. 50 would be satisfactory.

On the basis of the L/t tests, it was concluded that the tang could be designed with
a maximum L/t ratio of 3. 50 for seal sizes at least as large as 4 inches, and probably
larger. However, it was decided that a tang thickness equal t, the tube wall thickness
would be specified, except for thin-wall tubing 'low pressure systems) and for L/t ratios
greater than 3. 50.

Evaluation of Preliminar,
Large-Diameter Seals

Preliminary, representative large-diameter seals were evaluated by deformation
and leakage tests using techniques formulated during the development of threaded-
connector seals.

Deformation Evaluation of 2- and 4-Inch-Diameter Seals. During work with seals
for threaded connectors, it was found that the sealing capabilities of the seals could be
reasonably estimated by means of the maximum axial loads needed to assemble the
seals, and by examinations of cross sections of the seal interface (for example, see
Figure 7). Similar studies were made with 2- and 4-inch nickel-plated austenitic stain-
less steel seals with dimensions approximately those shown for a material yield stress
of 30, 000 psi in Table 3. The actual tang dimensions, the peak axial loads required to
assemble each real, and the calculated minimum force per inch of seal circumference
are shown in Table 7.

17
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TABLE 6. ASSEMBLY DATA FOR STAINLESS STEEL AND ALUMINUM
SEALS WITH DIFFERENT L/t RATIOS

Axial Seating
Seal Size Tang Tang Force (Peak 1)

and Thickness, Length, L/t Axial Force, lb per Inch of Seal
Material Specimen t, in. L, in. Ratio Peak I Peak 2 Circumference, lb/in.

2-in. 1 0,229 0.215 0.939 5,676 6,000 708
aluminum 2 0. 199 0.239 1.201 5,496 5,880 688

3 0. 179 0.270 1.508 5,760 5,784 720
4 0.154 0.296 1.922 5,460 5,520 682
5 0, 130 0. 322 2.477 5, 124 5,488 642
6 0.10Z 0.352 3.451 4,584 4,872 572

4-in. 7 0.306 0.332 1.084 9,960 10,200 702
aluminum 12 0. 123 0.538 4.374 7, 560 8,400 532

Z-in. 13 0.Z35 0.213 0.906 7,560 - 93Z
stainlesz 14 0.200 0. Z-6 1.230 7, 120 7ý200 880

Is 0.180 0.269 1.494 7,475 7,800 922

16 0.153 0.294 1.922 7,080 7,200 87Z
17 0.128 0.318 2.484 6,730 6,820 830
18 0.098 0.378 3.857 6,240 6,480 770

4-in. 19 0,268 0.330 1.231 11,000 11,500 775
stainless 20 0.230 0,380 1.652 11,400 11,750 803

21 OZ05 0.414 2.020 10,750 10,650 758
22 0.173 0.454 Z.624 10,250 11,600 723
23 0.138 0.494 3,580 10,000 10,450 704
24 0.101 0.541 5.350 9,000 '),200 633
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FIGURE 10. 2-INCH STAINLESS STEEL SEAL 9A8

Ltn 3. 857

9A684

FIGURE 11. 4-INCH STAINLESS STEEL SEAL

L/t = . 580

9A685

FIGURE 12. 4-INCH sTrAINLESS STEEL SEAL

L/t a 5.3~5
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TABLE 7. DIMENSIONS AND MAXIMUM AXIAL ASSEMBLY FORCES
FOR NICKEL-PLATED STAINLESS STEEL SEALS

Axial Seating
Seal Out- Tang In- Force (Peak 1) per
side, Diam., side Diam., Tang Thick- Axil F•>rce _b Inch of Seal Cir-

Specimen DO, in. Di, in. ness, t, in. Peak I Peak 2 curnference, lb/in.

1 2.505 1.920 0.155 5,225 5,775 734
2 2.508 1.820 0.205 6,975 7,725 980
3 4.709 4.020 0.205 8,250 10,350 700
4 4.709 3.820 0.305 7,950 10,000 676
5 4,700 3.622 0.405 10,800 13,250 897

The maximum axial forces per inch of seal circumference corresponded well with
the forces required on threaded-.connector seals to seal helium to 10-7 atm cc/sec.
Examination of the seal interfaces for the different specimens led to the following
conclusions:

(1) Except for Specimen 1, all seals had a seal interface width close
to 0. 020 inch (all specimens had a sealing surface machined on a
10-degree reverse angle on each seal disk).

(2) A higher force per inch of seal circumfer, nce resulted in
Specimen 2 having a better seal interface tHan Specimen 1.

(3) A higher force per inch of seal circumference resulted in
Specimen 5 having a better seal interface than Specimens 3 and 4.

Leakage Evaluation of 2-, 4-, 8-, 12-, and 16-Inch-Diameter Seals. Because of
the promising results of the deformation tests with the 2- and 4-inch-diameter seals, the
decision was made to conduct leakage tests with representative seals. Overaged
aluminum was selected as the seal material for major use because it ,s ez'ily machined,
it requires no plating, and its sealing action is believed to be similar to that of nickel-
plated stainless steel. The dimensions for 4-, 8-, 12-, and 16-inch-diameter seals and
the seal seating forces are given in Table 8.

The peak seal seating forces per inch of seal circumerence were almost 50 percent
greater than the average 450 lb/in. of seal circurrference achieved for aluminum seals
for threaded connectors. Unfortunately, the construction of the leakage test fixture did
not provide for adequate restraint of the deflection of the fixture because of pressure end
loads. However, on the basis of the adequate sealing of the seals up to the different
pressures (2000 psi maximum) at which deflection caused leakage, it was concluded that
the seals were satisfactory. It was also decided that the higher axial force per inch of
seal circumference (750 ib/in. ) would be retained for the aluminum seals for flanged
connectors.
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TABLE 8. DIMENSIONS OF ALUMINUM SEALS FOR LEAKAGE TESTS

r~A
060

Axial Force per

Inch of Seal
Tube A + .000 a + .0'0 C + .002 Peak Axial Circumference,

Diameter - .002 - 002 - .000 I) 1 .002 R F * .002 Force, lb lb/in.

4 4.708 4.440 3.760 0.040 0.480 0.290 9,050 612
8 9.008 &, 740 7.900 0.040 0.660 0.470 14,750 522

12 11.998 11.625 10.685 0.060 0.830 0.570 29,300 778
16 15.998 15.500 14.325 0.060 0.958 0.608 35,600 708

Note: All dimensiom in inchs.

Because soft nickel plating has approximately one-third the yield strength of
aluminum, and because nickel-plated stainless steel seals were apparently pfrforming
satisfactorily in threaded connectors with a design axial seal seating force of 6•0 lb/in.
of seal circumference, a design value of 750 lb/in, of seal circumference was also
wele,.ted for stainless steel seals for flanged connectors. A 2-inch nickel-plated stain-
less steel seal with a measured peak axial seal seating force of 768 lb/in. of seal cir-

cumference gave a leak rate of 6.6 x 10-9 atm cc/sec with a helium pressure of
2000 psi.

Determination of Minimum Seal Load. The design of the Bobbin seal substantially

separates the axial preload from the radial sealing load. However, some residual axial
load is required and testLý were conducted with aluminum seals to determine the reduction
in axial seal load that could be tolerated without excessive seal leakage. Representative
overegýd 6061 aluminum seals were assembled and pressurized with helium at 2000 psi.
,n initia3 preload equal to the pressure end load plus one-half the seal seating load was

applied. Once a leakage rate (Column 4 in Table 9) was established, the applied external
load was decreased in increments until the leakage rate exceeded 'he allowable limit.

The difference between the threshold load (Column 5) and the pressure end load was the
minimum axial seal load.

For the 2-inch seal, the minimum axial seal load was 31 percent of the seal seating
load, whereas for the 6- and 8-inch seals, the minimum loads were 45 and 41 percent,

respectively. In the case of the 4-inch seal, the external load was actually less than the
pressure end load before an increase in leakage rate could be detected. As a general
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rule f-)r designing the connector, it was decided that the residual axial load should not
be less chai 1,0 percent of the axial seal seating load.

TABLE 9. MINIMUM AXIAL SEAL SEATING LOADS FOR ALUMINUM SEALS

Nomina: Axial. Seal Total Initial Leakage Load at Pressure Minimum
Seal Sei~aing Initial Rate at 2000 Psi, Allowable End Axial
Size, Load, Axial atm cc/sec/in, of Leakage Load, Seal
in. lb. Load, lb seal circumference Rate, lb lb. Load, lb

Z 5,500 1],650 9.3 x 10-10 10,600 8,900 1700
4 9,500 36,250 4.6 x 10-10 28 1, •'00 31,200 -2700(a)
6 13,500 73,000 2. z x 10-8 70,000 64, 000 6000
8 16,000 134,000 2.2, x 10-10 119,000 112,400 6600

(a) This value indicates that the final external force was less than the pressure end force.

Devel.opment of Computerized
Seal-Design Procedure

Seal-Design Procedure for Qualification Tests. On the basis of the results from
the seal-development work, the following step-by-step procedure was derived to design
the seals for the connectors used in the qualification tests. The tube inside diameter
was calculated in the tube-design section of the computerized connector-design program.
In the seal-design section of the program, the seal inside diameter was made equal to
the tube i.•side diameter plus 0. 04 inch (to allow for seal contraction) for tube sizes
through 8 inches in diameter, or to the tube inside diameter plus 0. 06 inch for tube
sizes greater than 8 inches. As shown by Curve 1 of Figure 13, the seal disk height
was calculated as a step function of tube size. The seal disk thickness was made
0. 04 inch for all tube sizes.

The seal tang thickness was first made equal to the tube wall thickness, and
Equation (3) was used with the appropriaie material yield stress and the required
radial force to calculate a tang length. The ratio of seal tang length to seal tang
height was checked to determine that it was not greater than: (1) 3.5 for tube sizes
up to and including 3 inches, (2) 2. 5 for tube sizes up to and including 8 inches, and
(3) 2.0 for tube sizes greater than 8 inches. If the calculated ratio was greater than
allowable, the tang thickness was increased by steps of 0. 005 inch and the calculation
of seal tang length was repeated until a satisfactory ratio was obtained. The previously
established seal disk dimensions were then used with the selected tang to determine the
final seal design.

Revised Seal-Desiien Procedure. As discussed on pages 144 through 146, the
qualification tests showed that the seal design procedure had to be revised for three
reasons. First, the selected disk thickness of 0.040 inch had to be increased because
of the pressure-impulse requirements of the high-pressure aluminum connectors.
Second, the disk height of the larger, high-pressure stainless steel seals had to be
increased to provide more elastic recovery for thermal-gradient requirements. Third,
the radial force per inch of seal circumference for all stainless steel seals, and in
particular for the high-pressure seals, had to be increased to provide better &c'iling
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contact to overcome imperfections and manufacturing variations in the nickel surface of
the seals. During consideration of these requirements, it alsc became apparent that
shorter disk heights were needed for the seals for tubing less than 3 inches in diameter.

The design procedure was revised to begin with the calculation of seal disk height
as a linear function of tube size. As shown by Curve 2 in Figure 13, the linear varia-
tion was made to approximate the disk height of the 3-inch qualification-test seals be-
cause of the satisfactory thermal-gradient performance of the 3-inch stainless steel
connectors. The seal disk height for the 1-inch size was based on engineering judg-
ment and on seals used under Contract AF 04(611)-8176 for threaded connectors. For
the larger seals, the seal disk height was made as great as possible without increasing
the basic connector structure as determined by the operating conditions and the ma-
terial properties. Following the seal-disk-height calculation, the inside diameter of
the seal was made equal to the tube inside diameter plus an allowance for seal con-
traction proportional to the seal disk height.

The seal tang thickness was initially made equal to 0. 9 times the tube wall thick-
ness, and a tang length was calculated using Equation (Sa):

L = 2FT/ [Sy In (De/Di)]) (5a)

whe re

L = tang length, in.

FT = radial force per inch of outside seal tang circumference at root
of each seal disk, lb/in. f FT was made equal to 750 lb/in. for
all aluminum seals, 1200 lb/in, for low-pressure stainless steel
seals, and 2500 lb/in. for high-pressure stainless steel seals.

Sy = seal material compressive yield stress, psi

De = tang outside diameter, in,

Di = tang inside diameter, in.

On the basis of additional consideration of allowable bowing in the seal tang, the
maximum allowable ratio of seal tang length to seal tang thickness was set at 4 for all
tube sizes, and an iterative check (see page 23 ) was performed on the calculated ratio
until a satisfactory ratio was obtained. Equations (5b) and (5c) below show the calcula-

tions derived for seal disk thickness. The maximum of the two values obtained was the

designed disk thickness. T!,ese equations were based on the successful performance
of a seal disk thickness of 0. 060 inch in the pressure-impulse test of the 8-inch alumi-
num connector, and on thm judgmental application of beam-strength considerations to

other disk sizes.

LT = FTDo/D S , (5b)

and

LT 0.04 + 0.0 01 D I'/-P ,I (5c)
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where

LT seal disk tth-ckness, in.

Do seal disk outside diamneter, in.

D tube outside diarrnc-i.er in.,

P -operating prf,.ssure, -psi.

In'iestikatlon of Conriector-Des~gCri.teria

Several criteria mrust be' considered iui t~he design of separable conriecto-:_ fo), largit.
tubing systems. An inveýstigatior. w,:s mnade oi these criteria prior to the de'V ýlopment of
a computerized, connectoi -design prograra. Irn addit-ior. to the seal development work

described previously, this work included: (1) design appioxirnations for convcntion,ý.
flanged connectorc; (2) Investic~ation of nonconventional, connector configurations;

(3) comnp,.rison of conventcional anti noncoraventional conn~,ctors; (4,) investigation. of con-

nector thermal gradients; (ýN) investigation of bolt paramneters; -and (6) investigation. of

stress relaxation considerations..

Design Approximatiors for Conven-
tional Flanged Connectors

Conventional connectors include either integral or loos4e-r-'rag flanges fastened

together by bolts. These configurations are illustrated in Figure 14. The important
factors that determine the physical dimensions and weight of conventional connectors~
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inchlde the (I) design conditions, (2) seal dimensions, (3) materiai properties, (4) tube-
wall thickness, (51 connector loads, (6) bolt strength, and (7) wrench clearance. Each
of these factors is discussed briefly, and approximate comparative weights are given
for conventional integral and loose-ring connectors.

De._an Conditions, On the basis of the requirements of misaile systems as de.eined
by the work statemrnent, five combinations of temperature, pressure, material, and tube
size v,,Pere selected for design approximations. These are listed in Table 10. Some de-
sIgn peaalties were imposed for the low-pressure system because the computes tube-wall
thickness for pressure retention (for smaller tube sizes especially) was not great enough
for normal handling cr fabrication of the tubing system, and heavier tube--wall thicknesses
required a heavier connector to withstand the higher bending moment loads.

TABLE 10. CONDITIONS FOR DESIGN APPROXIMATIONS

Tube System Maximum
Diameter, Pressure, Temp,

in. psi F Material

I to 16 100 200 Type 347 SS
1 to 16 1500 200 Type 347 SS
I to 16 1500 200 6061-T6 Al
- to 3 4000 600 Type 347 SS
i to 3 6000 200 Type 347 SS

For the design approximations, no consideration of thermal gradients was included
in the load and/or stress analyses. However. on the basis of concurrent laboratory
measurements of thermal gradients (see page 56), it was decided not to use steel bolts
with aluminum flanges.

Seal Dimensions. As shown in Figure 15a, if the seal OD is relatively large, the
bolt-circle diameter will be larger than that required to accornmodz.te wrench clearance
at the bolt head. If the seal OD is small and the seal length is excessive (Figure 15b),
then the length of the bolt may be longer than necessary. It is desirable, therefore, to
select an "optimum" seal configuration (Figure 15c) which will not penalize the flange
design. For cormparison purposes, the seal dimensions selected were based on a seal
tang thickness equal to the tube-wall thickness. The other dimensions of the seal were
then selected to satisfy seal-performance parameters as discussed previously.

Material Properties. To provide a common basis for stress and weight calcula-
tions, values were selected for the minimum strength properties of the connector ma-
terials. Somhe of these values are listed in Table 11. For 6061-T6 aluminum connectors,
the bolt material selected was 2024-T3 aluminum, while for stainless steel connectors,
the bolt material selected was heat-treated, high-strength A286. Also, for analysis
;•urposes, factors of safety of 1. 5 for aluminum miaterials and 1. 25 for steel materials
were selected.
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Excessive

a.Tang too Thick

Excessive

Satisfactory

b. Tong too Long

c. Tong Thickness=Tube.Wall Thickness

FIGURE 15. EFFECT OF SEAL TANG ON CONNECTOR DESIGN
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TABLE 11. MATERIAL MINIMUM-STRENGTH PROPERTIES SELECTED
FOR CONNECTOR COMPARISONS(a)

6061-.T6 2024-T3 Type High-Strength
Aluminum Aluminum 347 SS A286

Modulus of Elast!'city, 106 psi 9.9 9.9 28.0 29.0

Density, lb/in. 3 0.098 0.098 0.288 0.286

Room Temperature (70 F)

Tensile Yield Strength, psi 35,000 50,000 35,000 131, 000

Ultimate Tensile Strength, psi 42,000 62,000 90,000 200, 000

200 F

Tensile Yield Strength, psi 32, 200 47,000 30,000 128,000
Ultimate Tensile Strength, psi 38, 100 59,000 76, 500 196,000

600 F

Tensile Yield Strength, psi - - 25,000 120,000
Ultimate Tensile Strength, psi - - 68,000 180,000

(a) Some of these properties were revised in later designs.

Tube-Wall Thickness. The tube-wall thicknesses selected for this study were
calculated by the following formula from Section I of the ASA Code for Pressure Piping:

1. 1 PD
Tube-Wall Thickness = a P (6)2Sa + 0. 8P'

where

Sa =allowable stress of tube material at most severe operation
condition, psi

P = operating pressure, proof pressure, and/or burst pressure, psi

D = tube outside diameter, in.

1. 1 = factor applied for fabrication tolerance.

The most severe operating conditions that determined minimum tube-wall thick-
ness were (1) proof pressure (one-and-one-half times maximum working pressure) for
Type 347 stainless steel, and (2) burst pressure (two times maximum working pressure)
for 6061-T6 aluminum. For the 100-psi conditions; a minimum wall thickness was
selezted on the basis of weldability and ease of handling. Table 12 shows the calculated
tube-wall thicknesses.
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TABLE 12. TUBE-WALL THICKNESS CALCULATED FOR
CONNECTOR COMPARISONS

Tube-Wall Thickness, inches

Tube 606 1-T6 Aluminum, Type 347 Stainless Steel
Diameter, 1500 Psi, 100 Psi, 1500 Psi, 4000 Psi, 6000 Psi,

D, in. 200 F 200 F zoo F 600 F 200 F

1 0.042 0.022 0.040 0. 120 0. 147
2 0.084 0.028 0.080 0.240 0.294
3 0. 126 0.035 0. 120 0.360 0.441
4 0. 168 0.035 0. 160
5 0.210 0.050 0.200
6 0.252 0. 050 0.240
7 0.294 0. 050 0.280
8 0.336 0. 050 0.320
9 0. 378 0.050 0. 360

10 0.420 0. 050 0.400
11 0.460 0.050 0.440
12 0.504 0.063 0.480
13 0.546 0.063 0. 520
14 0. 588 0.063 0. 560
15 0.630 0.063 0.600
16 0.672 0.063 0.640

Connector Loads. Three types of loads (pressure end load, tube bending load, and
minimum residual seal load) combine in different ways to determine the operating con-

ditions. The connector design axial load (TAL) was determined on the worst-case basis
of:

(1) Axial load due to proof pressure plus minimum seal load

(2) Axial load due to operating pressure plus equivalent bending

load plus minimum seal load.

The design axial loads (TAL) for each tube OD and combination of temperature,
pressure, a-ad material are shown in Table 13.
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TABLE 13. DESIGN AXIAL LOADS CALCULATED FOR
CONNECTOR COMPARISONS

Design Axial Load (TAL), lb
Tube 606 1-T6 Aluminum, Type 347 Stainless Steel

Diameter, D, 1500 Psi, 1500 Psi, 4000 Psi, 6000 Psi,
i.200 F 200OF 600 F 200 F

1 3,951 3,472 8,296 12,082
2 13,414 12,754 32,942 45,083
3 30,592 30,958 59,502 83,480
4 47,868 46,367
5 64,348 62,525
6 84,770 81,686
7 107,356 103,814
8 135, 187 128, 758
9 165,122 159,032

!0204,083 194,326
11 248,840 241,760
12 292,546 284,865
13 334,785 331,507
14 397,426 381,681
15 452,201 434,853
16 510,487 492,636

The preF- "T, end loads at operating and proof pressure conditions were calculated:

7T P(D0) 2

PL= 4 (7)

where

PL = pressure end load, lb

P = operating pressure or proof pressure, psi

Do = seal outside diameter, in.

The tube bending momnent was calculated on the basis of Equations (8) anid (9) and
the lower value was selected. The static bending moment due to misalignment at as-
sembly was defined as half of the tube bending moment.

TBM = Z SA ,(8)

TBM = 60 (D +3) 3  
,(9)
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where

TBMI and TMB2 - tube bending moment, lb-in.

Z = tube section modulus, in. 3

SA = minimum of 2/3 yield strength, 0. 8 stress to
rupture in 2 years, or 0.5 fatigue strength, psi

D = tube outside diameter, in.

The equivalent axial load due to tube bending was calculated:

ALB = SB 7T (D-T) , (10)

whe re

ALB = equivalent axial load, lb

SB = bending stress, psi

T = tube-wall thickness, in.

D = tube outside diameter, in.

The minimum residual seal load, MSL, was calculated to be 10 percent of the

assembly-seal sealing load, i.e., about 75 lb/in. of seal circumference:

MSL = 75 n (Do) , (11)

where

MSL = minimum seal load, lb

Do = sea! outside diameter, in.

Bolt Strength. For design approximation, high-strength A286 bolts and 02,4-T3

aluminum bolts were selected for the stainless steel and alurninurn connectors, respec.

tively. The room-temperature strength properties of these bolt materials are shown in

Figures 16 and 17. The maximum allowable bolt loads at maximum operating temper-

ature for various bolt sizes are shown in Table 14, The allowable bolt loads were com-

puted as follows:

S1 1 L , -- A ,( 2
F'S

where

BL = maximum allowable bolt load, lb

Sy = tensile yield strength of bolt material at maximum operating

temperature, psi

FS factor of safety; for 2024-T3, FS 1.5, for AZ86, FS ý 1, 25
2

As tensile ;tress area = 2 D

and D = basic major bolt diameter, in,

n = number of threads per inch.
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TABLE 14. MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE BOLT LOADS, POUNDS

Bolt Size, 2024-T3 Aluminum, A286
in. -TPI 200 F 200 F 600 F

10-32 3Z 2,050 1,925
1/4-28 1, 139 3,734 3, 505
5/6-24 1,818 5,960 5,595
3/'6-4 2,751 9,015 8,463
7/16-?0 3,719 12,186 11,440
1/2-20 5,011! 16,418 15,413
9/1i 18 6, 360 20,835 19,560
: /8- 1e 8,010 26,273 24,665
3/4-16 1 1, 686 38, 284 35,940
7/8-14 15,963 52, 297 49,095
1-12 Z0,774 68, 061 63,894

ý ench Clearance. One of the bolt characteristics that influences the dimensions
Jf the connector is the bolt-head size and its corresponding wrench-clearance require-
rneo. One minimum limit on the bolt-circle diameter is established by the tube out-
side diameter plus the wrench-clearance diameter. A limit on the maximum number of
bolts that can be used in a flange is thee space between the bolts required for wrench
clearance. Table 15 lists the across-flats dimensions and the wrench-clearance diame-
ters that were used in this comparison study.

TABLE 15. BOLT-WRENCH CLEARANCE

Hexagon Head Wrench-
Bolt Size Across Clearance

Size. in. Flats, in. Diameter, in.

1/4 7/16 0.88
5/16 1/2 0.94
3/8 9/16 1.00
7/16 11/16 1.08
1/2 3/4 1.34
9/16 7/8 1.51
5/8 15/16 1.59
3/4 1-1/16 1.73
7/8 1-1/4 1.94

1 1-7/16 2.16

lntegral-FKange Connector. The total-axial-load dcta in Table 13 were used to
determine the nun\ber and size of bolts required for integral flange connectors for each
representative tube size and pressure condition. A computer program was established

for designing integral flanges in accordance with the formulas and methods set forth in
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the ASME Code for Unfired Pressure Vessels - Section VIII. Solt-circle inputs were
determined from the minimum of two conditions! (1) connector hub OD + 2 x (nut radius +
wrench clearance between nut and hub) or (2) seal-cavity-clearance diameter + 2 x bolt
radius. Flange OD inputs were found by adding two times the bolt diameter to the calcu-
lated bolt circle.

Loose-Ring Flange Connector. The number and 3ize of bolts required for the loove-
ring configuration were identical to those required for the integral-flange connectors.
Loose-ring-thickness calculations were -nade using the bolt-circle and ring OD dimensions
established for the integral-type flanges. The stub flanges were designed by a computer
program set up for the loose-ring design. The OD of the stub flanges was the minimum
that would contain the seal cavity while providing adequate bearing area between the flange.
face and the loose ring.

Weight Comparison. Comparative weights for the integral and the loose-ring con-
nectors were computed and are shown in graphical form in Figures 18 through 21.

Investigation of Nonconventional
Connector Configurations

The investigation of nonconventional connectors was initiated by a search for basic
configurations. Three major sources were searched: (1) patents, (2) commercially
available connectors, and (3) connector concepts available from the literature and from
past Battelle projects. Approximately 60 patents were obtained, studied, and classifie'I
according to the basic design approaches. Letters were sent to approximately 316 com-
panies requesting design information on available or promising connector configurations.
A search was made of the extensive literature on connectors collected under Contract
AF 04(611)-8176, and of the connector concepts conceived during that project and during
other Battelle projects on connectors. From this work, five connector configurations
were selected as containing design features worthy of detailed study.

To permit a comparison of nonconventional and conventional configurations, a
preliminary design of each nonconventional connector wae developed for the design con-
ditions given in Table 10. Type 347 stainless steel was chosen as the material for all
nonconventional connector designs. This selection permitted a more general comparison
of the different configurations and simplified the comparison procedure. The tube-wall
thickness and the total axial load were common to all conventional and nonconventional
connector config rations. The residual seal-seating-load requirement was also common
to all connectors.

X-Connector. The X-connector designed by the Parker Aircraft Company is shown
in Figure 22. The outer portion or fastener of this connector serves the same function
as the bolts in a conventional connector. The fastener is fabricated with end diameters t
large enough to pass over the stub flanges during assembly. A special tool is used to
swage or deform the end portions of the fastener inwardly and around the stub flanges.
The fastener is contained and deformed in such a way that it seats the seal and provides
joint preload.

A 1/2-inch X-connector and a 3/4-inch X-connector have been developed through
funding from General Electric and NASA, and tests have been conducted satisfactorily
with helium at 4000 psi. Development of the X-connector with the Bobbin seal in the
larger tube sizes would be somewhat questionable because of the large axial seal-seating
motion and high joint preloads which are required. Furthermore, the connector is a
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semipermanent rather than a separable connector. However, not only does the connector
have unique features, but it appears to have been investigated more thoroughly than any

other nonconventional connector in the past few years.

A design similar to the X-connector, shown in Figure 23, was established for the

estimate of connector weight. The weight of the connector fastener was calculated using
the computer program established for the nut of the threaded-flange connector. The
weights of the stub flanges were made identical to those of the stub flanges of the con-
ventional loose-ring connector.

V-Band Connector. The V-band connector is an acceptable tube fastener for nmany

industrial and aerospace applications. Several design variations are possible in th,
V-band structure, but limitations must be imposed owing to tube size, system pres3ure,

and permissible leakage. A three-segment band interconnected by the stud and nut
arrangement shown in Figure 24 was chosen as the best configuration for liquid rocket

propulsion systems. This design is more suitable for large tube diameters and for the
high axial seal-seating moton required by the Bobbin seal. Also, a more accurate pre-
load can be realized with this configuration than with a single-fastener, single-strap con-
figuration, since less relative motion exists between the band and flange pressure faces
during assembly.

The flange-face pressure angle and the thickness of the flange beyond the tube OD

were chosen to provide the axial motion required for seal-seating and joint preload. The
included angle on the V-band was not allowed to exceed 35 degrees. The distance be-

tween the pressure faces of the V-band was determined from the summation of dimensions
of the contained flanges and seal. These parameters, together with the total-axial-load

data and an assumed friction angle, provided the inputs to a computer program estab-
lished to calculate the weight of the V-band. The flange weights were calculated by the

stub-flange computer program.

Compression-Collar Connector. The load-carrying member of this connector is a
two-segment collar similar to a two-segment V-band with parallel faces on the inwardly
projecting flanges. The design as presented by Allied Research Associated is shown in
Figure 25. One of the inwardly pr.ojecting flanges of this connet-tor is tapped for socket-

head screws which bear against a hardened steel ring on one of the flange faces. These
screws, when tightened against the hardened steel ring, produce axial motion which

forces the flanges against the seal to provide joint preload.

The fastener for the redesigned compression collar is in the form of a continuous
thin-walled nut as shown in Figure 26. The two end rings of the nut member are de-
signed to contain the bending loads, and this permits the thin-wall construction of the
interconnecting cylinder. This design was chosen because it represents a lighter
weight than can be realized with the thick-walled two-segment design, where bending
loads must be carried through the entire length of the connector. Computations of the

weight for the rut, the nut ring, and the flanges were accomplished by computer pro-

grams. The weights of these elements plus the socket-head screws and hardened steel
ring make up the total connector weight.

Breech-Type Connector. The breech-type connectol uses a nut member to carry

the total axial load over and around the seal area. The design as it is manufactured by

Thorrnhill-Craver Company, Inc. , is shown in Figure 27. One of the flanges, called the
lug hub member, contains outwardly projecting tapered shelves. The nut member con-
tains inwardly projecting tapered shelves which contact the tapered surfaces of the
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hub-member shelves. Relative rotating motion between the lug hub and nut member pro-
duces an axial motion and compressive force on the flanges and seal. Only a few degrees
of nut member rotation are required fox connector preload. The torque is applied by the
arm and bolt device shown in Figure 27.

The redesigned breech-type connector is shown in Figure 28. To save weight, the
arm and bolt arrangement for applying axial preload was removed. Splines were de-
signed on the nut and hub to providtk the contact surfaces through which a special tool can
transmit joint assembly torques. Carnmed surfaces on the joint loading tabs were de-
signed with a 9-degree lead angle, and tab-face areas were sized to provide a bearing
stress less than the allowable for Type 347 stainleas steel. The nut-wall thickness was
calculated to withstand the total axial load in tension, together with the bending loads
imposed by the tabs. These data were used in the nut and flange computer programar to
complete the requirc:d calculations. The total connector weight consists of the stub- and
tab-flange weights and the tab, spline, and nut weights.

Threaded-Flange Connector. A gear-powered union designed by Resistoflex
Corporation contains a worm and worm-'gear arrangement to reduce the wrench torque
required to assemble the connector (see Figure 29). This type of torquing device in-
creases connector weight for two reasons: (1) the gear reduction assem~bly in an integral
part of the connector and (2) the diameter of the load path is considerably greater than
the flange OD and this produces increased bending moments, requiring thicker nut-wall
construction. A redesign of this connector produced the more familiar threaded-flanged
connector, shown in Figure 30. Weight data for the threaded flange and nut were pro-
vided by separate computer programs set up for the threaded-flange connector, while

the plain-hub data came from the stub-flange computer program. The high nut torques
required for preloading this design must be provided by a special tool attached to the
connector through the hub and nut splines.

One design of a special tool which could be used with this connector is shown in
Figure 31. A chain similar to a timing chain would be wrapped around the hub spline
of the connector and tightened to anchor the tool and to sustain the countertorque im-
posed by the tool. A second chain would be wrapped around the tool drive gear and nut-
spline arei of the connector, and the ends would be connected to form an endless chain
drive. rhis drive chain would be tightened by an idler wheel to complete the attachment
of the. special tool. Torque could be applied to the connector nut through either of two
wrc'.ch positions on the special tool. The low-torque position would be used to attain
greater speed in seating the seal, and the high-torque position would be used to apply
the preload.

Comparison of Conventional and
Nonconventional Connectors

Weight is believed to be the most important parameter in the comparison of con-
ventional and nonconventional connectors. The information pertaining to weight, and to
comparisons of a more general nature are discussed in the following sections.

Weight Comparison. The connector weights for the representative systems are
summarized in parametric-curve form in Figures 32 through 35. The weights shown
represent the flange and fastener portion of the connector external to the tube outside
diametere. Thb weight of the seal is not included. The V-band connector is the heav-
iest for the four conditions investigated. The high weight exhibited by this configuration
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is due primarily to the noncontinuous fastener element. The fastener does not have the
structural-strength advantage that can be realized with a composite ring-anrl- cylindrical-
fastener arrangement, and the imposed bending moments must be sustained in a structure
similar to a simple beam. The fastener must also carry the tensile load due to total
axial load. The fastener thickness required to carry the combined tensile and connector-
imposed bending loads is in excess of four times the thickness required for the pure ten-
sile load.

According to the curves representing the compression-collar and breech-type con-
nectors for each of the four conditions, there is no weight advantage of these connectors
as compared with the conventional integral-flange connector. The curves denoting the
loose-ring flange, the threaded flange, and the X-connector show that these connectors
are the lightest in weight of those investigated during the analysis. However, the feas-
ibility of the X-connector is low when examined in relation to the program requirements
for zero leakage, reassembly, and use with the Bobbin seal.

The threaded-flange connector represents the lowest weight design of all the con-
nectors investigated. A. more detailed weight comparison for the loose-ring and
threaded-flange connectors is shown in Table 16. Weight savings in excess of 25 per-
cent are possible in several instances, as shown by this comparison. The low weight
of the threaded-flange connector is due to the fact that the axial load path is contained
within a minimum envelope around the seal cavity.

TABLE 16. WEIGHT COMPARISON FOR LOOSE-RING

AND THREADED-FLANGE CONNECTORS

System Tube Stainless Steel Connector Weights, ,
Pressure Diameter, Loose-Ring Threaded Percent

and Temperature in. Flange Flange Lighter

1 0.4C U.26 35.0
3 2.00 1.66 17. 0

100 psi 5 5. 13 4. 20 18. I
200 F 8 10.76 9.8f 8.4

12 24.77 24.15 --

16 45.06 45.26 --

0 0. 56 0.49 IZ. 5
3 3.82 3.21 16, 0

1500 psi 5 9.68 7. 31 24, 5
200 F 8 20.51 16.37 Z0.2

12 60.87 43.60 28.4
16 105. 73 89.54 15. 3

4000 pIA 1 0.95 0. 71 Z5. Z
600 F 2 3. 77 2. 71 28. 1

3 7. 26 5. 44 25. 1

6 0 0 0 
psi 1 1. 06 0.8Z 2Z.6

200 F 2 4. 09 3. 09 ý4.4
3 7. 95 6. 47 18.6
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Miscellaneous Comparisons. A second area of connector comparison was con-,

cerned with some general features of each design. The features evaluated are shown

in Table 17. The conventional integral-flange and loose-ring-flange connectors are

combined under the single heading 'Bolted Flange' in Table 17 since the designs are

identical for the features being considered. The best overall rating for these general

design features was shown by the bolted-flange and compression-collar connectors.

TABLE !-. COIPAR:SON OF GENERAL DES:GN FEATURES

Bolted Ccnipre s ion Threaded Breech Segmnented X-

Condition Flanee Collar Flange Type V-Band Connector

Special tools Good Good Undesirable Undes~rable Good Undesirable

Required clearance - bevon~d Acceptable Acceptable Good Good Acceptable Undesirable

connector ervelope

Preload acc\:racv Good Good Acceptable Acceptable Acceptable .-Aceptable

Required machining tolerance Good Good Acceptable Undesirable Acceptable Acceptable

Flange load distributior Good Good Undesirable Undesirable Acceptable Acceptable

with axial ntisaligrnment

A third area of comparison was the estimated assembly time required for each

connector type. The calculations were based on "Assembly Time Units". One (1)
Assembly Time Unit (ATU) was defined as the time required to insert one bolt (for the

smaller connectors) through the holes of a conventional connector, to start the nut, and

to run the nut to a hand-tight condition (IATU = 15 to 30 seconds). The ATU values for

basic assembly functions are shown in Table 18.

TABLE 18. SINGLE-BOLT ASSEMBLY-TIME-UNIT REQUIRE.ENTS

Connector Assembly Tube Diameter
Function 1 Through 4 In. 5 Through 16 In,

Hand AsseniblN I Z to 3

Seal seating 1/2 per nut turn 3/4 per nut turn

Preload torque I I to 2
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Table 19 gives the breakdown and summarization of ATU's for the individual
assembly functions cf bolted-flange connectors. Table 18 was prepared for conventional
connectors in particular, but slight alterations made the data applicable to compression-
collar and V-band connectors. Tables 20 and ZI present the estimates for these two
configurations. Although time estimates for breech-type and threaded-flange connectors
were less accurate, since their assembly functions could not be directly associated with
the assembly functions of a simple bolt, Tables 22 and 23 present the estimated assem-
bly times for these two connectors. The final column in each of the five assembly-time
tables represents the range of estimated real time. The summary of assembly-time
estimates, as listed in Table 24, represents the average of this real-time range.

T\i,, P0. 1101''t.I IF;I)-FlANGF:-CONNFGTOR ASSEMBIY-TIME ESI'IMAlI ES

1-il,,. ,•o Singl .,- Bolt A TU Tiniy

Diamut, r. B1,lls Sat I laId Scal Preload T,,taI Range,
in. N"u. Si7.t St.;I Asst-Mbly St,.1t ilg Tr rque T,,tal ATU min

u 6 # 10 3-t/4 I Z I 4 Z4 6 to I"
IO0 H 20 1/4 3-1/ Z Z I 6 120 30 to b0

16 46 1/4 6 3 4 1 8 288 7l to 144

1 b # 10 1-3/4 I 2 1 4 24 6 to 12
IItO0 H 16 3/8 Z-1/4 2 4 7 112l Z8 to 56

1 to l/Z 4-1/4 4-1/2 Z 9-1/Z 285 71 to 142.

6000(1 I 6 1 10 t- 1/4 1 Z 4 24 6 to I2
t 3/8 / -1/4 I 1-Il2 I 4-1/2 45 II to Z2

I AIBI Z, ,0, COM(PitRESSION-COI.LAR"-CONNEG IOR ASSEMBLY-TIME ESTIMATES

T1,1'1c In J'111 Sigll - Bolt A TU Timne
t'r',,,s r. , Diariutu r 1301 tH Sva t i la IrsI' rt Se.& I Prload Total Range

Jim, in. N,,. Siz? St,,) As t'mibl y Bolt Seating Torqw. Total ATU ntin

1 , # 10 1-1/4 1 I Z 1 4 7 7 to 14
100 I (1) 1/4 5-1/Z S, 1 3 i 5 105 t6 to nS

16 14 1/4 6 8 1 4 1 6 t1Z 530to 000

1 6 I 10 3-1/4 3 1 Z 1 4 7 7 to 14
1500 8 20 5/1t 3 5 1 A-1/2 1-1/i 5 105 Z6 to 52

16 14 7/16 4-1/4 8 1 3-1/Z 2 6-1/z ZZ9 57 to 114

6000 1 6 W tO 3-3/4 3 1 2 1 4 7 7 to 14
3 l2 5/16 3 4 1 I-1/i 1-1/2 4 5Z 13 to 26
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TABLE 2 . V-BAND-CONNECTOR ASSEMBLY- TIME ESTIMATES

Nut Turns

Tube to Sin le Nut ATU Time

Pressure, Diameter, Nuts Seat Hand Seal Preload Total Range,

psi in. No. Size Seal Assembly Seating Torque Total ATU min

1 b # 10 7 1Z 5 1/Z 6 36 9 to 18

100 8 6 5/16 5 1 4 1 6 36 9 to 18

16 6 7/16 8 1-1/2 6 I-I/Z 9 54 14to 28

1 6 # 10 7 1/2 5 1/2 6 36 9 to 18

1500 8 6 3/4 3-1/2 1 6 1 8 48 12 to 24

16 6 1-1/4 5 1-1/2 9 1-1/2 12 72 18 to 36

6000 1 6 1/4 6-1/? 1/2 5 1/,- 6 36 9 to 18

3 6 5/8 4 1 5 I-1/2 7-1/2 45 1z to 24

TABLE 22, BREECH-TYPE-CONNECTOR ASSEMBLY-TIME ESTIMATES

Tube Joint Attach firne

Pressure, Diameter, HIand Special Seat Preload Lock Remove Total Range,

psi in. Assembly Tool Seal Joint Joint Tool ATU min

I 2 Not reqd. 2 2 2 -- 8 2 to 4

100 8 2 16 14 2 6 6 46 12 to 24

16 4 24 40 4 10 10 9 23 to 46

1 2 Not reqd. 2 2 2 -- 8 Z to 4

1500 8 2 16 14 8 6 6 52 13 to 2b

16 4 24 40 16 10 10 104 26 to 52

6000 1 2 8 2 Z 2 4 20 5 to 10

3 3 8 4 2 3 4 4 6 to 1L
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TABI.E 23. THREADED-FLANGE-CONNECTOR ASSEMBLY-TIME ESTIMATLS

Tube Joint Attach Time
Pressure, Diameter, Hand Special Seat Preload Remov, Total Range,

psi in. Assembly Tool Seal Joint Tool ATU min

100 1 Z No. reqd. 2 2 -- 6 I-I/Z to 3
8 4 1 14 2 6 42 1 ito 22

16 8 44 40 4 10 86 Z 1 to 42

1500 1 Z Not reqd. Z 2 -1 6 1-1/2 to 3
8 4 16 14 8 6 48 12 to 24

16 8 Z4 40 16 10 98 25 to 50

6000 1 Z 8 Z Z 4 18 4-1/Z to 9
3 3 8 4 2 4 21 5 to l0

TABI E 24. SUMMARY OF ASSEMBLY-TIME ESTIMATES

Tube
Pressure, Diameter, Bolted Compression Threaded Breecd Segmented

psi in. Flange Collar Flange Type V-Band

100 1 9 min 10 min Z min 3 min 14 min
8 45 rnin 39 min 16 rmin 18 min 14 min

16 1 hr 45 min l hr2 0 min 31 min 35 min Z rmin

1500 1 9 min 10 min 2 min 3 min 14 min
8 4 mrin 39 min 18 min 19 min 18 min

16 1 hr 45 min 1 hr 25 mi, 38 min 39mm 27 rmin

6000 1 9 rmin 10 min 7 min 8 min 14 min
3 18 min 19 min 8 min 9 min 18 min

The threaded-flange connector shows the lowest time requirement for the largest
range of system parameters. The V-band connector requires slightly lower assembly
times in tube diameters from 8 to 16 inches at system pressures of 1500 psi and below.

Conclusions and Recommendations. On the basis of the investigations described
above, the following conclusions were reached:

(1) Optimized conventional integral- and loose-ring-flange con-
nectors will be lighter in weight than most flanged connectors
that might be developed from nonconventional configurations.

(2) Nonconventional threaded-flange connectors offer the promise
of a weight saviings of up to 25 percent as compared with con-
ventional flanged connectors.

(3) The successful development of large, threaded-flange connectors
depends on the development of easily used assembly tools.

The following recom-rmendations were made concerning the development of flanged
connectors during the remainder of the program:

(1) Conventional integral- and loose-ring-flange connectors should
be developed for all sizes and service conditions.
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(2) With funds in addition to those allocated, a parallel program
should be undertaken to develop large threaded-flange con-
nectors and appropriate assembly tooling. This development
could be undertaken in the following major steps: (a) the de-
sign of representative connectors and associated assembly
tools and (b) the fabrication and field evaluation of selected
connectors and assembly tools.

Investigation of Connector
Thermal Gradients

As described in Technical Documentary Report No. AFRPL-TR-65-162, a separ-
able connector can achieve very low helium leakage rates over a wide temperature range
only if the connector design can accommodate the effects of thermal gradients. This
degree of design sophistication is not usually required for connectors containing liquids,
and as a result, most separable-connector designs do not include a detailed thermal-
gradient analysis. The development of such an analysis technique for the AFRPL
threaded connectors is believed to be a major reason for the success of the connector in
maintaining low gas leakage over large temperature ranges. Consequently, the de-
cision was made to incorporate a thermal-gradient analysis in the design procedure for
flanged connectors.

The effects of thermal gradients on a connector are strongly dependent on the con-
figuration and operating principles of the connector. As discussed previously, the
Bobbin seal specifically incorporates a feature to minimize the effect of changes in axial
load on the effectiveness of the seal. Because of the complex configuration of flanged
connectors, a theoretical analysis of heat transfer in a connector is not only very costly,
but is also subject to significant inaccuracies. Thus, the decision was made to estimate
the connector thermal gradients by making temperature measurements on connector
parts similar to those expected for the final connectors.

Experiments With Flange Segments. The initial thermal-gradient tests were con-
ducted with bolted flange segments. The use of segments that were sized to simulate a
typical portion of a connector flange greatly reduced not only the cost of the parts but
ali 3 the cost of the tests. It was believed that the results of these tests would facilitate
the selection of optimum connector proportions. The details of the segments are shown
in Figures 36 and 37. Two segments of each size were bolted together, and thermo-
couples were attached to the bolt and to the segment as shown in Figure 38. The sides
of the segments were insulated, and the surface simulating the inside surface of the con-
nector and the tube wall was subjected to hot and cold fluid temperatures according to
the required connector temperature limits.

Figure 39 shows the thermocouple readings when the inner surface of a simulated
high-pressure, stainless steel connector was placed in contact with liquid nitrogen. The
sudden drop in temperature near TC-6 after 11 minutes was attributed to increased heat
transfer between the nitrogen and the connector as local boiling of the nitrogen subsided.
The decision was made to mount the simulated connector in a vertical position to permit
the bubbles to escape more readily and more closely simulate a flowing liquid.

Figures 40, 41, and 42 show typical results for vertically mounted specimens. The
average flange temperatures were obtained from the arithmetic average of four thermo-
couples in the flange segments. One thermocouple located in the center of the bolt was
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FIGURE 36. DETAILS OF SEGMENTS FOR THERMAL-GRADIENT TESTS FOR
SIMULATED TYPE 347 STAINLESS STEEL BOLTED FLANGES
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FIGURE 37. DETAILS OF SEGMENTS FOR THERMAL-GRADIENT TESTS FOR
SIMULATED 1500-PSI 6061 ALUMINUM BOLTED FLANGES
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use(l ti, measure the bolt temperature. The results showed that a significantly greater
t,-ormal-gradient problem exists with stainless steel connectors than with aluminum con-
nectors. The tests also showed that it would be undesirable to use steel bolts with alumi-
num connectors despite their higher strength and greater resistance to damage due to
handling. Figure 43 shows the maximum temperature difference measured for different
sizes of aluminum and stainless steel connector flange segments when in contact with
liquid nitrogen and boiling water.

Experiments With Connectors. Thermal-gradient measurements were made with
2- and 3-inch connector assemblies made of Type 347 stainless steel and 6061-T6
aluminum in both integral and loose-ring configurations. For the integral-flange as-
sembly, measurements were made of the temperatures at the Bobbin seal tang, the
integral flange at the bolt circle, and the bolt shank between the flanges. For the loose-
ring assembly, temneratinres were measured at the Bobbin seal tang, the outside diam-
eter of the stub flange, the loose ring at the boil circle, and the bolt shank midway
between the flanges. Table 25 shows the results of the tests. A comparison of the
integral-flange-to-bolt temperature differences for the 3-inch aluminum and stainless
steel connectors in Table 25 (35 F and 55 F, respectively) shows good correlation with
the values measured for the 3-inch-connector flange segments shown in Figure 43b and
d (25 F and 62 F, respectively).

TABLE 25. RESULTS OF THERMAL-GRADIENT MEASUREMENTS
FOR CONNECTOR ASSEMBLIES AT ROOM TEMPER-
ATURE EXPOSED TO LIQUID NITROGEN

Temperature Difference, F
Seal Integral Seal Stub Loose

Tube to Flange to Flange Ring
Diameter, Flange Integral to Stub to Loose to

in. Type Material Flange Bolt Flange Ring Bolt

3 Integral Type 347 SS 70 55
2 Integral Type 347 SS 30 49

3 Integral 606 1-T6 Al 60 35
2 Integral 6061 -T6 Al 30 50

3 Loose Ring Type 347 SS 65 65 75
2 Loose Ring Type 347 SS 35 60 60

3 Loose Ring 6061-T6 Al 30 30 48
2 Loose Ring 6061-T6 Al 40 32 34

Deflection Measurements. Measurements were made of the deflections in the
flanges of the 2- and 3-inch aluminum and stainless steel connectors subjected to liquid
nitrogen temperatures. The connectors were assembled and the bolts were stressed to
selected preload levels. When the connectors were filled with liquid nitrogen, the de-
flections of the flange elements were meastured to determine the effects of the thermal
gradients. The results of these measurements are shown in Figures 44 through 47.

As shown in Figure 44. when the 3-inch, Type 347 stainless steel, integral flanged
connector was cooled, the thermal gradients caused the flange elements to rotate
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conversely to the direction of rotation during bolt-up. This resuleu irom axial shrinkage
of the seal and the flange plus radial shrinkage o1 the tube adjacent to the flange. Thus,
in the flange-nesign program, it appeared necessary to account for the effects of thermal
gradients in the iadial direction as well as in the axial direction.

Investiion of Bolt Parameters

A survey was made of the technical literature available at Battelle-Columbus on
bolted fasteners. Approximately 120 references were selected and cataloged. Also,
about 23 reports on material properties were surveyed and cataloged. Catalogs and
technical literature on other types of fasteners were included in the information survey.
Although several interesting types of fasteners were identified, it was decided that no
fastener configuration heriously challenged nut and bolt fasteners for the conventional
integral- and loose-ring-flange connectors that were selected for development.

Preliminary Investigation of Fasteners for Stainless Steel Connectors. Preliminary
calculations for estimating fastener loads per inch of connector circumference were made
on the basis of the system requirements given in Table 10. Tentative values of the axial
loads due to pressure and bending that must be sustained by the fasteners for Type 347
stainless steel tubing sybtems are given in Figure 48.

The strengths of bolt-nut fasteners were obtained from catalog data for commer-
ially available socket-head-type bolts with an ultimate tensile strength of the order of

190, 000 psi. Figure 49 shows the strength/weight ratios for these fasteners using three
different bolt spans or grips. It can be seen that the smaller bolt sizes give a somewhat
better strength/weight ratio. Figure 50 shows the tensile load that can be sustained by
bolt-nut fasteners made from A286, on the basis of data published in NASA CR-357(4).
Preliminary selections of A286 bolt sizes for the three high-pressure service ranges are
listed in Table 26.

Preliminary Investigation of Fasteners tor Aluminum Connectors. A search was
maex "or suppliers of high-strength aircraft-quality aluminum bolts, and for information
on bolt yield strength at Z00 F and -400 F. Fastener supply companies and fastener
manufacturers were contacted. Several companies could supply 6061-T6 aluminum bolts,
and a few could supply 2024-T4 aluminum bolts from stock, but none could supply higher
strength alumnnum bolts from stock. None of the companies contacted could supply in-
formation on bhlt yield strength for any of the alloys at the desired temperatures or at
room temperature.

A preliminary estimate was made of the axial loads that must be sustained by the
fasteners for the 6061-T6 aluminum connectors. An estimate was made of the tensile-
load capability of 2024-T4 aluminurr bolts in sizes from 1/4 to 7/8 inch, as illustrated
in Figure 51. Table 27 shows the preliminary sele( 'n made of the bolt size and num-
ber required for bolhed flanged connectors for 1500--' aluminum connectors.

Two quotations were obtained for 7075 aluminum bolts, as shown in Table 28, It
appeared possible to ol, ain bolts of the diameter and length required for the connectors
in AN 300 series 7075-T73 aluminum with a NAS 6 2 4-type 12-point head. Commercial-
quality-aluminum bolts in alloy 7075-T6 manufactured in compliance with American
Standar'd B 18.2-1955 als. appeared to be available as required. However, it was con-
cluded that the use of 7075 aluminumn bolts for the connectors would impose a substantial
cost !isadvantage,
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TABLE 26. PRELIMINARY SELECTION OF A286 BOLT SIZES
FOR STAINLESS STEEL CONNECTORS

6000-Psi, 4000-Psi, 1500-Psi,
Tube 200 F System 600 F System 200 F System

Diameter, Bolt No. of Bolt No. of Bolt No. of
in. Size Bolts Size Bolts Size Bolts

I No. 10 6 No. 10 6 No. 10 6
2 5/16" 8 1/4" 8 No. 10 6
3 3/8" 10 5/16" 10 1/4" 8
4 5/16" 8
5 5/16"t 10
6 3/8" 12
7 3/8" 14
8 3/8" 16
9 3/8" 20

10 3/8" 24
S1 1/2" 20
12 1/2" 22
13 1/2" 24

14 1/2" 26
15 1/2" 30
16 1/2" 32

TABLE 27. PRELIMINARY SELECTION OF 2024-T4 ALUMINUM
BOLT SIZES FOR 1500-PSI, 200 F, 6061-T6
ALUMINUM CONNECTORS

Tube Diameter, in. No. of Bolts Size of Bolts

1 6 1/4-28
2 6 5/16-24

8 3/8-24
4 10 1/2-20
5 12 1/2-20
6 14 9/16-18
7 16 9/16-18
8 18 5/8-18
9 20 5/8-18

10 22 5/8-18
11 20 3/4-16
12 24 3/4-16
0 26 3/4-16
14 24 7/8-14
15 26 7/8-14
i6 30 7/8-14
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TABLE 28. QUOTED COST OF 7075 ALUMINUM BOLTS

7075-T6 American
7075-T73 AN3DD Series Standard B18. 2-1955

Cost per Cost per
Size 100 Lb, $ Size 100 Lb, $

BM9138-4-7 439.00 1/4-28 x 3/4 49.70
BM9138-6-20 524.40 3/8- 2 4 x 2 46.00
BM9138-8-30 593.00 1/2-20 x 3 53.35
BM9138-10-40 844.20 5/8-18 x 4 83.50
BM9138-12-54 1067. 10 3/4-16 x 6 140.00
BM9138-14-67 1863.00 7/8-14 x 7 168.00

Preliminary Consideration of Threaded-Fastener Parameters. A study was made

of published information on such factors as preload, fatigue failure, vibration resistance,
corrosion resistance, surface finish, hardness, lubrication, fastener stiffness, and the
effect of successive tightenings.

Three methods of predicting bolt preload or tension are commonly used: (1) mea-
suring the applied torque, (2) measuring the fastener's extension, and (3) estimating the
amount of nut rotation. Patented configurations have begun to appear recently, which are
based on the yielding of a part of the bolt-nut assembly. Measurement of the applied
torque is the method most often used, although some of the new designs show considerable
promise. Price and Trask( 5 ) investigated the following factors and their effect on bolt
tension:

(1) Structure material
(2) Bolt grip length
(3) Lubricant
(4) End of fastener turned
(5) Number of successive tightenings.

"Variations in the structural materials showed little difference in the bolt torque for
lubricated parts. Howevei, steel bolts mated with a titanium structure showed higher
torques than steel bolts mated with an aluminum or steel structure for nonlubricated, as-
received parts. The maximum bolt load on aluminum structures and other low compres-
sive yield materials is limited by local deformations of the structure at the area of con-
tact with the bolt head and nut. The grip length and the end of the fastener to which
tightening torque is applied had little effect on the torque-preload relationship.

Lubrication of the mating parts, however, had a significant effect on the torque
required to produce a specified bolt load. The torque required to stress a nonlubricated
(specimens as-received) 3/4-inch bolt to 100, 000 psi was 5140 lb-in. This torque was
2590 lb-in. when the specimen was lubricated. Price and Trask noted similar results
at other stress levels for 3/4-inch and 1/4-inch fasteners.

A computational method for relating bolt torque, stress, and diameter was sug-
gested by these investigations. The ratio R as determined by Equation (13) was used:
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1000 T0 (3R ^-- - (13)
Db S

where

To =torque, lb-in.

Db bolt diameter, in.

S = axial stress in bolt, psi.

A factor of 1000 was used for convenience in locating the decimal point. Values of R
were calculated by Price and Trask for 1/4-inch and 3/4-inch steel bolts for lubricated
and as-received conditions for three stress levels. These values are shown in Table 29.

TABLE 29. RATIO R FOR 1/4-INCH AND 3/4-INCH STEEL BOLTS

Bolt Stress, R (Lubricated) R (As Received)
psi 1/4 In. 3/4 In. 1/4 In. 3 /4 In.

100,000 3. 52 3.48 8.24 6.00
120,000 3.57 3.59 8.29 5.98
140,000 3.60 3.66 8.51 5.92

For lubricated fasteners the value of R was nearly the same for 1/4-inch bolts as
it was for 3/4-inch bolts when the bolts were stressed to the same axial stress level.
The change in R with changes in stress level was also small. When the formula was
applied to bolts in the nonlubricated or as-received condition, however, the ratio was not
constant for different bolt sizes.

Repeated installation of threaded fasteners was found to have a significant effect on
the torque-tension ratio. Repeated installation for as-received fasteners, in general,
required higher torque for a given tension than was required on the first installation. The
installation torque for lubricated fasteners was reported to be essentially constant after
the second assembly. This effect is shown in Table 30. All torques are for an axial
stress of 100, 000 psi in the bolt. The lock-nut torque shown is the torque required to
turn the lock nut with no axial load on the bolt.

From the report by Price and Trask, it can be concluded that the use of lubricated
fasteners permits relatively accurate prediction of bolt tension and reliable reuse of bolt
and nut.

Other investigations, however, have shown that lubrication tends to reduce the
vibration resistance of threaded fasteners to a marked degree. One comparison(61 of
the effect of vibration for lubricated versus nonlubricated fasteners shows that lubricated
fasteners lost all preload after 1000 to 2000 cycles, while nonlubricated fasteners held
for the duration of the test extending to 125, 000 cycles. The nuts used were plain nuts.
In other tests, various lock nuts were evaluated for vibration resistance. These included
nonmetallic insert, beam type, distorted thread, castellated, and plain. Of these, the
nonmetallic-insert type performed best, with the beam type performing next best. Castel-
lated types and those with a distorted thread were less effective in resisting the effects of
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TABLE 30. EFFECT OF REPEATED ASSEMBLY ON TIGHTENING
TORQUE FOR STEEL BOLTS(a)

Total Tightening Torque and Torque to Turn Lock Nut Alone, lb-in.
First Installation Second Installation Third Installation Fourth Installation
Total Lock-Nut Total Lock-Nut Total Lock-Nut Total Lock-Nut

Torque Torque Torque Torque Torque Torque Torque Torque

1/4-Inch Fastener Lubricated

88 24 68 6 71 6 63 6
95 12 65 5 62 4 65 3
88 8 60 3 54 - 57 -
82 19 68 5 64 5 66 3
89 11 62 4 68 4 60 4

183 18 286 24 357 24 - -
244 28 360 27 - -- -

253 35 378 35 - - -

237 27 350 24 - -- -

179 6 295 - 377 - 4%j8 -

3/4-Inch Fastener Lubricated

2590 - 2550 - 2450 - 2400 -
2530 - 2220 - 2030 - 2040 -
2590 - 2320 - 2370 - 2240 -

2800 - 2350 - 2240 - 2180 -

2550 - 2240 - 2140 - 1990 -

3/4-Inch Fastener As Received

5140 180 5780 130 6090 100 6250 80
4960 180 6450 100 6720 80 6940 50
4500 230 5960 130 7020 100 6610 80
3700 180 3830 100 4220 100 4500 80
4290 180 4010 80 4370 - 4550 -

(a) From National Bureau of Standards Report 7308, "The Relation Between Torque and Tension for High Strength
Threaded Fasteners", . 1. Price and D. K. Trask.

vibration. In general, high installation torque for a given bolt stress level will give the
highest resistance to vibration. The results of another investigation(71 indicated that if
a fastener system meets room-temperature vibration requirements, it should present no
problems at cryogenic temperatures.

The fatigue of bolted fasteners has received much attention( 8 -12) in recent years.
The most important factor is the preload of the bolt. Increasing the bolt preload has the
effect of reducing the minimum-to-maximum stress ratio, Although increasing the bolt
preload increases the mean stress, the fatigue strangth of the bolt is improved.

One study of the fatigue life of threaded fasteners as affected by the ratio of mini-

mum to maximum working load showed that the fatigue life exceeded 2 million cycles for
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a ratio of 0. 5, dropped to 200, 000 cycles at a ratio of 0.4, and dropped further to
100, 000 cycles for ratios below 0. 3. The angularity of the bearing surface also had a
marked effect on fatigue life. An angular deviation of I degree reduced the fatigue life
by 38 percent and an angular deviation of 2 degrees caused a 91 percent reduction in
fatigue life.

Unengaged threads on the bolt and reuse of the nut each have been shown to cause
a marked effect on the fastener fatigue life. If two or more threads are unengaged on the
bolt, the fastener fatigue life is about three times as great as that in an installation where
the nut is close to thread run-out. Reuse of stressed nuts has been shown to decrease
the fastener fatigue life about 32 percent on the first reuse. The life then decreases to
about 50 percent on the second reuse and remains at this level for repeated reuse.

The relative stiffness of the bolt and bolted assembly were major factors affecting
the fatigue life of bolted assemblies. Fatigue life was improved for bolts with relatively
low stiffness by designing the surrounding structure assembly, including the washer,
with a relative high stiffness. Increasing the thread root radius generally improved the
fatigue life. Special nuts, designed to distribute the preload along the nut, are apparently
of questionable value from the standpoint of fatigue life. Data on fatigue life for theme
nuts show much scatter, but generally the fatigue life is somewhat improved by the use of
special nuts.

Nuts having a nonmetallic collar insert for vibration resistance show reduced fa-
tigue life. This is probably due to a reduced number of threads to accommodate the col-
lar insert. Higher nut height generally improves fatigue life. The use of a lubricant
also improves fatigue life but reduces vibration resistance.

The effect of higher temperatures on fastener fatigue life is both good and bad.
One effect of higher temperature is to increase creep rate; thus the higher stressed
portions of the nut relax, giving a more even distribution of stress along the nut and,
thereby, increased fatigue life. The increased creep rate at higher temperatures, how-
ever, has the effect of reducing bolt preload, decreasing the minimum-to-maximum-
stress cycle ratio, and reducing the fatigue life. Additional information on the fatigue
life of bolts at higher temperatures is needed. There is no dependable way to evaluate
the fatigue properties at higher temperatures from room-temperature data.

Chemical methods of locking tihrcaded fasteners appear to be of questionable value.
Properly applied chemical loc!ý,nKg L,,ethods may outperform prevailing torque lock nuts.
However, for chemical locking compounds to perform reliably, the compound must be
applied to a grease and oil-free surface. Since manufacturing, shipping, and assembly
techniques usually require the use of oils, it becomes necessary to clean the bolts and
nuts before using chemical locking compounds.

The following design guidelines are suggested for reliable bolted joints:

(1) Use bolts and nuts of as high a strength as practical

(Z) Beam-type prevailing-torque lock nuts are preferred

(3) Use a predetermined lubricant and lubricating procedure
when installing the fastener

(4) Install the fastener according to predetermined torque-preload
data
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(5) Install the fastener with the highest preload consistent with the
material's strength and application

(6) Use Class 3 threads

(7) Use bolts and nuts with generous thread-root radius

(8) Use hardened washers or hardened faces on the structure to

eliminate the use of a washer

(9) Bolts may be reused but do not reuse a nut

(10) Maintain at least two full threade on the bolt under the nut

(11) Periodically retighten all fasteners in a joint

(12) Use a bolt with a coefficient of expansion similar to the joint
in which the bolt is used.

Investigation of Stress-Relaxation
Conside rations

Two major types of system conditions appeared likely to bring about the leakage of
a connector because of stress relaxation. One was the system with a maximum operating
temperature of 1200 F. Austenitic stainless steel exhibits a noticeable creep rate at
this temperature and it was obvious that connectors designed to operate at this temper-
ature would have to sustain considerable creep without failure. Furthermore, the oper-
ating time of each connector at temperature would have to be carefully recorded. A
method for predicting the operational life of such connectors was developed by E. C.
Rodabaugh and M. Cassidy (see Appendix A) on a NASA program.

Another system requirement that could cause stress-relaxation problems was a
storage life of 5 years without a significant increase in leakage. This condition antici-
pates the standby requirement of missiles with occasional evaluation of the various
missile systems. Although the normal maximum temperature conditions of this require-
ment are only 200 F (with occasional excursions to 600 F for the periodical evaluation of
stainless steel systems), the compact nature of flanged connectors does not provide for
large amounts of preload energy storage. Thus, a small amount of creep or stress
relaxation in the connector can cause large changes in Lhe preload conditions. In essence,
the decision was made to design the connectors with sufficiently low stresses that creep
and relaxation would be negligible.

Only a small amount of long-term creep and stress-relaxation data were available
for the materials and temperatures of interest. Therefore, an experimental program
was established to determine allowable design stress levels. In the following paragraphs
the nature of creep and relaxation is reviewed briefly, the experimental program and its
results are described, and the resulting design guidelines are defined for a 5-year-life
requirement.

Creep and Relaxation. Although closely related, creep and relaxation are dis-
tinctly different effects. Creep is the tendency for material to exhibit time-dependent
strains at a constant stress level; i.e., with a constant force on a bolt, creep will be
evidenced by a gradual increase in bolt length. Relaxation is the reduction of stress in
time under a constant strain; i. e., for a bolt tightened between two rigid flanges, stress
relaxation will result in a gradual reduction in bolt load without a change in the assembled
bolt length. Both of these characteristics are typical of metals at elevated temperatures.
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The four primary parameters in each phenomenon are time, temperature, stress, and
rate of creep or relaxation.

Current creep and relaxation theories are of little use in design problems except
as they may be used to guide the organization and use of test data. With current theories,
data can be interpolated with a fair degree of confidence. Some data can be extrapolated
to longer time periods with confidence. However, the extrapolation of data must usually
be done with caution, and tests simulating the actual operating conditions should be con-
ducted if possible.

Most creep and relaxation tests have been conducted at elevated temperatures.
The materials and temperatures of interest for the connectors are not usually thought
of as conditions in which creep is a problem. Recently, for some requirements, such
as the long flying time of supersonic transports (36, 000 hours), the need for long-term,
low-level creep data has been identified, and special machines are being designed and
fabricated to obtain such data. However, the measurement of small amounts of creep
and relaxation with most present equipment is difficult and the results are subject to a
degree of inaccuracy. A significant assist in this problem is that most materials are
relatively stable at low temperatures and low stress levels, and a straight-line relation-
ship can be extrapolated with considerable confidence. At elevated temperatures, in the
range of stresses customarily used iii do-sign, it has been found that plotting the stress
versus the second-stage or minimum creep rate produced gives an approximate straight
line on a log-log plot.

The physical mechanisms causing relaxation in a material are believed to be very
nearly the same as, if not identical to, those causing creep. For this reason it might
seem that creep data could be used to predict relaxation data accurately. Unfortunately,
stress level and creep rate are significant factors affecting creep behavior, and since
stress and relaxation rate are constantly changing in a component experiencing relaxa-
tion, a large amount of creep data rre needed to make accurate relaxation estimates.
On the other hand, it is much more difficult to conduct a relaxation test than a creep test
because of the relaxation loading and measuring requirements. For this reason methods
have been developed for estimating relaxation from creep data.

Summary of Available Creep and Relaxation Data. Searches were made for creep
and relaxation data: (1) on 606 1-T6 aluminum at room temperature and at 200 F, (2) on
Type 347 atainless steel at 200 F and 600 F, and (3) on A286 at 200 F and 600 F.
Table 31 lists data supplied by one manufacturer for 6061-T6 at 75 F and 212 F. These
data are compatible with data from two other sources. No informatiozn was obtained on
the relaxation of 606 1 -T6 aluminum. Although considerable creep data are available
for Type 347 stainless steel and A286 at temperatures between 1000 F and 1400 F, no
creep data were obtained at room temperature and 600 F. Likewise, no relaxation data
were obtained for these materials at those temperatures.

On the basis of the available theories and the nature of Type 347 stainless steel, the
higher temperature creep information cannot be used to predict the creep behavior at
room temperature and 600 F. The creep data on 6061 -T6 can be used to extrapolate the
effects at the given stress levels for the required design life of 40, 000 hours. However,
the extrapolation of this information to lower stress levels was not believed to be possible.
Since the maximum design stress level in the connector was expected to be below the yield
strength, it was not possible to predict the creep behavior of the aluminum at most of the
anticipated design-stress levels.
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TABLE 31. STRESS RUPTURE AND CREEP PROPERTIES
FOR 6061-T6 ALUMINUM

Temperature, Time Under Stress, ksi, for Rupture and Creep in Time Indicated
F Stress, hr Rupture 1. 0% Creep 0.5% Creep 0.2% Creep 0.14 Creep

75 0. 1 45 45 44 43 4Z
1 45 45 43 42 42

10 45 44 43 42 42
100 45 44 4Z 42 41

1000 45 43 42 41 41

212 0. 1 41 41 40 40 40
1 40 40 40 39 38

10 39 39 39 37 36
100 38 37 37 35 34

1000 37 36 35 33 32

Experimental Determination of Creep Data. From a consideration of the probable
modes of missile operation, it was decided that the connectors would remain at room
temperature except for those brief periods when the missile was statically operated. On
this basis, 10 hours was selected as the longest time that a connector would experience
a maximum temperature. Because it was difficult to determine when, during the 5-year
storage period, a connector would experience the maximum temnperature, the most
stringent operational requirement was selected as consisting of a period of 10 hours at
maximum temperature, followed by a room-temperature environment for 5 years.

Since the expected period of high-temperature operation was well within normal
creep-testing periods, it was decided that specimen tests should be conducted for 100
hours. The additional test time would make the estimate of behavior during the first
10 hours more reliable. For the aluminum, six stress levels were selected: 35, 33,
30, 25, 20, and 15 ksi. These stress levels not only bracketed the expected design
stress levels, but also correlated with some of the stress levels of the available data.
For the stainless steel, eight stress levels were selected: 50, 45, 40, 35, 30, 25, 20,
and 15 ksi. These were chosen to bracket the expected design levels and to insure
measurable creep at the higher values. To provide some indication of material stability,
three heats were tested. Although the maximum test time possible was 10, 000 hours, it
was believed that data obtained ývt this period could be used to extrapolate behavior to
40,000 hours.

Tables 32 and 33 show the data for the specimens prepared for the room-
temperature tests. Foil strain gages were attached to the room-temperature specimens,
reference gage-length measurements were made for each specimen, and the specimens
were stressed in a multiple-lever-arm system. The desired stress on each specimen
was obtained by varying the cross sectional area of the specimens. Thus, different
stresses could be obta.ned, although one lever arm was used to load several specimens
in series. The elevated-temperature tests were conducted in standard creep-test
machines.
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TABLE 32. 10,000-HOUR CREEP TESrS, THREE HEATS FOR EACH
MATERIAL, TWO SPECIMENS FOR EACH HEAT

Stress, Specimen Number of
Material kei Diameter, in. String Specimens

347 SS 50 0.2500 1 6
347 SS 45 0.2635 1 6
347 SS 40 0. 2798 1 6

347 SS 35 0.2500 2 6
6061-T6 A 35 0.2500 2 6
6061-T6 Al 33 0.2580 2 6

347 SS 30 0. 2500 3 6
347SS 25 0.2740 3 6
6061-T6 AI 30 0.2500 3 6

347 SS 20 0. 2500 4 6
347 SS 15 0.2890 4 6
6061-T6 AI 15 0.2890 4 6

6061-T6 Al 25 0.2500 5 6
6061-T6 Al 20 0.2798 5 6

TABLE 33. 100-HOUR CREEP TESTS, THREE HEATS FOR EACH
MATERIAL, ONE SPECIMEN FOR EACH HEAT,
0. 2500-DIAMETER GAGE SECTION

Test
Temperature, Stress, Number of

Material F ksi Specimens

6061-T6 200 15 3
6061-T6 200 20 3
606 1-T6 200 25 3
6061-T6 200 30 3
6061-T6 200 33 3
6061-T6 200 35 3

"347 SS 600 15 3
347 SS 600 20 3
347 SS 600 25 3
347 SS 600 30 3
347 SS 600 35 3
347 SS 600 40 3
347 SS 600 45 3
347 SS 600 50 3
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I00-Hour Creep Data for 6061-Tb Aluminum at 200 F. Figures 52 through 58 show
the results of the 100-hour creep tests for 606 l-T6 aluminum at 200 F. Total strain in-
cludes the elastic strain, the initial plastic strain, and the creep strain. The initial
point on each curve is the first strain reading taken after application of the load, and
represents the total elastic and initial plantic strain. Continued increase in strain with
increasing time represents creep strain.

It was concluded from these data that operational stress levels should be kept below
30 ksi. The variation between the three materials was not unusual, and the data were
averaged to obtain a design basis.

100-Hour Creep Data for Type 347 Stainless Steel at 600 F. Figures 59 through 65
show the results of the 100-hour creep tests for Type 347 stainless steel at 600 F. The
data are reported in the same manner as for 6061-T6 aluminum. As indicated, no cieep
strain occurred at a stress level of 35 ksi for any of the specimens. Since the design
stress levels for the connector were not expected to exceed 35 ksi, it was concluded
that creep and relaxation would not be a problem for the expected 10-hour elevated-
temperature conditions for Type 347 stainless steel connectors.

10, 000-Hour Creep Data for 606 1-T6 Aluminum at 70 F. Table 34 shows the creep
strain estimated for the 606 I-T6 aluminum specimens. Although every attempt was made
to set up and conduct the tests carefully, the long duration of the tests and the small
amounts of creep involved prevented accurate measurements with the available equip-
ment. However, by making the assumption that no creep occurred at the lowest stress
level, it was possible to develop the approximations shown in Table 34. The usefulness
of these data is substantiated in part by another Battelle program that showed a creep
strain of 10 microinches in 1400 hours for 606 1-T6 at a stress of 24,600 psi. These
data extrapolated to 10, 000 hours would indicate a strain of 35 microinches. These tests
showed that a maximum design stress for aluminum of 30 ksi would be satisfactory.

TABLE 34. 10,000-HOUR CREEP STRAIN FOR 6061-T6
ALUMINUM AT 70 F

Tensile Stress, Creep Strain, pin. /in.
ksi A K R Average

35 -5 240 210 148
33 -35 55 180 67
30 0 75 110 62
Z5 -10 1io 100 67
20 +5 35 35 27
15 Assumed to be zero

Note: The negative strain values were believed to be caused by temperature effects on the
equipment used to measure the strain.

10, 000-Hour Creep Data for Type 347 Stainless Steel at 70 F. The same problems
encountered with the aluminum specimens were also encountered with the stainless steel
creep specimens. By making the same assumption (zero creep at 15 ksi stress) the
values shown in Table 31 were developed. As with the aluminum values, it is assumed
that these strains are useiul approximations for the stress levels of interest to the pro-
gram. It was apparent from the tests that a maximnum design stress of 35 ksi would be
satisfactory for Typo 3,*7 stainless steel.
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TABLE 35. 10, 000-HOUR CREEP STRAIN FOR TYPE 347
STAINLESS STEEL AT 70 F

Tensile Stress, Creep Strain, pin. /in.
ksi C I U Average

50 103 204 102 136
45 64 91 73 76
40 37 25 34 32
35 38 54 23 38
30 25 46 44 38
25 1 17 18 12
20 19 12 0 10
15 Assumed to be zero

10, 000-Hour Creep Data for 2024-T351 and A286 Bolts. Long-term, room-
temperature creep tests were conducted wiL.. 1024-T351 aluminum and A286 steel bolts.
The program involved conducting duplicate tests on two bolt sizes at two stress levels
for each alloy. The aluminum bolts were 1/4 and 1/2 inch in diameter and 3 inches
long. Each bolt size was stressed at 33, 000 and 42, 000 psi. The steel bolts were 1/4
and 3/8 inch in diameter and were also 3 inches long. The steel bolts were stressed at
80, 000 and 100, 000 psi. The 3/8-inch rather than 1/2-inch steel bolts were used be-
cause of the load limitations of Battelle's creep machines.

Two foil strain gages were attached near the center and on opposite sides of each
bolt. These two strain gages, along with two dummy gages, formed a 4-arm bridge.
The output of each set of two gages was read on a Baldwin SR-4 strain indicator. This
output was averaged and the deformation in microinches calculated for each specimen.
The grips holding the specimens were designed so that a change in the length of the bolts
could be measured with micrometers.

The test results summarized in Tables 36 and 37 include size, stress, total strain
achieved in each bolt after 10, 000 hours, creep strain, and total residual strain after
removal of stress.

It is evident from Table 36 that very little creep occurred in the 2024-T351 alloy
in 10, 000 hours of exposure. The creep strain recorded at the stress of 33, 000 psi was
6.4 gin./in. and at 42, 000 psi it was 15.5 pin. /in. In the case of the A286 steel, a
relatively large amount of deformation occurred in 10, 000 hours in the specimens
stressed at 100, 000 psi. The average residual strain was about 1518 pin. /in. or about
0. 15 percent. Only 474 (average) microinches or about 30 percent of this total was
actual creep strain. The balance was initial plastic strain obtained on loading because
the stress exceeded the proportional limit of the material. The lower stress of 80, 000
psi produced an average total strain of 141 pin. /in. Of this total, 24 microinches
represented creep strain, and the balance represented the instantaneous plastic strain
obtained on loading.
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TABLE 36. SUMMARY OF CREEP DATA FOR 2024-T351 ALUMINUM
BOLTS AT ROOM TEMPERATURE (80 FF)

Bolt Total Strain Creep
Diameter, Stress, at 10, 000 Hours, Strain, Total Residual

Specimen inch ksi •jin. /in. pin. /in. Strain, uin. /in.

Strain-Gage Measurement

3 1/4 33 3.07 x 103 20.5 20.5
5 1/4 33 3.08 x 10 3  5.5 Z.5
7 1/2 33 3.14 x 10 3  -3 5
8 1/2 33 3. 14 x 10 3  2.5 1

6.4 avg 7.2 avg

2 1/4 42 3..91 x 103  13.5 11
4 1/4 42 3.96 x 10 3  24.5 14.5
9 1/2 42 4.01 x 103 4.5 -6

10 1/2 42 4.03 x 10 3  19.5 +3.5
15.5 avg 5.8 avg

TABLE 37. SUMMARY OF CREEP DATA FOR A286 STEEL BOLTS
AT ROOM TEMPERATURE (80 F)

Bolt Total Strain Creep
Diameter, Stress, at 10,000 Hours, Strain, Total Residual

Specimen inch ksi min. /in. uin. /in. Strain, pin. /in.

Strain-Gage Measurement

2 1/4 80 3.05 x 10 3  172
5 1/4 80 3.04 x 10 3  19 177
8 3/8 80 2.89 x 10 3  47 125

10 3/8 80 2.85 x 10 3  20 91
24 avg 141 avg

4 1/4 100 5. 16 x 103 480 1491
6 1/4 100 5. 12 x 10 3  422 1497
7 3/8 100 5.09 x 103 465 1409

11 3/8 100 5. 35 x 103 530 1675
474 avg 1518 avg
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Development of a Computerized

Flange-Connector Design Procedure

This effort was started with an extensive survey of the literature. Of approx-

imately 1000 references that were identified, over 250 were obtained and studied,
including several different flange design procedures. The following general steps were
common to these design procedures:

(1) Assembly of information on design parameters such as pressure,

temperature, imposed loads, material properties, and material

compatibility

(2) Generation of a preliminary design

(3) Analysis of the preliminary design on the basis of stress, deflec-

tion, etc.

(4) Adjustment an:d reanalysis of the preliminary design

(5) Selection and definition of a final design.

The flange design procedure that was developed for the requirements of this pro-

gram was incorporated into two digital computer programs entitled !RFDP (Integral
Flange Design Procedure) and LRFDP (Loose-Ring Flange Design Procedure). A list-

ing of both programs, together with a brief discussion of the use of the programs, is
presented in Appendix B. The major features of the design procedure are discarsed
below. In evaluating the operation and output of the procedure, it should be remembered
that flange connectors incorporating the Bobbin seal have been developed specifically to
achieve very low gas leakage for a wide range of operating temperatures and pressures.
In other flange design procedures, the capability of designing for specific thermal-
gradient temperatures and weight optimization is not usually included.

Procedure for Designing Flanged Connectors

The procedure starts with a trial design and, by stepwise modification, ends with
a design that satisfies selected performance requirements and predetermined connector
parameters. Then, by selected modification of some connector dimensions, alternative
designs are obtained which satisfy the performance requirements, From these alter-
native designs, the minimum-weight connector design is selected. A schematic diagram

of the overall approach is shown in Figure 66.

Predetermined Parameters. The predetermined parameters are derived from
the operational and functional objectives for the connectors. For example, the general

design configurations (see Figure 67) are significant predetermined parameters. The
materials of construction and their properties are other predetermined parameters.
Others more directly relatable to the application are the minimum radial and axial seal

loads per nch of seai circumference, the length-to-thickness ratio for the seal tang, the

dimensions of the seal disks, the bolt-wrench clearance dimensions, the minimum and
maximum bolt spacing, the minimum dimensions for the distance from the bolt circle to

the flange outside diameter, and the bolt-hole clearance.
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Type 347 stainless •i el (annealed condition) and 606 I-T6 aluminum are the two
basic connector materials. For stainless steel connectors, the bolt material selected
is A286, and the seal material is an austenitic stainless steel with soft nickel plating.
For the aluminum connectors, the bolt material is 2024-T356, and the seal material is
overaged 6061 aluminum alloy.

The predetermined seal loads and dimensional parameters were the result of the
seal-design studies and of the qualification tests. The bolt-wrench clearances were
established from the dimensions of commercially available wrenches. Bolt-hole spac-
ing requirements were established on the basis of design experience and the ASME
Unfired Pressure Vessel Code. (13)

Performance Requirements. An important part in the development of a design
procedure is the establishment of performance requirements in sufficient detail that
the requirements become integrated into the procedure. Seven computer sections were
used to define the design performance requirements:

(1) Bolt-up

(2) Operating

(3) Proof pressure

(4) Burst pressure

(5) Pressure impulse

(6) Thermal shock

(7) Misalignment.

The design procedure section for bolt-up imposes the conditions of initial assembly
of the connector with no operating loads applied. This section is used as a base-line
condition in the computer program. One of the conditions of initial assembly is that the
axial bolt loading during bolt-up must be sufficient to seat the seal.

The section for operating conditions includes the requirements that the connector
sustain operating pressure at maximum temperature, a specified value of stress-
reversal-bending load, and a minimum axial seal load which will assure that the leakage
rate of the connector does not exceed the specified minimum.

The proof-pressure section requires satisfactory connector operation with an
applied pressure of 1. 5 times the maximum operating pressure at maximum tempera-
ture, while the burst-pressure section specifies an applied pressure of 2.0 times the
maximum operating pressure at ambient temperature. The pressure-impulse section
includes a fatigue stress selected to permit 200, 000 pressure cycles from 0 psi to
approximately 1. 5 times the maximum operating pressure at ambient temperature.

The thermal-shock section includes the requirement that the connector perform
satisfactorily when temperature differentials exist between the connector components.
Numerical values for the temperature differentials are supplied as inputs to the design
program. The design program for this condition includes load calculations relating
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the flexibility Of the connector components to dimensional changes due to temperature
differentials under normal connector operating-load conditions.

The misalignment section specifies a maximum bending load as a function of tub-
ing size and tubing-material yield strength.

Trial Design. The selection of a trial design is an important part of an iterative-
type design program. Trial dimensions are selected which describe, in full, the con-
nector to be designed. Also, if the trial dimensions are close to the dimensions of a
satisfactory design, the number of iterations is reduced. In the connector design pro-
cedure, minimum dimensions are selected for the trial design. For example, the trial
bolt size is the minimum size, No. 10 (0. 190-in, diameter', p~ovided in the bolt-size
input data. The trial flange thickness is three times the tube wall thickness. This is
a minimum value chosen arbitrarily on the basis of experience. The trial bolt-circle
diameter is calculated on the basis of the wrench clearance n~eeded for the trial bolt
size. This provides a minimum bolt-circle diameter for the trial design. Other
dimensions include the reinforcement at the flange and tube junction.

Design Analysis. For most mechanical parts, there are at least two analyses that
should be carried out: (1) load analysis and (2) stress analysis. Many other analyses
may also be required, such as thermal analysis, fluid-flow analysis, and vibration
analysis. For the tube connectors, only load and stress analyses are conducted. Con-
sideration of thermal characteristics and vibration characteristics is included as part
of th~e load analysis The consideration of fluid leakage past the seals is9 explicitly in-
cluded in the limits established for the minimi.m seal loads.

As shown in Figure 66, the design analysis provides feedback to the trial design.
Changes are made in the trial design to compensate for any unsatisfactory load or stress
conditions discovered in the analysis. For example, if the axial seal load is too low,
the trial-design bolt load is increased and the analysis is repeated. Also, if the calcu-
lated bolt stress is too high with the maximum possible number of bolts, the trial design
is changed to include the next larger size bolt. Similarly, if one of the flange stresses
is too high, the trial flange thicknes~s is increased and the analysis is repeated.

Design Dimensions. After changes are made in the trial design a~nd the analysis
results satisfy all the load and stress requirements, the trial design becomes a satis-
factory design.

Parameter Modifications and Optimum Design. Selected parameters can then be
systematically varied and the results examined to determine an optimum design. The
parameter variations must nut obviate the design objectives, however.

For the intcgral connector, the parameters which are varied are the maximum
height of the reinforcing hub at the juncture of the flange and tube, the bolt-circle
diameter, and the flange outside diameter. For the loose-ring configuration, these
parameters are varied, as is the amount of contact area between the loose ring and the
flange. The optimum design is s.!lected on the basis of (1) minimum weight, (2) dimen-
sional compatibility of integral and loose -ring- flange designs, and (3) manufacturability.
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Computer Program for Designing Flanged Connectors

The cmrnputer program is the mechanism for accomplishing design synthesis and
optimization. The form of the computer program is important only because the designer
upes the computer program as a tool in the design procedure. Secondary attention must
be given to modifying the computer program for efficiency in computer utilization.

In the flange design program, a "building block" or sectional approach is taken to
provide flexib$lity during preparation of the program. This approach also allows rela-
tively easy program modifications to adapt to any future changes in program objectives.
Some aspects of the computer program for tube connectors are discussed to further
illustrate the design synthesis and optimization procedure. A simplified schematic of
the tube connector program is shown in Figure 68. Inputs not only include such things
as material properties and system requirements, but provision is also made for the
variation of dimensional parameters that influence design optimization.
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Critical Design Parameters. Critical design parameters are selected on the
basis of their importance to connector performance. Some of these critical parameters
are briefly discussed.

1. Seal Loads

The maintenance of intimate physical contact between the seal and
the mating flanges under all required loading conditions is one of the
primary design aspects of the tube-connector progrpm. Parameters
which describe this aspect are the seal loads in the radial and axial
directions. Seal loads, in turn, are dependent on the pressure and
structural loads applied to the connector, the dimensional stability
of the seal and flanges, and the relative flexure of the seal and
flanges under loads.

2. Bolt Load

During bolt-up, the bolt load is applied directly to the seal through
the flanges. Then, as other loads are applied, the bolt load must
be adequate to provide a margin for maintaining minimum loads on
the seal. A somewhat less evident function cf the bolt load is to
minimize the effects of cyclic loading on the connector. The pos-
sibility of fatigue failure is reduced in some cases by the mainten-
nance of unidirectional loads. Also, the chance of loosening of
threaded joints is reduced by the maintenance of steady-state loads.

3. Tube Bending Moment

The tube bending moment is considered as an external load applied to
the connector; however, the magnitude of the tube bending moment is
dependent on the tube properties and on deflections in the tube sys-
tem. In the cornector design program, tube bending moments are
calculated on the basis of tube material properties and cyclic loading
of the tube. The influence of the tube bending moment applied to the
connector design is usually substantial.

4. Internal Pressure

For most pressure vessels, the hoop stress resulting from internal
pressuare is the most important design parameter. However, for
bolted flanged connectors, the structure for transferring axial loads
provides increased wall thickness and therefore the hoop stress is
not a critical parameter. However, the internal pressure is an im-
portant design parameter, particularly because the pressure loading
in the axial direction tends to reduce the seal loads. The proof
pressure is 1. 5 times the maximum operating pressure, while the
burst pressure is 2.0 times the maximum operating pressure.

5. The rmal Gradierts

Calculationa are made for the effects of thermal gradients on con-
nector flange and seal loads. The program does not include an
analysis procedure to determine values for thermal gradients.
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However, it does include calculations to determine the relative
changes in loads and deflectioni of connector elements in response
to thermal gradierits. Worst-case emperature differences be-
tween bolts, tfanges, and seals are provided as inputs to the pro-
gram. The .hermal model used in the program is illustrated in
Figure 6',, Average worst-case temperature differences are
taken to exict be-weevn the bolt and the flange and between the flange
and the tube. The seal-element temperature is the sarne as the
tube teraiperature, Relative changes in physical dimensions occur
from the. temperature differences. For examriple' when a connector
is suddnly exposed to the flow of cryogenic fluid, the tube shrinks
radially, the eacl shrinks axially and radially, and the bolt shrinks
axially. The relative significance of these dime•.nsional changes
depends on the flexibility of the connector elements and the load
changes that follow.
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FIGURE 69. FLANGE-CONNECTOR THERMAL MODEL

6. Impulse Pressure

The peak value of the pressure cycle is specified as 1. 57 times
the operating pressure and the minimum value is atmospheric
pressure. For this type of pressure cycling, fluctuating stress
levels are experienced at the flange-to-tube joint. The resis-
tance of the flange-to-tube joint to fatigue loads is improved by
a reinforcing hub.

An investigation was made of the first design approach used in determination of
hub dimensions as a result of the failure of the 3-inch, 1500-psi aluminum connector
during the vibration test (see page 111). A stress -concentration factor of 2. 0 had been
selected to account for stress amplification at the juncture of the hub and the flange.
Also, the calculations of maximum and minimum stress levels at the critical regions
for assessment of fatigue resistance were based on combined stress levels. On review

of this approach, it was found that the stress-concentration factor could, in some cases
be greater than 2. 0, depending on the size of fillet radius selected and the relative
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dimensions of the hub, flange, and tube. Also, the combined stress-level formulation
did not adequately account for changes in direction of the maximum and minimum values
of the calculated combined stress.

The computer program was extended to select stress-concentration factors based
on connector dimensions (flange OD, hub OD, and fillet radius) and published values of
calculated stress-concentration factor3. (14) Also, initial choices for the fillet radii
were made a part of the design procedure according to the tube size. The initial radii
are 1/8, 3/16, 1/4, and 5/16 for tube sizes through 4, 8, 12, and 16 inches, respec-
tively. The program includes the option of fixing the fillet radius according to a

specified input value.

Fatigue-stress calculations were modified to consider the maximum and minimum
stresses at critical sections in the axial direction. Then the assessment of resistance
to fatigue failure is made according to the idealized stress-versus-strain-history pro-
cedure as outlined in Section III of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code for
Nuclear Vessels. (15) The computer program includes a fatigue safety factor of 2. 0
which is consistent with the method of establishing the value of the applied bending
moment based on 0. 5 times the fatigue strength of the tube material, and with the
appropriate stress-concentration factor applied to the maximum and minimum calcu-

lated axial stress values. Calculations for maximum and minimum values of the com-
bined stresses, based on the octahedral shear stress theory, are also made and com-
pared with the allowable yield strength of the connector material.

In addition to the above described improvements in the method of calculation of
fatigue stress resistance, an arbitrary minimum value of hub-reinforcement thickneis
at the hub-flange juncture was established at 1. 5 times tube-wall thickness for aluminum
connectors and 1. 25 times tube-wall thickness ior stainless steel connectors. These
minimum values are intended to compensate for observed relative sensitivities of the
inaterials to fatigue damage and for possible inaccuracies in machining.

Load Calculations. After a trial connector design is generated, the design-
analysis procedure starts with the determination of loads on the connector components.

For convenience, preliminary calculations are made to establish the deflection rates of
the connector components. For example, the axial deflection rate of the seal is given
by:

L
DSA =(14)2 x SEEx 3.14xDe xt

where

DSA = Axial deflection rate of seal tang, in. /lb

L = Seal tang length, in.

SEE = Modulus of elasticity of seal material, psi

De = Seal tang outside diameter, in.

t = Seal tang thickness, in.

Figure 70 illustrates in somewhat more detail the computer-program section used

in the design analysis which includes load and stress calculations. These calculations

are made in sequence for each of seven design conditions. The component loads for each
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condition are dependent upon initial bolt-up loads, pressure-bending moments, and

thermal gradients. Some sample calculations are presented for bolt-up loads and

operating-preasure loads. Dimensional notations are shown in Figures 71 and 72.

,4
Calculate Loads

1. Dolt-up reCepareI. Bol-up • calculated

2. Operating Pressure - loads with
3. Proof Preasur- allowable |

w4. Burst Pressure loads

5. Impulse Pressure

6. Thermal Oradiento

7. Misalir~t N/ McA (Resultant)

CaLculate Stresses ILIae
Compare

1. Bolt-up calculated * -

2. Operating Pressure stresses ,

3. Proof Pressure with allw- H3

4. Burst Pressure able stress. SU

.. 5. Impulse Pressure .---.. _esv

b. Thermal Gradient

7. Nisalignment

FIGURE 70. SCHEMATIC OF DESIGl'. FIGURE 71. DIMENSIONAL NOTATIONS
ANALYSIS FOR BOLT-UP LOADS

MW (Besultant), WC2,
KP2

H3 SBE2 
r- 

(5
FPL 21 

- _ ý' 
•

FIGURE 72. DIMENSIONAL NOTATIONS FOR

O PERATING-PR ESSUR E LOADS

Sample Calculixtions t

For bolt-up loads the horizontal forces are related by:

SLI = BLI, 15

t In the calculations the asterisk symbol indicates multiplication. See Appendix B for further discussion of computer computation.
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The flange moment is represented by:

McI = RSLI * XT/2 + BL1 k H2 +SLl * H3. (16)

Similar equations are prepared for the operating-pressure loads:

BL2 = FPL2 + SL2 + TL2 , (17)

Mcp2 = - RSL2 * XT/2 + BL2 * H2 + SL2 * H3 + FPL2 * H4 + TL2
*H5 + MP2 * MC2 - (P2 * Tr * B * SX) * XT/2 . (18)

Then the changes from the bolt-up condition to the operating-pressure condition
are obtained:

(BLI - BL2) + ABL = ASL - TL2 - FPL2; (19)

AMýp = -ARSL * XT/2 + A BL * H2 + ASL * H3 - FPL2 * H4 - TL2
* H5 + (P2 * * B * SX) * XT/2 - MP2 -MC2. (20)

Two more equations are then obtained from consideration of the relative changes
in axial and radial dimensions:

ABL * DBA = ASL * DSA+ IHA M3P DFA + BCR * (XT + SX) (21)

+ FCR * XT;

ARSL * DSR - (P2 * B *SMD)/(4 * TA *SE) = -tAMcp + DFR * XT/2 (22)

- PZB* A+ (4 A FE)

Equations (19) through (22) can now be solved simultaneously to obtain values for
A BL, ASL, ARSL, and AMcp. Then, starting with known bolt-up loads, the connector
loads can be calculated for the operating pressure.

A similar method is used for calculating the connector loads for each design con-
dition. For thermal gradients, for example, when the effects of relative thermal expan-
sion are included in the analysis, the calculatione include the simultaneous solution of
six equations.

Load Checks. After the loads are calculated for each design condition, a check is
made to determine whether the loads are satisfactory. If the axial seal load for the

operating pressure, say, is calculated to be less than the required minimum, the bolt-up
icad is increased and the analysis is repeated. This iteration loop is illustrated in the

partial computer-logic diagram shown in Figure 73.
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Load and Stress Cal-
culation, Condition 11

Change in Loads and
bktnents

Go back to
&SL = SL1 - SL2 Condition (1)
&RSL =R&1 - RSL2

Increase
iBolt Load

.__aLI = 1. 01 BLIg

Loads and moments for L--
Condition (2)

MqW, SL2, RSL2, BL2

New Seal Load Yes I
Less Than Min.

No

Proceed to Stress
Calculations for

Condition 2

FIGURE 73. PARTIAL LOGIC DIAGRAM
SHOWING LOAD CHECKS

Stress Calculations. With emphasis on minimum weight and strength-to-weight
ratios in aerospace applications, it becomes necessary that stress calculations be per-
formed for all suspected possible failure modes. For flanged connectors, the criterion
of failure generally involves deformation rather than rupture; thus, the material yield
strength is an important stress limit. The modulus of elasticity and the coefficient of
thermal expansion are important material parameters in connector designs where ther-
mal gradients are significant.

To determine the dimensions of connector designs which are judged to be satis-
factory, it is necessary to establish allowable stresses for the materials of construction.
Allowable stresses, in relationship to material pr -perties, involve a complex interaction
between the accuracy of the stress calculation methods, the accuracy with which loads
are known, and the objective functions of the components. For example, the allowable
stress for bolts is set relatively lower than the allowable stress for the flanges for
several reasons: (1) bolts are loaded in tension, and in case of overload, there is no
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ability to transfer loads to any other part of the structure; (2) the only bolt stress calcu-

lated is due to axial loading, while in reality the bolts have bending stresses due to flange

rotation; (3) the tightening of bolts with a wrench introduces shear stresses and a reduc-

tion in axial yield strength; and (4) the threads on the bolts form notches with accompany-
ing stress concentrations.

When a bending-moment load is imposed on the connector through the tubing, a

maximum tensile stress will exist at one point on the circumference of the tube section.

A diametrically opposed maximum compressive stress will arise simultaneously. How-

ever, compressive failure is not likely since the pressure end load reduces the compres-

sive stress. While the maximum tensile stress exists at only one point on the circum-

ference, it can be conservatively assumed that the connector may be designed as if the
maximum bending stress existed all around the tube circumference.

Consideration should also be given to fatigue damage due to cyclic bending of the

tube-connector assembly. In addition to bending stresses, the connector internal pres-
sure creates axial, radial, and circumferential stresaws. A simplified stress-time

relationship of the combined stresses in the axial direction is represented graphically
in Figure 74.

Average Stress - Constant
Axial Stress due to
Pressure
Max Stress - Av Stress +
Stress due to Bending

Min Stress - Av Stress -

Stress due to Bending

Stiems

Stres

t� Min. Stress

-. Time

FIGURE 74. STRESS-TIME REPRESENTATION

The allowable fatigue stress when variable and steady stresses are present can be

determined with the aid of a modified Goodman diagram. A more complex fatigue prob-

lem is created by impulse-pressure variation from 0 to 1. 57 times operating pressure.

This results in fluctuating stresses in the axial, radial, and circumferential directions.

The problem of impulse-pressure fatigue is simplified if fluctuating stresses in the axial

direction only are considered. This is the approach taken in the computer pvogram.

The general methods used for stress analysis in the connector design program are

based on the same stress theories used in the formulation of the ASME Unfired Pressure

Vessel Code. (13) The computer-program logic diagrams applying to parts of the stress

calculations for operating pressure are shown in Figures 75 and 76. Also shown on

these diagrams are some of the iteration loops corresponding to stress checks. For

example, whoqn the calculated bolt stress exceeds the design allowable stress for the

bolts, the trial dezitn is changed by increasing the bolt size. Then the design analysis

is repeated (load and stress analysis) for the "new" dimensions of the trial design with

the "new" bolt size.
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UndingMcimen - 1- --di- I

Axial Seal Load - 3,2 I Initial

Padia Seal Load - RRSL IDsg
tolt Load- BL2

Calculat -ai r- - - "- - -,

Calculate Flange Shear C lte u xalan m S -oS r a S h e a I q "i v e l e , t s t . . I M o d i fy. . 7
ros - I Initialscres- - Fss2 i and Minil.m Equivalent I? ,

mStresso- AN2

IsYea Flange I2 212 Ilng Yea
FSS2 fl]-ang .4p Thickness 0allowablg- Flange Thick-
shear ultimate ~ , aldlowable

No +.0151NO 
L

Calculate Radial Flange dmn Axial Stress - SMAN2

iStress - PR2 and FlangeS

Tangential Stress- 7r2

IC2 S- ---- 2

Yes Increase I541
12 PT2 sne Flm

<flange allowable Thickness *I
yield TI Clc.I.lat Flange I

Fatigue Stress Using

No •Modified Goodman Dia-

Calculate c't- 
FIC2

Tensile Stress, BTS2 L

SSAX2 <.C2 so Height, Gi

Is Increase GI + 0.005

TS2 ,bolt alI- ea lt Size L_ I
lovableIyield Yes

ld is Design Condition

No atisfied. Proceed toer~fy Next Design Con

Perform flange stress calculations at Junc-
ture of hub and flange

FIGURE 75. PARTIAL LOGIC DIAGRAM FIGURE 76. PARTIAL LOGIC DIAGRAM
FOR STRESS CHECKS ON FOR STRESS CHECKS ON
FLANGE AND BOLT, JUNCTION OF HUB AND
CONDITION 2 FLANGE, CONDITION 2

Design Optimization

An optimum design is one selected from among alternative designs which exhibit.
maximum (or minimum) values for selected characteristics. For tube connectors for
aerospace applications, the optimum design is selected to minimize weight. In the
connector-design program, some other characteristics are also considered in the selec-
tion of optimum designs. These include matching the bolt-circle diameters for integral-
flanged and loose-ring connectors. Also, for ease of manufacturing, the bolt-circle
diameters are selected in increments of 1/16 inch.

Parameter Modifications. Alternative designs from which the least-weight designs
were selected for the designs given in Appendix C were obtained by systematic variations
of input parameters of the computer design program. The input parameters that were
varied were: (1) the relative height of the hub reinforcement, (2) the bolt-circle diameter,
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(3) the bolt size, (4) the flange outside diameter, and (5) the relative amount of overlap of
the loose ring and its corresponding integral flange.

Design Selection. If only one design characteristic is selected to be minimized or
maximized, the selection of the optimum design is simplified. When two or more char-
acteristics are used, they must be ordered and weighted with respect to importance. In
the selection of optimum connector designs, the criteria used were: (1) minimum weight,
(2) dimensional compatibility of integral- and loose-ring-flange designs, and (3) selected
dimensional limits for some items to improve manufacturability and handling of the
conmectors.

Design of High-Temperature Flange Connectors

In 1964, under Contract NAS-8-11523, Battelle developed an analysis procedure
for estimating the relaxation time to leakage for separable tube connectors. The proce-
dure was based upon the steady-state creep law, revised to account for the effects of
primary creep.

At the beginning of the program described by this report, the possibility of includ-
ing this procedure in the flange-design computer program was considered. However,
as the work developed, it was mutually agreed that the needs of the Air Force were not
sufficient to warrant the expense of this effort. For those instances where a high-
temperature flange design is required, it is believed that the optimum design for a
flange with a Bobbin seal can be most easily determined by use of the computer design
program in conjunction with the "hand" calculation defined by the relaxation procedure.
Accordingly, the entire final report on Contract NAS-8-11523, Subcontract No. 63-30,
has been included in this report as Appendix A. The information contains not only infor-
mation on the relaxation analysis procedure and its ise, but also summary information
on high- temperature materials.

Design of Representative Connectors

It was originally intended that, prior to the experimental program, the computer-
ized flange-design procedure would be used to design a number of representative con-
nectors for different tube diameters and system requirements. However, several
factors resulted in a modification of this objective. First, because of the existence of
three basic connector configurations (integral/integral, loose-ring/loose-ring, and
integral/loose-ring), a large number of designs would be required. Second, results
from the experimental program might necessitate significant dimensional changes in
the designs. Third, very few state-of-the-art large connector configurations were
available for comparison with the representative Bobbin seal connectors. Fourth, if a
specific flange design were needed at any time in the program, it could be obtained
quickly. Finally, since considerable effort was expended in developing an experimental
program that would determine the capability of the design procedure to produce a satis-
factory flange-connector design for the specified system requirements, the decision was
made to consider the test connectors as representative of the requirements. Illustrative
aspects of these designs are discussed, and dimensions are given for all of the connec-
tors cunsidered for the experimental program. Subsequently, some of these connectors
were eliminated from the test program.
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Connectors for Type 6061-T6
Aluminum Systems

Tables 38 through 41 summarize the major system input conditions and present the
dimensions developed for integral/integral and loose-ring/loose-ring flange connectors
for 3-, 8-, and 16-inch tubing for 100 and 1500-psi aluminum systems. The tables also
give the dimensions for compatible integral and loose-ring flanges which are needed to

form an integral/loose-ring assembly. A comparison of the connector part weights gives
an indication of the weight penalty that is required for this dimensional compatibility.
For these designs, the seals are overaged 6061 aluminum, the flanges are 6061-T6
aluminum, and the bolts and loose rings are 2024-T351 aluminum.

Connectors for Type 347
Stainless Steel Systems

Tables 42 through 45 summarize the major system input conditions and present the
dimensions developed for integral/integral and loose-ring/loose- ring flange connectors
for 3-, 8-, and 16-inch tubing for 100 and 1500-psi stainless steel systems. The tables
also give the dimensions for compatible integral and loose-ring flanges which are needed
to form an integral/loose-ring assembly. The weight penalty for using compatible
flanges can be seen in the tables.

Tables 46 and 47 give three system input conditions and the associated flange
dimensions for 4000-psi connectors for stainless steel systems. The original intention
was to fabricate and test a connector for the full temperature range from -423 to 600 F.
However, the weight penalty caused by the thermal gradients was very high. When a
reexamination of the possible future conditions showed that a system would be either
for hot gas or cryogenic fluid, the decision was made to test two connectors. Further
design analysis showed that connector fabrication costs could be saved if the hot-gas
connector was fabricated and tested first, and the cryogenic connector was fabricated
by remachining the hot-gas connector. This approach necessitated a small weight
sacrifice between the optimum cryogenic connector and the reduced hot-gas connector
because the bolt circle and size could not be changed, but the resulting connector was
believed to be an acceptable test of the design procedure.

Conclusions From Design Optimization

As a result of the design optimization of the experimental connector configurations,
it was concluded that the bolt-circle diameter is the most important variable in achieving
a lightweight connector. Every effort should be made to keep this to a practical minimum.
As illustrated by the 4000-psi connector, it is also important to select an accurate ther-
mal gradient because of the small amount of deflection in the smallest connector parts.
It was also concluded that little weight penalty is paid for making the integral and loose-
ring flanges compatible.
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rABLE J$. INPUT DATA. DIMENSIONS, AND IFSTIMATED WEW.0ITS FOR EXPERIMENTAL. ALUMINUM 100-PSI INTEGRAL-FLANGE LONNECTOrS

POD TOD SID

P1pel178 itlre, AlI 100

Oplalton wmiperatore rarlp. F -423/200
Bo-9t-o-ftange cold thermal radient, F 10
Boll-t -flRang hot thermnal gradent, F 4
FlarIne -0.-weol cold thermal gradient. F 20
Flange -to -eal hot thermal gradient. F 8
Fiange Alimale Strength. psi 42. 000
Fl Aog yield itrenigh. psi 32.200

Boll ullt Innle srenngth, psi 2,000

Boll yield strngth, p•t 47.000

D.menatorls, In.
Size, in. TOO TW FOD FID FT _C 14 IlL iOD -SID SL Boll Sit NOa. of molts Weit, l

Not Compatible With Loo-e -Ring Flanges
3 3.000 0 028 4.300 2.944 0.399 3.a0 0.096 0.431 3.54 2.904 0.49 3/16 12 0.1

S .0(00 0 03. 9,800 7.930 0.645 9."275 0.161 0.790 8.19 1.910 0,612 1/4 24 3.84

08 1l. 000 0. 046 1 9.420 15.d170 1.140 1'1.92 0. 2"9 1.24 1l.29 15.9.10 0.865 1/4 18 18.04

Lompaziihl Wil.loo-ls lne

• 3.0 00 0.0246 4.300 2 .144 .399 3.898 0.094 0. 431 3.54 2.944 0.49 3/16 14 0.1

81 8.000 0. Oj 9.400 1 ,110 0. t;4 9.216 0. 161 0.190 4.19 1.170 0.612 1/4 24 3.84

Ili Iu. t0hl 0.00 5 19.4.10 11' 87i0 1 7l 11 7 902 0.299 1.,24 11.29 15.jTI0 0.405 1/4 7i4 18.04

I A91E HI INPI I BOATA, I)IMENSIOINS, AND ESITIMA El) WkIt -1 ITS FIllt EXr'RIMEII'AI.,
AL IUMINIM I17o1'101I ;A .X F-RIN(, -AINNE;I i785TF

~~~~HO T(• HID' -' ;) [, I

* l i ll lT'g I-l ll .i a IDl 51•)tIIlt.la gall . 4

O.l11-h.-IsO ItI' Il. dua l y'Ill I Il, l'ing y, w l 1 ,s1a0 &1i. f -l "72, 0,7)

St5 h1i 4 . 0l7. t Ih7 4 g8 ai01u a1 H 711. 7l11, 7it 7,2, 70•u

0.aO-9.,-lhis.2, .1•. *.l cIl 98 7 7' 8oI yWId I10'I"88 75iW 41.7,00 i
, 7 - 0lll . ill o,. *,al.I 6.4 I F.. t f7 .i K fll. 8 5I t•1 8 , i.I , GOV

87 , ll...I "1 .1,11 71l llial hWld It I1.I1 Row 0I ll 97087. ll1h, 41.7100

."I luIi Itil Zill. V -i..M 1,i, 2 ull'. , - .I IJ lk" .1 '.1 1 II W)1 iYlW'Pa.l l1.ii

...... . T4 r•d 5 _ 87 RT Fi) F) 81 81. siU) PIT SI. 8.1 St. NW. of Weigh. t Ill

8I ,l, i, 'li i I I t7 ,IINS .,)6 Ihl " .44 277•2 1 g9a "1 7 4 2984 0 490 I1II 14 0.14h
a a .. ,., '1 71ý s 287 o '0 '941 1 910 0 400 9212 5. 179 91 0 ,10.12 7/4 04 3.94

79, ?,.,W,. .3 Ii 28,7 I. S50 0 Oil 11 444 is 917) 0 o40 ]1. 109 1 29 15 930 77 80.0 7/4 76 is 19

I..~~4i4 wimp llt, !,~ira Fl0t
4 i) 1 "26 45 00 "is 7 .4 l..1? 944 0 2219 1 8 9 S4 2 984 0.490 Iil/16 14 0,74b
1 4.79.0,'.' .94 h B 2'1 0 520 8 l4" 7 3110 0 450 9. 275 9,78 7 /70 0 612 1/4 04 4. 1

7, 7, ,.0 i.', IIs C21 it, S60 10 7.1•,444 70 810 0 640 77 471,1 71.29 Is 930 0 11" 1/4 18 19.89
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TABLE 40, INPUT DATA, DIMENSiONS, AND ESTIMATED WEIGHTS Ft EXPEPIMENTAL, ALUMINUM 1600-PSI INTECAAL.ILAIJGI CONNOCTOM

-.. .Ii--i++ :-

SOIFDD
FOD TOD SID

Input Data

Operating pressure. psi 1. 500

Operating temperature range, C -423/200
Bolt -to -flange cold theumal gradient. F 35

Bolt-to-flange hot thermal gradient, F 11
Flanoe,-to-teal cold thermal wradient. F 60
Flange -to -real hot thermal gradient, F 20
Flange ultimate strcngth. psi 42,000
Flange yield strength. psi 32,200
Bolt ultimate strength. psi 62,000
Bolt yield strcngth, psi 47,000

Dimenrtona, in.
Site, in. TOD TW FOD FID FT B1C H HL SOD SIl SL Bolt Size No. of BOI Weight, lb

Not Corrpatlble With Loote -Ring Flanges
3 3.000 0, 114 4.848 2,111 0.824 4. 192 0.221 0 846 3.360 2.811 0.413 5/16 16 2.38
8 8.000 0.306 iO.645 7.390 1,952 9.583 0.230 2,253 B.310 1.429 0.567 1/2 28 18.3,

16 16.000 0,611 20.791 14.180 4,098 18,91P 0.458 4 610 16 438 14.838 0.621 7/8 28 122.5

Compatible With Loote -Ring Flangos
3 3.000 0. 114 4.848 2.171 0.824 4.192 0.221 0. IJ45 3.360 2.811 0,4723 5/16 IG 2.38

8 8.000 0.306 10.613 1.389 1.%76 9.611 0.229 2,253 8&310 1.429 0, b61 1/2 2N IN,1;8
16 16. 000 0,611 20,895 141780 4.143 19.021 0.458 4.510 11.438 14.8318 0, 627 1/8 2W 138.

'IA8t,E .t1 IN141IT D)ATA. )IMEN.,IiNS. AND ESI IMAT ED WER.IITS it M EXPERIMENTAI.,

ALUMINUM I-lo-i'St I.iOSE-RIN; CONNECI'10M

____________41__FT_ Bilt SJ;e,(

140 10 .jL FID IS 4j SOD I&SD

tI. rat • oz 'tioti,. I.. I h.).0 Flh atact..-aual hot thternial grasdiet, . F Ii

IltgWra1'.. I..j% t401t l I -4- /21/.1 FlVh.g a ltinmtat ttlelth,. flg 42 1.42 ,040
IK it - , o-i ltu,,Id if, r't11.1l Qradwit F IW. Flisgt y" Id sttw gth, PSI '2. 200

1l,6 t-hti-ro+g I.il.1 rl.ul grn I ltu .il r I0 Ring ultimate utrvogtli, pat 02. EM)
te-It,-oilllnu.' Id tlaitrlll grW-nth , F Ii RI l yield $ttrtnirlth. ri 47,1, 00

lIIIg-t,'-lI, 111 It il l gfadwmlti t )I Itlt ultimate strcength, pai 62. 000

lIlaig. -th -S.al -oid thl+tvtaIl gfad•.ilt I 4K koIlt yield strength, rat 41 tKOO

D imerllnolt |ii,.

I". l'•) 1 RW 8VD P1 I RT Fl4) FID FT Bic SOD S6) S0L Bolt Size No. of buitt W•et,. l

N4,t ,••nptiLhle With Integral Flange
I 1o 0 . 114 4.!46 1 202 0 544 1.7.S2 2.711 v. u 3,.889 3.'160 2 811 0CL473 51,16 6 1.86

A i. 'in, 00 lits i0 671 8.43,4 1. 120 9.080 7,31111 I 640 9.611 9 3,0 7.429 0. 567 0/2 29 17.48

i'; 10. 01i 0.611 2) .891 16. 810 21 . 1W0 IN 084 14 1111 'I 460 19.021 70 038 14.838 0.6271 1/8 28 121.70

Comptit 0he With Integral Flate

3 1.041)4 II. 114 4.645 3 193 0 64,) 3 b47 2. 71 0.614 4,1 f2 1.360 2.811 0.473 5/16 16 2.21
$ 1.00)0 U.3111; .0.673 8 424 1 120 9 080 1 389 1.640 9. 111 8.310 7.4 ?,4 0.567 1/2 29 17.41

16 1W. 000 0,Gll 20. 897. 16. 80 2 160 18.084 14.180 3 450 19.021 16.438 14.038 0.6217 /8 28 121 10
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TAKLE 42. INPUtJ DATA, DIMENSION•o. AND FSTIMATED WFIC(hT, FOR EXPERIME 4TAL, STAý 'LESS STEEL 100 -PSI INrEGRAL-F. AiE CONNECTC9S

S"--1Fr Bolt Sizie

i ii 
iml- ... .i i rI

IOH FID &
FOD TOD SID

Operating iesaure, psi 10n
Operating temperature range, F -423/20C

Bolt -w -flange cold thermal gfadient, F 18

Bolt-to-flange hot thermal gradient. F 6
Flange-to-wal cold thermal gradient. F 25
Flange -to-seal hot thermal gradient, F 8
Flange ultimate strength at RT. psi 90,000
Flange yield strength at 200 F. psi 30,000
Bolt ultimate strength at RT. psi 130, -170

Bolt yield strength at 200 F, psi 81, 00

Oimensions, in.

S TOD TW FOD FIll FT BC 11 HL SOD SID- SL Bolt Size No. of Bolts W_ h 1b

Not Compatible With Loose -Ring Flanges

.1 3. '00 0,0'28 4.316 2 944 0.534 3.914 0. ')26 0.431 3.550 2.984 0.509 3/16 10 2.118

8 8.000 0,035 8.825 7.930 0 900 9,295 0.046 0. 19C 8.810 ". 970 0.6917 1/4 18 14.03

18 16.000 0.065 18.442 15.810 1.740 17.932 O 084 1,524 17.327 15.93U 0.878 :/4 56 *10. 00

Compatible With Loose -RiLn Flange.&

3 3.00 0.028 4.316 2 944 0.534 3.914 0.026 0.431 3.550 2 984 0.509 3/16 10 2.48

8 8.00 0.035 9.8ý2 7.930 0.90) 9.295 0. 040 0,180 S. 810 7.9710 0.69r7 1/4 18 14. G3

16 16.00 0.065 IB.462 15 .810 1, 7 10 17.932 0.084 1,524 17 32'7 15.930 0.8178 1/4 56 10.00

TABLE 43 INPUT DATA DIMEiSIONS. AND ESTIMATEI) WFIGIITS FOR EXPERIMENTAL. STAINLESS STEEL 100-PSI LOOSE-RING C•NNECTORS

T IBo"lt 
Size

Oprrtitng prIs.- , psi 100 'langc-t-.'nal hno thcrenal gradint F 0

tirp, mi ting • t 31r)1 rongi I -491,00 liangc tilti,,mvitt licngh at RT psi 9JO, 000

DIot to-r tiig - thor,,ol gtadosin. 12 .llangl ytld nrcingtth at -00 F, psi 10. )00

B.'It -l..-. g
4
7 1.1 ,o it ig'Ws nin I 7 Bing Uil 1Atlllc sircngth At '01-At iI ps i I o00

RBin.ito-nlanj, -oldJ tlt.v.il tfaincnt. 1 1 Ring yiclj sttength at 200 1. rA. 8b, 000

Bil.g-t,-liung, tiwt in,• rr'l Boladti I '. ht iltimati. sti.+ngth at lT psi 130,000

Fl.n -w-• ,I I lid Ith•Irlnt-iI 9radlIclit t Bolt ylIlO trnngtil At '00 V psi nO, 90

2,i i i 1) 1lw F-Ii) RI.1) eT ill) I Il FT Wi SO1 Shi SL _ls• Siar Ni of b I gt . h

A 00) 0 u * ( 6 iA. 1 061 '0 216 1 711 1 944 0 324 914 550 2 964 0 %09 31 126 911

O000 0 MJ5 t 2r,ý e 177 0 400 8 911 . '.1 n 4,45 B 739 B.810 7 970 C 697 1/4 20 10 40

I. 16 900 0 (140 Il N21', In 1'7 0 Ge7 17 490 is 81 . '00' 17 75-1 17 3M7 11. 910 0 BiB I 4 49 41 7,

I ýngihc_01_ntg lIanj~el

A .(i ' 01-'S 4 11. 1 1,1 1).11li 1 7i1 2 944 0 114 1 914 1 5-(, 2 984 0 504 1.16 1 i 9716
OAK) O 1, 19.' 12 0400 97 7' ').495'95 OBiO 1 170 81 ' 0 7 1/4 20 1 (.b",

i, I 00 004'1 G iS 4A7, 1,. 14i A, 7 f 171 4+0 Ii 87f) 0) 't 17 93i 17 37V 15 .1o) 0 878 1/4 56 5! M0.)
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TABLE 44. INPUT DATA, DIMENSIONS, AND E.TIMATEI7 WEIGIITS FOR EXPEpiMENTAL, ,TAINLES STEEL 1500-PSI INTEGAL-FLANG1 CONINECTOM

SSOD FID & I

FOD TOD SID

!Ope atiig presfre. psi 1,500
Operatling temperature rangv. F 423/200
Bolt to-flange cold thermal gradient, F 55
Boll -to -flange hot therlnta gradient. F 18
Flange -to -seal cold thermal gradient, F 70
Fiange-to-weal hot thermal gradient, F 21
Foan Ie ultimate strength, psi S0. u0)
Flange yield strength. psi 35,000
Bolt ultimate strength. psi 130,0(10
Bolt yield strength, pFst 85 000

Dimensions, in.
Size, in. TOt) TW FOD FID "T BC H Ill SOD SID SL Bolt Size No. of Bolt Weight lb

Noot (Jompatkibe With Loose-Ring Flan
S3.000 0 120 4.408 2,760 1.000 1 878 0.095 0.864 1 360 2.799 0.488 1/4 16 5.5
8 8,000 0.320 9.8912 ? W 2 100 9. 0u8 0.060 2.303 8.310 7.399 0,579 3/8 34 36 5

16 16.000 0,641 19.006 14.71 3 447 17. 52. 0. 160 46 2^7 16.432 14.778 0. 640 9/16 44 211.0

Compatible WiO Los-Ring Flanges
j a.000 0 120 4.408 2,760 1.0 3.873 0.09", 0.864 3.360 2.799 0.489 114 16 5. 5
8 S.00 o . 320 9. 82 7.359 2.1 9.09d 0.00 0 2. 304 8.310 7.399 0.579 3/8 34 36.5

16 16. 0:1) 0.641 18.787 14.718 1.9 17.725 0,160 4. 607 16.432 14.718 0.640 1/2 52 191.0

TABI 45 INPUT tIAFA, DIlMINSIOINS. AND 1STIMA fitl) WEIGIIITS FOR I. XPIRIMENTALu1. OTAINI SS STELO. M.00.PI.I (M)SL-IING COINNI (.T1OS

HOD TOD "OD

iif.l.•1~1 pr,.p...l t t. . n ¢ I 4 .i?0' F}aog .t, tualh [ nt tiiUr'II fiti• lt 0 , II{

li -, i l, 1,7 p, t00 t tn t. f Fl.ng, yeld tr tth, psi V'. 00)

kl•gt t otln I ! r r l w.1 n1 , t I Ring ulti'•Ort , 15 .. ps- I M, 000

Ring.,.. fling, ,1 toW Il, aW g-t4,Il,n f Rm, 1116i, Id,, i. .,glO. p,, 50, 006
Ring to-flang, hut limo lI gtaihll(, 14 NI, oltit.si, si,,ngth, pwi 1!", lu
ll ,,. -w-, I . ,I 1, (Ii1 Zili h gfa.diillt r 5' l.-h yii Id sit ngtI" p" 85, 00(0

S'i/i iii tio IS. filt) I Wi F7 111 L r si l1t Ot) %I Ntil Siae N o ibielts W 1. s 5soaj hj s-1• • V ,. . . • t • j

0',, 14l l~ lt~ b400 b , 4 ,l0, 17. ('0i 6 2 61 dP'7 1W) 04) 5 4 1I 14it,

Ii, I 0 ) 1, lo 77 I 1 17 1 14 14 "11 1 , .9LO 17.T h 1i, 4l'' 14 7 1 O to 640 161,00

V) lOl 11.71 4 til. 1 .I 4.10 S 7• 1 )s 0., 7 -1. elm0 I•1 D 790 11488 .14 I6 4 230

0 0 7ll4l -,, 101 w, 1i .1 115. 17 016 'I i 0 1) V0 0s .57,ý 1 0 14 11 60
I,. 1 , ) 000 0 141 717 1 k, ' 1 1.' I I 1i4 14 d18 I. t, 17 7'2 1, 4Q I t 7 lI bI=' IC A. 0
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TABLE 41. INPUT DATA. DIMENSIONS. AND ESTIMATED WEIGHTS roa EXPUIU IENTAL. STAINLESS STEEL 4000-PSI ENT!GRAL-FLANCE CONNECTOI.S

POD TOD siD

.IUtAta -,423/600 FI ystem 70/ti ) F system -423/200 F System

Operating •estlure psi 4.0000 4,000 4000
Opra tng tcmperature range, F -423/600 10/600 -423 200

Bolt-to-flange cold thermal gradient, F 55 1 55
Bolt -to-flange hot therittal gradient, F 55 55 18
Flange -to -seal cold thermal Wadient, F '0 1 70
Flange to-seal hot thermal grad..nt, F 70 70 23

Flange ultimate strength at RT, psi 90,000 90,000 90.000
Flange yield strength at 600 F, psi 25,000 25,000 30, 000
Bolt ultimate strength At RT. psi 130. 0CO 130,000 130,000
Bolt yield strength at 600 F. psi 1".000 7 5,000 85, 000

Dimensions, in.

STOD TW FOB FID FT BC H IlL SOD SID SL Bolt Size y+of Bolu Weight, lb
-422/600 F Syrstem_

.3 3.00 0.361 5.419 2,280 2.4Q7 4.625 0. 165 1. 360 3.166 2.3117 0.216 3/8 18 24.53

70/600 F System
3 3.00 0.361 4.982 2.217 1.853 4. 1875 0.185 1.361 3.086 2. 31? 0.241 3/8 1i 15. 27

-423/200 F System
3 3.00 0.306 4.982 2.309 1,738 4. 1767 0.185 1.282 3.197 2.429 0.258 3/8 16 14 42

TABLE 47. INPUT DATA, DIMENSIONS, AND ESTIMATED WEIGHITS FOR EXPERIMENTAL, STAINLESS STEEL 4000-PSI LOOSE-RING CONNECTORS

Prý--1 -L-

ROD OD F12D _FIDf8 SID

/iit I- , .t 70,00 8 Iyctcm -423/200• 1 5y$om
Owwlg p'tusv. Ipsi 4.000 4. 000 4, U00

i 'petitl tcmin..-ratiurc tang. . F -413/600 16/00 -423/200
Boll io-nrlllg cit,-i ihlirljal gfA.dICIl. 1 70 1 IL
thlit - fitlt h Ik'1ttlivrial oadic.w. F 71i 7 23

Ritng-I., flnanet, d ,itiilmial d cr0,. F i F

Ring-toi-flane, h,4 dicritnal gtadicnlt, 5: S5 Itt
ELint- Co-to-..aI cold tltha1ital qj~w,,h I 22 1 5:'
Ilan•c -to s.il I t thermal gradwntt . I 2"2I MI

I la ,lt ,,,stwAt ,strcgth at R1 i ot91 W0o ')' 000 90, u/i

Fl.ti, )Yl2 ItrI t,"ph At t(X) I PL '25.00 2.00 25. 000 3;.10,

Ring .t11 . taic strengtth it RT. p.i 130I. 000 130. 001) 130. 000

Ringl yield itt.itih At a101; . psi " 0'. LIM 15, 0o0w K' 'to)

B,11 ltimalt itton tih At RI, pi, Ii,, joiYo wI}(, 601 130, 01M0
BlI )tI eld ,Ircilatt At (0I I p, ot 90, '15, t000) 4.f', 0•1 0

, it. lt)D lW RiI RIi) RI FiD SI tilD FT BC SOD SWC w& 9.1 iNae Ni o) Dit Wo•i Ahl It

it Ii. !,.i 7,4ji J i 31, 1 A 4. m, 2 377 4 62 5 .1 1it,,, .17 0, '16 3,'0I 9 31,512

3 0 I 0 .li6 21 2 : i Jil 0 "223 4 041 ?1177 1 e/37 4 438 J 086 3./I 0 241 3/t 16 15 32

-1.43 200

3 }0 0/Jrt 212 ,i. • t.65 4 k,41 2 489 I CH 0373185 J.7 Iq 42, (03 205 3/N 1 140
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Ill

FLANGED-CONNECTOR EVALUATION

The laboratory evaluation of representative flanged connectors is described in
seven parts: (1) qualification test objectives, (2) qualification testing of small
aluminum connectors, (3) qualification testing of small stainless steel connectors,
(4) qualification +esting of small, high-pressure stainless steel connectors, (5) quali-
fication testing of large aluminum connectors, (6) qualification testing of large, stain-
less steel connectors, and (7) summary and conclusions.

Qualification Test Objectives

A test plan was prepared and approved prior to the qualification testing, The
plan was formlated to demonstrate through tests of representative connectors under
worst-case, performance conditions, that the design procedure is applicable to the
following:

(1) Flanged connectors made of aluminum or stainless steel

(2) Aluminum flanged connectors for operation from -423 to 200 F

(3) Stainless steel flanged connectors for operation over three temperature
ranges: (a) -423 to 200 F, (b) -423 to 600 F, and (c) ambient to 1ZOO F

(4) Aluminum flanged connectors for operation from 0 to 1500 psi, and
stainless steel flanged connectors for operation from 0 to 6000 psi.

Selected Tests

The following general tests were selected as representative of worst-case perfor-
mance conditions. The procedures followed for each connector are summarized as a
part of ihe discussion of the test results.

L. Proof Pressure. The connector was to be subjected to one-and-one-half times
the maximum operating pressure at the maximum design temperature. The maximum
acceptable leakage was to be 2 x I0-7 atm cc/sec of helium per inch of seal circumfer-
ence, and the connector was to show no permanent distortion or damage.

2. Thermal Gradient. The leakage was to be measured at the minimum and maxi-
mum design temperature and during the thermal transients. Maximum acceptable leak-
age with maximum operating pressure was to be 2 x 10-7 atm cc/sec of helium per inch
of seal circumference.

3. Stress -Reversal Bending. The connector was to be cantilever mounted and
subjected to 200, 000 cycles, or the life of the tubing, of stress-reversal bendin , with
maximum operating pressure at the maximum design temperature. Maximum acceptable
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lea~age was to be z x 10-7 atm cc/sec of helium per inch of seal circumference. The
rate of application was not to exceed 1800 cpm, and the moment applied to the fitting
during these tests was t o be M = ZSb, but not more than 60 (D + 3)3, where

M = moment applied to the connector, in-lb

Z = section modulus of the tubing used with the connector, in. 3

Sb = lower of (a) 0. 667 x short time yield strength
(b) 0. 800 x stress to rupture in 2 years
(c) 0. 5 x 200, 000 cycle fatigue strength

a, b, and c are evaluated at maximum connector design temperature

D = tubing diameter, in.

4. Pressure Impulse. The connector was to be given a proof-pressure test prior
to the pressure -impulse test. All impulse testing was to be conducted at ambient tem-
perature at the rate of 35 * 5 cycles per minute. Each impulse cycle was to con-
stitute a rise from approximately 0 psi to a peak surge pressure and drop to approxi-
nkately 0 psi. The peak surge pressure was to be within 1.43 to 1.57 times the working
pressure, as shown by an oscillograph or other electronic measuring device. The
connector was to complete 200, 000 impulse cycles, after which it was again to be
given a proof-pressure test.

5. Vibration. The connector was to be vibrated for 200, 000 cycles at an approxi-
mate resonant frequency of 160 cps, at the maximum design temperature with the maxi-
mum operating pressure. The moment at the fitting was to be the same as for the
stress-reversal-bending test.

6. Repeated Assembly. A limited number of connectors were to be assembled
and disassembled 25 times and subjected to operating pressure. No leakage greater
than 2 x 10-7 atm cc/sec of helium per inch of seal circumference was to be acceptable.

7. Misalignment. The connector was to be assemble-d with angular misalignment
of such magnitude that the bending load would equal one-half the bending load used in
the stress-reversal-bending test.

8. Tightening Allowance. The connector was to be assembled to the design
fastening load plus 10 percent. If no damage occurred, the fastening load was to be
increased ir increments of 10 percent until damage was detected.

Connectors Selected for Test

The representative connectors selected for test are shown in Table 48. The
selection of these connectors is discussed below.
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TABLE 48. SELECTED REPRESENTATIVE CONNECTORS

Stainless Steel,
Aluminum, Stainless Steel, Stainless Steel, Ambient to 1200 F

Tube 0 to 1500 Psi, 0 to 1500 Psi, 0 to 4000 Psi, Max Pressure
OD, -423 to 200 F -423 to 200 F -423 to 600 F to be
in. 100 Psi 1500 Psi 100 Psi 1500 Psi 100 Psi 4000 Psi 100 Psi Deterrmined

3 X X X X X X X

8 X X X

16 X X X X

The materials that can be selected for the four service ranges listed on page 3 of
this report are stainless steel for all ranges, and aluminum for the low-pressure range
from -423 to 200 F. The representative connectors were selected from four of the five
possible service range - material combinations. The fifth combination, stainless steel
for 0-6000 psi at -423 to 200 F, was not selected because the applicability of the design
procedure to such connectors was expected to be demonstrated by tests with the other
selected connectors, particularly the 4000-psi connectors.

The design steps required for low- and high-pressure flange connectors are not
necessarily the same. Consequently, high- and low-pressure connectors were included
in each service range. Two low-pressure connectors were omitted because the other
connectors were expected to demonstrate the applicability of the computerized procedure
to these connectors.

The high pressure for the 1200 F service range was to be established on the fol-
lowing basis. The connector used for the test was to be dimensionally the same as the
connector designed for the high-pressure test of the 0 to 4000-psi service range. A
period of time (approximately 3 hours) at 1200 F was to be selected so as to be repre-
sentative of high-temperature systems and also to be compatible with the test opera-
tions. The pressure was then to be selected as the maximum pressure at which the
connector could operate satisfactorily for the time period selected. (As the testing
effort encountered unexpected difficulties, tests with 1200 F connectors were deleted
from the program.

if there were no limitations in the facility test capabilities, it would have been
necessary only to test connectors of the smallest and largest sizes to demonstrate the
applicability of the design procedure over the complete size range. However, an
8-inch connector was the largest connector that could be subjected to the stress-
reversal bending test at Battelle. Consequently, 8- and 16-inch connectors were
selected to represent the largest connectors, depending on the tests required.

Three-inch connectors were selected to represent the smallest connectors be-
cause: (a) the design procedure for smaller sizes included allowances for fabrication
limitations, (b) the 3-inch size represented the largest size in two service ranges, and
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(c) use of a 3-inch size in all service ranges permitted considerable standardization of
test equipment and procedures and consequent cost savings in the test program.

Tests Selected for Each Connector

It was not possible to subject each connector assembly to every test. One reason
was that three of the tests (stress-reversal bending, vibration, and pressure impulse)
were fatigue tests. Another reason was that the assembly required for a thermal-
gradient test could not readily be used for a vibration test. It was decided that two
connector assemblies of each design would be used for a complete series of tests. It

was also decided that it was not necessary to conduct a complete series of tests for
every conn-ctor design if the tests for one connector design demnonstrated to an accept-
able degree the applicability of the design procedure to other connector designs.

As shown in Table 49, a complete series of tests was planned for two connector
designs: (1) the 3-inch, 1500-psi aluminum connector, and (2) the 3-inch, 1500-psi
stainless steel connector. (The test numbers coincide with those given previously.)
These tests were t-xpected to demonstrate the applicability of the design procedure to
small connectors for all performance aspects except: (1) low pressure, (2) pressure in
excess of 1500 psi, and (3) operation at 600 F.

The low-pressure operation of small connectors was to be demonstrated by
Tests 1-3 and 8 on an aluminum connector, and by Tests 1, 2, and 4 on a stainless steel
connector at 600 F. Test 5 was not planned for low pressure because the stress-
reversal bending at low pressure, combined with the vibration test at 1500 psi, was ex-
pected to demonstrate the ability of the connector to sustain vibration at low pressure.
Tests 6 and 7 were not planned for low pressure because the connector features related
to repeated assembly and misalignment were not significantly affected by the low-
pressure design considerations.

The applicability of the design procedure for pressures higher than 1500 psi was
to be demonstrated by Tests 1-4 and 8 with a 4000-psi stainless steel connector
assembly at 600 F. The overall performance capability of connectors at 600 F was
to be demonstrated by the same tests and by 'rests 1, 2, and 4 at 600 F on a low-
pressure stainless steel connector. Tests 5-7 were not to be conducted for the same
reasons described above in relation to the low-pressure demonstrations.

As shown in Table 49, tests with the 8-inch connectors were to demonstrate the
performance of large connectors under all conditions except pressure impulse (Test 4),
vibration (Test 5), and tightening allowance (Test 8). Tests 6 and 7 were planned for
only one assembly each because the design consideratiuns ••r repeated assembly and
misalignment were not expected to be significantly affected by either pressure or
material.

The performance of large connectors during Tests 4 and 8 was to be demon-
strated with 16-inch connectors. Because of the importarce of Tests I anc 2, Test
was to be conducted with every 16-inch connector, and Test 2 was to be conducted with
two of the 16-inch connectors. Test 5, the 'vibration test, was not planned for any large
connectors because the test was difficult to conduct with large sizes, and because the
resistance to vibretion was to be dermonstrated by vibration tests with the 3-inch con-
nectorb, by stress-reversal-bending tests with the 8-inch connectors, and by pressure-
impulse tests with tle 16-inch connectors.
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TABLE 49. QUALIFICATION TESTS SELECTED FOR REPRESENTATIVE
CONNECTOR ASS.EMBLIES

Tube OD, Aluminum. -423 to 200 F Stainless Steel, -423 to 200 F
inches 100 Psi ]500 Psi 100 Psi 1500 Psi

3 Tests: 1-3,8 1-4, 5-8 1-4, 5-8

Assembly:(a) L-L I-L, I-I L-L, L-L

8 Tests: 1-3, 6 1-3,7 1-3

Assembly: I-L I-L I-L

16 Tests: 1l 2, 4,8 1,4,8 1, 2,4, 8 1,4,8

Assembly: I-L I-L I-L I-L

Stainless Steel, -423 to 600 F
100 Psi 4000 Psi

3 Tests: 1,Z,4 1-4,8

Assembly: I-L I-I

(a) 1- •' integral/integral flange assembly
I,-L integral/loose-ring flange asseribly
L-L loose -ring/loose -ring flange assembly.
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Qualification Testing of Small
Aluminum Flanged Connectors

The test schedule shown in Table 49 was followed, although the type of assembly
was altered for some of the tests. Details of the test procedures and the test results
are discussed for each of the eight types of tests.

Test 1. Proof Pressure

'ast Procedures. Test I was conducted with a 100-psi integral/loose-ring con-
ne, tur and a 1500-psi integral/loose-ring connector. Each connector was machined as
part of a ' ,-,ermal-gradient" assembly similar to that shown in Figure 77. First, each
connector was assembled with a primary and secondary seal. A torque of 24 in-lb was
applied to the fourteen No. 10-32 aluminum studs of the 100-psi connector, and a
torque of 175 in-lb was applied to the fourteen 3/8-inch aluminum studs of the 1500-psi
connector. A 50/50 mixture of Lubriseal and MoSZ was used to lubricate the stud
threads and the nut collars of both connectors. Following this assembly, thermo-
couples, strain gages, and heaters were applied to the outside of each connector. One
heater was located on the tubular portion of the stub flange, while the other was located
on the tubular portion of the integral flange.

Next, an assembled connector and the seal pressurizing line were attached to the
base-plate assembly. A Bobbin seal was placed between the transition flange and the
base plate. Finally, the vacuum chamber was placed around the connector and the
pressurizing, electrical, and vacuum leads were connected.

Each test was started by pressurizing the volume enclosed by the primary con-
nector seal and the secondary seal with helium and by pressurizing the remaining in-
ternal connector volume with nitrogen. Both volumes were pressurized simultaneously
to the proof-pressure level (150 psi for the 100-psi connector, and 2250 psi for the
1500-psi connector). After 5 minutes, the pressure in both volumes was reduced to zero
and the connector temperature was increased to 200 F, at which time the internal pres-
sure in both volumes was again raised to the proof-pressure level. After 15 minutes at
maximum temperature and pressure, the connector was cooled to room temperature
while the proof pressure was maintained in the secondary seal volume and the connector
volume. After 5 minutes at room temperature the test was concluded. The helium
mass spectrometer was used to monitor leakage during the entire test.

Test Results. The maximumlleakage rate measured during the test of the 100-psi
connector was 1. 3 x 10-9 atm cc/sec per inch of seal circumference, while the maximum
leakage rate measured for the 1500-psi connector was 3. 1 x 10-9 atm cc/sec per inch of
seal circumference.
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FIGURE 77. THERMAL-GRADIENT ASSEMBLY
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Test 2. Thermal Gradient

Test Procedures. The thermal-gradient test was conducted with the 100-psi and
1500-psi assemblies used for the proof-pressure tests. Figure 78 is a schematic
drawing of the major components of the thermal-gradient test system that was tried
initially. (The connector assembly was rotated 1300 from the position shown in Fig-
ure 77. ) At the start of the test, the LN 2 tank was filled with LN2 and pressurized to
50 psi. The cryogenic valve was used to valve the LN2 into the connector. When the
boiling of the LN 2 had raised the pressure in the entire system to 1500 psi and the vent
valve was venting gaseous nitrogen, the pressure in the LN 2 tank was increased until an
equilibrium condition had been reached for the in-flow of LN2 and the outflow of gaseous
nitrogen.

Pr~emur 0R.11•1 Valve.
( - veflinrW N 1W,)SF/1 'xFI RuvL ttr Disk

/

LTI

LN.I• •,r,•,,

I . I r I

LN L,,v,• T-1

to I.

FIGURE 78. THERMAL-GRADIENT-TEST SYSTEM

Operation of this system was unsatisfactory because the large heat sink of the
base plate prevented rapid cooling of the connector. It was found that sufficiently rapid
cooling could be obtained if the base plate was precooled with dry ice and if the stub
flange extension of the thermal-gradient assembly was cooled independently during the
cooling cycle. A second type of vacuum chamber was made which completely enclosed

the stub flange extension, thus eliminating the elastic seal at that point which would not
seal in the presence of liquid nitrogen. Metal-to-metal contact was maintained between

the stub flange extension and the vacuum chamber so the extension could be cooled by
immersion of the lower part of the vacuum chamber in LN2.

The temperature of the heaters was controlled by a Variac. Three thermocouples
were used to determine the thermal gradients. They were located on the stub flange,
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on the middle of one of the studs, and on the loose ring midway between two bolt holes.

The thermocouples were also found to provide a good indication of the presence of
liquid nitrogen in the connector.

At the start of the thermal-gradient test, the steel base plate was precooled with
dry ice, and the extension of the stub flange was precooled with liquid nitrogen. The
connector was then heated to 200 F. (The leakage of each connector at this temperature
had been checked during the proof-pressure test. ) The heaters were then turned off
and the volume enclosed by the primary conrector seal and the secondary seal was
pressurized with helium to the maximum working pressure (100 psi and 1500 psi), while
the remaining connector volume and the LN2 standpipe were pressurized simultaneously,
and LN2 was forced into the connector. When thermal equilibrium had been reached,
the in-flow of LN 2 was stopped, and the heaters on the connector were used to raise the
connector temperature to 200 F. The test was designed to cool the connector as rapidly
as possible to simulate the sudden flow of LN2 through a connector that had been ex-
posed to the hot sun. The heating cycle wad conducted relatively slowly to simulate
heating from atmospheric conditions.

Test Results. The thermal gradients, equilibrium temperatures, and maximum
leakage rates for the 100-psi and 1500-psi connectors are shown in Table 50. The dif-
ference between the average thermal gradients obtained during the qualification tests and
those obtained for the simulated assemblies (see Table 26) were caused by differences
in the location of the thermocouples. It was believed that the test procedure had pro-
duced representative maximum thermal-gradient conditions. It can be seen that all of
the measured leak rates were well below the required value of 2 x 10-7 atm cc/sec per
inch of seal circumference.

TABLE 50. THERMAL GRADIENTS, EQUILIBRIUM TEMPERATURES, AND
MAXIMUM LEAKAGE RATES FOR 3-INCH, ALUMINUM
FLANGED CONNECTORS

Maximum
Operating Thermal Gradient, F Maximum Leakage
Pressure, Stub Flange to Loose Ring Equilibrium Rate(a),

psi Cycle Loose Ring to Stud Temp, F atm cc/sec

100 1 60 12 -292 1.8x 10-9
2 56 13 -242 0.8x 10-9
3 50 12 -293 0.8 x 10-9
4 48 16 -297 0. 8 x 10-9
5 67 9 -297 1.2x 10-9

Average 65 12 -294 1. 1 x 10-9

1500 1 34 15 -225 1. 2 x 10-8
2 37 12 -217 0. 9 x 10-8
3 67 18 -228 0.4 x 10-8

4 77 (b) -210 0.6 x 10-8

5 54 (b) -292 0.6 x 10-8
6 64 (b) -212 0.6 x 10-8

Average 58 15 -231 0.7 x 10-8

(a) Helium leakage rate per inch of seal circumference.
(b) Thermocouple failed after three cycles.
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Test 3. Stress-Reversal Bending

Test Procedures. I'his test was conducted with the thermal-gradient assemblies
that we ie used for Tests I and 2 for the 100-psi and 1500.-psi connectors. Each assem-
bly was mounted as the base of a rotating cantilever beam in the test equipment shown in
Figure 79. The cantilever beam was designed to provide mechanical resonance at the
operating speed of the machine (1800 rpm), The cantilever beam was clamped to the stub
flange ext,ýnsion provided on the thermal-gradient assemblies, and a fine-tuning weight
was used 6o provide adjustment for mechanical resonance of the different assemblies.
Strain gages were attached to the cantilever beam to determine the moment being applied
to the connector.

FIGURE 79. 4-INCH-DIAMETER PIPE SPECIMEN BEING INSTALLED IN
STRESS -REVERSAL- BENDING MACHINE

The first 1500-psi aluminurn connector was fabricated with flanges that were too
thick. This connector was used to calibrate the equipment for the proof-pressure test,
the thermal-gradient test, and the stress-reversal-bending test. As the speed of the
stress-reversal-bending calibrations for this connector was increased to 1800 rpm,
the strain gages or the cantilever beam recorded a reduction in strain. This could not
be changed by any adjustment of the tuning weight. An examination of the equipment
showed that the cantileve, beam was not stiff enough to maintain the configuration of a
simple cantilever at speeds above 500 rpm, and a reverse bend was being introduced dy-
nanmically. Not only did this make the strain-gage readings worthless, but an excessive
moment was beirg applied to the connector. This problem was corrected by selecting a
low test speed. However, it was decided that strain gages would be applied to each con-
nector as a check on the strain gages on the cantilever beam.
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Each thermal-gradient assembly was mounted in the test equipment and heated to
200 F. The volume between the primary-secondary seals was pressurized with helium
at the maximum working pressure (100 psi and 1500 psi), and the connector volume
was simultaneously pressurized with nitrogen to the same pressure. A bending moment
of 2521 in-lb was applied to the 100-psi connector, and a bending moment of 95CO in-lb
was ai.lied to the 1500-psi connector. A speed of 392 cpm was selected for each test.

Test Results. The 100-psi connector was subjected to 218,250 cycles of stress-
reversal bending before failure occurred. The failure was a group of three or four
very small holes located 3 inches from the bottom of the mounting flange on the tubular
portion of the stub flange. It was believed that the failure was caused by localized

stresses resulting from an indentation in the 0. 028-inch tube wall approximately
1/4 inch from the point of failure. The maximum helium leakage rate measured during
the test was 1.5 x 10-9 atm cc/sec/inch of seal circumference.

The 1500-psi connector was subjected to 241, 500 cycles of stress-reversal bend-
ing before failure occurred. The failure was a fine circumferential crack, approxi-
mately 1/2. inch long, located 1-1/2 inches from the 0-ring groove, on the tubular
portion of the stub flange. The maximvm heliur. leakage rate mea.aured during the test
was 0. 35 x 10-9 atrm cc/sec per inch of seal circurmference.

Because neither fail-ire in the aluminum connector assemblies occurred in the
connector material, and because each test achieved the required 200, 000 cycles of
stress-reversal bending, the test results were judged to be satisfactory.

Test 4. PressuL,_ mpiilee

Test Procedures. This test was conducted with a 3-inch, 1500--psi "vibratiorn
assembly" instead of a "thermal gradient" assembly. The vibration asscnmbly con-
sisted of a connector without a secondary seal, with tube extensions, and with a pre, -

surizing port, similar to the conne-tor shown in Figure 80.

______ ____ Flexi bleSconnector

FIGURE 80. VIBRATION ASSEMBLY

1 09
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Figure 81 shows schematically the arrangemnent of the pressure-impulse equip-
ment. Hydraulic pressure was adjusted for 2.250 psi at the output of the power unit,
and a solenoid-actuated directional-control valve was used to control the flow to the test
fitting. A Bell-O-Fram type diaphragm was used to sepz.rate the hydrautic oil from
the alcohol in the test fitting. A switch and motor-driven gear-cam arrangement was
designed to operate the solenoid valve to produce the desired cycling rate. Needle
valves were installed in the inlet and return lines of the directional-control valve to
provide adjustable restriction on the flow of oil and thereby control the rate of pressure
rise.

Toot Fitting

Presaure Transducer Alcohol

Diaphragm Separator

Oil

Two-Position Directional Control

SOL - Valve, Controlled by a Motor-

Oacilloscope Driven, Cam-Switch Arrangement~~~~Needle lVle

Nel 4---
Valve L4.Valv

Valve F i
Hydraulic Power

Supply

FIG, URE 91. SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF PRESSURE-IMPULSF EOUIPMENT

The connector was first assembled for a helium leak check. Because of a
previous failure in the vibration test (see page 111) a modified 3-inch, 1500-psi
aluminum connector was used which contained a stronger hub and sixteen 5/16-inch
studs. The nuts were torqued to 110 in-lb, using a 50/50 mixture of Lubriseal and
MoS? to lubricate the stub threads and nut collars. A leakage check at room tempera-
ture showed no detectable leakage at 2250 psi of helium. Pressure traces recorded at
various timea throughout the test showed that sharp impulses were being obtained at a
rate of 40 cycles per minute, and that dwell times of approximately 3/5 second existed
at both the maximum and minimum pressure levels. A typical trace is shown in
Figure 82.
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FIGURE 82. PRESSURE CYCLES MEASURED FOR 3-INCH, 1500-PSI
ALUMINUM CONNECTOR

Test Results. The testing was terminated after 200, 000 impulse cycles with no
evidence of liquid leakage. The connector was drained and heat was applied to assist in
removal of the alcohol. A leak check showed no det-ctable leakage at a helium pressure
of 2250 psi.

Subsequently, when the seal in the 8-inch, 1500-psi aluminum connector failed

after approximately 14, 700 cycles of pressure-impulse testing, the seal from the 3-inch
connector was given a Zyglow examination. Fatigue cracks were found at the base of
both seal disks, which indicated possible failure at about 300, 000 cycles. This showed
a need for an inc-ease in the thickness of the seal disks for the 3-inch, 1500-psi
connector.

Test 5. Vibration

Test Procedures. The vibration test was conducted with a 1500-psi vibration
assembly similar to that shown in Figure 80. The assembly was mounted as a simply
supported beam. The connector was supported at two nodes, and a yoke-shaped device
was fabricated to transmit the input from the Calidyne shaker to the connector at the
nodes. A dummy connector was used to check out the test equipment and procedures.

Despite the tests with the dummy connector, considerable difficulty was encoun-
tered with the first assembly. The instrumentation used to monitor the test consisted of
a vibration meter for monitoring acceleration, velocity, and displacement; an Ellis

meter for strain readout for statically calibrated strain gages placed on a tubing ex-
tension; and an oscilloscope for strain-level monitoring. Many attempts were made to
adjust the tuning weights and connector support locations, but it was impossible to main-
tain the required frequency of vibration, and the strain never rose above about 50 per-
cent of the required strain. When the connector failed prematurely, it was decided that
the connector design had to be modified for a second test and that an improved test pro-
cedure had to be developed.

The next vibration test was conducted with a vibration assembly which contained
strengthened hubs. The connector was supported at two locations by small steel cables
and the center of the connector assembly was fastened horizontally to the Calidyne
machine. This arrangement was found to provide good frequency and amplitude control
for the assembly. The flexible cables did not adversely affect the vibration of the con-
nector. The connector was pressurized with water at 1500 psi and an enclosure with
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radiant heaters was used to heat the assembly to 200 F. The instrumentation of the sec-
ond test was the same as for the first test, with the addition of a pressure gage and a
thermocouple. A test with a third vibration assembly was conducted identically to the
test with the second assembly.

Test Results. A pretest room-temperature leak check of the first 1500--p3l vibra.-
"tion assembly showed a leakage rate of 6. 5 x I0-8 arm cc/sec per inch of seal circum-
ference. During the vibration test, the first assembly broke at the base of the integral
flange after only about 50, 000 cycles at an average stress of 7000 psi (compared with a
design stress of 14, 000 psi with a bending moment of 9500 in-lb). This premature
failure occurred despite the fact that the connector was neither pressurized nor heated.
Examination of the stub flange showed an extensive crack at the flange-to-hub location,
indicating incipient failure of that flange also.

A second vibration assembly was fabricated similar to the first but with strength-
ened hub sections (see page 86). The connector assembly was pressurized to 1500 psi
with water, heated to 200 F, and vibrated at the design stress level at a frequency of
160 cps. Failure occurred after 28, 200 cycles at the bulkhead in the simulated tubing,
about 6 inches from the connector. This premature failure was a surprise because the
calculated and measured strain at this location was approximately one-half the strain at
the transition joint, the point of expected failure. Although a flaw in the bar stock could
have caused the failure, the bulkhead was believed to have caused an unexpected stress
raiser.

In the third vibration assembly, the bulkheads were moved to the ends of the
assembiy, C.,out 18 Inches from t~ht couiec.oc-. With a frequcncy of approximately 179
cps and the design bending moment, the connector failed at the tube-to-hub transition
section after 53, 000 cycles. This was the expected location of failure because of the
change in section, and the test was considered to be an acceptable test of the connector
because the connector was shown to be stronger than the tubing or the tube-to-hub transi-
tion. However, the failure of the tube-to-hub transition at such a low stress level was
believed to represent a critical problem for the system designer, because substantial
evidence was believed to have been developed that an unknown stress raiser was being
encountered in the 3-inch tubing system in the vibration mode. (The further investiga-
tion of this problem is included in a follow-on effort, Contract No. F04611-69-C-0028).

Test 6. Repeated Assembly

Test Procedures. The repeated assembly test for a 3-inch, 1500-psi aluminum
connector was conducted with flanges from the first, failed vibration assembly. The
test utilized the seal cavities and the undamaged inside diameter of the flanges. 0-ring-
sealed supporting base plates were made so an axial load could be applied to the flanges
in a Universal testing machine. Pressurized helium was introduced to the inside of the
seal area through one base plate, while a cylindrical extension of the other base plate
met with an 0-ring seal on the outside diameter of the first base plate to form a vacuum
chamber for the helium mass spectrometer. All of the assembled seals were checked
with 1500-psi helium pressure.
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Test Results. Table 51 shows the maximum leakage rate measured for each
assembled sea]. After the test, an examination of the connector sealing cavities with
a 20-power lens showed no sign of wear or deformation at the surfaces where sealing
occurred.

TABLE 51. REPEATED-ASSEMBLY-TEST LEAKAGE DATA FOR 3-INCH
1500-PSI ALUMINUM CONNECTOR

Seal Leakage Rate(a), atn cc/sec Seal Leakage Rate(a), atm cc/sec

I x(b) 14 x
2 x 15 0. 14 x 10-9
3 x 16 x
4 x 17 x
5 x 18 x
6 x 19 0.27 x 10-9
7 x 20 x
8 x 21 x
9 x 22 x

10 x 23 x
11 x 24 x
1Z 0.81 x 10-9 25 x
13 0.97 x 10-9

(a) Helium leakage rate per inch of seal circumference.

(b) Denotes no detectable leakage.

Test 7. Misalignment

Test Procedures. The misalign-..ent test was conducted with the 3-inch, 1500-psi
"vibration assembly" that had been used for the pressure impulse test. The cavities of
this connector were machined to a depth of 0. 080 inch instead of the standard 0. 020 inch
to poduce a greater length of seal contact area for conditions of extreme misalignment.

When a tubing system is assembled in practice, it is expected that axial misalign-
ment will exist between component parts of the system. Physical displacement of inter-
connecting tube ends is required tr" compensate for axial misalignment, and tube-end
displacement resu]ts in angular misalignment at the connectors. The assembly of
angularly misaligned connector halves produces a bending moment which is distributed
among the system components and tubing. The bending moment will increase during
connector bolt-up until the angular misalignment between connector halves has been
reduced to zero. This action produces more axial motion on one side of the connector
than the other, with a resultant relative motion between the sealing disks and connector
cavities. The seal must be able to withstand this sliding action while maintaining its
ultimate requirement for sealing.

A test fixture was fabricated to simulate a misaligned tubing condition. One half
of the connector was clamped to a rigid base with its tube axis at an angle of 2 degrees
to the base. The other connector half was positioned but not clamped by a support close
to the connector. Shims were used under this support to provide angular changes in the
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connector axis which would add to or subtract from the 2-degree angle established by the
clamped connector half. Initial test misalignments of 1, 2, and 3 degrees were estab-
lished by this method.

A tube extension providing a moment arm was added to the unclamped connector
half. A bending moment equal to 1/2 the moment established for stress-reversal bending
was required for this test, and the moment was provided by placing a weight on the tube
extension. During the test it was found that the moment-producing weight caused a high
transverse load on the seal due to leverage about the connector inner support block which
acted as a fulcrum. A force of this magnitude would not be encountered in the assembly
of an actual tubing system, and its effect was therefore removed from the test setup
through the use of an outer tube support.

The seal was assembled into the connector at the desired angle of misalignment
and the nuts were snugged down fingertight on the connector bolts. The weight was placed
on the connector tube extension which was supported by the inner and outer tube supports.
The connector bolts were then tightened with progressively increasing torque in a bolt-
to-bolt sequence. As the bolt load was increased, the unrestrained connector half raised
from the supports and a moment was applied to the entire connector. The bolt torque
was increased in a continued bolt-to-bolt sequeNxce until the required bolt preload -.-las
attained on all bolts. This assembly procedure satisfied the test requirement of initial
angular misalignment of the connector halves while providing the bending moment and
transverse loads that are expected during the process of bolt-up. In fact, the application
of the full moment during practically the entire bolt-up procedure was significantly more
stringent than will be encountered in practice, when the moment will norrrmally increase
with bolt tightening.

Test Results. Leakage checks were made with 1500-psi helium on each of the
wate2nbliea resulting from initial misalignment angles of 1, 2, and 3 degrees. No mea-
surable leakage was found on any of the assemblies. Because some hand guidance was
required during the early portion of the bolt-up of the 3 degrees of misalignment, it was
apparent that a greater seal cavity depth will be required if a misalignment capability of
3 degrees is to be provided in the 3-inch connector.

Test 8. Tightening Allowance

Test Procedures. Each of the fourteen No. 10-32 studs of the 100-psi connector
was initially tightened with a torque of 24 in-lb, using a 50/50 mixture of Lubriseal and
MoS 2 applied to the nut faces and stud threads. Each of the fourteen 3/8-in. studs of
the 1500-psi connector was initially tightened with a torque of 175 in-lb with the same
lubrication procedure used for the 100-psi connector. Measurements were then made of
the dimensions believed to be most useful in determining the occurrence of yielding in
the connector (see Figure 83). Each connector was then tightened with additional torque
increments of 10 percent, with measurements being made after each torque increment.
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FIGURE 83. TIGHTENING-ALLOWANCE TEST MEASUREMENTS ON 3-INCH ALUMINUM CONNECTORS

Measurements were made at four equally spaced locations.

Test Results. The measurements showed that the greatest portion of the total
change in the selected dirmensions occurred during the first 10 percent increment of stud
overtorque. Because a considerable amrount of radial taper in the loose rings occurred
as the result of the connector preloads, it is believed that the continued increase in
radial taper ot the rings caused a shift in the center of pressure between the nut face and

loose ring. This shift in pressure toward one side of the stud resulted in an increase in
the friction moment arm, which required a larger torque to overcome friction. The por-
tion ot the applied torque remaining for conversion to axial stud load was lessened, with
a resultant decrease in connector dimensional changes. The radial taper of the loose
rings essentially stopped when the stud shanks prevented further increase in the taper.

In the 100-psi connector, increased elongation of the studs was noted with the appli-
cation of 50 percent overtorque. This was judged to be evidence of iielding of the studs.
Although stud yielding was not encountered on the 1500-psi connector with 50 percrnt
overtorque, initial yielding was indicated for the next 10 percent increment. In either
case, the sealing capability of the connector was unchanged by the application of 150 per-
cent of the recommended torque.

Qualification Testing of Small,
Stainless Steel Connectors

The test schedule shown in Table 51 was followed. Details of the test procedures
and test results are discussed for each of the eight types of tests.

Test 1. Proof Pressure

Test Procedures. The proof-pressure test procedures debcribed previously for
the 1500-psi 3-inch aluminum flanged connector were used for the 3-inch stainless steel
flanged connector. The connector contained two loose-ring flanges machined as part of
a thermal-gradient assembly similar to that shown in Figure 77. A torque of 95 in-lb
was applied to the sixteen 1/4-inch A286 studs, using the samc lubrication procedures

as for the aluminum fasteners.
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Test Results. The maximum leakage rate measured during the proof pressure test
was 1.52 x 10-8 atm cc/ sec of helium per inch of seal circumference.

Test 2. Thermal Gradient

Test Procedures. The test procedures developed for the 3-inch aluminum con-
nectors were used for the 1500-psi stainless steel connector.

Test Results. The thermal gradients, equilibrium temperatures, and maximum
leakage rates for the 1500-psi stainless steel connector are shown in Table 52. Some
difficulty was encountered in controlling the flow of the liquid nitrogen in the first five
cycles and this resulted in variation and high readings for the equilibrium temperatures
for these cycles. However, for the sixth cycle, the liquid nitrogen was introduced
without pressure in the connector so that a very low equilibrium temperature was reached
as fast as possible (boiling gas could be vented immediately). The connector was then
pressurized for a leak check. Because the thermal gradients in the sixth test were
comparable to those in the other tests, and because the thermal gradients were believed
to be the most severe condition of this test, the test was judged to be realistically severe.
The measured rate of helium leakage remained at very low values for all the test cycles.

TABLE 52. THERMAL GRADIENTS, EQUILIBRIUM TEMPERATURES,
AND MAXIMUM LEAKAGE RATES FOR 1500-PSI, 3-INCH

STAINLESS STEEL CONNECTOR

Thermal Gradients, F Equilibrium Maximum Leakage
Stub Flange to Loose Ring Temperature, Rate,

Cycle Loome Ring to Stud F atm cc/ ec(a)

1 100 146 -130 3.1 x 10-9
2 88 152 -150 2.6 x 10-9
3 86 142 -160 2.6 x 10-

9

4 107 113 -100 3.7x 10-9
5 86 142 -165 1.0 x 10-9

6 87 134 -300 1.0 x 10-9

Average(b) 93 139 -141 2.6 x 10-9

(a) Helium leakage riae per inch ¢f seal circumference
(b) Average shown for first 5 cycles m.ly

Test 3. Stress-Reversal Bending

Test Procedures. This test was conducted with the 1500-psi thermal-gradient
assembly used for the proof pressure and thermal gradient tests. The procedures
were identical to those used for the 1500-psi aluminum connector. A bending moment
of 11 , 288 in-lb was applied to the stainless steel connector,

Test Results. The stainless steel connector was suLiected to 352, 860 cý -les of
stress reversal-bending without failure. The maximum helium leakage rate measured
during the test was 1.42 x 10-9 atm cc/sec per inch of seal circumference.
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Test 4. Pressure Impulse

Test Procedures. A 3-inch, 1500-psi stainless steel "vibration assembly"
(similar to that shown in Figure 80) was subjected to a pressure impulse test using the
same procedures described for the 3.-inch, 1500-psi aluminum connector. The stainless
steel connector, which had no secondary seal, consisted of an integral/loose-ring con-
figuration. An assembly torque of 110 in-lb was applied to the sixteen 1/4-inch A286
bolts.

A room-temperature leak check of the assembled connector showed no detectable
leakage of helium at a pressure of Ž250 psi. Operation of the test equipment produced
a temperature-stabilized condition with a maximum pressure of 2180 psi (which was
greater than the mimimum specified pressure).

Test Results. The test was terminated after 200, 005 pressure-impulse cycles
with no indication of liquid leakage. A leak check with 2 250-psi helium after removal

of the alcohol showed no detectable helium leakage.

Test 5. Vibration

Test Procedures. The connector used for the 3-inch, 1500-psi stainless steel vi-
bration test was the integral/loose--ring vibration assembly that had been used previously
for the pressure impulse test. On the basis of the failures encountered in the vibration
tests of the aluminum connectors it was decided that the flange ,to-hub radii should be
increased. Consideration was given to machining a new assembly with inc-eased hub
thicknesses, but it was decided that the stainless steel would probably be less susceptible
to the effects of the stress raiser than the aluminum, and the thinner hub would probably
be satisfactory.

Strain gages were attached to the assembled connector at the flange-to-hub radius,
at the tube-to-hub transition, and on the tube. The strain gages were calibrated stat-
ically for the required bending moment, and the leakage rate was monitored for 30 min-
utes with the connector pressurized with 1500-psi helium. No leakage could be detected.

A room-temperature vibration check with no internal pressure produced a tube

strain of 464 in. /in. at a resonant frequency of 186 cps. Strains of 458 and 710
pin. /in. were measured at the tube-to-hub transition and the hub-to-flange radius,
respectively.

The assembly was pressurized, heated, and tested in the same manner as was the

1500-psi aluminum connector. Although the power to the Calidyne machine had to be

slightly increased periodically, the test was completed without incident.

Test Results. No indication of liquid leakage was detectable after 475, 000 cycles.

The water was removed from the connector and the connector was heated to remove

residual moisture. A leak check with 1500-psi helium showed no detectable leakage.

Although the connector showed no leakage, the diameter of the simulated tubing

between the connector and the bulkheads had enlarged 1/16 inch. Because the calculated
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and measured stresses in the tobing before and during vibration did not exceed the yield
stress of the stainless steel, and in fact were about one-half the yield stress, it was
hypothesized that the same, unknown, stress raiser existed in the 3-inch stainless steel
connector as in the 3-inch aluminumn connector.

Test 6. Repeated Assemblj

Test Procedures. The 3-inch, 1500-psi stainless steel therrmal-gradient assembly
was adapted for use in the repeated assembly test. Seal loading was accomplished in a
Universal testing machine. An axial load was applied to the connector through a tube
whose mean diameter was equivalent to the connector bolt-circle diameter. The load
was transmitted through the tube and connector loose ring to the stub flange. The load
path from this point was through the seal tang to the integral flange, and then through the

connector to the base plate with its pressurizing fittings. A vacuum chamber, consisting
of a tube closed at one end, was placed over the assembly. The testing machine pressed
against the closed end of the vacuum chamber, which rested on the loading tube described
above. The open end of the vacuum chamber moved down over an O-ring seal located in
the outside circumference of the base plate. This arrangement not only provided an
accurate means of measuring the seal seating forces, but also saved the time normally
required to tighten the studs.

An axial load of 25, 000 pounds was applied as a preload to each of the 25 seals
tested, and all of the seals were leak checked with 1500-psi helium pressure.

Test Results. Table 53 shows the maximum leakage rates measured for the
25 stainless steel assemblies. At the time, it appeared that the existence of four seals
with excessive leakage rates was caused by poor quality control of the nickel plating.
However, growing evidence from the use of stainless steel seals in threaded connectors,
as well as from subsequent tests with the 8-inch flanged connectors, indicated that a
significant increase was required in the radial sealing load of stainless steels to obtain
reliable performance. Examination of the seal cavities of the connector flanges with a
5-power microscope showed no wear or deformation at the surfaces where sealing
occurred.

Test 7. Misalignment

Test Procedures. The misalignment test was conducted with the 3-inch, 1500-psi

stainless steel "vibration assembly" that was used for the vibration test. The enlarge--
ment of the tubing extension that occurred in the vibration test had no influence on the
misalignment test. The test procedures described previously for the 3-inch, 1500-psi
aluminum connector were used for the stainless steel connector. The required bending
moment of 5640 in-lb was achieved by placing a 141 -pound weight 40 inches from the
connector on the extension beam.

Test Results. Tests were conducted with initial misalignment angles of 1, 2, and
3 degrees. A sliding action was noted between the seal and its cavity during each test,
and greater motion was evident as the misalignment angle was increased. Some plating
was scraped from the seal as a result of this motion, but the material came from areas
which did not affect the ultimate sealing surfaces. which were on a 10-degree reverse
angle. No leakage could be detected with 1500-psi helium on an') of the three assemblies
resulting from initial misalignments of 1, 2, and 3 degrees.
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TABLE 53. LEAKAGE DATA FOR REPEATED-ASSEMBLY TEST
WITH 3-INCH, 1500-PSI STAINLESS STEEL
CONNECTrOR

Seal Measured Leakage(a), atm cc/sec Remarks

I x(b)

2 x

3 x
4 7.2 x 10-10 Leakage within specified limit

1. }1 x 0-8 leakage within .p~-ifi•,d limit
6 x
7 x
8 x
9 x

10 x
11 Gr !ater than 2. 26 x 10-6 Large flakes in plating on sealing surface

12
13 x
14 Greater than 2.7 x 10-6 Pits in plating across sealing

surface
15 x
16 Greater than 4.5 x 10"6 One large flake in plating on sealing

surface
17 x
18X
19 x
20 x
21 x
22 1.76 x 10-8 Leakage within specified limit
23 x
24 5.7 x 10-7 Pits in plating across sealing surface
25 x______________________

IIiiiiii ~ ~ ~ " tw~.rdcpr Rh cl ckicuinlfgVrnce.

Test 8. Tightening Allowance

Test Procedures. The 3.-inch, 15 0 0 -psi stainless steel thermal-gradient-assembly
connector containing two loose rings was used for this test. The connector was as-
sembled by applying the maximum torque of 110 in-lb to each of the sixteen 1/4-inch
A286 studs. The .4ame lubrication technique was used as for the aluminum connector,
and the same measurement and overtorquing procedure was used. In addition, a leak
check was made with 1500-psi helium after the initial assembly and after the application

of 50 percent torque.

Test Results. The greatest dimensional change after the application of 150 percent
of recommended bolt torque occurred in the tilting of the loose rings. However, this
was not considered to be excessive. The incremental changes in stud length were con-
sistent and did not suggest a condition of yielding. Neither the pretest nor the posttest
leakage check on the connector with 1500-psi helium produced detectable leakage. Cal-

culations of stud capacity showed that failure of the studs could be expected starting at
about 170 percent of recommended torque.
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Qualification Testing of Small, High-Pressure
Stainless Steel Connectors

The applicability of the design procedure for designing connectors for pressures
higher than 1500 psi was to be demonstrated by Tests 1 through 4 and 8 conducted on a
3-inch, 4 0 00-psi, -423 to 600 F, stainless steel, integral-integral flange connector
assembly. The overall performance capability of connectors at 600 F was to be demon-
strated by these tests combined with tests on a low-pressure, 3-inch connector at 600 F.

A reexamination of the primary objectives of the laboratory program re.iulted in
the decision to minimize the high-temperature activities. As a result of this decision,
the 1200 F tests were eliminated completely, and the low-pressure 600 F tests were
eliminated. It was believed that any significant problem at 600 F would be revealed by
the test of the 3-inch, 4000-psi connector at 600 F.

When a 4000-psi connector was designed for the full temperature range of -423 to
600 F, the connector was very heavy (see Tables 46 and 47). Since this temperature
range was not expected in a single system, 4000-psi connector designs were optimized
for a cryogenic system (-423 to 200 F) and a hot-gas system (ambient to 600 F). The
dimensions of these connectors showed that by accepting a slightly heavier than optimum
cryogenic connector, it was possible to use dimensions for the cryogenic connector that
could be obtained by remachining the hot-gas connector. This choice was selected, and
the hot-gas connector was fabricated and tested first. The connector was then dis-
assembled, the flanges were modified, and the cryogenic connector was assembled and
teste d.

Because two 4000-psi connector designs were tested in this revised approach,
the test schedule was reexamined. It was decided that Tests 1 through 3 would be con-
ducted on the hot-gas connector, and Tests I, 2, and 8 would be conducted on the cryo-
genic connector. When a question of seal disk strength arose later in the program, a
pressure impulse test (Test 4) was also conducted with the cryogenic connector.

Tests for a 3-Inch, 4000-Psi
Hot-Gas Connector

Proof-Pressure Test Procedures. The proof-pressure test was conducted with a
thermal-gradient assembly similar to that shown in Figure 77. Because of the high
temperature, disks were machined on the tubular portions of the connector, and the
vacuum chamber was welded to the disks after the connector was assembled. Lubri-
cation was applied to the nut-bearing surfaces and threads of the 3/8-inch, A286 con-
nector bolts, and a preload torque of 296 in-lb was applied to each of the 16 bolts. Ex-
ternal heaters were mounted on the outside diameter of each of the integral flanges.
Wiring was routed through the vacuum chamber electrical feed-through, and after the
connections were checked, the vacuum chamber was welded in place.

Difficulty was encountered with the heating of the connector because the heaters
(which had a higher capacity and a higher voltage than the heaters used for the 200 F
tests) shorted out in the vacuum required for leakage measurements. A 5500-watt
heater had been purchased and modified to fit inside the connector during the
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thermal-gradient te t. It was decided that this heater would be used for the proof-
pressure test. Although the heater filled most of the connector cavity, the remainder
of the cavity was filled with water to optimize the flow of heat from the heater to the con-
nector. The water did not boil because of the high pressure.

Although an ambient test at 60¢o psi showed a leakage of only 1. 16 x I0-9 atm
cc/ sec of helium per inch of seal circumference, an ircrease in connector temperature
to 600 F resulted in an excessive leak which flooded the rmass spectrometer. An examin-
ation of the seal showed an imperfection in the nickel plating at the point of leakage.
However, it was estimated that this problem may have been aggravated by load inter-
action between the sealing disks caused by a very short seal tang. Seals with twice the
tang length were then fabricated. Load ring tests showed that the redesigned seals had
a radial load of about 2550 pounds per inch of seal circumference as compared with a
load of about 1300 pounds per inch for the original seal design. Although the lower value
was believed to have been sufficient, it was estimated that the higher value would pose

no problems for the high-pressure connector.

Proof-Pressure Test Results. Seven proof-pressure test cycles were conducted
tc "wring out" the new seal design. To simplify installation, a secondary seal was not
iised during these tests. Although leakage from the connector was not monitored con-
tinuously, a constant 6000-psi helium pressure was maintained inside the connector.
Leakage was measured at ambient temperatures (considered the condition most likely to
leak) and no leakage was detected after any cycle. This series of tests was considered
to be ample for the proof-pressure test requirements.

Thermal-Gradient Test Procedures. The connector was then disassembled and
reassembled with an unused primary seal, and with a secondary seal. Six cycles of
high-temperature thermal-gradient testing were conducted from ambient to 600 F with
heat being supplied by the internal heater. The seal leakage was monitored continuously
while the pressure inside the connector was maintained at 4000 psi and the helium pres-
sure between the primary and secondary seals was maintained at 4000 psi. Temperatures
were monitored throughout each test cycle with thermocouples on the OD of the seal tang,
the OD of a flange, and on the midpoint of a bolt. The maximum temperature differential
occurred between the seal tang and the bolt during the heating portion of each cycle.

Thermal-Gradient Test Results. The indicated leakages and maximum tempera-
ture differentials are shown in Table 54. The rate of heat input was increased each cycle
but no significant increase in seal leakage could be associated with the increasing
temperature differentials.

Stress-Reversal-Bending Test Procedures. The stress-reversal-bending test was
conducted in a manner similar to that used for the 3-inch aluminum and stainless steel
connectors. The base plate of the thermal-gradient assembly was rigidly attached to
the test machine, and the required bending moment (12, 960 in-lb) was applied to the con-
nector through an extens'on beam, Temperature-compensated strain gages were attached
to the tubular section between the connector and the base plate. The gages were first
statically calibrated at room temperature with the assembly in a horizontal position and
with weights on the extension beam, and these values were compared with those calculated
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for the tubular section using the dimensions and the required moment. This comparison

was then used to calculate the amount of strain that should be indicated at 600 F with a
reduced modulus of elasticity. Finally, the beam deflection required in the machine to
produce the required strain was measured by dial-indicator gages and shown to be in
close agreement with the calculated deflection requirement.

TABLE 54. THERMAL-GRADIENT-TEST DATA FOR 600 F, 3-INCH,
4000-PSI STAINLESS STEEL CONNECTOR

Max Temp
Max Leakage Rate(a), Differential Between

Test Cycle atm cc/sec Seal Tang and Bolt, F

1 4.6 x I0-9 132
2 5.4 x 10-9 198
3 4. 1 x 10- 9  195
4 3.7 x 10- 8  201
5 4.8 x 10- 9  223
6 6.7 x 10-9 242

(a) Helium leakage rate per inch of seal circumference.

The temperature of the connector was stabilized at 600 F by the Variac-controlled

internal heater, the internal pressure of the connector and the helium pressure between
the seals were raised to 4000 psi, and the cycling was begun. Pressure, temperature,
and heliunm leakage were monitored continuously throughout the test, while the strain-
gage readings were checked at half-hour intervals. The cycle rate was 378 cycles per
nminutiý.

Stress-Reversal-Bending Test Results. The test was terminated after 202, 230
cycles of stress-reversal bending, during which time no leakage could be detected from
the connector.

Tests for a 3-Inch, 4000-Psi
Cryogenic Connector

Proof-Pressure Test Procedures. As described previously, the cryogenic 4000-

psi connector was very similar to the hot-gas 4000-psi connector. The connector was
assembled with a primary and secondary seal, and the 3/8-inch A286 bolts were tightened
with a torque of 296 in-lb. Because the heating cycle was less critical for the cryogenic
connector than for the hot-gas connector, heatirg was accomplished by passing steam
through a copper tube which was coiled about the welded vacuum chamber and the exposed
connector tubular sections.

The proof-pressure test of the 3-inch, 4000-psi cryogenic connector was initiated
by pressurizing the connector to 6000 psi at ambient temperature for approximately
1 hour. The pressure was then reduced to 1000 psi and the connector was heated to
200 F. Next, the pressure was raised to 6000 psi for approximately 30 minutes, and the

connector was then cooled to ambient temperature with a constant internal pressure of
6000 psi.
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Proof-Pressure Test Results. No leakage could be detected during two such
proof-pressure tests.

Thermal-Gradient Test Procedures. Because of the high pressure of the 4000-psi
connector, it was not possible to use the same thermal-gradient-test techniques that
were used for the 3-inch, 1500-psi aluminum and stainless steel connectors. The
modified procedure consisted of using the liquid-nitrogen test stand to cool the connector
as quickly as possible by allowing liquid nitrogen to flow rapidly into the connector at
ambient pressure. To hasten the cooling process, the lower part of the connector wan
immersed in liquid nitrogen during the cooling cycle. The volume between the secondary
and primary seals was continuously pressurized to 180 psi, and the mass spectrometer
was used to monitor connector leakage continuously. When an equilibrium temperature
had been reached, the liquid-nitrogen supply was stopped, and the connector and the
secondary-primary seal volume were pressurized to 4000 psi.

Thermal-Gradient Test Results. Four cycles were conducted between temperature
extremes of -300 and +195 F. Because the cooling was accomplished in approximately
1 hour, and because the thick flanges of the high-pressure connector represented large
masses as compared to the seal, it was believed that the thermal-gradient design pa-
rameters were given a severe test. The largest leakage measured during the four cycles
was 3.3 x 10-8 atm cc/sec of helium per inch of seal circumference.

Pressure -Impulse Test Procedures. Because a stress-reversal-bending fatigue
test had already been conducted on the hot-gas 4000-psi connector, a second fatigue test
was not originally scheduled for the cryogenic 4000-psi connector. However, as des-
cribed later, pressure impulse tests produced seal disk failure in the 8-inch, 1500-psi
aluminum connector and extensive seal disk cracking in the 3-inch, 1500-psi aluminum
connector. The seal disks in the 3-inch, 4000-psi stainless steel connector had the
same thickness as the seal disks in the 3- and 8-inch, 150 0 -psi aluminum connectors.
Although stainless steel was known to be much tougher than the aluminum, it still ap-
peared likely that a pressure-impulse test at 6000 psi might fail the stainless steel disks
of the 4000-psi connector. Thus, a pressure-impulse test of the 4000-psi connector was
initiated primarily to test the seal disks and secondarily to conduct another fatigue test
of the connector structure.

Much of the equipment used to conduct pressure-impulse tests on the 3-inch,
1500-psi connectors was used to test the 4000-psi connector. A modification consisted
of substituting an intensifier for the oil/alcohol separation unit so the 2250-psi output
pressure of the original equipment could be used to produce 6000-psi pressure impulses.
In this arrangement, it was necessary to use a light oil in the connector instead of
alcohol, but this was believed to be acceptable since the mode of possible failure was
expected to leak oil. The secondary seal was machined away in the assembled connector
prior to the test so the pressure impulses could reach the primary seal.

Pressure-Impulse Test Results. For the most part the test was conducted without
incident. At one time the intensifier galled and had to be reworked slightly, but by using
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a heavy oil at the intensiiier seal. it was possible to continue. In all, 1, 072,422
pressure-impulse cycles were completed without leakage at the primary seal. Upon dis-
assembly of the connector, a Zyglow examination of the seal showed no cracking of the
seal material.

Tightening-Allowance Test Procedures. The 3-inch, 4000-psi cryogenic stainless
steel connector was assembled by applying the recommended torque of 296 in-lb to each
of the 3/8-inch, A286 bolts. The same lubrication and measurement was used as had
been used for the 3-inch, 1500-psi aluminum and stainless steel connectors. The torque
was then increased in increments of 10 percent.

Tihteani-:Allowance Test Results. An overtorque of 90 percent was applied with-
out indication ot yielding of the bolts. tIowever, at this torque the nut corners had becorne
badly rounded and application of additional torque was not possible.

Qualification Testing of Large Aluminum
Connectors

The applicability of the computerized procedure for designing large aluminum
flanged connectors was to be demonstrated by the fabrication and eat of connectors for
8- and 16-inch tubing systems. As the test program proceeded, the test schedule was
reexamined. It was decided that the number of high-pressure, L.irge tubing systems
would be low and that the test of a 16-inch, 1500-psi connector would have relatively little
applicability. On the other hand, it was also decided that there would be many low-
pressure systems, and the absence of an 8-inch, 100-psi connector was undesirable in
view of the large size difference between the 3-inch and the 16-inch, 100-psi connectors.
Therefore, the decision was made to replace the 16-inch high-pressure connector with an
8-inch low-pressure connector. At the same time, the schedule of tests was revised
slightly and the test schedule shown in Table 55 was undertaken.

TABLE 55. REVISED TEST SCHEDULE FOR LARGE ALUMINUM CONNECTORS

Tube OD, in. Max Operating Pressure, psi Tests Assembly Type

8 1500 1,2,5-8 Integral/Loose-Ring
8 100 1,2,5,8 Integral/Loose -Ring

16 100 1,224)8 Integral/Loose-Ring

Following the successful completion of over 1,000,000 vibration cycles on the
8-inch, 100-psi connector, the decision was made to substitute a pressure-impulse test
for the vibration test of the 8-inch, 1500-psi connector. A seal design problem revealed
by this pressure-impulse test demonstrated the wisdom of this decision.
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Test Assemblies

As described in some detail in previous sections, the tests of the 3-inch connectors
were conducted on two types of assemblies: (1) a thermal-gradient assembly or (2) a
vibration assembly. Because of the large size of the 8- and 16-inch connectors and
because of the more limited test program planned for the large connectors, a different
type of tebt assembly was developed.

Figures 11)i aitd 85 show pictures of the 8- 1ich, 100- and 1500-psi itL Cet zxblieA.
Figure 86 shows a picture of the 16-inch, 100-psi assembly, while Figure 87 shows a
cross section of this assembly. All the large test assemblies had essentially the same
configuration. Each assembly contained one loose-ring flange and one integral flange.
The internal fla-ge, - -bor- tubc qectirnm A tube end closure, and a mounting flange
were designed to be machined from one piece of aluminum plate. The mounting Ilange
contained holes for bolt attachment to a rigid mounting pad during the dynamic tests.

The loose-ring stub flange was fabricated from a cylindrical forging approximately
12 inches long. The stub flange design contained a tubular section which extended ap-
proximately one tube diameter beyond the tapered hub portion of the flange. Beyond
the tube section, the wall thickness was increased to provide material for an O-ring
groove and for threaded bolt holes for the attachment of an end closure.

For each assembly, a vacuum chamber was made with a closed end so the entire
test assembly could be lowered into the vacuum chamber. An "-ring seal then was
used to seal the opening of the vacuum chamber with the edge of a disk machined on the
end closure of the stub flange tube extension.

Test 1. Proof Pressure

Test Procedures. Proof-pressure tests were conducted with both 8-inch as-
semblies and with the 16-inch assembly. During assembly, a torque of 60 in-lb was
applied to the twenty-four 1/4-inch studs of the 8-inch, 100-psi assembly, and to the
seventy-eight 1/4-inch studs of the 16-inch, 100-psi assembly. A torque of 500 in-lb
was applied to the twenty-eight 1/2-inch studs of the 8-inch, 1500-psi assembly. A
50/50 mixture of Lubriseal and MoS 2 was used to lubricate the stud threads and the nut
collars.

For the 8-inch assemblies, two-piece ring heaters were clamped to the tubular
portion of the connectors. The use of electrical heaters would have been difficult for
the 16-inch connector because of the number of heaters required for the large area,
and because of the large thermal gradients that would have been caused by the rapid loss
of heat from the highly conductive aluminumr. The procedure used for heating the 16-inch
assembly consisted of submerging the entire vacuum-chamber-enclosed-connector as-
sembly in a tank of water kept at 200 F. The assembly was cooled by raising it out of
the tank and allowing it to air cool.

In each proof-pressure test, the conne.tor was pressurized with helium initially
to 1-1/2 times the maximum operating pressure at ambient temperature for 30 minutes.
The pressure was then decreased to about 10 psi and the temperature of the connector
was raised to 200 F. The pressure was then raised again to 1-1/2 times the maximum
operating pressure and both temperature and pressure were maintained for 30 minutes.
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The pressure was then reduced to approximately 10 psi, the connector was cooled to
room temperature, and the pressure was raised again to the proof pressure for 15 min-
utes. The leakage of the connectors was monitored continuously by a helium mass
spectrometer.

Test Results. No helium leakage could be detected during the proof pressure test
of either the 8-inch, 100-psi connector, or the 8-inch, 1500-psi connector.

The measurement of an accurate leak rate was not possible for the 16-inch con-
nector because considerable helium entered the vacuum chamber through the 16-inch
and 22-inch elastomeric O-rings that were used to seal the tube closure. Approximately
2 hours were required to heat the connector assembly. Although two O-rings were used
in series to separate the helium in the connector from the vacuum chamber, the helium
permeation rate of O-rings increases rapidly with temperature and time (for the first
4 hours). (For instance, the mea-tred permeation rate of helium through a 15-inch
O-ring after 2 hours at 176 F was 3 x 10-6 atm cc/sec.) The second O-ring reduced the
flow of helium into the connector considerably, but the second O-ring tended to saturate
with helium and act as an accumulator. This provided a flow of helium into the vacuum
chamber that was fairly high and out of phase with the heating and cooling cycle.

Consideration was given to welding the closure in place. However, the welded
closure would have greatly increased the costs of the subsequent tests. Therefore, the
decision was made to determine the proof-pressure leakage characteristics of the con-
nector by two measurements: (1) a room-temperature measurement with 150-psi internal
pressure, and (2) an estimate of the amount of helium entering the vacuum chamber in
addition to the leakage measured from the O-ring.

No leakage could be detected at room temperature with 150-psi internal pressure.
During eight heating and cooling cycles conducted over a 6-day period, no leakage could
be detected as resulting from the Bobbin seal. During these heating and cooling cycles,
variations In helium pressure and variations in time were used in an attempt to produce
a helium reading that could be differentiated from the slowly fluctuating flow of helium
from the O-ring. These variations provided a good measure of the response of the
O-ring installation so that good confidence was achieved that no measurable helium was
being supplied to the vacuum chamber of the Bobbin seal.

Test 2. Thermal Gradient

Test Procedures. With the 3-inch connectors it was possible to maintain maximum
working pressure in tl-.e connectors and maximum helium pressure on the primary seal
while the connectors were cycled between the temperature extremes. The large size of
the 8- and 16-inch connectors prevented this method of operation because the pressurized
liquid-nitrogen reservoir could not supply sufficient liquid nitrogen. Therefore, the test
procedure was modified for the large connectors.

The procedure for the 8-inch connectors consisted of filling the internal volume of
each connector as rapidly as possible with liquid nitrogen at atmospheric pressure.
When an equilibrium temperature had been reached, the liquid-nitrogen supply was cut
off and the connector was pressurized with helium to the maxirmium working pressure.
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Although the gas inside the connector was not pure helium, it was believed t•,tt the per-
centage was sufficiently high that the test results would be acceptable. The pressure was
held for 30 minutes and the temperatures were recorded. The temperature of the con-
nector was then raised to 200 F for 30 minutes while the pressure was maintained at the
maximum working pressure. The connector was then cooled to room temperature and
after 15 minutes the connector pressure was reduced to ambient, and another cooling
cycle was started.

ihe procedure used fur tiit 16 -1zId w,.iaa.,,i al'. ,,,,.r, but thc connector %..aLv
not heated to 200 F because of the O-ring permeation problem described under Test 1.
Instead, the connector was allowed to return to room temperature overnight.

Test Results. Four thermal-gradient cycle. we;'c otnducted for each 8-inch con-
nector. No helium leakage could be detected during any of the cycles for either con-
nector. Table 56 shows the temperatures measured for the major components of the
8-inch, 1500-psi connector. The tube did not reach a low temperature because the level
of liquid nitrogen was raised only enough to cover the connector area. On the 8-inch,
100-psi connector, enly thc integral flange and tube thermocouples were operating and
these read -270 F and -10 F, respectively, for each run. The test of the 8-inch, 100-psi
connector was judged to be valid, however, because it was known that the thermal
gradients were smnaller in the 100-psi connector than in the heavier, 1500-psi connector.

TABLE 56. TEMPERATURES OF MAJOR COMPONENTS OF
8-INCH, 1500-PSI ALUMINUM CONNECTOR

Temperature, F

Loose Integral
Test Ring Flange Stud Tube

1 -121 -252 -25 -10
2 -125 -260 -30 -12
3 -.112 -252 -13 0
4 -112 -267 -15 -05

Three thermal-gradient cycles were completed on the 16-inch connector. In each
cycle the connector was cooled from room temperature to -265 F in approximately
4 hours, and the connector was pressurized with helium for 45 minutes. No helium
leakage could be detected during any of the three cycles. This test was judged to be
valid because the eight heating cycles conducted under Test 1 were believed to have
amply demonstrated the sealing capability of the connector at 200 F.

Test 4. Pressure Impulse

Test Procedures. As mentioned previously, the successful vibration test of the
8-inch, 100-psi connector (seepage 124) resulted in the decision to subject the 8-inch
1500-psi connector to a pressure-impulse fatigue test instead of a vibration fatigue test.
Thus, pressure impulse tests were conducted on the 8-inch, 1500-psi assembly and on
the 16-inch, 100-psi assembly.
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The test procedures were similar to those used for the 3-inch connectors. Be-

cause of the large volume of the coiinectors it was not possible to use the oil/alcohol

separator and oil was pumped directly into the coniectors. The equipment shown sche-

matically in Figure 81 was used to create approximately 40 pressure cycles per minute.

Figures 88 and 89 show the trace . for the 8-inch and the 16-inch connectors. AIthough

it was not possible to obtain pressure dwell in the 16-inch connector, it was believed that

the effect of the pressure peaks was satisfactory. During the testing, each connector

was placed in a container and a fluid-level switch was arranged to shut off the equipment

upon a leakage of approximately 1 pint of oil.
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FIGURE 88. PRESSURE CYCLES MEASURED FOR 8--INCH, 1500-PSI CONNECTOR
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FIGURE 89. PRESSURE CYCLES MEASURED FOR 16-INCH, 100-PSI CONNECTOR

Test Results. Although the pressure-impulse test of the 8-inch, 1500-psi con-

nector was eventually completed successfully, considerable difficulty was encountered

with failure in differt~i~t parts of the assembly. Each of these is discusse I briefly.

Following initiation of the pressure-impulse test, the test was automnatically ter-

minated after 14, 694 cycles when one of the seal disks sheared at the juncture with the

tang over a length of about 1/?. inch. Thlis failure came as a surprise because the seal

disks for the 3-inch, 1500-pisi connector had essentially same cross section and yet

the 3-inch connector did not fail during 200, 000 pressure-" npulse cycles. A Zyglow
examination of the 8-inch seal showed extensive cracking along much of the base of both

seal disks, showing conclusively that the seal was under strength. A Zyglow examina-

tion of the 3-inch seal also '.iowed two significant cracks about 3 inches long in the same

area, indicating that the 3-inch seal diSK wao also under strength. On the basis of

beam-strength approximations, new seals "or the 8-inch, 1500-psi connector were

machined with seal disk widthb of 0. 060 in, h ;ather than the initial 0. 040 inch.
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During the replacement of the Bobbin seal it was also found that the tongue-.in-
groove seal housing for the O-ring seal on the i.nd closure had developed fatigue cracks
because of the flexing of the flat end closure. The tongue was machined off and the
groove was modified to form a simple face seal.

The connector was reassembled with a modified seal and given a successful proof-
pressure test. The next failure occurred after an additional 16, 890 cycles when two of

the high-strength socket-head cap screws on the end closure failed and the O-ring ex-
truded through the gap which was created at the face seal. It was apparent that the
flexure of the end closure had to be reduced to reduce the bending loads on the end.-
closure bolts. This was accomplished by placing an O-ring sealed piston on the inside
of the connector against the end closure. A raised ring near the OD of the piston was
used to prevent high forces from being applied at the center of the end closure.

The next failure occurred after an additional 20, 964 cycles (52, 548 total cycles)
when the base component cracked. The base had been designed to simulate a flanged
opening in a component, such as a pump, and the cylindrical wall and the bottom of the
base had beern made extra strong because the base was expected to be used for other
tests. Despite this precaution, however, the high-pressure end load (approximately
120, 000 pounds) caused excessive flexure of the flat bottom of the base, and a fatigue

crack developed at the juncture of the base bottom and the cylindrical wall. There was

no indication that the failure was associated with the part of the base representing the
integral flange. A new base was fabricated with increased thickness and radii at the
tube-to-base juncture.

The connector was reassembled with the new base component and with a modified
seal, and a proof-pressure test was condhucted successfully. After 38, 704 cycles,

14 end-closure bolts failed in fatigue (59, 668 cycles on these bolts). Although minor
damage was done to the aist,. , it was possible to reassemble the end closure with a
special grade of high-strengtO 'ap screws and the test was continued.

After an additional 40, 400 cycles, the tubular portion of the stub flange developed

an axial crack about 6 inches from the stub flange. At this point, a total of 131,652
pressure-impulse cycles had been imposed on the connector. The acceptable conditions
stated for this test did not include failure of the tube. However, the stress-reversal
bending test does include the concept that the test is successful if the connector is

demonstrated to be stronger than the adjacent tubing. Because both of these tests are

fatigue tests, it was judged that the pressure-impulse test of the 8--inch, 1500-psi
aluminum connector was successful in that the connector was shown to be stronger in
fatigue than the adjacent tubing.

For the pressure-impulse test of the 16-inch, 100-psi connector, two precautions
were taken to prevent nonconnector failures similar to those described for the 8-inch,
1500-psi assembly. First, the base was clamped at the periphery to a laboratory
mounting pad to prevent excessive deflection of the large flat area of the base. Second,
two pistons were machined with raised rings near the outside diameters, and the pistons
were placed in the connector one behind the other, against the tube end closure to prevent

excessive deflection of the flat end closure. The test was stopped after 1, 223, 500

cycles. No failures had occurred in any of the parts of the connector-simulation as-
sembly, and no evidence of leakage or material yielding could be detected.
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The calculated stress in the tubing wall of the 8-inch, 1500-psi connector was
27, 500 psi. The calculated stress for the tube wall of the 16-inch, 100-psi connector
was 18, 000 psi. The difference in the stresses for the two connectors resulted from the
need to increase the calculated minimum wall thickness of the 16-inch connector for
machining purposes. Since most of the connectors would be designed to the higher
stress value, it was obvious that the allowable stress in the tubing would have to be
lowered to assure a minimum fatigue life of 200, 000 pressure-impulse cycles.

Test 5. Vibration

Because of the premature failure experienced at the tube-to-transition during the
vibration testing of the 3-inch aluminum connectors, it was believed that a similar
failure would probably be experienced in the 8-inch connectors. In fact, a follow-on
program (Contract No. F04611-69-C-0028) was initiated to include the vibration testing
of additional 8-inch connectors. When exceptionally long fatigue life was obtained during
the vibration testing of the 8-inch, 100-psi connector, the planned vibration test of the
8-inch 1500-psi connector was replaced with a pressure-impulse test.

Test Procedures. The 8-inch, 100-psi assembly was bolted in an upright position
to the laboratory mounting pad used for the Calidyne machine. Strain gages had been
mounted on the stub flange. One pair of gages was located at the tube-to-hub transition,
while another pair of gages was located 1/2 inch from the transition on the tubular por-
tion of the stub flange. (The strain gages were calibrated before the test with the as-
sembly mounted in a horizontal position. The strain at the transition was approximately
twice the straii in the tubular portion.)

Calculations indicated that a pipe extension would have to be fastened to the end
closure of the stub flange to reduce the natural frequency of the assembly to 160 cps.
A 9-1/2-inch length of 6-inch steel pipe with a 3/16-inch wall was equipped with a
flange which was then fastened to the end closure. The extension was then struck a
sharp blow and a recording of the strain reaction at the strain gages showed a natural
frequency of the assembly of 136 cps. This was judged to be acceptable, and the
Calidyne machine was attached to the flange of the pipe extension by a horizontal bolt.
The instrumentation used to monitor the test was the same as that used for the 3-inch
connectors.

Test Results. It was decided to vibrate the 8-inch connector initially at a low
stress level, at room temperature, and unpressurized. A bending moment of 13, 400
in-lb was imposed for 603, 740 cycles. This produced a measured strain corresponding
to a stress of 11, 000 psi at the tube-to-hub transition. When no damage at this 3tress
level could be detected, the design bending moment of 18, 000 in-lb was imposed for
approximately 2. 8 x 106 cycles. This produced a stress of 14, 800 ndi at the tube-to-hub
transition. Following this test, the connector was pressurized with 100-psi helium for
1 hour and no helium leakage could be detected by the mass spectrometer.

Consideration of the unexpected success of the 8-inch vibration test resulted in
the thought that the following test conditions might have contributed to the test results:
(1) the 6-inch connector was tested at room temprerature, while the 3-inch connector
was tested at 200 F, and (2) the 8-inch connector was unpressurized, while the 3-inch
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connector was pressurized with water. To determine whether these different test con-
ditions were responsible for the different test results, the 8-inch connector was vibrated
again, but the connector was heated to 200 F and pressurized with water to 100 psi.

The second test was conducted at the design bending moment for 3 hours, during
which time the connector was subje .ed to approximately 1 million cycles. When no
failure occurred during this test either, despite . previous fatigue cycles, it wdw con-
cluded that a size effect existed between the 3- and 8-inch connector, and the stress
raiser which existed in the 3-inch connector did not exist in the 8-inch connector.

Test 6. Repeated Assembly

Test Procedures. The repeated-assembly test on the 3-inch connector consisted
of 25 assemblies. No appreciable wear or damage could be noted in either flange cavity.
Because the radial seal loading was designed to be the same for the 8-inch seals as for
the 3-inch seals, it was decided that six assemblies of the 8-inch, 1500-psi connector
would be sufficient provided no leakage was encountered, and no damage was caused to
the flange cavities. Because of the large size of the seals, and the test time and helium
required for each test, this change in procedure was expected to reduce test costs
appreciably.

In each test, twenty-eight 1/2-inch studs were torqued to 500 in-lb and the con-
nector was pressurized to 1500-psi with helium for 1 hour, while the leak rate was
monitored by the mass spectrometer.

Test Results. No helium leakage could be detected during any of the six repeated-
assembly tests. After the tests, no damage could be detected on either flange sealing
surface.

Test 7. Misalignment

Test Procedures. The purpose of this misalignment test was to determine the
sealing capability of the connector when it is subjected to a combination of axial and
angular misalignment which results in a specific bending moment at the seal. It was
decided that the test of the 8-inch, 1500-psi connector would be the most stringent for
the large connectors. The bending moment required for this connector was one-half the
tube bending moment of 79, 860 in-lb required for the stress-reversal-bending test.

A test fixtlre was fabricated to allow horizontal mounting of the test assembly to
withstand the bending moment. A 15. 5-ft-long 6-inch steel pipe with a 3/16-inch wall
was then bolted to the stub flange closure. Suppoits were fabricated to allow angular
positioning of the stub flange against the integral flange so a Bobbin seal would just be
contained inside the seal cavities of both flanges. The resulting angular misalignment
between the faces of both flanges was approximately I degree. Supports were placed at
the stub flange and at the end of the pipe extension. The bending moment at the Bobbin
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seal supplied by the pipe alone was 20, 200 in-lb. A 102-pound weight was placed 197
inches from the Bobbin seal to produce another 20, 200 in-lb, making a total bending
moment of 40,400 in-lb.

rYhe seal was assembled into the connector and the nuts were snugged down finger-
tight. The nuts were then tightened with progressively increasing torque in a stud-to-

stud sequence until each nut had been tightened with a 500 in-lb torque. During the
torquing procedure the pipe was raised from its supports due to the flange faces be-
coming parallel. Thus, for the better part of the torquing procedure, the full moment
was applied to the connector, simulating the most stringent misalignment condition.
When the full torque was achieved, the flange faces were parallel.

A second seal was assembled at the same angle of misalignment. In this case,

however, a 235-lb weight was used at a distance of 11 feet from the seal. The pipe length
was modified to give a lower moment, and the total moment applied to the connector was
40, 200 in-lb. All other procedural steps were the same as those used during the as-
sembly of the first seal. The second test was conducted to give a higher shear loading
at the seal.

Test Results. Each of the misalignment tests was concluded by pressurizing the
connector with 1500-psi helium while maintaining the full bending moment on the con-
nector. For each assembly, no leakage rate could be detected by the helium mass
spectrometer.

Test 8. Tightening Allowance

Test Procedures. The test procedures used for this test were essentially the
same as those used for the 3-inch connectors. After the nut faces and stud threads were

lubricated with a 50/50 mixture of Lubriseal and MoS2, the connectors were assembled
with the recommended torque - 60 in-lb for the 8- and 16-inch, 100-psi connectors
(each connector utilized 1/4-inch studs), and 500 in-lb for the 8-inch, 1500-psi con-

nector. The measurements shown in Figure 83 were then made. Each connector was

then tightened with the additional torque increments of 10 percent and additional mea-
surements were made until some form of material yielding was detected.

Test Results. As with the 3-inch connectors, the limitation in overtorque was

established by failure of the studs. This is believed to be the most desirable form of
limitation because the studs can be replaced if excessive torque is applied. The 1/4-

inch studs of the 16-inch connector began to fail between 30 and 40 percent overtorque,
while the 1/4-inch studs of the 8-inch, 100-psi connector began to fail between 60 and
70 tpercent overtorque. This appeared to be caused by the fact that the loose ring of the
8-inch connector angled more than the loose ring of the 16-inch connector and bound
against the studs, delaying stud failure. A somewhat similar action had been encoun-

tered in the 3-inch connectors. The 8-inch, 1500-psi connector exhibited bolt failure

in the overtorque increment above 20 percent.
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The degree of overtorque provided by the large aluminum connectors was not as
great as had been ex-pected. However, the provision of increased bolt strength would
result in a significant increase in connector weight unless a higher 4trength bolt ma-
terial were used. It was decided that the specifications would include the allowable
torque limits to prevent overtorque of the bolts during connector assembly.

Extra Test - Burst

A burst test was not scheduled for any connector under Contract AF 04(611)-11204
because the other tests, in particular the pressure-impulse test, were believed to
demonstrate the required strength of the cor.tectors. However, with the successful
completion of the 16-inch pressure-impulse test, it was decided that a burst test of this
connector would be desirable. Aluminum connectors are more likely to fail in burst
than stainless steel connectors because the yield strength of aluminum is much closer
to its ultimate strength than is the case for stainless steel, and aluminum does not
strain harden during yielding as does stainless steel. Further, as mentioned above, the
wall thickness of the 16-inch connector was greater in relation to the maximum pressure
requirements than is the case for higher pressure aluminum connectors. Thus, a burst
test of this connector-simulation assembly was expected to be a stringent test of the
connector design.

The 16-inch, 100-psi connector burst with an internal pressure of 490 psi. The
rupture occurred in the middle of the machined tubing section (see Figure 86) - the
area of highest stress. Despite an internal pressure of about 5 times the maximum
operating pressure of the connector, no yielding of the connector parts could be detected,
and no leakage of the oil was apparent. This test was believed to be an impressive
demonstration of the aluminum-connector-design parameters relating to strength.

Qualification Testing of Large, Stainless
Steel Connectors

The applicability of the computerized procedure for designing large stainless steel
flanged connectors was to be demonstrated by the fabrication and test of connectors for
8- and 16-inch tubing systems. At the same time that the schedule of tests was revised
for the large aluminum connectors the schedule of tests for the large stainless steel
connectors was also revised. However, in addition to substituting an 8-inch, 100-psi
connector for a 16-inch, 1500-psi connector, it was also decided that a 16-inch, 100-psi
stainless steel connector need not be fabricated and tested. This decision was based on
the belief that the 16-inch, 100-psi aluminum connector would demonstrate the suita-
bility of the design procedure for large, low-pressure connectors. The revised test
schedule for the large stainless steel connectors is shown in Table 57.

TABLE 57. REVISED TEST SCHEDULE FOR LARGE STAINLESS
"•TEEL CONNECTORS

Tube OD, in. Max Operating Pressure, psi Tests Assembly Type

8 1500 1,2,5,7,8 Integral/Loose ring
8 100 1,2,5,8 Integral/Loose ring
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It will be noted that neither the original test schedule nor the revised test schedule
included a repeated-assembly test. This decision was based on the belief that early,
successful tests with the stainless steel seals in the threaded connectors indicated few,
if any, problems with stainless steel seals. Thus it was expected that the tests with the
3-inch stainless steel seals would be a sufficient check on the design principles for
stainless steel seals for flanged connectors. This was an unfortunate decision. Not
only were some problems encountered with the 3-inch seals, as described previously,
but the increased use of the stainless steel threaded connectors revealed a sealing
reliability problem with 3/4- and 1-inch seals. In addition, extensive problems were
encountered with the sealing of the 8-inch, 1500-psi stainless steel flanged connector
in the final months of the program. As a result, it was necessary to recommend an
overrun effort to investigate the performance of the stainless steel seals in more detail.
The uncompleted tests (No. 8 for the 100-psi connector and Nos. 5, 7, and 8 for the
8-inch, 1500-psi connector) would be included in an overrun effort and the test results
reported in a supplemental report to this document.

Test 1. Proof Pressure

Test Procedures. The 100- and 1500-psi stainless steel test assemblies had the
same configuration as the 8-inch, 1500-psi aluminum test assembly shown in Figure 84.
One difference was that the stub-flange tubing extension component consisted of a
piece of tubing welded to the steel flange. This design made large stainless steel for-
gings unnecessary.

The proof-pressure test procedures described previously for the 8-inch aluminum
assemblies were used to conduct Test 1 for both 8-inch stainless 3teel assemblies. A
torque of 100 in-lb was applied to the twenty 1/4-in. A286 studs of the 100-psi connector,
while a torque of 372 in-lb was applied to the thirty-four 3/8-inch A286 bolts of the
1500-psi connector. The lubrication procedure was the same as described for previous

assemblies.

Test Results. No leakage could be detected during the proof-pressure test of the

8-inch, 100-psi connector. The proof-pressure test of the 8-inch, 1500-psi connector
proved to be a significant obstacle in the test program. In addition to equipment prob-
lems, a design problem was revealed for the Bobbin seal. The primary aspects of these
problems are summarized.

Attempts to proof-pressure the 8-inch, 1500-psi connector were unsuccessful with

two different seals. An examination of the coined nickel surface of the seals at first
seemed to indicate insufficient radial sealing force. However, a hardness check of the
nickel plating showed that the nickel plating had not been annealed. This had happened
twice during the development of the stainless steel seals for threaded connectors, and
its reoccurrence emphasized the need for careful control of the fabrication steps of the
stainless steel Bobbin seals. Unfortunately, annealed nickel plating looks the same as
unannealed plating.

The proof-pressure test with the first annealed seal showed a minor increase in
leakage as the connector was heated to 200 F. When the connector was cooled to ambient,
the helium leakage increased to about 3 x 10-7 atm cc/sec per inch of seal circumference.
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Because this leakage was beyond the allowable amount, the test was terminated. An
examination of the nickel on the seal showed a smaller than normal coined surface, in-
dicating too low a radial sealing force. In addition, a closer inspection of the general
condition of the plating indicated a poorer quality of plating than that obtained on the
3-inch stainless steel seals.

To obtain a better idea of the effect of the reduced quality of the nickel plating,
three annealed seals that were slightly oversized were given a light machining cut to
produce a smooth nickel surface that fitted snugly in the connector flanges. Three proof-
pressure cycles were conducted with one of these seals. During the first cycle, no
leakage could be detected. During the second cycle, the helium leakage at 200 F was
approximately 5 x 10-8 atm cc/sec per inch of seal circumference, and at ambient
temperature the leakage increased to about 2 x 10-7 atm cc/sec. The test was ter-
minated when the leakage at 200 F during the thermal cycle was 1. 5 x 10-7 atm cc/sec
of helium per inch of seal circumference. Although the leakage values obtained were
still within the allowable amount, the increasing nature of the leakage, despite the
special machining, indicated that the seal was not satisfactory.

Because sealing problems resulting from insufficient sealing load had developed
with the stainless steel threaded connectors, and because a relatively small surface was
coined on the 8-inch seal, it was decided that an increased radial sealing force was
required. This was obtained for the 8-inch, 1500-psi connector by doubling the length
of the seal tang. Calculations indicated that this would increase the radial sealing face
from about 750 lb/in. of seal circumference to about 1300 ib/In. While new seals were
being fabricated, a reinforcing ring was made to fit inside the tang of an original seal
to increase the radial sealing load of that configuration to about 1300 lb/in. This tech-
nique made possible an interim test of the higher sealing load. Tests with this seal
were somewhat uncertain because of problems that developed with the O-ring seal on the
vacuum chamber. H vever, after several proof-pressure cycles similar to those con-
ducted for the 16-inch aluminum connector, no significant leakage could be detected
from the Bobbin seal.

Test 2. Thermal Gradient

Test Procedures. Two series of thermal-gradient tests were conducted with the
8-inch, 100-psi connector. The first series was conducted with the same procedures
described previously for the 8-inch aluminum connectors. The second series was con-
ducted in a similar manner except that the connector was not placed in a vacuum
chamber. Instead, a small probe was used with the helium mass spectrometer to
"sniff" for helium leakage along the circumference of each disk of the Bobbin seal.
While this procedure cannot be used to measure the rate of a helium leak, it is a good
"go-no-go" indication of the presence of a helium leak. The latter procedure was used
also for all of the tests with the 8-inch, 1500-psi stainless steel connector.

Test Results. During the first -eries of tests, three thermal-gradient cycles
were conducted with the 8-inch, 100-psi connector. The maximum measured helium
leakage during these cycles was 1. 2 x 10-9 atm cc/ sec per inch of seal circumference.
When the thermal-gradient tests with the 8-inch, 1500-psi connector encountered con-
siderable difficulty, the 8-inch, 100-psi connector was rea isembled with another seal,
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and six thermal-gradient cycles were conducted in a second series of tests. No evidence
of leakage could be detected by the helium probe during these tests. A thermocouple
attached to the integral flange of the connector showed that the stabilized cold temperature
reached during both series of te~ts was between -315 and -300 F.

Because of the problems encountered with the vacuum chamber during the suc-
cessful proof-pressure test with the reinforced seal for the 8-inch, 1500-psi connector,
it was decided that the first thermal-gradient test would be conducted without the vacuum
chamber. The helium probe showed that this seal leaked excessively on the first cold
cycle. On the assumption that this leakage was caused by improper action of the rein-
forced seal, the connector was disassembled and reassembled with one of the modified
seals that had then been fabricated.

Although no leakage could be detected during the hot portion of the thermal-
gradient cycle, some leakage was evident during the first cold cycle. This leakage in-
creased noticeably during the second cold cycle, and during the third cold cycle it was
obvious that the leakage was excessive. When the connector was disassembled, an ex-
amination of the Bobbin seal and the lower connector flange showed that several small
pieces of copper had gotten into the flange cavity and prevented proper seating of the
seal. The cornnector was then reassembled with a second modified seal.

No leakage could be detected during the first cold cycle with the second modified
seal. However, definite leakage could be detected during the second cycle, and two
locations of excessive leakage were identified during the third cold cycle. When the
connector was disassembled and the seal was examined, two flaws could be seen at the
sources of leakage. One appeared to be caused by material left in the flange cavity,
while the other appeared to be a crack in the nickel plating.

At this point a careful inspection was made with a 10-power glass of the sealing
surfaces of all of the used and unused seals. It was apparent that several of the unused,
modified seals had flaws which made sealing questionable. It was also apparent that the
1300 lb/in. sealing force of the modified seals was still not enough to create a con-
sistently shiny coined sealing surface. The lack of consistency seemed to be associated
with the effect of the reverse taper of the seal on the sealing action as well as with
variations in the nickel plating. With the decision that the sealing force was not sufficient
to overcome the fabrication variations in the large seal, a reinforcing ring was made to
fit inside the seal tang and to int rease the radial sealing load by approximately 100 per-
cent. A load ring was made for the seal, and an assembly with a reinforced, modified
seal showed a radial load of 2800 lb/in. of seal circumference.

The modified seal with the best nickel plating was then equipped with a reinforcing
ring and the connector was assembled with the expectation that a satisfactory thermal-
gradient test would be achieved. Although the first cycle was conducted with no indica-
tion of leakage, leakage was again indicated during the second cycle, and by the fourth
cycle excessive leakage was indicated over almost 180 degrees of the Bobbin seal.

With the failure of this test, it was apparent that the leakage was being cauRed by
a factor other than an insufficient radial sealing load. During one of the earlier tests,
the temperature of the seal tang and the integral fiange was measured to determine
whether differential radial expansion was causing the leakage. Calculations based on
these measurements indicated that there was sufficient elasticity in the seal to maintain
an adequate sealing load for the thermal gradients. However, a comparison of the
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8-inch seal with the 3-inch seal and the 1-inch threaded seal showed that the 8-inch seal
had less than half the compressive strain of the 3-inch seal, and less than one-fourth
the compressive strain of the 1-inch seal. Even though some of the compressive strain
in all the seals is in the plastic region, the austenitic stainless steel used in the seals
is a strain-hardening material so that an increase in strain indicates some increase in
elastic-recovery capability. Because the effective thermal-gradients in the connector
structure can only be approximated, it was decided that one of the reinforced modified
seals would be machined to produce longer sealing disks and provide more compressive
strain in the seal. It was possible to make the disks twice as long in this approach,
which made the compressive strain similar to that in the 3-inch seal.

A load test was first made with one of the modified seals machined with longer
disks. Although the same si.ze reinforcing ring was used as had been used on the pre-
vious modified seals, the material removed from the tang to produce the longer disks
resulted in a measured radial load of 2200 lb/in, of seal circumference. This was
judged to be adequate. A modified soal with good nickel plating was then machined with
longer disks, a reinforcing ring was added, and the connector was reassembled with
this seal. During seven thermal-gradient cycles, no leakage could be detected from
the Bobbin seal; this indicated fairly conclusively that differential thermal expansion
was the basic cause of leakage in the thermal-gradient test rather than insufficient
radial load.

As described subsequently in this report, it also became apparent during this
period of time that a radial sealing load of 1500 lb/in. of seal circumference was de-
sirable for the 3/4- and 1-inch threaded-connector stainless steel seals. P.ecause of
the increased variations that are normally encountered in fabricating larger parts, and
because of significantly increased chances of accidental damage to the sealing sur-
faces, an increase iin radial sealing load for the 8-inch seals was desirable, in any case,
even though insufficient radial load was probably not the cause of leakage in the experi-
mental assembly. However, the increased mass required to achieve high radial sealing
loads in the larger seals represented a design problem requiring further consideration.

Test 5. Vibration

Test Procedures. The procedures used to test the 8-inch, 100-psi aluminum con-
nector in its final series were also used to test the 8-inch, 10 0-psi stainless steel con-
nector. The design bending moment produced a stress at the tube-to-hub transition of
16,800 psi.

Test Results. Failure occurred in 372, 000 cycles at the welded juncture of the stub
flange and the extension piece of tubing. The welded joint was located approximately

4 inches from the stub flange and since it was in a lower stress zone than the connector,
failure of the carefully made weld was not expected. Some thought was given to re-
making the weld and continuing the test. However, the vibration tests of the 3-inch
connectors showed that the stainless steel parts were much less susceptible to failure
in vibration than the aluminum parts, and since the 8-inch, 100-psi aluminum connector
had successfully withstood 1.0 x 106 vibration cycles, tnhere seemed to be no need to
obtain additional vibration cycles for the stainless steel connector.
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Test 8. Tightening Allowance

Test Procedures. Because of the possible conduct of additional tests with the
8-inch, 10-psi and 8-inch, 15 0 0 -psi stainless steel connectors in an overrun effort, it
was not possible to conduct a complete tightening-allowance test. The overtorque in-
crements at e.ch connector were stopped at 30 percent to prevent failure of the ex-
pensive A286 studs. However, the procedures up to this point were identical to those
described for previous connectors. An initial torque of 100 in-lb was applied to the
twenty 1/4-inch A286 studs of the 100-psi connector, while an initial torque of
372 in-lb was applied to the twenty-four 3/8-inch A286 bolts of the 1 500-psi connector.

Test Results. No indication of yielding was obtained within the 30 percent over-
torque limitation. As with previous connectors, failure was expected to occur first in
the studs and bolts. Tests with the 3-inch stainless steel connector indicated that the
1/4-inch studs would fail with about 70 percent overtorque. Tests with individual bolts

showed that the 3/8-inch bolts would fail with about 40 percent overtorque.

Test S1imznary

Aluminum Flanged Connectors

Test 1. Proof Pressure. The primary purpose of this test was to check the initial
sealing capability and the strength of the connectors. Proof-pressure tests were con-
ducted with the following connectors: 3-inch, 100-psi; 3-inch, 15 0 0 -psi; 8-inch, 100-psi;
8-inch, 1500-psi; and 16-inch, 100-psi. In the tests with the 3-inch connectors, the
maximum helium leakage rate measured was 3. 1 x I0-9 atm cc/sec per inch of seal
circumference. No helium leakage could be measured during the tests with the large
connectors. No yielding of any connector structure could be detected.

Test 2. Thermal Gradient. This test was conducted to determine the effect of
maximum thermal gradients on connector sealing. Several thermal-gradient cycles were
conducted with each of the assemblies used for the proof-pressure tests (see above). The
maximum helium leakage rates measured for the 100- and 1500-psi, 3-inch connectors
were, respectively, 1.8 x 10-9 and 1.2 x 10-8 atm cc/sec per inch of seal circumference.
No helium leakage could be measured for any of the large connectors.

Test 3. Stress-Reversal Bending. This test was one of three fatigue tests used
during the course of the program. Stress-reversal-bending tests were conducted with
the 100- and 1500-psi, 3-inch connectors. Although both assemblies lasted the required
200, 000 cycles, failures occurred in the tubing portions of both assemblies before
250, 000 cycles had been completed. The maximum helium leakage measured during
these tests was 1. 5 x 10-9 atmn cc/ sec per inch of seal circumference.
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Test 4. Pressure Impulse. Pressure-impulse tests, another type of fatigue
test, were conducted with a 3-inch, 1500-psi assembly, an 8-inch, 1500-psi assembly,
and a 16-inch, 100-psi assembly. The 3-inch assembly used for this test was not the
same assembly as was used for the stress-reversal bending test. Although the 3-inch
assembly withstood the required 200, 000 cycles satisfactorily, substantial cracking was
subsequently found at the base of the seal disks. The 8-inch seal failed at the base of a
seal disk after approximately 14, 700 cycles. Modified seals were machined with the
width of the seal disks increased 50 percent. This type of seal showed no cracking
after approximately 80, 000 cycles. After several miscellaneous equipment failures,
the tubular portion of the 8-inch stub flange component failed after approximately
130, 000 cycles. The connector was judged to be satisfactory. No failures occurred in

the 16-inch assembly after 1.2 x 106 cycles.

Test 5. Vibration. Vibration tests, the third type of fatigue test, were conducted
with three 3-inch, 1500-psi assemblies, and an 8-inch, 100-psi assembly. The first
3-inch assembly failed at the base of the integral flange after only about 50, 000 cycles
with approximately one-half the required bending moment. The second 3-inch assembly,
with strengthened connector hubs, faijed at a bulkhead in the tubing portion of the as-
sembly after about 28, 000 cycles under the required test conditions. The third assembly,
with modified tubing sections, failed after 53, 000 cycles at the tube-to-transition section
under the required test conditions. In the second and third assemblies, failures oc-
curred in a far shorter time than was indicated by the strain measured by carefully
calibrated strain gages placed on the connectors. In contrast, the 8-inch connector with-
stood 1. 0 x 106 vibration cycles under the required test conditions without failure.

Test 6. Repeated Assembly. Because of the high sealing forces needed to seal
helium, repeated-assembly tests were conducted to determine whether repeated con-
nector assembly caused damage to the connector flanges. Twenty-five reassernblies
were conducted with a 3-inch, 1500-psi connector, and aix reassemblies were con-
ducted with an 8-inch, 1500-psi assem-,bly. The maximum helium leakage measured
for the 3-inch tests was 0.97 x 109 atmn cc/sec per inch of seal circumference, while
no leakage could be measured during the 8-inch tests. No damage could be detected on
any connector flange after the tests.

Test 7. Misalignment. A misalignment test was established to demonstrate that
a connector could be assembled satisfactorily under a certain amount of misalignment.
The test was conducted with a 3-inch, 1500-psi assembly, and an 8-inch, 1500-psi
assembly. The 3-inch connector was assembled satisfactorily at angles of 1, 2, and
3 degrees and no helium leakage could be measured after these assemblies. The 8-inch
connector was assemrbldc satisfactorily twice with a 1-degree angle of misalignment,
and no helium leakag. could be measured after either assembly. It was estimated that
these angles represanted realistic conditions for the two connector sizes.

Test 8. Tightening Allowance. The final test of each connector assembly con-
sisted of tightening the studs in increments of 10 percent oYer the maximum torque until
yielding was detected. For the 100--psi and 1500-psi, 3-inch connectors, an overtorque
of 40 and 50 percent, respectively, was accomplished satisfactorily. The studs then
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begau to yield in the next increment (.f overtorque. For the 100-psi, 8- and 16-inch con-
nectors and for the 8-inch, I50O-psi connector, the overtorque capability was 60, 30, and
20 percent, respectively. Differences in overtorque capability result from the step
function by which the computerized design program selects the connector bolt sizes.

Extra Test .- Burst. No burst test was scheduled for the contract. However, the
unfailed 16-inch, 100-psi connector provided a good opportunity to evaluate the burst
safety margin provided by the computerized design procedure. The tubing portion of the
assembly burst at a pressure of 490 psi. No deformation could be detected in the con-

nector after the test.

Stainless Steel Flanged Connectors

The purpose of each of the eight standard tests is summarized briefly in the
above summary of the aluminum connector tests.

Test 1. Proof Pressure. Proof-pressure tests were conducted with a 3-inch,
1500-psi assembly, two 3-inch, 40 0 0-psi assemblies, an 8-inch, 100-psi assembly, and

an 8-inch, 1500-psi assembly. The maximum helium leakage measured for the 3-inch,
1500-psi assembly was 1. 5 x 10-8 atm cc/sec per inch of seal circumference. The

first test with a 3-inch, 4000-psi, 600 F assembly resulted in excessive leakage at
600 F. A new seal was machined with an increase in the radial sealing load and no

leakage could be detected during seven proof-pressure cycles. No helium leakage could
be detected for the 3-inch, 4 0 0 0 -psi cryogenic assembly or for the 8-inch, 100-psi as-
sembly. However, the proof-pressure test for two assemblies of the 8-inch, 1500-psi

connector resulted in an excessive leakage. When a seal was modified to provide an
increased sealing load, no leakage could be measured during the proof-pressure test.
No yielding could be detected on any of the connectors as a result of the proof-pressure

tests.

Test 2. Thermal Gradient. This test was conducted with each of the assemblies
used for the proof-pressure test. The maximum helium leakage measured during six

thermal-gradient cycles of the 3-inch, 1500-psi connector was 3.7 x 10-9 atm cc/sec
per inch of seal circumference. The maximum leakage measured during six cycles of
the 3-inch, 4000-psi, 600 F assembly was 6.7 x 10-9 atm cc/sec per inch of seal cir-

cumference, while the maximum leakage measured for the 3-inch, 4000-psi cryogenic
connector was 3.3 x 1o-8 atm cc/sec. A total of 10 thermal-gradient cycles were

conducted on the 8-inch, 100-psi assembly with no detectable leakage. Considerable
difficulty was encountered in the testing of the 8-inch, 1500-psi assembly. It was not

until the length of the seal disks and the radial sealing load w'-re increased that seven
thermal-gradient cycles were conducted without an indication of helium leakage.

Test 3. Stress-Reversal Bending. Stress-rever';al-bending tests were conducted

with a 3-inch, 1500-psi assembly and a 3-inch, 4000-psi, 600 F assembly. The 3-inch,
1500-psi assembly withstood approximately 350,000 cycles without failure, and the

3-inch, 4000-psi assembly wit&.•tood approximately 200, 000 cycles without failure. The
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maximum helium leakage measured for the 3-inch, 1500-psi assembly was 1.4 x 16-9
atm. cc/sec per inch of seal circumference. No leakage could be measured durin; the
test of the 3-inch, 4000-psi assembly.

Test 4. Pressure Impulse. Pressure-impulse tests were conducted v'lth a
3-inch, 1500-psi asst rnbly (different from the one used for the stress-reversal bending
test) and a 3-inch, 4000-psi cryogenic as.embly. The 1500-psi assembly withstood
200, 000 cycles without failure and with no detectable leakage. The 4000-psi assembly
withstood appro.imately 1. 0 x 106 cycles without failure and without detectable leakage.

Test 5. Vibration. Vibration tests were conducted with a 3-inch, 1500-psi as-
sembly, and an 8-inch, 100-psi assembly. The 3-inch assembly (which had been used
for the pressure-impulse test) withstood 475, 000 cycles without failure and without
leakage. The 8-inch assembly failed after 372, 000 cycles at the weld joint between the
stub flange hub and the tube extension. No leakage could be detected during the test
and the connector was judged to be satisfactory.

Test 6. Repeated Assembly. Twenty-five reassembly tests were conducted with
a 3-inch, 1500-psi assembly. Four assemblies showed excessive leakage. At the time
it was judged that the excessive leakage was caused by poor plating. However, on the
basis of tests with other stainless steel seals, it subsequently appeared that these seals
indicated insufficient radial sealing load.

Test 7. Misalignment. A misalignment test was conducted with a 3-inch,
1500-psi assembly. Assemblies were made at initial misalignment angles of 1, 2, and

3 degrees. No leakage could be detected after any assembly.

Test 8. Tightening Allowance. Tightening-allowance tests were conducted with
the same assemblies as were used for the proof-pressure tests. The 3-inch, 1500-psi
connector withstood 50 percent overtorque without yieleing, while the 3-inch, 4000-psi
assembly withstood 90 percent overtorque without yielding. The 8-inch, 100-ps5 as-
sembly and the 8-inch, 1500-psi assembly were subjected to only a 30 percent overtorque
because the assemblies and the fasterners were needed for work under another contract.
Tests with individual fasterners showed that the 100-psi assembly would have withstood
about 70 percent overtorque, while the 1500-psi assembly would have begun yielding wit),
40 percent overtorque.

Discussion of Critical Design Parameters

For the most part, the qualification tests verified the applicability of the com--
puterized program for designing lightweight flanged connectors for aluminum and stain-
less steel tubing systems. As would be expected, the many design parameters and test
conditions combined to produce several critical areas. Both the satisfactory and un-
satisfactory critical areas are discussed briefly in relation to the major components of
the aluminum and stainless steel connectors.
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Aluminum Flanged Connectors

Bobbin Seal, The radial aealing load (750 lb/in, of seal circumference) selected
for the aluminum Bobbin seal prodhuced excellent initial sealing. The residual axial
load (50 percent of the axial seating load) maintained excellent sealing during the per-
formance tests. The use of overaged 6061-T6 aluminum as the seal material was en-
tirely satisfactory.

Two problems were revealed for the Bobbin seal. First, the seal disks were too
thin to pass the pressure-irnpulse test for 1500-psi systems. Second, calculations
showed that the length of the seal disks was marginal for some connector sizes (parti-
cularly 8 and 16 inch) for providing sufficient elastic recovery for cryogenic thermal-
gradients. (This condition was found to exist despite the successful thermal-gradient
tests of the 8-inch connectors. )

For ýhe specifications showr, in Appendix C, the design of the seal disks was re-
vised to overcome these difficulties. There is little doubt that the thermal-gradient
problem has been corrected by a lengthening of the disks of selected seal sizes. How-
ever, the calculations for the seal disk thickness are approximnations, and tests are
needed to verify the pressure-impulse capability of the new length/thickness dimensions
of the disks for 1500-psi seals for 8- and 16-inch systems. The revised seal design did
riot significantly change die low-pressure seals and only marginally changed the high-
pressure 3-inch seals. Consequently these successful designs need not be retested.

Integral and Loose-Ring Flanges. The design of the flanges incorporates many
stress calculations and assumptions. Although the performance of both types of flanges
was excellent in most regards, one minor and two major problems were revealed in the
test program. The minor problem was caused by the stress calculation for the thickness
of the seal cavity lip for .he stub flange providing insufficient material for machining
tolerances for the large connectors. This has been corrected in the specifications.

A major problem resulted when the initial design program did not provide suffi-
cient stre-gth at the hub-to-flange joints. This problem was corrected early in the
laboratory program and the revised design was shown to be satisfactory in the subsequent
tests. The revised design has been included in the specifications. In the second major
problem, the tubing wall selected for the high-pressure connectors was not sufficiently
strong to provide - minimum of 200, 000 pressure-impulse cycles. The calculation for
the tubing wall thickness was revised, on the basis of considerable design data, and the
specifications incorporate the revised calculation. Because of the importance of failure
of the tubing, the adequacy of the calculation should be checked by additional pressure-
impulse tests.

In addition to the stress-calculation revisioLs, consideration of the flange configu-
rations during the laboratory program led to the decision to des-gn the flanges with a
slight tube extension so the tubing weld would not occur at the change in section pro-
vided by the tapered flange hub. This configuration 1has also been incorporated in the
specifications.
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Loose Ring. The loose ring represents a difficult design problem. While the
loose ring tilted more for some test connectors than for others, the studs limited the
degree of tilt to an acceptable value. Because of the relatively close fit of the studs
in the holes of the loose ring, a considerable increase in the weight of the loose ring
would be required to prevent any binding against the studs. The tilting of the loose
ring did not adversely affect the assembly of any connectors within the required torque
values, and the design basis for the loose ring was believed to be satisfactory.

Bolts, Studs, and Nuts. The performance of the aluminum studs and nuts was
excellent in all cases. The adequacy of the design basis was particularly well demon-
strated with the 8-inch, 1500-psi assembly in which high-strength steel socket-head
screws and cap screws kept failing during the pressure-impulse test of the connector.
Trhere is little doubt that the use of aluminum studs and nuts poses problems. The
threads are easily damaged in handling and the bearing surfaces have to be lubricated
carefully to prevent galling. Further, the proximity of the yield strength of aluminum
to its tensile strength seriously limits the overtorque capability of aluminum fasteners,
requiring extra care to achieve the proper torque. However, calculations show that
aluminum fasteners must be used if a lightweight aluminum connector is to maintain
good sealing for cryogenic thermal gradients. By selecting 2024-T4 material, and by
using standard machining practices, it is believed that practical aluminum fasteners
have been designed.

General Comm-nents. In reviewing the tests of aluminum connectors, there was
evidence that each increase in connector size introduced unexpected problems. The
3-inch connector introduced vibration problems that had not been encountered with
aluminum threaded connectors, and the 8-inch, 1500-psi connector introduced fatigue
problems that had not been encountered with the 3-inch, 1500-psi connector. These
problems seemed to result primarily from the unanticipated effects of high pressure on
large surface areas, and on the tendency of aluminum to crack with overstressing
rather than to yield and redistribute the stresses as stainless steel does. Because of
these problems, it was concluded that the satisfactory performance of large (over
8 inch), 1000- and 1500-psi connectors remains in some question until they are built
and tested. The dimensions for such connectors were included in the specifications,
and it was believed that the chances are good that they would function satisfactorily.
However, the connectors were not viewed with the same confidence as those that were
within the limits of the connectors that were built and tested.

Stainless Steel Flanged Connectors

At the start of the program, the stainless steel connectors were expected to pro-
duce fewer problems than the aluminum connectcrs. This resulted primarily from the
greater toughness of stainless steel than aluminum (as discussed above). Because of
this expectation, the aluminum connectors in each size were scheduled to be tested be-
fore the stainless steel connectors. Unfortunately, in the latter stages of the laboratory
program, major problems developed with the stainless steel seal for the 8-inch,
1500-psi connector. Although considerable progress was made toward the solution of
these problems, it was not possible to demonstrate the adequacy of the solution for the
large connector sizes. At the end of the program, a letter was forwarded,
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recommending tLe investigation of adequate solutions to the large-diameter stainless
steel seal problem and the conduct of the necessary tests to demonstrate these solutions.

Bobbin Seal. The dimensions selected for the stainless steel Bobbin seals were
satisfactory in several respects. The disk thickness was satisfactory for the radial
loading and for the pressure.-impulse tests. (For instance, the 0. 040-inch thick disk
for the 3-inch, 4000-psi connector withstood 1, 000,000 pressure-impulse cycles without
an.y sign of fatigue damage. ) Also, the residual axial seating loads were satisfactory for
the various performance conditions.

The major seal problems that developed related to the radial sealing load or to
the inability of the seal to accommodate the radial thermal gradients in the large, high-
pressure connectors. The radial-sealing-load problem was found to exist in the
3/4- and 1-inch threaded connectors as well as in the flanged connectors. On the basis
of work in both types of connectors, the design radial sealing load was increased from
750 lb/in, of seal circumference for all seals to 1200 lb/in, for 100, 200, and 500-psi
connectors, and to 2500 lb/in, for pressures of 1000 psi and higher. These revised
values were included in the specifications.

In conjunction with the radial sealing load problem, it was also found that the
8-inch seal did not provide sufficient elasticity for the thermal gradients caused by the
heavy flanges for the 1500-psi connectors. Although a 16-inch, 1500-psi connector
was not tested, the problem was shown by calculation to be even worse for this con-
nector, and other large, high-pressure connectors were believed to have the same
limitation. It was shown by the successful test of the 8-inch, 15 0 0 -psi connector that
this problem could be corrected by increasing the length of the seal disks. Increased
seal disk lengths were then selected for all large connectors and the thickness of the
disks was increased to sustain the higher radial loading (2500 lb/in. ). These revised
dimensions were included in the specifications.

On basis of the qualification tests and on selected calculations, it was believed that
the specification dimensions could be viewed with confidence for all connectors through
3 inches, and for 100-, 200-, and 500-psi connectors through 8 inches. However, for
the 8-inch, 1500-psi connector, and for all connectors larger than 8 inches, selective
tests were desirable to substantiate the revised seal design parameters. It was possible
that the disk length in some of the larger, high-pressure connectors would have to be
increased still further. If this became necessary, it was believed that a modified seal
design should be used in which the disks were machined farther down into the seal tang,
leaving some material between the disk sides.

Integral and Loose-Ring Flanges. The design basis for these connector components
was found to be satisfactory in almost every respect. On the basis of the problems
revealed by the aluminum flanges, the hub-to-flange joint was strengthened, the stub-
flange seal cavity lip was increased for the larger sizes, and a tube extension was added
to the tapered hub to remove the weld joint from the change in section at the tapered
hub.
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Loose Ring. The tilting of the loose ring that was encountered in the aluminum
loose rings was even more pronounced in some of the stainless steel connectors. How-
ever, as with the aluminum connectors, the tilting did not seem to interfere with the
normal assembly of the connectors, and the decision was made to leave the design
unchanged.

Bolts, Studs, and Nuts. The performance of the A286 studs and nuts was excellent.
No problems were encountered in the assembly of the fasteners or in the performance
of the connectors, and ample overtorquing capability was demonstrated. The high cost
of A286 fasteners and the long lead time often required to get the parts will undoubtedly
be a problem for some time, However, the A286 fasteners have so many technical ad-
vantages that it is believed that no other fastener will offer serious competition within
the foreseeable future.
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IV

FLANGE D-CONNECTOR MILITARY STANDARDS AND
SPECIFICATIONS

The flanged connector military standards and specifications developed under
Contract AF 04(611)-11204 are discussed in three sections: (1) background, (2) general
standards and specifications characteristics, and (3) recommendations for flanged-
connector military standards and specifications.

Background

Under Contract No. AF 04(611)-9578, military standards and specifications were
prepared in draft form for AFRPL threaded connectors for 4000-psi stainless steel
tubing systems and 1000- and 750-psi aluminum tubing systems. Specifically, the items
prepared consisted of: (1) military standards containing assembly instructions and part
drawings for typical connector configurations for six tubing sizes: 1/8, 1/4, 3/8, 1/2,
3/4, and 1 inch, (2) a military specification for the plating of soft nickel on stainless
steel Bobbin seals, and (3) a military specification for the qualification of AFRPL
fittings by prospective manufacturers. Although the preparation of these items required
considerable effort, ample guidance was obtained from previous military documents
concerning the appropriate format and necessary information.

At the beginning of Contract AF 04(611)- 11204, it was mutually agreed that
there was little precedence for determining the best form for military standards and
specifications for flanged connectors. Flanged connectors for the aerospace industry
are usually designed specifically for each system to insure minimum weight. On this
basis, it appeared desirable to develop a computerized design procedure that could be
used by aerospace designers to determine the dimensions of AFRPL flanged connectors
for each aerospace system application.

While this general concept was attractive, further mutual consideration led to the
conclusion that it was not practical as an Air Force procurement procedure. As the
computer program was developed it became clear that a certain amount of engineering
judgment would be required for the selection of input data and for the selection of
optimum connector dimensions. If flanged connectors were obtained by the Air Force
through use of the design procedure, no control could be exercised over these judgment
points. Further, mistakes in the use of the computer program might not be revealed
until late in the procurement cycle.

Attention was then directed toward the preparation of a large"steam table" of
dimensions that would be sufficiently comprehensive that all foreseeable system re-
quirements could be met closely by selection of the proper connector parts, either by
the Air Force or by the contractor. While this approach had considerable merit, the
large number of connector sizes and types made it very difficult to specify tolerances
for dimensions and assembly torques. Also, there seemed to be a distinct possibility
that the large number of connectors might include some combination of parts that would
not perform properly under certain application requirements.
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Late in Contract AF 04(611)-1 1204 it was decided that the best procurement pro-
cedure would be a combination of the two basic approaches. Military standards and
specifications were to be prepared for the sizes and pressures mutually believed to be
the most commonly used in the foreseeable future. By including the computer program
for the design procedure in this report, it would also be possible for connector di-
mensions to be developed fcr special applications. Arrangements could be made be-
tween the Air Force and each contractor concerning the necessary steps for qualifying
the design of each special connector.

General Characteristics of Flanged- Connector
Military Standards and Specifications

It is anticipated that the military standards and specifications eventually prepared
by the Air Force for flanged connectors will consist of three documents: (1) an assembly
of military standards, (2) a military specification for soft nickel plating, and (3) a
military specification for the requirements of fluid connectors. Each of these is
discussed briefly.

Military Standards

Military Standards for AFRPL threaded connectors were issued as part of Pro-
curement Specifications MIL-F-27417 (USAF). Five sheets (MS 27850) were prepared
describing the proper assembly of the fitting. One sheet (MS 27851) showed the Military
Standard numbers for each stainless steel connector assembly, while MS 27856 showed
the numbers for each aluminum connector assembly. One sheet was then prepared for
each connector part (MS 27852 through MS 27855, and MS 27857 through MS 27868),
showing the necessary manufacturing information for producing each part for each of six
tubing sizes. (Figure 90 shows MS 27855, which was prepared for stainless steel seals).

Similar military standards are expected to be issued for AFRPL flanged connectors.
One set of assembly instructions will probably be satisfactory for all the flanged con-
nectors. However, one drawing of an assembled connector will probably be required
for each material, system pressure, and service condition so the necessary part numbers
can be given. For each assembly drawing, one military standard sheet will probably be
required for each component, i.e., integral flange, loose-ring flange, loose ring, seal,
bolt, stud, and nut. If military standards are prepared on this basis for the system
conditions included in Appendix C, approximately 70 military standards will be required.
Because of the large number of tubing sizes and connector dimensions to be included on
each military standard, it may be desirable to issue the flanged-connector military
standards in groups, with the most common system conditions being given first priority.

Nickel- Plating Specifications

A military specification, MIL-P-27418 (USAF), has been issued for plating soft
nickel on stainless steel Bobbin seals. Except for minor changes that might be needed
to update the document, the specification is believed to be satisfactory for the Bobbin
seals of the flanged connectors.
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Flanged- Connector Requirements Specification

A military specification, MIL-F-27417 (USAF), has been issued to establish the
requirements of AFRPL threaded fittings for use in rocket-engine fluid systems. By
defining different manufacturing and performance criteria to be met by AFRPL con-
nectors, a means was expected to be provided by which sample connectors from any
manufacturer could be evaluated for quality. By means of this procedure, it was
expected that interested manufacturers would be placed on a qualified products list.

It is expected that a similar military specification will be issued for AFRPL
flanged connectors. Because of the larger sizes and much greater variety of flanged-
connector types, it is believed that the performance evaluation of connectors should
be minimized and that greater detail should be included concerning inspection and
handling of the manufactured parts.

Recommendations for Flanged-Conne ctor Military
Standards and Specifications

The uncertainty concerning the final form of the flanged-connector military stan-
dards and specifications led to the mutual decision to limit the expenditures under
Contract AF 04(611)- 11204 to the preparation of typical drawings, nominal component
dimensions, and recommendations concerning selected types of information. As Air
Force decisions were eventually made concerning the military standards and specifica-
tions that should be issued, it was expected that the Rocket Propulsion Laboratory,
using information in this report as a basis, could prepare the necessary documents.
The recommendations prepared by Battelle-Columbus are discussed in three categories:
(1) military standards, (2) nickel-plating specifications, and (3) connector performance
specifications.

Military Standards

Appendix C contains the drawings and nominal dimensions prepared by Battelle-
Columbus for the flanged-connector military standards. First, suggested assembly
instructions have been prepared. Next, an assembly drawing is shown which is believed
to be suitable for all of the assembly military standards. Finally, nominal part
dimensions have been prepared for Connectors I through 10 of the following flanged con-
nectors. Dimensions for Connectors 11 through 27 are to be generated after testing
during an overrun effort.

1. 100-psi, aluminum, cryogenic, 1 through 16 inches

2. 200-psi, aluminum, cryogenic, I through lb inches

3. 500-psi, aluminum, cryogenic, I through 16 inches

4. 1000-psi, aluminum, cryogenic, I through 16 inches

5. 1500-psi, aluminum, cryogenic, I through 16 inches

6. 100-psi, stainless steel, cryogenic, I through 16 inches

7. 200-psi, stainless steel, cryogenic, 1 through 16 inches
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8. 500-psi, stainless steel, cryogenic, I throuagh 16 inches

9. 5O00-psi, stainless steel, cryogenic, I through 16 inches

90. 1500-psi, stainless steel, cryogenic, I through 16 inches

10. 200-psi, stainless steel, cryogenic, I through 3 inches

12. 2000-psi, stainless steel, cryogenic, I through 3 inches

13. 2500-psi, stainless steel, cryogenic, 1 through 3 inches
13. 3000-psi, stainless steel, cryogenic, I through 3 inches

14. 4000-psi, stainless steel, cryogenic, I through 3 inches

15. 5000-psi, stainless steel, cryogenic, I through 3 inches

16. 6000-psi, stainless steel, cryogenic, I through 3 inches

17. IO0-psi, stainless steel, hot gas, I through 3 inches

18. 200-psi, stainless steel, hot gas, 1 through 3 inches

19. 500-psi, stainless steel, hot gas, I through 3 inches

20. 1000-psi, stainless steel, hot gas, 1 through 3 inches

21. 10O0-psi, stainless steel, hot gas, 1 through 3 inches

22. 2000-psi, stainless steel, hot gas, 1 through 3 inches

23. 2500-psi, stainless steel, hot gas, I through 3 inches

24. 3000-psi, stainless steel, hot gas, I through 3 inches

25. 4000-psi, stainless steel, hot gas, 1 through 3 inches

26. 5000-psi, stainless steel, hot gas, I through 3 inches
27. 6000-psi, stainless steel, hot gas, 1 through 3 inches

It is obvious from an examination of the nominal dimensions of the connector parts
that a number of tolerances must be established for the final military standards. It is
recommended that normal machining practices be followed for the most part. As an
exception, the thickness of the seal disks must be controlled relatively closely, as must
the dimensions and the surface finish of the outside diameter of the seal disks, and of
the inside diameter of the lips of the flange seal cavities. The outer seal disk edges and
the corners of the flange seal cavities must also be closely controlled.

Nickel- Plating Specification

The following comments are made in accordance with the respective paragraphs of
MIL-P-27418 (USAF). The paragraphs not discussed are believed to be applicable to
the plating of seals for flanged connectors.

3. 2 Workmanship. On the basis of work with seals for threaded connectors, it is
believed that a third paragraph (3. 2. 3 Sealing Surfaces) should be added to Paragraph
3. 2. A suggested wording for this paragraph is: "The examination of the circumference
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of each seal disk for conformance with 3. 2. 1 and 3.2. 2 shall be conducted with a
5-power glass,

4.2 Separate Specimens. It is suggested that the following sentence be added to
the paragraph for 4. 2: "The examination of the separate specimens shall be conducted
with a 5-power glass".

4. 3. 2. 1 Visual Inspection. It is suggested that the following sentence be inserted

between the two existing sentences: "The examination of tije circumference of each seal
disk shall be conducted with a 5-power glass".

5. PREPARATION FOR DELIVERY. The handling damage that has occurred with
the seals manufactured by Scientific Advances Inc. has amply demonstrated the need for
the inclusion of packaging instructions. Such damage will be greatly amplified for the
larger, heavier, flanged connector seals. The proper wording for this section of the
specification can probably best be devised by the Rocket Propulsion Laboratory, using
existing terminology. The major requirements to be included are: (1) that each seal
be individually packaged and (2) that the packaging i nclude some means for protecting
the circumference of the seal disks until installation of the seal in the connector.

Flanged-Connector Requirements Specification

The following comments are made in accordance with the respective paragraphs of
MIL-F-27417 (USAF). Although there are many similarities between threaded and
flanged connectors, the number of differences are believed to be great enough to war-
rant the preparation of a separate specification for flanged connectors.

1, SCOPE. The existing wording should be adequate with the substitution of
"flanged connector" for "fittings".

2. APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS. The Rocket Propulsion Laboratory can best
identify the applicable government documenta.

3. REQUIREMENTS. This is a large section of the specification and consider-
able work inust be done to make it applicable to flanged connectors. The paragraph on
materials (3. 2) must be revised to include the material for the aluminum hardware and
the stainless steel hardware. The paragraph on design and dimensions (3. 3) must be
revised to exclude information applicable to threaded fittings (such as 3. 3. 1) and to in-
clude information oji flanged connectors such as information on studs, bolts, and nuts.
Paragraphs 3.4 and 3. 5 appear to be generally applicable.

Paragraph 3.6 on performance needs major revision. In fact, it is believed that
serious consideration should be given to the complete elimination of performance test-
ing. The manufacturing variations that are critical to successful performance have

been identified, for the most part. Thus, it is believed that pertinent manufacturing
capability can beat be evaluated by the careful inspection of selected critical components,
such a, different size seals.

Paragraphs 3.7 and 3.8 appear to be generally applicable to flanged connectors.
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4. QUALITY ASSURANCE PROVISIONS. Paragraphs 4. 1 and 4, Z appear to be
generally applicable to flanged connectors. Paragraphs 4.3 through 4.7 are perfor-
mance requirements which should be reexamined and either reduced or eliminated in
accordance with the commenti above. Instead, Paragraph 4. 8 on examinations should
be greatly cxpanded to require the manufacture and inspection of selected, critical, and
typical components.

paragraph 4. 9 on test methods should be largely eliminated and replaced with a
description of applicable examination methods. Paragraphs concerning inspection,
such as 4. 9. 6 through 4. 9. 11, should probably be retained.

5. PREPARATION FOR DELIVERY. The Rocket Propulsion Laboratory is best
able to evaluate the applicability of this material.

6. NOTES. The material in this paragraph appears to be generally applicable to
flanged connectors.
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V

THREADED-CONNECTOR SUPPORT

Contract AF 04(61 )-1204 established Phase III to provide engineering support
during the introduction of AFRPL threaded connectors (see Figure 91) to industrial
fh:rms and government agencies. Although it was anticipated that support might be re-
quired in regard ý.o assernbly tools and inspection technique&, tle exact nature of the sup-
port was to be dpterrnirked during the course of the contract.

\- FL A4,NGE NUT
wivew8 rom CRIS SYSTEMS MS27662 FOR CRE5 SYSTEMS
Mh27650 POR AL ALY SYSTEMS MS 2755? FOR AL ALY SYSTEMS

THREADE0 FLANGEMS 27064 FOR CR18 SYSTEMS
MS 27850 FOR AL ALY SYSTEMS

AMS 5567& FOR CRES SYSTEMS

AM$ 40:5 FOR AL ALY SYSTEMS

FIGURE 91. AFRPL THREADED CONNECTOR

Work was conducted on four aspects of AFRPL stainless steel threaded connect-
ors: (1) seal removal, (2) seal retention and misalignment limitation, (3) increased
radial seal loading, and (4) stress relaxation.

Seal Removal

Although axial loads of up to 3000 pounds are required to assemble Bobbin seals
in threaded ccnne-tors, the forces required to remove the seated seals are much lower.
When the nut of & threaded fitting has been removed, the fitting halves can be separated
by hand by a cantile•-r force applied to one of the connector flanges. A moment of about
150 in-lb is sufficient I-.r the 1-inch connector, with lower moments being required for
the smaller connectors.

When the connector halves are separated, the Bobbin sea) remains in one of the
connector flanges. The most straightforward way of removing the seal is to place the

blade of a medium-sized screwdriver at the root of the exposed seal disk and to strike
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the handle of the acrewdriver a shaip blow. Two or three such blows a-e almost al-
ways adequate to force the Bobbin seal from the connector flange.

Aithough a ucrewdriver can be used effectively, such a tool is not desirable if
the skill of the technician ib limited. There is a strong tendency to use the blade of the

screwdriver to pry the seal from the flange, using the flange lip as a fulcrum. Al-
though prying is successful if done by the proper tool, such action with a screwdriver
is undesirable because it tends to nick the edge of the relatively soft stainless steel of
the flange. Such a nick can cause material to protrude into the seal cavity, and the
protrusion damages seals during subsequent assembly.

A prying action is satisfactory for removing the Buobin seal from a connector
flange if the forces are applied properly. Figure 92 shows a simple tool based on this

precept that was designed and tested satisfactorily during the program. By dimension-

ing the yoke to fit snugly between the end of the flangu and the exposed seal disk, it is

possible to exert a high axial force without a sharp corner of the tool digging into the

lip of the flange. The tool can also be used to separate the flanges, as shown in Step 1.

After the seal is broken ioose, it can be removed easily from the flange. It is believed

that this principle could be incorporated into an inexpensive tool with different size

yokes for each connector size.

Parigge 2 to

SstooC 2I ~og

5ýopa' at Seal F~rom Flangs 2

FIe4e 2

FIGURE 92. SEAL-REMOVAL TOOL
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Seal Retention and M.salignment Limitation

During the early part of the program, it became apparent that two improvements
would be desirable for the threaded connectors: (1) a method of retaining the seal in a
flange cavity during assembly of the connector, and (2) a method of limiting the degree
of misalignment at which the connector could be assembled. These problems were first
considered separately and their parameters are discussed separately. However, the
most desirable solution included f!atuires applicable to both improvements, and this
configuration is described on pages 161-164.

Seal Retention

Most of the laboratory assemblies of the threaded connectors had been maue with
thc. :onnectors in a horizontal position, and with one flange of the connector relatively
unattached. Jn this assembly mode it was comparatively easy to sccure the locse
Bobbin seai in one connector flange with one hand while the unattached connector half
was brought in contact with the seal by the other hand. It was then relatively easy to
snug the nut fingertight while the connector halves were kept pressed together. Hun-
dreds of such assemblies were made at Battelle-Columbus and at the Rocket Propulsion

Laboratory without difficulty.

As the AFRPL threaded connector wac descr..bed to various representatives of
industry and government, an increasing nitmber of comments were received concern-
ing the fact that many field assemblies wculd be more difficult to complete than the

laborat-oy assemblies. Not only would space around the connector often be limited,
but in many cases the connector flanges would be attached to rigid or heavy components

that would be difficult to move. In such installations, it would usually rot be possible
to hold the seal in one flange while the other flange was brought into place. With both
hands being used to move or support the flanges, it would be easy to jar the flange con-

taining the seal sufficiently to dislocate the seal from the seal cavity. Not only would
this be a nuisance, but, more importantly, the sealing surface would probably be dam-

aged. Thus, practical experience inidicated a need for snapping the seal in place in one

flange prior to assembly of the crnnector.

Consideration of the configuration of the AFRPL connector led to the early con-

clusion that a logical means of retaining the seal was to extend one of the flanges to en-

close most of the Bobbin seal. The space between the seal disks could then be used for
an appropriate element to bear against the inside diameter of the flange extension.
Figure 93 is a simplified drawing of this basic approach.

Available Space, One of the basic parameters was the space available for the
retention action. In the existing specifications, the length of the seal disk and the

length of the seal tang were the same for the 3/8-, 1/2-, 3/4-, and 1-inch seals. Thus,
if a retention configuration could be found to work within these dimensions, the same
configuration could be used for four of the six specified seals, and few changes would
be required in the specifications.
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FIGURE 93. MODIFIED FLANGE AND SEAL WITH SPRING

After working with this envelope, it became apparent that sufficient radial space
was available, but that the axial space was very limited. The axial limitation stemmed
primarily from the relatively large movement needed to seat the seal. When this dis-
tance, with its tolerances, was added to a 0. 015-inch clearance needed between the
seated flanges, the flange extension was very short, and the end of the flange extension
was located approximately at the middle of the unseated seal. This meant that simple
circular retention shapes such as that shown in Figure 93 were unacceptable and that
any retention device located on the seal had to extend to both sides of the midpoint be-
tween the seal disks.

Friction Retention. In one approach, seal spring clips were designed to be pushed
down by the flange extension as the seal was pushed into the flange cavity. By exerting
a radial force against the ID of the extension, the spring clip would hold the seal in the
cavity. In these configurations, the extension was not undercut (see Figure 93).

With the proper iorce and the proper surface conditions on the lip and the spring
clip, the seal could be held satisfactorily by this design. The major limitation to this
concept was the possible variation in friction between the flange extension and the clip.
A small film of lubricant on the clip reduced the friction to the point where the seal
could be easily jarred out. It was believed that control of 1 ' surface conditions of the
lip and clip would be difficult. A second problem with this oesign was the absence of
an axial force tending to hold the seal back in the seal cavity. Thus it would be expected
that seals would be only partially inserted on a certain percentage of connectors and
this could lead to improper assembly of the connectors.

Snap-Action Retention. As improved seal-retention methods were sought, the
following features were identified as being desirable:

(1) The clip should be easily placed on a completed Bobbin seal

(2) The seal (with clip attached) should be easily inserted in the connector
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(3) The clip should hold the seal snugly in the connector

(4) The seal and clip should be removable by hand prior to assembly
(this may be desired to inspect the seal and the sei1l rtvity)

(5) The clip should not interfere with proper assembly of the connector

(6) The seated seal and clip should be easily removed from the con-
nector upon disassembly of the connector.

The snap-action requirements emphasized the short axial dimensions available.
One requirement was that the flange extension had to be undercut to provide an inden-
tation for the retention device. Second, the retention device had to have a cam rise on
the leading edge to force the protrusions down. Finally, the retention device had to
have a reverse cam on the opposite side of the protrusion so the seal could be removed
from the seal cavity by hand.

By using all of the distance between the inside of a seal disk and the midpoint
of the seal (approximately 0. 090 inch), it was possible to accomplish these actions.
However, the taper of the seal disk was found to limit the amount of radial deflection
available for inward deflection during insertion of the seal. Thus, in the final design,
as shown in Figure 94, the flange extension was given a fairly sharp lip, and the pro-
trusions of the retention device were made to extend at an angle from the main support
ring, which clamped around the seal tang.

Misalignment Limitation

During July 1967, approximately twenty 3/4-inch stainless steel AFRPL unions
were installed in a 4000-psi liquid-hydrogen piping system at the Rocket Propulsion
Laboratory. Despite careful assembly of the connectors, a pressure test showed that
five of the connectors leaked badly. It was noted that the leaking connectors were no-
ticeably misaligned prior to the final tightening. Since misalignment conditions can be
expected in most tubing and piping systems, sample parts were sent to Battelle-
Columbus to determine whether misalignment was the problem and whether modifica-
tion of the connector configuration could assure satisfactory assembly despite initial
misalignment.

After an extensive examination of the parts, it was concluded that leakage had
occurred because of two basic factors: (1) large, initial misalignment angles, and
(2) insufficient radial sealing forces in the seals. The radial sealing forces are dis-
cussed in more detail in a subsequent section. The large misalignment angles seemed
to have caused leakage for one of three reasons: (1) the seal, which was not fully en-
closed by both flange cavities, was forced initially against the edge of a connector
flange, damaging the seal and preventing sealing when the connector was loosened and
assembled properly, (2) the large angles and high moments prevented proper seating of
the seal disks, and (3) a sealing surface of the seal was damaged as the seal slid in the
flange cavity during straightening of the misaligned flanges.

Although it was mutually agreed with the Project Monitors that some misalign-
ment had to be tolerated in a threaded connector, it was also agreed that the large
angles (up to 7 degrees) made possible by the dimensions of the connector were too
great for the reliable sealing of high-pressure helium. Therefore, an effort was under-

taken to modify the connector to limit the amount of possible misalignment.
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FIGURE 94. PARTS TO ACCOMPLISH SEAL RETENTION AND
MISALIGNMENT LIMITATION

Consideration of the misalignment problem led to the basic decision that only
minor changes in the connector configuration would be acceptable. This decision was
based on the conviction that the existing fitting was simple and that this simplicity was
strongly conducive to proper use of the fitting. On the other hand, the introduction of
more complicated connectors in the past by industry had demonstrated that an in-
crease in the number of connector parts or an increase in the complexity of assembly
could override the advantages that the added features were designed to accomplish.
Thus it was decided that changes designed to limit misalignment would be limited to
changes in the existing parts.

It was apparent that improper assembly due to misalignment was possible in the
connector because the nut could be engaged with the threaded flange even though the
plain flange was turned at a large angle to the nut. This assembly angle was possible
because of two dimensional relationships: (1) the clearance between the ID of the nut
flange and the shoulder of the plain flange and (2) the clearance between the OD of the
plain flange and the ID of the nut barrel. Thus, the general method selected to limit
the misalignment angle of the threaded connector was to reduce the clearances for these
dimensional relationships.
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Although this concept was effective in reducing the angle of misalignment at
which the connector could be assembled, it was still possible for the seal cavities in
the two flanges to become sufficiently misaligned that the seal would not always be
guided into the opposing seal cavity. Consideration of this problem produced the concept
of using the threads on the nut to position the plain flange. In this way, engagement of
the nut with the threaded flange would automatically align the plain flange with the
threaded flange.

This guidance was believed to be most easily accomplished by locating the flange
extension for seal retention on the plain flange. Then, by extending the threads deeper
into the nut (to enclose the Bobbin seal in the assembled connector) the nut threads
could be used to enclose the OD of the plain flange extension. This configuration is de-
scribed more fully below.

Selected Design for Seal Retention and
Misalignment Limitation

Figure 94 shows the configuration of the spring clip, the modified plain flange,
and the modified nut selected to accomplish seal retention and misalignment limitation.
Figure 95 shows the four major stages of assembly of the connector. The modification
of the parts, the assembly steps, and the evaluation of the configuration are discussed
below.

Step I. Spring Clip Placed on Bobbin Step 2. Seal-Clip Assembly Snapped
Seal into Retention Flange

Step 3. Nut Threaded Post Inter- Step 4. Nut Threaded onto Other Flange,
rupted Thread Tightened with Proper Torque

FIGURE 95, ASSEMBLY STEPS OF MODIFIED CONNECTOR
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Spring Clip. As shown in Figure 94, the spring clip consisted of a C-shaped
spring made from flat spring stock that was snapped over the seal tang. Two humps
were formed, one near each end of the "C". These humps protruded outward beyond
the seal disk diameter. The humps were offset from the rest of the material so the
major part of the clip was in line with the tang, but the humps were displaced slightly in
the axial direction. This allowed the humps to snap under the flange extension lip. The
radii of the humps provided the entrance camming action and the exit camming action.
By having the clip touch the tang circumference only at the ends of the "C" and at the
middle of the "C", the clip could deflect radially, thus providing a radial spring force.
By ma-..ing the width of the material touching the tang the exact width of the tang, the clip
provided good axial rigidity for the seal. The major limitation of the design was the fact
that the clip would enap in place in the flange extension only if the humps were slanted
toward the flange cavity. However, when the seal was reversed there was no snapping
action, and the looseness of the seal was believed to be sufficient evidence that the seal
was not properly installed.

Considerable time was required to develop a procedure for fabricating the spring
clips. The final process consisted of the following steps:

(1) Layout and cut 1/8-inch strips of spring steel

(2) Layout dimples

(3) Form dimples on first die

(4) Finish-form dimples on second die

(5) Grind off stack to make offset dimple and reduce ring width
on bench grinder

(6) Form ring around mandrel

(7) Secure clips to heat-treating mandrel

(8) Heat-treat and draw

(9) Finish fit to seal.

Plain Flange. Most of the connector modifications were limited to the plain
flange. Because the plain flange was also equipped with threads, the modified flange
was entitled the retention flange. The modifications to the plain flange and their purpose
are discussed briefly below.

(1) The plain flange lip was extended, and an undercut was provided
on the ID of the extension for the spring clip.

(2) A hub was added to the tube portion of the plain flange to provide
a closer fit with the ID of the nut flange.

(3) An external thread, identical to the thread on the threaded flange,
was added to the OD of the plain flange, excluding the flange
extension. By threading the nut over and past this interrupted
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thread, the nut provided protection for the exposed disk of the
retained seal prior to assembly of the connector.

Nut. The nut remained unchanged except that the threads were extended deeper
into the nut to provide guidance for the OD of the plain flange extension.

Connector Assembly. The major assembly steps of the modified connector are as
follows:

(1) Snap the seal into the retention flange

(2) Thread the nut completely over the interrupted threads on the
retention flange

(3) Engage the nut with the threaded flange, using the fingers to
thread the nut as far as possible

(4) Tighten the nut slowly to the required torque.

Note. When the nut is loosened, it first encounters the interrupted thread on the
retention flange. It is necessary to turn the nut slowly while the retention flange is
pushed away from the threaded flange. When the nut threads engage the interrupted
threads, the nut can then be removed qu:,ckly.

Modified Connector Evaluation. Five 3/4-inch retention flanges and modified nuts
were fabricated aaid a number of spring cikps were made. Three connectors were for-
warded to the Rocket Propuision Laboratory for evaluation, and two connectors were re-
tained for evaluation at Battelle-Columbus. The results of these evaluations are
discussed briefly.

One of the major questions about the configuration was the ability of the nut thread
to exert a thrust against the interrupted thread ae the fitting was disassembled. Although
the primary purpose of threads is to exert high axial loads, the specific function re-
quired in the design was believed to be unusual, if not unique. As a preliminary evalua-
tion of this action, a threaded flange was clamped vertically in a vise. A nut was
threaded past the interrupted threads on a retention flange and the nut was then threaded
on the threaded flange, with the tubular portion of the retention flange extending upward.
Weights up to 100 pounds were placed on top of the tube of the retention flange, and the
nut was used to raise the weights by creating thrust against the leading threads of the re-
tention flange. The ease with which the weights were raised indicated that the necessary
axial force could be supplied to separate the flanges of an assembled fitting to the point
that the nut would engage the threads of the retention flange.

The evaluation of the spring clips was not as promising. Although some of the
clips worked satisfactorily, it was apparent that the camming action was influenced sub-
stantially by small changes in the dimensions of the clips and of the inside disk root radii
and tang length. It would be expected that properly made dies would alleviate much of
the dimensional variation in the spring clips. However, it appeared that the production
costs required to control the related dimensions of the spring clips and of the seal could
increase the cost of the seal/spring-clip assembly as much as 50 percent over the cost
of the basic seal.
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Even more problems were encountered in the evaluation of the misalignment limi-
tation features. The interrupted threads on the modified flange were subject to seizure
because of galling, contamination, and peening from the nut. An almost insurmountable
problem developed because of the relatively close fit between the outside circumference
of the seal disks and the inside surface of the lip of each flange seal cavity. Thus,
even with the initial misalignment limited to 1 degree by the tolerance between the nut
and the modified flange, the edge of the seal disk extending from the retention flange was
not automatically piloted into the seal cavity of the threaded flange by the tightening of
the nut. Under these conditions, it would be expected that a number of seal disks would
be damaged through contact with the edge of the flange cavity lip, preventing proper
sealing action.

Conclusions and Recommendations. It was concluded that neither the spring clip
nor the modifications to limit misalignment during assembly were practical. Two
courses of future action are recommended. First, work should be done on a tool to
preset the seal in either the plain flange or the threaded flange as a means of retaining
the seal. Some thought has been given to this approach during the preparation of the re-
port and it appears promising. Second, it is recommended that the assembly procedure
for AFRPL connectors require that all parts be sufficiently loose initially that the pre-
seated seal can be placed by hand into the opposing seal cavity and the nut made finger-
tight. The proper preload would then be applied. The degree of misalignment possible
in this procedure would be limited by the depth of the seal cavity.

Increased Radial Seal Loading

Starting in 1967, a growing amount of evidence was obtained that the radial sealing
loads in the 3/4- and I-inch, 4000-psi stainless steel seals and in certain flanged con-
nector seals were not sufficiently high to insure reliable sealing on assembly. The
work in this area increased as the extent of the problem became better known, until, in
the last months of the program, the increase in radial sealing loads for selected
threaded and flanged connectors was defined as a major area requiring additional theo-
retical and laboratory effort.

Although the answer to this problem cannot be presented in this report, it is be-
lieved advisable to record a relatively systematic description of the problem with the
threaded connectors, of the work conducted so far, and of the most promising avenues
for solution. It is hoped that this record will serve as a helpful reference during any
future work. The pertinent information for flanged connector seals has been included in
earlier report sections.

The record is presented in the following major sections: (1) theoretical back-
ground, (2) developmental background, (3) qualification tests at Battelle-Columbus,
(4) qualification tests at the Rocket Propulsion Laboratory, (5) test installation at the
Rocket Propulsion Laboratory, (6) seal investigations at the Rocket Propulsion
Laboratory, (7) seal investigations at Battelle-Columbus, (8) candidate materials and
configurations, and (9) recommended future activities.
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Theoretical Background

The theoretical background to the problem is discussed in four categories:
(I) forces required to seal helium, (2) the Bobbin seal configuration, (3) seal material

selection, and •4) seal design.

Forces Required to Seal Helium. Extensive work has been done by the lIT
Research Institute(l6, 17) and by the General Electric Advanced Technology Labora-
tories(18) on the forces required between two metal surfaces to seal helium to approxi-
mately 2 x 10-7 atm cc/sec per linear inich of seal (the ma-timum leakage specified for
the Air Force separable connectors). Although the relationships developed for the dif-
ferent parameters are somewhat complex, in general it was shown by both facilities
that the force between two metals with fairly smooth surfaces (s 16 rms) must be from
2 to 3 times the yield strength of the softer material to achieve low helium leakage.
The step-by-step application of the IITRI analysis procedure to a separable connector
is described on pages 143-148 of a final report on threaded connectors( 1 9 ).

Although the work by IITRI and General Electric showed that random surface con-
ditions had a significant effect on the actual leakage exhibited by two .netal surfaces,
neither facility developed design guidelines to overcome these occurrences. On the
basis of previous work with many kinds of static seals, and keeping in mind the high
forces needed to yield metallic surfaces, project personnel at Battelle-Columbuc se-
lected an 0. 020-inch-wide sealing surface as being optimum for the AFRPL threaded
and flanged connectors. Extensive experience at many facilities has shown that metal
sealing surfaces approximately 0. 005 inch wide (a width commonly found in high-
performance aerospace valves) encounters many leakage problems because of damage
and contamination. On the other hand, the 0. 060-inch-wide sealing surfaces found in
relatively dependable O-ring installations would require excessive force in a metal-to-
metal seal. Thus, the 0. 020-inch-wide surface (which is found in many installations
using small O-rings) was a judgmental selection between two extremes. As an example,
for a soft nickel plating with a yield strength of about 10, 000 psi, the force on an 0. 020-
inch-wide sealing surface would be 600 lb/in, to obtain a pressure equal to 3 times the
yield strength of the nickel.

Bobbin Seal Configuration. The development of the Bobbin seal configuration has
been described in detail in two reports(19 , 20), and the principles of the sealing action
are summarized on pages 4 and 5 of this report. Two features of the seal are of par-
ticular interest to this discussion: (1) the toggle action of the seal disks and (2) the
yielding of the seal material during assembly.

The toggle action of the seal disks was developed as a means of amplifying the
axial force to attain a higher radial sealing force. As noted above, it was realized that
high sealing forces would be required. By keeping the axial force to a minimum, the
size and weight of the threaded fittings would be kept to a minimum. In practice, the
toggle action of the seal disks produced a radial sealing force approximately twice the
axial seal seating force. Although this was very desirable, the mechanical advantage of
the toggle action, and the sensitivity of toggle angle to initial diametral tolerances be-

tween the seal and the seal cavity made it difficult to determine the radial sealing force
accurately from a measured axial seating force.

The yielding of the seal structure was included in the seal design as a means of
limiting the sealing forces that could be developed by dimensional variations in produc-
tion parts. While this objective was accomplished to a certain degree, the actual effect
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on the radial sealing forces of differences in tne seal dimensions and differences in
the material yield strength were much greater t-an had been anticipated.

Seal Material Selection. Although considerable thought was given to the selec-
tion of material for the structure of the threaded( fittinga(19, 20), the selection of aus-
tenitic stainless steel for the connector flanges resulted in the rather automatic selection
of annealed austenitic stainless steel for the sevl. mn. appreciable amount of effort was
spent ir. selecting the best plating for the seal, anQ this work was amplified for the
flanged connector seals (see pages 5-7). Nickel and gold plating were selected initially,
and this selection was verified in the later effort.

When no apparent problems developed with the austenitic stainless steel seals

during the development work, the specifications were ba.sed on this material. Thus,
when the need arose for an increase in radial sealing force, two problems existed:

(1) the problem of achieving increased strength within the specification dimensions, and
(2) a lack of information concerning candidate seal materials oi tier than annealed aus-

tenitic stainless steel. The work on these problems is described in detail subsequently.

Seal Design. At one time an attempt was made to develop an exact procedure
for designing Bobbin seals. This was not successful because of the complex combina-
tion of elastic and plastic strains that were developed in the seal. An approximate de-
sign procedure was then developed, and seal design nomographs were developed for
,nreaded seals using this procedure and experimental data. (19) Essentially, this cal-

culation procedure was based on the concept that the seal tang developed compressive,
plastic strains and that the radial sealing force was developed by the force needed to
compress the seal tang.

As work was continued on Contract AF 04(611)-11204, it became increasingly

apparent that this design procedure was not sufficiently accurate for small seals. It
appeared that the basic reason for inaccuracy was that the material in the seal disks
made a significant contribution to the radial sealing force in the small seals.

A new design procedure was then developed which included the material in the
seal disks as well as the material in the seal tang. Although the calculation was still

an approximation, the results of the revised procedure agreed much more closely with

the experimental results for threaded seals, and it was judged to be acceptable for

large as well as small seals. The revised seal-design procedure is described below.

For simplicity, the assembled seal disk was assu,-ed to be a completely flat-

tened cone with forces and dimensions according to Figure 9'.

S I

LT

Do

FT De

FIGURE 96. SEAL DISK STRESS MODEL
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Fs = radial seal force per inch of seal disk circumference, lb/ii,..

FT radial force per inch of seal tang outside diameter at the root of

each seal disk, lb/in.

Do seal disk outside diameter, in.

De - seal tang outside diameter, in.

LT seal disk thickness, in.

The forces and dimensions for the seal tang model are shown in Figure 97.

FT FT

T T

TL De
Di

FIGURE 97. SEAL TANG STRESS MODEL

Di = seal tang inside diameter, in.

L = tang length, in.

t = tang thickness, in.

On the basis of the elastic stress/strain theory for thick-walled cylinders(2 1 ),
circumferential stress is related to pressure as iollows:

= _ a2 b2 (po - pi) 1_+ Pia2 - p b2  (23)

(b2 - a 2 ) r2 b2 _ a 2

where

0(3 = circumferential stress, pai

a = inner cylinder radius, in.

b = outer cylinder radius, in.

pi = internal pressure, psi

Po = external pressure, psi

r = radial location of stress, in.
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Considering the seal disk first, if the circumferential stress at De equals the
yield strength of the material, the radial seal force increment contributed by the seal
disk is:

(D 0
2 

- De 2 ) x LT

A FS = Sy (Z4)

where

Pi =0

r a = De/2

Sy =yield strength of seal material, psi

AFs radial seal force increment contributed by the seal disk, lb/in.

b Do/2.

Similarly, the radial seal force increment contributed to each seal disk by the
tang was calculated:

ZD 2 L
(De - Di2) x)

AFT =Sy D(25)

e

where

AFT = radial seal force increment contributed to each seal disk by the tang,
lb/in.

r a = Di/2

b =De/ 2 .

It was assumed " at the radial force at the inside diameter of the seal disk was
distributed radially to the sealing surface. Thus:

De
FS = FS + 6FTx- . (26)S T Do

The foregoing calculations were based on limits from idealized elastic seal
elements. Examinations of the dimensions of typical seals showed that sufficieot radial.
compression existed to create plastic deformation at the inside diameter of the seal
disks and in the seal tang. Using plastic theory( 2 ) for the seal tang, the seal tang radial
force contribution was calculated;
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6F P Lx In De (7
AFTP=--.xSy m , (27)

and then

De
FS Z FS + A FTP x D " (28)

Developmental Background

The development of low-leakage threaded connectors began in early 1962 The
major steps of each contractual effort are summarized on pages 1 and 2 of this report.
Of primary importance to this discussion is the fact that little difficulty was experienced
with the performance of nickel-plated, stainless steel Bobbin seals during the two major
contracts on the development of threaded fittings. Thus, instead of exploring the per-
formance characteristics of the Bobbin seal in detail, the majority of the work was con-
cerned with designing, fabricating, and testing different types of connectors for
aluminum as well as stainless tubing systems.

In fact, the perii.rmance of alumninum Bobbin seals was in need of significant
work in 1966, at the start of Contract No. AF 04(611)-11204, and Phase I of this con-
tract was established to complete that develo ment. An excellent solution was found to
this problem by the use of overaged 6061-T6• 2 ).

The work under Contract No. AF 04(611)-9578(19) to develop specifications for
stainless steel Bobbin seals consisted of testing several 3/8- and 3/4-inch seals made
to dimensions based on the original calculations (see page 14). In the first series of
seals tested, five 3/8-inch and five 3/4-inch seals were made of Type 309 CRES. Al-
though leak tests with these seals were very good, the disks did not deform properly.
In a second series of tests, four 3/8-inch seals and four 3/4-inch seals were made with
variati3ns in selected dimensions. These tests were used to determine satisfactory
tang thicknesses and disk thickness. In a third series of tests, four 3/8-inch seals were
made to the selected dimensions and leak tested. Although the widths of the coined
sealing surfaces were less than the optimum 0. 020 inch, the sealing results were very
good, and the radial loads, as estimated from the measured axial loads, were twice as
high as required. As described in detail in the final report( 1 9 ), the design equations
then were modified on the basis of the experimental data, and a seal design nomograph
was developed incorporating these changes. (A nornograph was also developed for
aluminum threaded connector seals. ) Seals were then designed for six tubing sizes.
Table 58 shows the dimensions of these seals and the maximum axial loads required to
seat sample seals made to these dimensions from Type 310 stainless steel.

It should be noted that radial sealing loads had not been measured for some time
because the technique used vwas expensive. Instead, on the basis of early seal load
tests, it was assumed that the radial sealing load was twice the axial seal seating load.
It can be seen from Tab•e 58 that the final stainless steel seals were thought to provide
radial sealing loads from about 1150 lb/in, to about 1350 lb/in.
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FI
TABLF 58. MEASURED DIMENSIONS, COMPUTED AND EXPERIMENTAL VALUES

FOR AXIAL FORCE FOR TYPE 310 CRES BOBBIN SEALS

Minimum
Inside Outside Outside Axial Seal PA per

Tube Tang Tang Tang Disk Tang Seal Disk Seating In. of Seal
Size, Radius, Thickness. Radius. Radius, Length, Thickrnss, Load, Circumference,
in. ri t re r° L LT PA. lb lb/in.

0/8 0.050 0.036 0.086 0.1O1 0.095 0. 02'7 665 620

1/4 0.095 0.043 0.138 0.222 0.120 0.030 950 680

3/8 0.145 0.049 0.194 0.2178 0.150 0.026 1215 683

1/2 0.191 0.053 0. 244 0.329 0.150 0.026 1388 662

3/4 0.286 0.069 0.355 0.440 0.150 0.026 1595 512

1 O.3172 0.089 0. 461 0.546 0.150 0.026 2030 586

For a sealing surface width of 0.020 inch, these forces provided sealing pres-
sures from 57, 500 psi to 67, 500 psi. By using soft nickel plating with a yield stress of
about 10, 000 psi, it was concluded that the seals would provide a sealing force equal to
approximately six times the yield strength of the softer material. Thus the seals ap-
peared to provide ample sealing force, and the specifications for the connectors were
prepared, incorporating these dimensions. Figure 90 shows the final seal specifica-

tions that were issued, on the basis of this work.

Qualification Tests at Battelle-Columbus

Qualification tests of representative connectors were conducted at Battelle-

Columbus as a part of Contract AF 04(611)-9578. A total of twenty-eight 4000-psi
stainless steel connectors (20 unions, 4 elbows, and 4 tees) successfully withstood the
qualification tests with maximum helium leakage never exceeding 3.9 x 10-7 atm cc/sec
per inch of seal circumference. This represented a total of 41 seals successfully

tested. On two occasions excessive leakage occurred, once owing to crn,.;. cror and
once when an insufficient preload was developed.

A statistical summary was prepared using the maximum leakage measured for
each seal. When the data were normalized on the basis of the logarithmic equivalent of
the leakage rate, it was found that the data approximated a normal distribution. The
mean recorded maximum leakage was 2.6 x 10-8 atm cc/sec of helium per inch of seal

circumference.

Qualification Tests at the Rocket

Propulsion Laboratory

Concurrently with Contract AF 04(611)-11204, the Rocket Propulsion Laboratory

prepared final specificationb for the 4000-psi stainless steel connectors, and purchased
a number of connector components from Scientific Advances, Inc. , (SAT) in CAumbus,
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Ohio. Qualification tests similar to those conducted at Battelle-Columbus were con-
ducted at the Rocket Propulsion Laboratory, Although these test data were not com-
pletely summarized, the results, in substance, duplicated the results obtained at
Battelle- Columbus.

Test Installation at the Rocket
Propulsion Laboratory

As described previously, twenty 3/4-inch, 4000-psi AFRPL stainless steel
unions were installed in a liquid-hydrogen system at the Rocket Propulsion Laboratory.
Five of these connectors leaked badly. Three of the connectors and two seals were sent
to Battelle-Columbus for examination.

The separate seals were examined first. The disks appeared to have been fully
deflected, the tang had apparently been satisfactorily yielded, and a seal seating sur-
face approximately 0. 010 inch wide was visible on the four sealing disks. Under a
medium-power microscope, the sealing surface of one disk was seen to have a pro-
nounced ridge where the seal had apparently been pressed against the edge of the flange
cavity during an improper partial assembly prior to final assembly. The ridge was suf-
ficiently large that the seal could not have sealed properly even in an aligned connector.
The other seal showed no obvious cause of leakage. The only visible differences be-
tween this seal and seals from past Battelle work were (1) tool marks were visible in
the nickel plating, indicating that the surface finish of the machined seals was rougher
than Battelle's seals had been, and (2) the nickel on the yielded surfaces had a mat fin-
ish, while past Battelle seals showed a very shiny surface where the nickel was yielded.

The absence of structural abnormalities in the separate seals indicated that it was
necessary to examine the sealing surfaces at the source of leakage in the three connec-
tors. To find the leaks in these connectors, three corners of the hex nuts of each con-
nector were machined away. This exposed the outside of the seals but left the
connectors held together by the three remaining nut corners. An 0-ring-sealed plug
was made to fit inside the connectors, and the inside of each connector was pressurized
with helium. Soap solution was used to locate the sources of leakage.

The three connectors were then cut in half so that each connector half was still
held together by 1-1/2 corners c; the nuts. The connectors were cut so the leak was
contained in one half. This half was then separated so the sealing surfaces at the leak
could be examined. The other half was encapsulated, polished, and etched so the cross
sections of the assembled connectors could be examined and the hardnesses of the nickel
plating could be measured.

An examination of the leakage area in one connector showed that the edge of the
flange cavity had been nicked by a sharp object, causing a peened, inward protrusion of
the metal. This protrusion scratched the nickel plating on the sealing surface during
assembly of the seal. It was believed that this seal could not have sealed satisfactorily

even if the connector had been alignud.

The other two connectors showed no obvious cause of leakage. The general ap-
pearance of the seals was identical to that of the separate seals. The surfaces of the
flange cavity did not exhibit abnormalities, although it appeared that the seals had not
pressed as tightly against the flange surface in the general area of leakage as they had
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against other areas and against the flange which did not show a leak. Although the disk
edges in one connector showed a somewhat different type of deformation, in general it
was concluded that the seal structures had deformed normally. The coined sealing sur-
faces were approximately 0. 010 inch wide.

Unfortunately, Battelle's seals that were made to the same dimensions as the
leaking seals had been discarded or were assembled in connectors on test. However, it
was possible to find seals made of stainless steel and Rene 41 from earlier research.
The shiny appearance of the sealing surfaces on the Battelle seals indicated that the
nickel had yielded more than was indicated by the mat sealing surface of the leaking
seals. It was suspected that the plating of the leaking seals might be too hard. How-
ever, hardness readings showed that the hardness of the plating on the leaking seals was

within specifications and compared with the hardness readings taken on a cross-
sectioned Retie 41 seal.

Consideration was then given to the possibility that the seal was not providing suf-
ficient resistance to yielding. This could have been caused by the maiterial in the seals
having a low yield strength, or by interaction between the two sides of the seal. Thus,
if one disk grossly yielded the seal structure, this might have significantly reduced the
resistance to yielding in the other disk-tang area.

Scientific Advances, Inc. had made tensile specimens from the material used for

the seal. The company records showed that the yield strength of the material in the
3/4-inch seals was approximately 35, 000 psi. This was within the specifications and
compared favorably with the yield strength of the Type 310 stainless steel seals of the
same dimensions tested at Battelle-Columbus.

However, the differeice in appearance of the nickel between the leaking seals and
Battelle's past seals had noi been explained. Battelle's Laboratory Record books and
reports for all of the work on stainless steel seals were reviewed. Two aspects of the
past work seemed to be pertinent.

First, it appeared that higher radial sealing pressures had probably been attained
during the early research on separable connectors. It was not possible to compare the
values directly because so many different seal dimensions had been used, and most of

the radial-seal-seating loads were not measured directly. The axial-seal-seating loads
were always measured, but these included the force necessary to rotate the disks, and
the mechanical advantage of the rotating disks was difficult to estimate. However, the

axial-load peaks of early seals with dimensions similar to those of the leaking seals
were generally about 30 percent higher than the axial-load peaks of the leaking seals.
In addition, the thickness of the disks at the hinge line of the final seals (0. 027 inch)
was about 30 percent higher than the thickness (0. 020 inch) of most of the disks of the
early seals. Thus, a greater arnount of the axial load required to seat the leaking seals
was needed to rotate the disks (this force does riot contribute to the radial seal-seating
force) than was the case with the seals with thinner disks. In conclusion, it was esti-
mated that the radial seal-seating pressure on the leaking seals was probably signifi-
cantly lower than for the early seals.

The second aspect was the difference between the appearance of the axial seal-
seating-load curve for the early seals and the appearance of that for the seals made to
dimensions in the specifications. Most of the early curves showed two distinct humps.
(See subsequent Figure 99. ) Each hump represented the seating action of a seal disk.
Two humps were created because one disk was always stronger than the other disk.
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Many of the curves for the specification seals had one full hump and a partial hump.
It was believed that the absence of a full second hump may have resulted from the first
disk causing the tang to yield sufficiently that the second disk was not supported as much
as normal by the tang. The possibility of interaction between the two sides of the tang
was increased for the larger seals because the tang was shorter in relation to the tang
thickness than was the case for the 3/8-inch seals. This interaction might explain the
failure of the seals to function satisfactorily in the misaligned connectors despite the
fact that all the seals functioned satisfactorily in the aligned connectors.

As a result of the examination of the connector parts and of Battelle's past work,
the following conclusions were reached:

(1) The unretained Bobbin seal was susceptible to damage and im-
proper installation during assembly of the connector.

(2) The leaking connector parts were made within the specifications.
Although not apparently a cause of leakage, the machined surface
of the seals was noticeably rougher than were earlier Battelle

seals.

(3) The radial seal-seating pressure in the 3/4-inch connector was
satisfactory for an aligned connector, but higher sealing pres-
sures were attained in many of Battelle's earlier seals.

(4) As the seal tang is made shorter in relation to its thickness, a
ratio may be reached for which the disks do not seat sufficiently
independently.

The following steps were recommended to overcome the apparent deficiencies of
the connector:

(1) A means should be devised to retain the seal in one of the
flange cavities during assembly of the connector.

(2) Consideration should be given to changing the rms specification

on the seals from 32 to 16.

(3) The radial sealing force of each size of stainless steel seal
should be measured, and if necessary, increased.

(4) The length-to-thickness ratio for the tangs of all sizes of
stainless steel seals should be checked to insure independent
seating action of the sealing disks.

Seal Investigations at the Rocket
Propulsion Laboratory

The decision was made to conduct work under Steps 3 and 4 at the Rocket
Propulsion Laboratory. Because of the installation problems with the 3/4-incE con-
nectors, it was decided that work would be concentrated on this connector size. M w-
ever, it was believed that the results of this work wokild probably apply to l-.inch i•:*1t

also. Strain-gaged rings were fabricated at Battelle-Columbus from high-strer.tn .steel
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to replace the retaining lip of the 3/4-inch connector flanges. Plugs were machined to
fit inside the rings so the seal tang could be compressed between the plugs and the seal.
disks would press outwardly against the load rings. These components were calibrated
and then forwarded to the Rocket Propulsion Laboratory.

First, the maximum radial sealing loads were measured for seven SAI seals. The
first two seals were seated normally, with the disks both being seated in one loading.
The next five seals were loaded to seat only one disk at a loading. The results of the
load tests with these seals are shown in Table 59. Also shown are the measured maxi-
mum axial loads, the original seal disk diameters, and the percent of sealing surface
that xras matted, or did not omorn tc be ar shiny as desired. Figure 98 shows a plot of
the maximum measured radial load as a function of the maximum measured axial load.
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Maximffum A'xilI Load, lbin/r of %*lof circumferencel

FIGURE 98. COMPARISON OF MAXIMUM RADIAL AND AXIAL SEAL-SEATING
LOADS - 3/4-INCH SAI STAINLESS STEEL SEALL

The major conclusion from this work was that the radial sealing load varied much

more than was anticipated for seals mrade by the same manufacturer from one bar of

material. Tentative conclusions were: (I ') the initial fit of the seal was not a major

load -determining factor, (2) dimensional variations within the seal probably were a

major load -determining factor, (3) the prevalence of the mat surface indicated the need
for increased seal strength, and (4) the rule-of-thumb estimate that the radial sealing

force was twice the axial sealing force was an effective approxiniation.

In a second series of tests it was shown that significant interaction existed between
the seal disks. In essence it was shown that the radial load established by the first disk
to seat could be reduced as much as 50 percent when the second disk was seated.

In a third series of tests, 3/4-inch seals were machined from Type 304L stain-

less steel.to the dimensions in the specifications. Radial sealing forces from 5 seals
varied fairly uniformly from 520 ib/in, to 830 Ib/in. of seal circtumference. It was

th,as shown that the introduction of a mate rial-prope rties variation created a set of
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TABLE 59. LOAD TESTS MADE WITH SAI 3/4-INCH STAINLESS STEEL

SEALS AT ROCKET PROPULSION LABORATORY

Maximum Load per In. of Percent of
Seal Disk Max Axial Seal Circumference(c), lb/in. Matted Sealing

Specimen(a) Diameter(b). in. Load. lb Axial Radial Surface

1 0.884 1260 452 965 33
0.887 1740 623 1275 33

2 0.885 1135 40'7 '790 25
0.88"7 1480 530 1174 10

3 0.882 1380 495 935 33
0.887 2280 817 1385 None

4 0.88*7 1400 502 880 None

0.88q 1485 533 900 33

5 0.885 1330 477 885 50
0.887 1580 567 1065 25

6 0.886 1410 506 990 25

0.881 1775 637 1380 33

7 0.885 1400 502 1050 33

0881 1480 530 940 75

(a) Disks of Specimens 1 and 2 seated during one loading. Disks of Specimens 3 through I seated one at
a time.

(b) ID of flange lip m 0. 888 in.
(c) Based on ID of flange lip.

readings almost completely below those obtained from the SAI seals. It was also

shown, however, that the lowest sealing load was still very close to the original design

minimum of 600 lb/in.

In a fourth series of tests, 3/4-inch seals were made from Type 304L stainless

steel with different tang lengths. These seals were seated to determine the effect of

increased tang length on the radial sealing load and on disk interaction. It was found

that a 100 percent increase in tang length resulted in a 50 percent increase in radial

sealing load. A greater increase in tang length did not increase the radial sealing load

significantly because the seal disks were not strong enough to yield a stronger tang.

On the basis of the work conducted at the Rocket Propulsion Laboratory, it was

concluded that the radial sealing load of the 3/4- and 1-inch stainless steel seals

should be increased and that the increased load should be accomplished by lengthening

the seal tang 3ince this would tend to separate the seating action of the seal disks.
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Seal Investigations at Battelle -Columbus

The work on the seal retention and misalignment problems of threaded connectors
(see pages 157-164) precipitated a more intensive investigation of the radial sealing loads
of the stainless steel threaded seals. This occurred because it was not possible to select
a final seal-retention or misalignment-limitation configuration until the seal dimensions

had been selected.

As the parameters associated with an increased seal tang length were examined

more closely, it became apparent that this approach had several disadvantages. The
most important disadvantages were an increase in the size and weight of the connectors.
While the increase required for the 3/4- and 1-inch connectors might have been ac -

ceptable, the same dimensional increases on the 3/8- and 1/2-inch connectors might

have been unacceptable. Related to these problems were secondary problems associated
with the change of many of the connector specifications. In addition to the problems
associated with an increased tang length, several higher strength materials seemed to
be capable of producing the required increase in radial sealing load within the specifi-
cation seal dimensions. If such a material were used, the higher yield would provide

greater springback in the seal and might minimize the problem of disk interaction.
Thus, the decision was made to develop an improved seal within the specification

dimensions.

The accomplishment of this objective proved to be much more difficult than an-
ticipated. However, considerable work on the problem was accomplished, and it is
summarized in the following sections.

Radial Sealing Load Calculations. The improved procedure for calculating radial
sealing loads (see pages 166-169) was used to calculate the loads for the 3/4-inch SAI

seals. In the original calculation, 30, 000 psi had been used as the yield strength of
austenitic afainless steel. However, this is a minimum tensile yield strength, and a
more extensive search of the literature produced data showing that the compressive
yield strength of austenitic stainless steel could be between 40, 000 and 50, 000 psi for

the degree of strain produced in the Bobbin seals. When 50, 000 psi was used in the
revised calculation procedure, the calculated radial sealing load for the 3/4-inch seals
agreed well with the average of the experimental results obtained at the Rocket

Propulsion Laboratory for the 3/4-inch SAI seals.

The decision was then made to calculate the radial sealing loads for all the seals
in the specification. This calculation was of particular interest because the sealing
surfaces of the 3/8- inch SAI seals seemed to be consistently shiny, and it was hoped

that the radial sealing load for this seal might be used to estimate the required radial
sealing load increases in the 3/4- and 1-inch seals. Table 60 shows the radial sealing
loads calculated for the specification seals, using 40, 000 and 50, 000-psi yield
strengths. It can be seen that the calculations for the 3/4-inch seal using a 40, 000-psi
yield strength agreed well with the average values measured at the Rocket Propulsion

Laboratory for 3/4-inch seals made of Type 304L stainless steel.

If the radial sealing load for the 3/8-inch seal was satisfactory, these calculations

showed that the 1/8- and 1/4-inch seals were also satisfactory. The calculations also
showed that the 1/2-inch seal was slightly understrength, while the 3/4-inch seals were

almost 50 percent understrength.
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TABLE 60. RADIAL SEALING LOADS CALCULATED FOR SPECIFICATION
STAINLESS STEEL SEALS WITH REVISED CALCULATION
PROCEDURE

Tubing Radial Sealing Load, lb/in., Radial Sealing Load, lb/in.,
Size, in. Using Sy = 40, 000 Psi Using S,, = 50, 000 Psi

1/8 948.9 1187.3

1/4 913.9 1142.3

3/8 912.2 1139.5

1/2 805.9 1007.6

3/4 728.8 901.5

1 700.0 875. 0

With the need for an increase in radial sealing load further substantiated, the
question arose concerning the capability of the connector structures Co sustain the loads
resulting from stronger seals. The axial load required of the nut would be increased,
and the radial load on the lip of the connector flanges would be increased. Work was
then undertaken to determine the limits of these factors.

Axial Seal-Seating-Load Calculations. The following formula was used to cal-
culate the axial loads expected for the minimum and maximum torques listed in the
specifications:

T = 0. 2 dF 1  , (29)

where

T = torque, in-lb
d = thread diameter, in.

F, = axial force, lb.

Table 61 shows the minimum torques and resulting axial forces, and the total
axial seal-seating loads as defined on two bases: (1) experimental values from Table
58, and (2) calculated values based on Table 60, using a ratio of axial load to radial
load of I to 2.

TABLE 61. AXIAL LOADS FOR SPECIFICATION TORQUES AND AXIAL SEAL-SEATING

LOADS FOR STAINLESS STEEL SPECIFICATION SEALS

CaIc. Seal CaIc. Seal

Tubing Min Min Exp. Seal Seating Force. Seating Force,

Size, 'Iorque, Axial Seating Sy = 40,000 Psi, S y = 50, 000 Psi,

in. in-lb Force, lb Force, lb lb lb

1/8 75 666 665 520M 0 650 0
1/4 200 1600 950 650.0 808.0

3/8 380 2533 1215 810.0 1000.0

1,/2 490 2800 1388 840.0 l110.1)

3/4 1240 5510 1595 1010.0 1260. 0
1 2300 8764 2030 1200 0 1510.0
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From the information in Table 61 it appeared that the available axial loads
would permit significant strength increases in 3/8-inch and larger seals. The 1/8-inch

sedl appeared to be very marginal, and the 1/4-inch seal did not provide much margin
if the possible variations in seal loading were considered.

Flange Strength Limitations. An increased diametral requirement is probably
the biggest problem to be overcome in designing a lightweight threaded connector with a
radial seal. Thus, the lips on the connector flanges were made as thin as possible. On

the other hand, the stress calculations for the flange lips were very approximate, and
the effect of simplification in the calculations was difficult to estimate. When the speci-
fication connectors were designed, a minimum lip thickness of 0.065 inch was selected.
If the OD (of the seal for a given connector size was such that extra space was available

with the use of a standard thread size on the nut, then the lip thickness was increased.

Table 62 shows the nominal flange lip thicknesses for the plain flanges of the specifica-
tion connectors.

TABLE 62. PLAIN FLANGE LIP TI-CKNESS FOR

StAINLESS STEEL SPECIFICATION
CONNECTORS

Tubing Size, Plain Flange Lip

in. Thickness, in.

1/8 0.075

1,/4 0.065

3/8 0.065

1/2 0o070

3/4 0.079

1 0.065

From Table 62 it can be seen that the 1/4-, 3/8-, and I-inch plain flanges

all had the minimum allowable thickness. Because of its increased diameter, it was

concluded that the 1-inch plain flange was the weakest component. Experiments were

conducted with the 1-inch plain flange to obtain an experimental approximation of its

radial load capacity.

A 1-inch seal was machined from A286 (tensile Sy = 102, 000 psi), and the
seal was partialls seated in a 1-inch plain flange. A diametral expansion of 0. 0002 inch

was measured with an axial load of 3500 pounds. At 4500 pounds, an additional expan-
sion of 0. 001 inch was measured. The test was stopped, the seal tang was reduced 50
percent, and the seal was completely seated with an axial load of 5350 pounds. At this

load, the lip diameter had increased 0. 002 inch and some flange yielding was indicated.
It was concluded that the I-inch plain flange could sustain an axial seal seating load of
4000 pounds without damage, and an occasional load of approximately 5000 pounds. This

conclusion was partially verified later when a 1-inch seal made of 19-9 DL was seated
with a maximum axial load of 4000 pounds without yielding of the flange lip.
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-fhe ID of the plain flange lip (the OD of thr seated seal) is 1. 1 inches. If a

ratio of axial-to-radial force of I to 2 is selected, the tests indicated that the 1-inch

plain flange could withstand a radial sealing force of about 2300 lb/in, with an occasional

force of about 2900 lb/in, It then appeared that the plain flanges as dimensioned by the

specifications would tolerate a significant increase in th! radial sealing load.

Load Testing of 3/8-Inch SAT Seals. Because it arT:peared that the 3/8-inch seal

might be found to be satisfactory, load tests were co•,dticted with three 3/8-inch SAI

seals. The disks of the first specimen were seated one at a time, while the disks of the

second and third specimens were seated during one assembly. For the second type of

assembly, one disk was seated in a load ring, and one disk was seated in a flange.

Table 63 shows calculated and experimental loads for the 3/8-inch seals. Figure 99

shows the axial load trace obtained from the tensile machine, and associated strain

readings obtained from the load ring. An examination of the sealing surfaces showed

uniformly shiny, coined sealing surfaces about 0. 015 inch wide.

TABLE 63. CALCULATED AND EXPERIMENTAL LOADS FOE 3/8-INCH

STAINLESS STEEL SPECIFICATION SEALS

Calculated Radial Load

Maximum Maximum Load per In. of Radial Load, After Seating

Axial Seal Circumference, lb/in, lb/in.,Sy = of Second Disk,

Specimen(a) Load, lb Axial(b) Radial 50, 000 Psi lb/in.

1235 705 1410 1139.5 --

1500 856 1460 ....

2 1200 685 1150 1139.5 1150

1285 735 -- (c) ....

3 1410 300 1440 1139. 5 1230

1730 990 -- (c) --..

(a) Disks of Specimen 1 seated one at a time, disks of Specimens 2 and 3 seated during one loading.
(b) Based on ID of flange lip = 0. 564 in.
(c) Seal seated in one load ring and one flange.

Three tentative conclusions weie reached from these tests:

(1) The revised calculation was applicable to 3/8-inch seals as well

as 3/4-inch seals, and was probably accurate for all sizes of
seals for threaded connectors.

(2) A radial sealing load of 1200-1500 lb/in, of seal circumfer-

vice appeared to be a good minimum value for thrt~aded-

connectors

(3) The appearance of two pronounced humps on the axial load curve

actually indicates more, rather than less, disk interaction as

had been thought.
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FIGURE 99. AXIAL LOAD TRACE AND RADIAL LOAD INCREMENTS FOR
./8-INCH STAINLESS STEEL SAI SEALS (SPECIMENS NO. 2 AND 3)

Investigation of Plating Quality. Tests were then conducted to determine the effect
of increased radial sealing loads on 3/A - and 1-inch SAI seals. Specimens were for-
warded to Battelle-Columbus from the Rocket Propulsion Laboratory. When these ap-
peared to have rougher plating surfaces than expected, additional specimens in most
sizes were obtained and examined. In all, approximately 30 SAI seals were examined
with a 10-power glass. Typical types of variations included pits, plating nodules, grainy
surfaces, edge nicks, scratches, inclusions, and machining marks under the plating.

Although it was believed at first that the quality of the plating should be improved,
a discussion with SAI personnel of the production plating of the seals indicated that the
plating quality was good as defined by the present state of the art. Although various
steps could be taken to improve the plating, these would result in a substantial increase
in plating costs. Therefo-e, it appeared desirable to increase the radial sealing load
sufficiently to make the current plating quality acceptable. A similar conclusion was
reached at the Rocket Propulsion Laboratory after an examination of the plating. In any
case it was clear that the range of radial sealing loads that could occur within the
specification for the 3/4- and I-inch seals would result in a significant percentage of
seals with excessive leakage if the nickel plating were of the current quality.

Increased Sealing Loads for Current Plating Qualit>. rhe possibility of obtaining
reliable sealing for seals with current plating quality was investigated by assembling a
number of 3/4- and 1-inch SAI seals with insert rings in the tangs to provide additional
radial sealing loads. The disks were able to sustain radial sealing loads of about
1700 lb/in. before their columnar strength was exceeded.
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Approxinately 20 seals were assembled with var,'ing radial sealing loads. On the
basis of detailed examinations of the sealing surfaces before and after seating, it wen
concluded that an average radial sealing load of 1500 lb/in, would give good sealing
with the current plating. Starting at a radial sealing load of about 1200 lb/in., L shiny
coined sealing surface was formed that was about 0.015 inch wide. At a load of 1500
lb/in. , a similar surface was formed which was about 0. 020 inch wide. In both cases,
many of the plating variatiuns were coined out. When edge nicks or pits occurred, the
coined surface was sufficiently wide to create a seal around the discontinuity.

During a detailed review of this work at the Rocket Propulsion Laboratory, it was
mutually agreed that attempts would be made to develop seals with radial sealing loads
ranging from 1200 lb/in. to 1700 lb/in. Since the 3/8-inch and smaller seals already
provided these loads, attention was to be directed to the 1/2- , 3/4- , and 1-inch seals.

Candidate Materials and Configurations

Over a period of several weeks at the end of Contract AF 04(611)-11204, person-
nel at the Rocket Propulsion Laboratory and Battelle-Columbus worl-d closely together
in developing and evaluating candidate materials and configurations.

Two basic approaches were visualized for developing the necessary increase in
radial seal loading: (1) the use of a stronger material for the entire seal or (2) the use
of an insert ring of strong material in the tang of an austenitic stainless steel seal.
Called the one-metal and two-metal seal approaches, each had advantges tnd
disadvantages.

The one-metal seal approach offered lower production costs and better production

control. However, fewer materials were available for consideration, and the perfor-

mance of a stronger seal structure against the softer material of the flange.' was
d~fficult to envision.

The two-metal seal approach offered higher production costs and poorer produc-
tion control. On the other hand, several materials appeared to be candidates for the
strengthening element, and the performance of the seal disks against the flanges was
thought to be more predictable.

Candidate Materials for One-Metal Seals. Candidate material properties fo- a
satisfactory one-metal seal could be closely specified. The compressive yield strength
had to be from 50 percent to 100 percent more than for the SAI seals (which was about
50, 000 psi). The coefficient of thermal expansion had to be about 9.5 x 10-6 in. /in. IF
to match the austenitic stainless steel flanges. The material had to be compatible with
candidate rocket propulsion fluids. It also had to be available in bar stock, cost about
$1.00 per pound, and have a machining index of approximately 50.

All relatively common stainless steels were considered. The martensitic and
ferritic stainless steels were not acceptable because of their low coefficient of thermal
expansion (approximately 5.5 x 10-6 in. /in. /F). The age-hardenable stainless steels
had a low coefficient of thermal expansion and were generally too strong. The nickel-
base superalloys were too strong and were not corrosion resistant to N2 H4 and fluorine.
A286 wad rhuwn to be too strong (see page 178) and was not compatible with N 2 H4 and
fluorine. A cobalt-base superalloy, V-36, appeared to have attractive properties, but
it was not generally available and little corrosion datp could be found.
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The most promising materials for a one-metal seal were: (1) cold-worked Type
304 stainless steel, (2) 19-9DL stainless steel, and (3) a new stainless steel by Armco,
called 21-6-9.

Type 304 stainless steel is capable of being cold worked to very high yield
strengths. The yield strength of full-hard tubing was found to range from 115, 000 to
150, 000 psi. Cold-worked bars were available in limited quantities and by special
order. Because the general properties of cold-worked Type 304 appeared to be ideal
for use in the austenitic stainless steel flanges, the major problems seemed to be asso-
ciated with the availability of the material in the required yield strength, and the effect
of the residual stresses on the machining of the thin seal disks. The further investi-
gation of this material is discussed below.

The second candidate, 19-9DL, was an iron-base superalloy. It had an ideal
yield strergth (70, 000 to 85, 000 psi), was readily available, and cost about $1.00 per
pound. It had a coefficient of thermal expansion of 10 x 10-6 in. /in. /F, and its ma-
chining index was comparable to austenitic stainless steel. Although an examination of
the composition of 19-9DL indicated that it should be more corrosion resistant than
A286 (another iron-base superalloy), little data existed for exposure to rocket propul-
aion fluids. The lack of corrosion data appeared to be the biggest problem with 19-9DL.

The third candidate, 21-6-9, was very similar to austenitic stainless steels. The
coefficient of thermal expansion, cost, and machining index were favorable. Although
its corrosion resistance to rocket propulsion fluids was not known, its composition
indicated that it would be similar to Type 316 stainless steel. The biggest problemn with
21-6-9 was the fact that the annealed tensile yield strength was not very high (50, 000
to 60, 000 psi). While this was some improvement over annealed austenitic stainless
steel, it was not as much as desired. Another problem was the fact that there was only
one supplier, and 21-6-9 was not readily available in the bar sizes of interest. Al-
though 21-6-9 was able to be cold worked to achieve higher yield strengths, such mate-
rial was much less available than cold-worked Type 304 stainless steel.

Candidate Materials for Two-Metal Seals. The two-metal seal configuration was
envisioned as consisting of an austenitic stainless steel Bobbin seal with some percent-
age of its tang replaced by a relatively high-strength stainless steel. The percentage
to be replaced would depend on the strength of the insert ring, although it was apparent
that some of the original tang material had to remain to join the seal disks during
machining and to insure proper seating of the seal disks.

Most of the materials discussed for the one-metal seal were also considered for

the two-metal seal. Particular attention was given to A286 and Inconel 718. However,
because of the corrosion problems with these materials, the final candidate material
was hard-drawn and tempered Type 304 stainless steel tubing. Although this material
was not readily available in the tubing size and wall thickness desired, there appeared
to be several companies that would be willing to supply it in limited quantities for about

$1. 50 per pound. When used with an annealed Type 304 stainless steel structure, the
combination appeared to be ideal. However, as described below, preliminary tests
simulating such a configuration produced unanswered questions about the performance
of the two-metal seal.

Limited Tests With One-Metal Seals. Limited tests were conducted with one-
metal saals to assist in the formulation of recommendations for follow-on effort.
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Small quantities of each candidate material were obtained and load tests were con-
ducted with seals machined to the specification dimensions.

A i-inch bar of 21-6-9 was obtained readily as a sample from Arrnco (it was not
possible to obtain a slightly larger size bar for the 1-inch seals during 6 weeks of re-
quests). The sair'le had a tensile yield strength of 57, 500 psi, which was said to be
about average. I ur 3/8-inch and three 3/4-inch seals were machined from this bar
and load tested. The test results are shown in Table 64, as is a calculated radial seal-
ing load based on an assumed compressive yield strength of 65, 000 psi. Although the
first two 3/4-inch seals were seated before a 3/4-inch load ring was fabricated, the
measured axial loads for all seals and the measured radial sealing loads for Specimen 3
were about as anticipated. It was not possible to explain the similarity of the 3/8-inch,
21-6-9 results shown in Table 64 with those obtained with 3/8-inch seals made of an-
nealed Type 310 stainless steel (see Table 63). An examination of the disk surfaces of
the 3/8-inch, 21-6-9 seals showed significant areau of crazing, which indicated a greater
surface compressive yielding than had been observed on other seals. It was concluded
that the material was promising, but that future tests should determine whether 21-6-9
was weaker in compressive yield than expected.

TABLE 64. LOAD-TEST RESULTS FOR 3/8- AND 3/4-INCH
SEALS MACHINED FROM 21-6-9

Tubing Maximum Max Load per In. of Seal Calculated Radial
Size, Axial Circumference, lb/in. Load, lb/in.,

in. Specimen Load, lb Axial Radial Sy = 65, 000 Psi

3/8 1 1440 822 1420 1485

3/8 Z 1230 702 1235 1485

3/8 3 1420 810 1320 1485

3/8 4 1525 870 1600 1485

3/4 1 2400 860 -- 1170

3/4 2 2400 860 -- 1170

3/4 3 2100 752 1240 )170

A 1-1/4-inch bar of 19-9DL was readily obtained. An accompanying specification
listed a tensile yield strength of 84, 000 psi. Several sources listed a minimum tensile
yield of 70, 000 psi, but the specimen that was obtained was apparently typical. One 3/4-
inch seal and one 1-inch seal were machined from this bar. Table 65 shows the results
obtained from these seals and the calculated radial sealing load based on an assumed
compressive yield strength of 95, 000 psi. The load resi'lts were about as anticipated
and the seal deformation appeared to be normal. The 1-inch plain flange did not yield
with this assembly, substantiating the earlier tests (see page 178) with an A286 seal.
Although the edges of the seal disks did not flatten out but indented slightly into the softer
flange material, neither seal was more difficult to remove than the SAI seals. This in-
dicated that flange indentation may not be a problem with a stronger seal. However, it
also appeared that a reverse angle may have to be machined on the seal disks if a satis-
factorily wide sealing surface is to be obtained. (This procedure worked well for the
Ilanged-connector seals.)
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TABLE 65. LOAD-TES'r RESULTS FOR 3/4- AND I-INCH SEALS

MACHINED FROM 19-9DL AND ANNEALED AND
COLD-DRAWN TYPE 304 STAINLESS STEEL

Tubing Maximum Max Load per In, of Seal Calculated Radial
Size, Seal Axial Load, Circumference, lb/in. Load, lb/in.,

in. Material lb Axial Radial Sy = 95, 000 Psi

3/4 19-9DL 2900 1040 2120 1715

I 19-9DL 4000 1160 1530 1660

3/4 304 2700 968 2030 1715

A 1-inch bar of annealed and cold-drawn Type 304 stainless steel was found and
purchased. Subsequently, an additional 1-inch bir and 1-1/4-incb bar were located but
not purchased. These bars had specified tensile yield strengths of 90, 000, 89, 000, and
84, 000 psi, respectively. Through discussions with several steel manufacturers, it
was determined that, although annealed and cold-drawn Type 304 bars are usually pur-
chased according to a ixtinimurn yield strength, it would be practical to specify a mini-
mum and a maximum yield strength, provided the range was sufficiently brad. On
the basis of these discuss* ens, values of 70, OOU and 90, 000 nsi would be acceptable.
Bars cculd h, "-bi'r'.rd to this specification at any time from a mill if 1000 pounds were
ordered. The price would be approximately $0.90 per pound. If smaller quantities
were desired, calis to specialty suppliers would have to be made, similar to thos. made
by Batteile-Colum bus. While additiona. effort would be needed to determine accurately
the most practical methods for specifying and ordering cold-worked Type 304, it ap-
peared to be practical to obtain the material with the proper yield strength.

There had been concern that a, cold-worked bar would have wide stress variations.
Table 66 shows hardness readings taken from the Type 304 bar that was purchased. It
was concluded that the uniformity was quite good for the purposes of the Bobbin seal.

TABLE 66. ROCKWELL B HARDNESS READINGS TAKEN FROM
90, 000- PSI-YIELD, COLD-WORKED TYPE 304
STAINLESS STEEL

Location
on 11-Ft Bar Surface of Bar Center of Bar One-Half Radius

One End 106 94 98

Middle 104 91 98

Other End 105 93 98
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One 3/4-inch seal was machined from this bar. The machining was judged to be
somewhat easier than for annealed Type 304 stainless steel. There was no noticeable

effect from residual stresses on the seal dimensions. The results from the load test of

this seal are shown in Table 65. Some concern was felt about the ductility of the cold-
worked material. However, the accompanying specificiation showed 37 percent elonga-

tion, and the deformation of the seal appeared to be normal. The same conditions noted
for the edge of the 19-9DL seal disks were also noted for the Type 304 seal diskb.

Limited Tests With Two-Metal Seals. A number of load tests were made with
SAI seals equipped with insert rings as a means of increasing the radial sealing loads
on the plating. On the basis of this work, it appeared relatively easy to select a high-

strength riaterial which could be used to replace a portion of the seal tang and obtain the
same increased loads. Although detailed consideration was given to A286 and Inconel
718, the only material that was finally acceptable was ,old-drawn and tempered tubing

made of Type 304 stainless steel. The Superior Tube Company listed a yield-strength

range of 115,000 to i50, 000 psi for this mater'ial. Although this was a wide yield-
strength range, tests with the SAI seals had shown that good disk deflection could be ob-

tained even when the tang did not yield. Thus, it was hypothesized that if the weakest

tubing did not permit the tang to yield, the behavior of the seal with this material would
be the same as it would be with the highest yield tubing. The decision was made to

simulate the 115, 000-psi-yield tubing by using 99, 00O-psi-yield A286. Insert rings
were designed to provide comparable strength, and one 3/4-inch and one 1-inch SAI seal

were modified accordingly.

The load teae with the I-inch seal gave the expected results. Aithough the tang
yielded slightly, a radial load of 1490 lb/in, was measured and the sealing surfaces

were romparable with those obtained with previous seals in which the tang did not yield.

The 3/4-inch seal, however, was a disappointment. The load curve obtained on the ten-
sile machine did not appear rormal, and the radiai :cad was only 1180 lb/in. This oc-

curred despite the fact that the tang yielded less than it did in the 1-inch seal. When a

second 3/4-inch seal gave duplicate results, it was concluded that an unknown factor was

occurring in the deformation of the 3/4-inch seal.

Recommended Future Activities

Because of the promise of the one-metal seal approach, and because of the ap-

parent deformation problem with the two-metal seal, it was recommended that future
activities be concentrated on develo-Lping a satisfactory ,no -metal seal.

At the conclusion of the program, it appeared that the 21-6-9 should be selected
for the 1/2-inch seal and that annealed and cold-drawn Type 304 should be selected for

the 3/4- and 1-inch seals. However, there were still several areas about these mate-

rials and about 19-9DL that needed further understanding. Because the development of
these areas might change the evaluations, it was recommended that a program be ini-

tiated in which additional material specimnins would be purchased, a number of seals of
each material and size would be machined and plated, and a number of load tests and se-

lected performance tests would be conducted. Corrosion tests of the 19-9DL and 21-6-9

should also be included.

On the basis of this preliminary work, the best materials and seal designs should
be selected for the 1/2- , 3/4- , and 1-inch seals and a comprehensive series of load
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tests and performance tests should be conducted to demonstrate the adequacy of the
design. Following this effort, the ::pecifications should be revised accordingly.

Stress Relaxation

A previous section of the report has discussed theoretical and experimental ef-
torts to determine the eff& ct of stress relaxation in flanged connectors. The objective
of this work was to demonstrate that flanged connectors would perform satisfactorily
with a system storage life of 5 years. Similar, though less extensive, work was con-
ducted in relation to threaded connectors.

It was estimated that the high-pressure (4000 psi) stainless steel threaded con-
nectors would be more likely to show the effects of stress relaxation than the low-
pressure (1500 psi) aluminum connectors. Further, it was believed that the 3/4-inch
connectors would be representative of ail the stainless steel threaded connectors. Thus,
typical assembly modes were visualized for a number of 3/4-inch connectors, and test
conditions were developed to simulatc various missile storage applications.

It was expected that stress-relaxation might affect the performance of the threaded
connectors in two ways: (1) by reducing the axial force applied by the nut and (2) by
reducing the radial force at the sealing surfaces. If the axial force applied by the nut
were reduced (by relaxation of the nut or of the connector flanges), combined pressure
and structural loads on the connector might result in insufficient residual axial load on
the seal, causing excessive leakage. Relaxation in the seal as a result of high com-
pressive loading, or relaxation in the lips of the connector flanges as a result of high
tensile and bending stresses, might reduce the radial load at the sealing surfaces suf-
ficiently to cause leakage. Consideration of these failure modes led to the decision to
use strain gages to measure nut relaxation, and helium leakage to measure excessive
reduction in radial sealing loads.

Test Specimens

Table 67 shows the assembly conditions for the 22 test connectors used for the
investigation of the effects of stress relaxation. Each connector was fabricated
according to the dimensions in the specifications. Because stress relaxation increases
rapidly with stress, it was expected that the amount of initial nut tension would signi-
ficantly influence the amount of stress relaxation occurring in the nut, The torque
levels shown in Table 67, and the different assembly methods were selecLed to produce
the levels of initial nut tension expected in practice.

The nut of each connector is designed as a spring to maintain the proper axial load
on the connector despite connector thermal gradients caused by hot or cold fluids. Thus
the measurement of strain in the nut was an ideal i-ieans of determining the effect of
stress relaxation on the axial load produced by the nut. The nut consists of three riajor
sections: (1) the threaded portion, (2) the inward projecting nut ring, and (3) the
relatively thin nut hub which connects the ring and the threaded portion. While the ring
and the threaded portion contain large hoop strains, the nut hub is subjected for the
most part to axial strains, and the strain gages were located on the nut hub.
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TABLE 67. AS,:FMRI Y CONDITIONS FOR 3/4-INCH, STAINLESS STEEL CONNECTORS
FOR STRESS-RELAXATION YESTS

Helium Leak Rate on
Nut Assembly, atm cc/

Lo-d, sec per inch of
Specimen Assem'bly Condition Assembly Method lb seal circumference

1 (a) Typical preload Open-end wrench 5075 2.2 x 10-8

2 (a) Typical preload Open-end wrench 4830 0.5 x 10"8

3 (a) Typical preload Open-end wrench 4400 (c)

4 Min torque, 100 ft-lb Open-end torque wrench 5100 (c)

5 Min torque. 100 ft-lb Open-end torque wrench 7450 3.2 x 10-9

6 Min torque, 100 ft-lb Open-'. nd torque wrench 3230 4.9 x 10"7(d)

7 (a) Typical preload Open-end wrench 4630 1.4 x 10-8

8 (a) Typical preload Open-end wrench 4370 0.48 x 10-9

9 (a) Typical preload Open-end wrench 7800 2.2 x 10-8

10 Max torque, 116 ft-lb Loc Rite torque wrench 7080 0.66 x 10 9

11 Max torque, 116 ft-lb Loc Rite torque wrench 8830 (c)

12 Max torque, 116 ft -h Open-t nd tcrque wr-nch 9050 (c)

13 Max torque, 116 ft-lb Open-end torque wrench 10380 2.6 x t -9

14 Max torque, 116 ft-lb Open-end torque wrench 7480 (c)

15 Max torque, 116 ft-lb Open-end torque wrench 7860 (c)

16 Max torque, 116 ft-lb Open-end torcrie wrench 5370 1.2 x 10-8

17 Max torque, 116 ft-lb Open-end torque wrench 6420 0.9 x 10"9

18 Max torque, 116 ft-lb Open-end torque wrench 1340 0.69 x 10-9

19 Max torque, 116 ft-lb Open-end torque wrench 7150 0.48 x 10-9

20(b) Max torque, 116 ft-lb Open-end torqcue wrench 7370 1.1 x 10"8

21(b) Max torque, ).16 ft-lb Open-end torque wrench 7740 (c)

2 2 (b) Max torque, 116 ft.-it Open-end torque wrench 9930 4.1 x 10-8

(a) Nut was tightened to achieve approximate desired strains in nut.
(b) Nut threads were electropolished.
(c) No leakage could be detected.
(d) Connector was left on test even though measured leak rate was excessive on assembly,
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One gage was placed on each of three of the six nut flats midway between the ring
and the threaded portion. Although it would have been desirable to place the gages on
alternating nut flats, this would have prevented proper tightening of the nut with a
wrench. Thus two of the gages were placed on adjacent nut flats.

The gages on each nut were calibrated before the connectors were assembled.

This was done by loading each nut in a tensile machine and reading each gage at load-
level increments. This method was used to circumvent the effects on the measured

strains of triaxial stresses in the nut and minor variations in strain-gage locations.
Table 68 shows the increment of strain for each gage at the major tensile loads.

Test Conditions

Three types of tests were selected to represent various types of storage systems:
(1) static, (2) static with constant, maximum system pressure and end loading, and

(3) static with periodic stress-reversal-bending tests. These tests also represented in-
creasing probability of connector leakage.

Each connector for the static relaxation test was equipped with a flange at one end

and a welded closure at the other. The flanged end was mounted tc a manifold that was
connected to a source of 4000-psi helium. When the leakage of the connectors was
checked periodically, the manifold was pressurized, and an O-ring scaled vacuum cham-
ber was slipped over each connector. A helium mass spectrometer connected to the

vacuum chamber was used to measure the leakage of the connector.

For the static, full-load tests, each connector was mounted to a manifold similar
to the static test connectors. In addition, the closed end of each connector was attached
to a hydraulic cylinder. For the duration of the test, the manifold and the connector
were kept pressurized by 4000-psi helium, and the hydraulic cylinders were kept pres-

surized to exert a constant, maximum axial structural load on the connectors. For per-
iodic leakage measurement, the hydraulic cylinders were disconnected and a vacuum
chamber was slipped over each connector and helium leakage was measured with a mass
spectrometer.

Each connector subjected to the dynamic tests was assembled as part of a canti-
lever beanm to fit the stress-reversal-bending equipment used during Contract
AF 04(611,-9578. The connectors were maintained in a static condition without load un-
til the periodic checking period. At that time, each connector was subjected to 200, 000
cycles of stress-reversal bending and each connector was leak-checked with the helium
mass spectrometer.

Leak checks and dynamic tests were conducted at 1, 5, 9, and 24-month intervals.

Also at these time intervals, strain-gage readings were made with no load, with internal
pressure, and with internal pressure plus axial tension loading.
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TABLE 08. INCREMENT OF STRAIN FOR THE NUT SrRAIN GAGES AT
THE MAJOR TENSILE LOADS. 3/4-INCH STAINLESS STEEL
CONNECTORS

Nut TensiLe Load. Lb. Strain, Microin,/in. Strain for 6000-
Nut Gage 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 - Lb Tensile Load

I a 180 170 170 180 190 200 1090
h 165 205 205 205 195 210 11t5
c 21O 220 220 225 225 200 1300

"2 a 220 180 205 230 230 235 1300

b 180 175 175 180 190 190 1090
c 205 180 195 190 205 205 1180

3 a 205 235 235 230 235 240 1380
b 295 210 195 195 200 215 1310

c 243 220 215 210 220 235 1345

4 a 195 230 225 235 220 225 1330
b 240 190 205 215 210 230 1290
c 260 235 230 240 240 250 1455

5 a 270 235 225 230 225 225 1410
b 235 240 225 225 220 220 1365
c 230 205 205 210 215 220 1285

6 a 260 270 245 245 245 245 1510
b 205 240 240 235 245 240 1405
c 250 220 220 220 230 220 1360

7 a 160 t65 190 210 210 210 1145
b 230 215 220 225 230 230 1350
c 290 125 225 220 230 230 1320

8 a 2V5 210 200 190 195 190 1210
b 165 165 175 185 190 190 1070
c 240 200 190 200 200 210 1240

9 a 205 225 230 23C 220 225 1335
b 225 190 205 220 220 230 1290
c 235 225 230 235 235 245 1405

10 a 180 170 200 200 205 210 1165
b 300 230 230 220 220 230 1430
c 250 240 220 215 215 220 1365

11 a 180 190 195 200 205 200 1170

b 170 180 185 200 210 215 1160
c 200 200 205 210 220 235 1270

12 o 245 255 230 235 215 220 1400
b 220 220 210 210 210 220 1290
c 180 ?75 190 195 205 210 1155

13 a 180 160 165 180 195 190 1070
b 180 195 205 210 220 235 1245
c 225 205 215 215 220 220 1300

14 a 235 260 240 230 230 240 1435

b 185 165 180 195 200 205 1130
c 180 ISO 180 185 195 210 1100

15 w 150 150 155 185 190 190 1020
b 195 195 20C 200 210 205 1205
c 215 220 225 200 215 210 1285

16 a 195 210 210 210 205 215 1245
b 240 185 200 200 200 195 1220
S240 215 220 225 225 230 1355

17 a 230 230 210 200 215 220 1305
b 240 210 200 190 190 190 1220
c 180 215 185 t90 200 200 1170

18 a 235 200 195 190 195 195 1210
b 195 190 Z00 205 220 215 1225
c 220 195 200 215 220 220 1270

19 a 225 220 210 205 215 210 1265
b 205 205 205 200 210 210 1235
c 245 220 215 220 220 225 1345

20 a 205 185 190 205 205 21C 1200

b 180 215 215 230 230 230 1300
c 250 225 215 220 215 220 1345

21 a 215 220 210 210 205 210 1270

b 230 210 215 220 215 225 1315

c 285 220 220 Z20 230 230 1405

22 a 155 195 185 190 195 145 1115
b 195 185 180 205 190 195 1150

c 195 200 200 220 220 225 1260
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Test Results

The tubing of one connector broke during the last stress-reversai-bending
"exercise" and it was not possible to leak-check this connector. However, none of the

remaining 21 connectors showed an increase in helium leakage during any test above the
values measured on initial assembly. In fact, in most cases it was not possible to
detect any leakage.

After the strain-gage readings were taken at the 24-month interval, an examina-
tion of the readings showed variations which were not explainable by the action of the
fitting structure. A discussion of this problem with a Battelle-Columbus specialist
led to the conclusion that changes in the resistance of the lead wires during the 2-year
period had introduced excessive reading variations. Since the total change in nut tension
was the measurement of primary interest, it was decided that the purposes of the test
would still be met if strain-gage readings were taken before and after the disassembly
of each connector. These strains could then be compared with the strains developed on
assembly to determine the relaxation in each nut.

Table 69 shows the tests conducted with each connector, the strains measured by
each ,age on assembly and on disassembly, and the estimated initial and final axial
loads on each nut. Of the 22 nuts involved, six showed an increase in average strain.
This resulted when a strain gage that read low on assembly indicated an increasingly
higher value during the 2 years, closer to that read with the other two gages. Of the
remaining 16 connectors, the average strains for three connectors decreased less than
10 percent, seven decreased less than 20 percent, and four decreased less than 35 per-
cent, Of the remaining two connectors, the average strain for one decreased about 45
percent, and that for the other decreased about 70 percent. In general it was found that
the nuts with the highest initial tensile load showed the largest reductions in strain. If
the initial tension was above the required minimum of 5690 pounds, the residual tension
was within 20 percent of the required minimumn. The one exception was the connector

that experienced a 70 percent reduction in tension to give a residual tension of 2580
pounds. These results, combined with the fact that no connectors exhibited increased
leakage during the 2-year test period, indicated that stress relaxation is not a source of
leakage in threaded connectors during 2 years of storage. Since the rate of stress re-
laxation reduces on a log-log basis with a reduction in stress, it is believed that the suc-
cessful 2-year-storage tests indicate that the connectors will be satisfactory for a
5-year-storage period.

TABLE 69. MNIIURZD STRAINES AND4 AXIAL MIT LOADS FOR 3/4-INCH STAINLESS STEEL CONINECTORS 811e08.
AND AFTER 24 MO411S STRUES ULAXATION TESTS

Nut Strain, Nut Strains on tat. Nut Strains 0. Set. Load
•n,/Ln. _Aasffbly ki°. AxIial R1114011l00bly. oin./tn, Axial Ch 6ange

Connector Type of Test 6000-Lb Load b c Av. Ia * b lb

Sta.tic, Loaded 1192 1050 1085 890 1008 5075 1045 1025 890 987 6960 -113
2 ttc. Loaded 1190 530 1160 1165 958 6830 950 1090 1085 1042 5250 4-420
3 Static 1345 635 1145 1175 985 4400 1040 1165 1110 1098 4o900 500
t Staic, Loaded 1358 830 1730 900 1153 5100 825 1390 85 1017 6500 -600
5 Stat.c, Loaded 1353 1410 2255 1390 1682 7450 1280 1580 1245 1368 6060 -1390
6 Static 1425 710 1075 515 767 3230 720 615 660 732 5080 -150
7 Static, Loaded 1272 565 1280 1105 983 4630 1005 1215 1050 1090 5140 +510
8 Static. Loeded 1173 650 1040 1075 855 4370 825 955 1035 938 4790 +420
9 Static 1343 1210 2030 2000 1767 7800 1630 1935 1770 1778 1930 +130

10 81t1oc, Loaded 1320 1505 1490 1685 1560 7080 1340 1485 1500 14A2 6550 -530

c1 8t.tic, Loaded 1200 1565 2025 1705 1765 8830 1280 1830 1475 1528 7640 .1190
12 ttatIc 1282 1465 2690 1620 1932 9050 1275 1660 1025 1323 6190 -1840
13 Stic, Loaded 1205 1590 2640 1830 2020 10380 1210 2310 1625 1715 U820 -1560
1. StaCtC. Loaded 1222 1155 2355 1065 1525 7680 1040 1330 955 1108 5440 -2040
15 Static 1170 1055 2330 1210 1532 7860 875 1050 850 925 6740 -3120
16 Dyn:ic 1270 940 140 1075 1138 5570 800 1120 945 955 6520 -850
17 D a.tc 1232 1005 1650 '300 131 6420 1165 1893 1115 1392 6780 +360
18 Ityad c 1235 1250 2150 1130 1510 7540 745 385 46o 530 2580 -4760

19 Dy miac 1268 1650 1590 1360 1533 7150 750 1580 1430 1253 5840 -1310

20 Static, Lo.ded 1 22 1340 2085 1300 1575 7370 860 1845 1050 1285 6020 -1350

21 Static: Loaded 1330 1200 2640 1310 1717 7740 1085 1640 1145 1290 5820 -1920

22 Static II/5 1420 2915 1500 1945 9930 1500 1895 1355 1517 7740 -2190
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VI

CONCLUSIONS .ND RECOMMENDATIONS

Many conclusions and recommendations have been given in different parts of the
report. The major items are repeated here in three categories: (1) aluminum flanged
connectors, (2) stainless steel flanged connectors, and (3) threaded-cor.Aector support.

Conclusions

Aluminum Flanged Connectors

(1) An effective, computerized procedure has been developed for designing
AFRPL flanged connectors for aluminum tubing systems.

(2) Satisfactory qualification tests have been conducted for 100-psi, 200-psi,
and 500-psi connectors through 16 inches in diameter, and for 1000-psi
and 1500-psi connectors through 3 inches in diameter.

(3) Additional qualification tests are required for selected performance
aspects of 1000-psi and 1500-psi connectors through 16 inches in

diameter.

(4) Additional test data are required concerning the maximum stress level
that can be permitted for all 3-inch connectors in a vibration mode.

Stainless Steel Flanged Connectors

(1) An effective, computerized procedure has been developed for designing
AFRPL flanged connectors for stainless steel tubing systems.

(2) Satisfactory qualification tests have been conducted for pressures of
6000 psi for sizes through 3 inches ir. diameter, and for pressures of

100 psi for sizes through 8 inches in diameter.

(3) Additional qualification tests are required for selected performance
aspects for pressures through 1500 psi and for sizes through 16 inches

in diameter.

Threaded- Connector Support

(1) Stress relaxation is not expected to cause leakage in AFRPL threaded
connectors.

(2) The seal retention and misalignment limitation concepts developed and
evaluated during the program are not practical for the purposes of the
AFRPL connector.
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(3) The radial sealing load should be increased for the seals for the
1/2-, 3/4-, and 1-inch stainless steel connectors. Promising
approaches have been determined.

Recommendations

Aluminum Flanged Connectors

(1) It is recommended that specifications be prepared for 100-psi,
200-psi, and 500-psi connectors through 16 inches in diameter,
and for 1000-psi and 1500-psi connectors through 3 inches in diameter.

(2) It is recommended that additional qualification tests be conducted
to investigate the following performance features of the 1000-psi
and 1500-psi connectors through 16 inches in diameter: (a) deformation
characteristics of the seal structure and (b) resistance of the con-
nectors to pressure-impulse cycles.

(3) It is recommended that additional vibration tests be conducted with
3-inch connectors to determine an appropriate stress level for a
minimum life of 200, 000 cycles.

Stainless Steel Flanged Connectors

(1) It is recommended that specifications be prepared for pressures
through 6000 psi for connector sizes through 3 inches in diameter,
and for pressures of 100 psi for sizes through 8 inches in diameter.

(2) It is recommended that additional qualification tests be conducted
to investigate the following performance characteristics for con-
nectors for pressures through 1500 psi, and for sizes through
16 inches: (a) initial sealing reliability, and (b) resistance to
thermal gradients.

(3) It is recommended that dimensions be developed for the remaining
connectors listed on page 152.

Threaded Connector Support

(1) It is recommended that a seal retention concept be investigated
on the basis of the preseating of the seal in one of the connector
flanges prior to assembly of the connector.

(2) It is recommended that the assembly procedures of the AFRPL con-
nector include the requirement that the parts be sufficiently aligned
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and free on assembly to permit the seal disks to be placed
completely within the flange cavities and the nut made
finge rtight.

(3) It is recommended that a program be initiated to select the
best designs for stronger 1/2-, 3/4-, and 1-inch stainless steel
seals, and that the adequacy of these designs be demonstrated
by qualification tests.

0
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APPENDIX A

RELAXATION DZOION OF SEPARASL.I wide range of goometrias. A suitable .urnbor of calculations enables the atailc" design
TUBE CONNECTORS to be rated In accordance with various combinations of leakage pressure and tinme. The

detailed gasket design ie rot considered herein, since Refe rence (11) ta quite rompro-
by heasso. an this r..Pect.

L. Md. Cassidy, E. C. Rodabaugh, D. B. Roach, various methods of analyas. are discussed foy the creep design of tubes. The
Aod T. M. Trainer data available Lindicae tMatt a suitable approach fot the tube design is to design for the

"tegatial (hoop) stress on the beef& of uniattial tensile creep data.

INTRODUCTION

The design of separable tcila connectors for operating below the temoperatures
which produces significant creep of the ateta used in the consiector may be based &a On the basis of thes subject deissign study, the following recommendationsl are made
conventional elastic analysis mnethods. Tor example, the ABME Unifired Pressure in support of the over-all designeff~ort for separable tube connectors:
Vesoel Code(

1
) gives a widely accepted method for designing bolted-flanged )oitst,

including so approximation of the required belt load and so elastic Analysis of the (1) Creep sod/or relaxation data on Rena 41 at 1440 F, preferably
flanges to insure adequate flange strength for carrying the required belt load. relaxation state should be generated.

Eve. at temperatures where crep dosec not occur, the design of a conventional (3) It to recommended that a design factor of safety of 2. 0 be used.
sepairable tube connector Is not simply a tent problem, snethe usual criterion of However, one or more Rean 41 comocetoro should be tested at
failure is leakage cod leakage may occur without necessarily overstressing any part of 1440 F in order in substantil*athIis factor of sarfety.
the connector. In practice, conventional connectors are initially Loaded (tightened
bolts in a bolted-flanged coninector, tightened nut In a thres',,1d connector) so that the (3/ Avoid yielding of the connector components due to stremsse incurred
elastically stored fortes in the connector are sufficient to pr event semparation of the during lneallationi.
connector pars ta"u to the subsequently applied service leads arising from internal
pressure or loads on the attached pipe or tubing. Accordingly, not only the stresses (4) Even though retightening of the connector compensate* for the bolt or
hut also the strains or displacements are significant in connector design. nut relaxsation, care must be tahen not to incur excessios deformations

in the crnmpnriet pa.tr vwhiul c~ould lead to rupture.
At operating temperatures where significant creep occurs, the design method for

the connector mu - ake into account the relaxastion of the elastically stored forces (9) In order to be conservative, the cycle time should be measured from
which occur as a rOsuit of the plastic flow of the metal componant.. lIn bolted-flanged the start of the heasting cycle to the and of the cooling cycle.
joints designed in accordance with the ABAdE Code"

1
), this relaxation effect is tahen

into account in an indirect and approximilate macomar by the use of allowable stresses (6ý Consideration should be given to various design configurations. For
which are based on creep or stress-to- ruspture properties of the masterial. These example, los~yabolted flange. may offer certain advanstages over
allowable stresses, however, do not necessarily reflect the relaxation characteristics integral-type flanges which would not be realleed in a static design.
of bolted-flargod joints in general, and use of the method may result in excessively
conservative design or inadequate performance over the desired service life.

There hey. been previous discussions and simplified analysesml
1

.
1 4

c 
5

, 
6

,
7

) of

"relatation in bolted joints. Unsfortunately, a practical solution coneidering primary
creep does not appear to have been developed. The method of analysis presented in thi oa A mean coefficient of thermal expansion, in/top? *
report is intended as a workable approach to the design of separable tube connectors at
temperatures where creep or relaxation occurs, A a area of bolt, gashet, tube. or famnge, in.

The only bussown published 4o-. on the elevated-tempsipratusa testing of separable c toiner radius of flange or tube, in.
connectors In order tco study leakage is a very comprehensive set of titote(

5
8,10 10 by the

flrttiah Pipe Tlangfes Research Committee on bolted-flainged joints. The results of C1  a coefficient in steadly-state, creep law
these tests indicate a definite relation between the time to leakage and the temperature.
However, the results are not Ameinable to a theoretical analysis because of the lack of CZ a coefficient in intercept stress law
sufficient specimen creep or relaxation data on the materials used in the test.

dt a outer radius of flange or tubas, in.

Material properties are, of course, interrelated with the design procedure. i edfet'n n
Accurate information of material properties (such as yield strength, modulus of adelconi.
elasticity, and creep or relaxation rates) are needed to apply the design procedure. o a -mmn r o lnebnig n
Accordingly, this report includes a discussion of material properties sod tabulation ofI-mmn r o lnebnig n
properties for various materials with desirable high-temperature properties. The sec-
tion of the rapurt on material properties lead@ to a selection of an optimum smeterini for c . normal strain, in/in.
use in connector destign for aerospace application at 1440 Fr operating temperature. -sri ae-#

SUMMARY . modulus of elasticity, psi

Fr. . bolt flexibility, in/lb

Materials waro evaluated for use at 1440 F, with the result that Ran6 41 Is the F3  - bending flexibility of the '%olt" (threaded connector), in/lb
material chocec for the connector dessgn. Rena 41 is equivalent in strength to the
other candidate matorials at 1440 F, and has a greater Amount of data available, 1.
addition, Rene 41 is readily available and hen seen considerable research and service F -fag lsblt tbl ice nl
experience. Nevertheless, the Lack of a suitable family of creep curves At 1440 F Lad Fr. S. - design factor of safety
to the recommendation that creep or relaxation data be generated for Ra~n. 41.

With the sepertation that relaxation data will sot be available for most materials, 4 &Sdiui to caniarlin. f g~skast, in.
the design method is directed primarily toward the utllisation of creep data, with a din- h -lag thickness, in.
cussion on the use of relaxation data. The widespread scatter in creep data as wall eo
possible secondary affects, such as those discussed in Appendix C, Led to the "as of a a rotation, radians
design factor of safety.

The desigsn procedure utilizes the steady-state or power law ot creep with an Ka c reep rate of buitts, in/hr

aesurod, neotme reduction in stress to account for primary creep. This approach is K odn re a.o
.ose14iv for short times, the degree of conservatism depending upon the arnount of edsgceprt ftebl trne onco) nh

primary creep exhibited by the material at the design teperature. A comparisonis KF a creep rate of flanges, in/br
4 shown for predicting relaxation from creep date for ver~ious creep theories. I

Both butted-flangd and threaded connectors are included in the relaxation design, L . n-i cefintroPae1,Prs-r;-4,fthASZCd l

andl Asm,rIl calculations aer provided to illustrate the design method for each type of La, LF a otf.,ttive i.sngth of belt and flange, repectively, in..
,vnctg The faffct of temperature differentials cod external loads on the leakage

pir nure a consi1dered. Seconda ry effects such as stress concentrations, creep m . exponent in intercept stress law
bending of bolt, dynamic creep. gasbat creep, and flange rotations are discussed
briefly, but are noct incuded me an integral part of the design procedure. MO . flange bending moment - Pe, In-lb

The design method is suitable for heand calculations, but could be expedited Anid I, . Poisson's ratio
osly adapted for solution on a high-speed compsiter. tThe optimuna m oinimum weight)

design for agiven vlum cf leakage pressure can be de temined only after calculating a is . exponent so . .dy-state crep Law

eso,.I- a-e ps..kx voicu e om dA -Leogs p-i sai wl ar5 o"nm .i .A

Am 1 -4- vi~ua5I de Ui.0Ios& Pitonps .w"nod hi 1 lit sseot motsiog d. - -ho MW nodsil P- -@e satin oamihni It do AnUG Coast L) a Ad oeeiumd~iy L A demuie Lon nnislazzoes me pAgis Ao U , A 4 a" -
- hila ginns 0 oh, n ae sma hntsp ab - zh ~nste ~i smms,5 0 edeboi io 4. P.- 0055 eemr 0. mal
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* *uniform internal pre.....urepi upper temperature limit :as subx.q..ntky "chaungod to 1440 1. Cona.quently, material
prpoerties are evaluated at both 1700 r an, 1440 F, and a matarial Selections mad, at

F. total bolt loatd, lb 1 440 lr.

P' design value for lesidual bult load * t lb
I F,. S. kaintr u)jtr,. * fleelbity ratio -* T

j flealbiity ratIo ra F/ At tit. initiattoa ot the materialsaurvey, it wee apparent that cartel. materialIFB properties war. of major importance ir, oetabliehuing the optimum connector design.
c reep ratio a K,/K Strenth over the desiredl temperature range was ih" primve criterion. So addition,

K ~because of the continued requirement to design apae, vehicles with minimum weight,

rK *cree rato * 5 /K3
denity (ov trsngth-ta-donelty ratio) was a major canalde ration,. Also, because
aserics cotnditions involve cyclin~g gram maximumn tompe ratur to room temperature,

asr lif fato (bte-aie onco)o r * ri f~as thermal shock, .mbrittlementl, and oxitiation were also conoidereid important ertlerla.

I 5 r( I tr~( *rK O the various strength parameters, croop strength and resistance to relaxation
coneto)were considered of utmitost importance. In thet installation of a separable connector,

tits connector is tightened to a l1ven stress. To prevent lenkage during esorics. thitl
0 normal street, Psi stress should remain sufficiently high during service. Relaxtation or creep during

service will tend to loosen the joint and may give rise to leakage, Is addition, Sood
I time, hr, rupture etrength and ductility are deemed neceesary to insure against complete.

catastrophic failore of the connector. Also, because the connector will be inetalled and
OT a temperature differential, t ighteneid at room temperature, considetration must be given to thermal expansion of the

connector during heating to thG matintiurn, temperature. Variations in thermral expansion
V - influente coefftiplest fram Figure UA-51. 3, Fags 144, Paragraph tJA-Sl of of different materials comprising the tubing and the connector could load to tightening

the ASkfE Cod. If of the connector end unduet stress, or to loosening of the connector and leakage.

o - wimhi of go1 i. toJ addition, consideration was gives to the availabiltty, tabricability, matchin-
ability, and weld&Itility of the various candidate materials. of particular Importance

b~bscripto warn the general engineering '"a ow-how' in the handling and use of the various alloys.
Finally, since the connector should be capable at being loosened or tightened pec-iud-
Ically, consldeeation was given to bonding or @elt-weidingf of the various candidate

A * xial load I a radial direction I. tub~e materials under service co,ditions.

a hablt R3 room temperature Materal Prosetes

o c reep t - time

elastc AO ndicaited above, candidate alloys tor separable connectors must haen good
6 -eatcT . tube or design temperature creep, roApture, an" relasation, streng'he over the anticipated siervIce-temrperature

F L~ngs circumfierential direction in tu~be range. Good resietasts to thermal shock, oxidation, and embrittlemeot during cyclic
service is also required. These requirements are almost Identical to those involved in

G s gasket y - Yield sele~ction of alloys far turbines-buchet application in aircraft gas turbines. Turbine-
buckeitzmterlials, however, are not selected on the basis of relaxatlos resistance,

hI a bending resoment a . axial direction although rupture strength and creep resistansce are major reqoiror-seate. At the present
tim., turbline-bucket materials are selected on the basis of rupture atrength and

0 s intercept or sero time thermal-shock resistarce. Thusp it was evident that the requirements for separable
conneactors were sufficiently similar to those of turbin, buckets that a surrimary of the
va rious tuvibine-bucket moateriale would likely yield these alliys having the most desired
combination of properties for the design of high-tempterature separable connectorr$.

CREEP AND RELAXATION A survey of published property data tar various nickel- and cobalt-bas~ed super-
alloys was conducted. Zemphasis was placed on creep and rupture strength at 4700 F,
and on short-tim.s tonsils properties over the service-temperature range. A search of

Creep and relaxvation are closely related, eves though they are not necessarily the literature revealed that reliaxation data were not availabl' icr rho bulk of the alloys
inte rchangeaklein ia stres-analysis problem. These phenwmena play an important of interest. on the basis of this survey, the following alloys were selected for more
rote in the behavior Wf a separable connector ape rating of elevated temperatures, and thoreugh examination:
are beet illutrated by mechanical mdodes.

Wrovgtht Alloys
Creep is the tendency for a material to exhibit time-dependlent strains at a

constant stroes level, typical of metals at elevated temperatures. Figure I shows a (1) Astroloy
typical cre c. urve (neglecting tertiary creep) and tha corresponding blaxwell1-Kelvin (2) ldM.irooi Ill
model. Figure k is obtained by superposition of the Maxwvell and Kelvin nmodels of (3) floric li1
Figures I aind 3, representing the steady-state and primary creep, respectively. The (S) Udien 700
enc losed design procedure utilizes an equivalent hifanvoll moudel, shown as the daehed ()Uie 0
curve in Figfur 1. The total strain is made up of an instantaneoua stra~in sand a tines- (k) Unitemp 1753
"dpandrnt (steady-state) etrain. Tb. instantaneous or intercept strain to Includes the (7) Waspauoy
elastic strain ce plus an additiontal strain Cld~m which conservatively accounts tar th cast Alloy
primary creep period. lv

I~ OUR 23S
Itlelaation is the reduction or relaxation of stress in time under a constant strain. (19), I- l00

Elastic stain. are replared by creep strains, causing a progressive reduction in (10) inro 713C
stress. The models is Figures i-J can be considered relaxation models by assumning a (ll) Nic rotuing
constani total straIn rather than a constant Stress. (It) SM 200

ISheSk 302
Thore has& been considerable literature written on how to predict rslamation from Ill.), SM 3a22

creep date, few agreeing on the best creep theory to use, Although there are very few
test data Saralablq on the &am* mrate~rialt to enable a comparison of various theories, These alloys hae" the highest strength at 1 700 Fr. All have been, or, are being con-

Finlean lsler
71 

made a comparison of capper at 14S C with as initial stroes of sidered far use as turbinet buhtkst in gas-turbine, engines. Hat all ot these alloys are
i).O psifee. rigors 4 shows teast it. stettdy-state creep law with the tintercpt stress6 readily available, and not all are weldable.
reduction used hetrein i. conservative for short times sad shows good agreement with
the experimental results tar Longer t~imes. Of course, the time scale would be quite In addlition, three more common, lower strength superalloys on which extensive
reduced for a superallay, at 1*40 Fr. experience is fabrication and usage ie available were studied for comparison purposes.

These were:
Tb. mnost basic torm, of a separable connector woutld be flexible bolting in a pair

of rigid flaniges, in which cese the model of Figure I would suffIce for a relaxation (Is) Inconel X
anablysis, Theo tightenesofa the joist wo~uld be dependent aso the ability of the belt to1)N f!
resist creep deformatione. However, the flange assembly can alIo be represented by (4 4
aMeawell model In parallel with the belt sesembily. The flagle, c"n increase a- (17) 5 sib
dc reese the rote of belt relaxation, depoending upon the characteristics of the lanige

geometry. A properly designed flunge assdemblly should be super~ior to a rigid 114ange4 i4 Typical compositions for these 17 alloys are given in Table 1.
that the flange elastic recovery as a epring will retard the bolt rel~anlati.

Alleys for 310e at 1700.F

The typical propertines of tax 17 candidate alloys are given in Table 2. It will be
terted Iat this table that shor-t-cle tensile and rupture, date were available fo r the buslk

At tin initiationa of the program, it was thought that the connctor Mtight be0 of ttss alleys. Creep data at 1700 r were quite oftes lacking. Whnere creep data were
exposed to service temperatures '.n the range from 70 F to a maximieumi ot 1700 Fr. The not available at 1700 Ft, information -. tne treep mstrenth ,t lower temperatures was

Incfalued.
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111403. I MOWNAL CObUIsONdiS OF WIUFRAL.001 It will be noted that the cofk~.9 tl h.ermal expansion .1 them 011liiy- war-

________________________________________________________________ 101 .imf' v in che temperaturerang. fernm 1600 to 1000 F. t.i.,itoi, th. density
v~~a naloes for t1e ih. lb. alloy. were quit. similar. Thoea alloy. cotitalnisqg sigalfi-

_____ wi otC 0 . A. im. I Al I T1 s catit amounts of tungsteon, of course, had slightly higher iondtiy value& than those Cm-ý-- , -__- 1* C1 01 -_ C._ I - tassing little turtisten, Becrause the detimity values were no seunilaf, that* was little
Also*~ X1 toi Is@ 1 blim %1. 4 0.0) 4.0 merit in comparing the alloy. on a at ronath-to- desnity basis.

i,.., ~, --A1loye to, V4.9 at 1440 r

1 I' It., %NM All 11 &A 16 -it was subsequently decided that the maximumn operating temperature for the
connector should be reduced front 1700 to 1440 Jr. Consequently, a survey of the

ifd~ U t 13 1.0 ii b~ns I . dl 5 111properties of the 17 allots listed 0. Table I was madei to ascertain the moot promising

kiiotse Il3 t 014 14.1 ?1 is baes.. It to 1.1 "a 0.3 alloys at thio reduced temperature. Tha prop.we rt. uthe alloy. at 1400 and 151007T
are surrinnaristed in Table 3. Where peesible, value* at 1440 IF were interpolated.

We4yt 03 .1 19. 0 Il basi. Ct 1.) a. 0 lt 0. -

0.h t 1l t11 10 i t# st Iw is I's .0. La - - . ; , : . ; : . :

01 1 0.110 '00 1106 -s, III i' ". s t 5t.0 0.35

W. P OC 0 1t1d 11.0 - ~ it* 4. Co oill 0.5 Dos ?'a

INo' It Il 10 Ila 10. 1 ab - 10. 4.3.01. &G5 4 aIt1 0 t01

392lX 11 5 t I L 21.1 Ii ll Ito .C - 0.2 a9ls To

XS 0 L 1. 1 0 r 11. 1 Ilu -. - 90 &M I 211 1.5 T
ImiulX X ko 1.0 )a amekil Is .0 % s 0 it M P n

0.11 0 11 0. i1 211.01 0.0 Immoste N I L-------------l ie ea30a t

2.51 Vj aS ir.0 C

0 X 040 IL C. Ie m M) 40 4.0 a,1 C6i

el L me I c, it

as 3, ' a a m, 2 O 4

II! .i

is sI! a. a 9 a -

as at0C 0 a ae

* 'C 3C 3C z3 The data gi~ven in Table 3 show that the wrought alloys comparie more favorably

* ~ . ~ .. .~ with the castaly t to his temperature than they did at 170n fr. It aillbe noted that
8 0a 3.a o on the basis of yield strength at 11400110 11100 F, Rens 41 and Asiroloy tUdimesi 710)~jcomparet favorablyswith SIM ZOO and IN 100. On the haitei of str..s for rupture itn 10

a it a a is C 0 1 a ' a C C is hoursat of400 F, SM ZOO, Udinteat 700, Nintonic 1111, and Ran. 41 have very similar
strengths F o r longe~r tirnts. at 11400 F and a~t 11100 F1,51- 41. .l1o:ae ,scavr

is CC33 0 a 2 M il a bly with thes othe r alloys, It will be ntof tht at 1100F and abv, apalo has
strength prope rties s qual to lleno 411. In the range of 1140011 to I1SO F, Ritn; 411 has

se s a a 2 . ppreciably better short-tint. taenils properties and higher short-timer (IG-hourt rup-
ture and Ireep strengths than Waspaloy.

, 33 33 3, 33 a 0 11m Material Setlection

F ga0On the beasi. of the material propeirtice cited in ihe pro, itig eio iion, SM ZOO, 14 .S O savs lo hc eue rnial stet'bn ubtmtra

00 U aot 7 00 Nimonic I A, IN 1100, aod R- 4oppemar to hove the highest strength at

yet. ad icditios, it is not normally considoerd a weldable alloy. Udirret 700 has gained
appreciable usageo, and many shops are familiar with forging and machining the alloy.
It . o readily roiled and is not considered weldaible. The Ntmrvionc are brit,.h alloys

Ontie. basis of yield strength at 4?00? Ta Creep eand rupture strentgthso at 1700 F, not readily available in the United Sf00.., and extensive date and enperience are not
it is soldien ia Table I that to.. vok511 afloye ha d.i opelcola~ly hlhier streagob Ihe. the available on Nimronic 11111. IN 1100 has gained little comterrital acisptac r , aod little
wrto Muie alloys. Of the 17 candidate illoryo, $64 ZOO, VId 100, Hidlrettaaig, &aid Udlmet is known of the alloy other than the properties i tited.
700t are th. higoost at ereaoblolt eLys at ino r. of tiaeet only ussimeet ?00 isa- wortmigho
,materiail. Of the wrought m~aterals, the Gorder of detrmnreaeifw stresgtl at 1?00 F may Extensive eap.erience, on the otuter hand, ham basn gained in the use I tRene 41.
beo listed a. atdifnet 700 Mimtaic Its, Ummhlennp 1793o Me"C 41, WAd Waspsm"y. The alloy is available .. forging., billets, brr, and sh.et 

t
r.- -- erl soure 0 . It

has excellent strength properties -over the tsmera usrn.1ro 0 t "00 .I
0. general, it wait fouad oat the cosslt-baaed alloy. were of lower stresgth thaa fact, i t was or th is temperature range thatAna 4 asaeiicieid.itas

the sichel-baaed al-leys, - not designed to be used at temnperature ob... 1110 F.



Inc.ii e-n, . i. 4 -a.irliiritasti i. .....i...r ntrilton in the souictrae odttinn lot Illdi-g. Altor aldirig. the Asiettbly triost be
Ii1iI iivrtir a.-paab. in tc Tall e h-l~lisIo -t titint icile and tw ournpirtely heat treated. The heat treatihig -eque vit ecornnoirdetli a6 fon oy

a.aiolr ir pi-r-iiir ý,joIItq-tn , tcIcc 4 1. tn.,;lr i o ,- d, Ic.11.ii vin or .r.
i,iigý I -P- teat rig airre ii in itesigoirg.cl e oe5ohIrtptte use (1) Salutiton treat At 197 F tar 4 hurs, atr -Io
ttr air .a itei di.ina Ie -,tg i~ o . -trit I.1tyse te ue at A

nromhr r ot 1teets-a At 14 4fl s .rqi,,rd. hit1ý.- .o .e were .. not ana ient the liters- (4) Stahtilic at ISM0 IF toe 24 hitus , air ,o..
ture, In tn at reap teat .vg l oad, a 'a onialla tae!- t. I to produce taptute in 1000
hootrs or leias. hat hn load@ soa tns-2t in 0 2 to 0.03 pe .. e-% delottohationo loaing. At J3) Age at 1400 F 1-r tO hoot.. air coot.
li-or atrats levels sheire sirAllem per alit deformation on loading occurs, rupture
1ev- ot so-n rat thoIiaar-d Onores will result. Su, ch to ativ are seidomn run., atd it they are, Thia heat treatment a reun hneded toe Waspatoy. The Rove 41 onn-tu-tor h-

ý jlteree-p data are ot tuopirteat. Nevethal-le.a a Irw -tniplete ictreep urve. lot aubjectedt to this hoat treatment, will hare properties ctomtparahle to those reporteit
Reito 41toi the temope ratote rattge otnteresta-ie tonered in Rate reve (n- 11 he reto.

Rela..atonh data don Rion 41 -or not a.,.lablhe I, the literatiro..
Deejay Pracertine otý Ron 41

Ar-i; 41 to a pret ipitartiot-Iardenahte nirhe Ia-base alloy. Ice material is usually
snppliedl n the aolotion- enriestad votnditiun. I-ardoiting it acc omplishred hy aging the
aliiv at -1400 or 161,0 V Thts satsea ire, ipitaaiin ot a -implen rri~kel-lttsaotumc- The mintimum or ateady-satte creep rates are determined froim the meast.er tr-ep
tlniroiniri phase I, ailed the ganirta-primne, phasei and products en. elient strergth over iorve ot Reterent-e (14). ehown an Fagure S. Tha data of Figore 5 are replottedi n
thre -eto, rtreaneIll interes.t. Figure h far 1440 aod [SO0 F The straight dashed linea in Figure 6 ak te oiise-jtvtiu.

lit to the data at the two temnpe raturee. Th rorre eponditig i onstants are
Pcroe 41 a. rrai 1ý or-tl -0ii , or-idrahl enpe-ie-eha he. e, aiiurtiolat~ed hy

-- I irge lh-psl in nrking the alloy. Likle mioat htgh-steength nit kel-haco alloys, A 40F
Il.-4 art- hardir -tap,,Ily d-rcv ha- hining end is , onsiderra ditfttiat tim.hive.

ity.-l-s .ita vi nofined hy, .,ay tor, p. or. a prodo. ti-in basis. r_ 4.323 ae 10- 6

H-, o 41 is o.-de rid . weldable Alloy. aNoer- eaa as is the lose ruth all in - 4A. 97
lp -truh ,,iirtul~hrlrll all iya , weldiog may he somewhat ol a prohlam

Ae 1iia hoc, ri,-,ii ldiidlitir the Iloh- etreogth ouodition) is recommended. At f500 F.
Att. i o rlli. It.e ur should L, iraiireledl cod Agetd to obtain the prop. tt.s. itell.

S.liig ii he t-It -oiditiov, p-tti. nacly oode,, -andiion -l attess, ao not recant- C1  1.10o0 10- 4h,
irvld This a. itrt ol all p-e iplitation- hard-nahle nit kel-aae alloys. In general,

,t I-o t--i to .I~ tIo the, greii the alm~unpttiler"t-urnn intent ,i the higitne is the 4. 6 2.
.a-cth aid ýhr tntre dillo ilt are the weld-ng operations. The use oftasignii-caoly

.c-ir rlul.l i-at,-1 .il ill ,..--a ,uethly entoil a very appeec ctable reduction in A rapid itiethod toe determintog the constants C and a trum iceep data, acing tht-
ttoitiad a.o ri ,d o..rght Potlatt 1 . crep law j a C onis as flas

r- oip. - itl, he at t retinasni. hae ho.. 4cr-elopeod toe tone Cl-oet danep Determine the strain rates -Iand l2(or the stresse. 01J ando, -tepeitivly,
.,oirri h-1r .- c tso-lteghed oc, It., develup orrtaairiie, 1ug-time treep and nipaure Flown the steady-stats creep law, /1 (ou/ 1jf , whe r* ot a the only unknown, cod to

"irith'. thch, co, r I ri-cineiro io.easolutoo trasting at 1950 F tar 4 hours, ate ,-saly aovred. Alter calclating r, the constant C1 ian he determined Ironi a 'n
* k d aggat .0, F to, It ioots. t his treatment yield. good sottm

ite .aava.; Il rpte.Atit 10_-hoo ic-ri en..d i ree. at oga.The latter The coltsrtaat Cj and mn tar the interrept stress were obtatned trome the test O~tto

or -ii trninog ti-0c treating at Z103 F I.r ' hiratir toigand aging at And plotted rcanesD at Rttonce (13). Since the intercept data at Refereove (13) are o
50O F tot 4 hoara, peuditins aomrwhct tedocrd ahori-t i i tensile prop.ertiesa but tair; totais~tent, the (lullowing vonsetants are considiered only approxonimate in mhagitilo.

eirt. vtly irti priuved bogl-tie.. , reap cod rupitote stiienath. As indi ated preeinusly, This ts one reason tot the esacomnethdttun that ,reep dalta he generated for Ib-; 41 at
Rced 41 shourld bo antoedl in the solutirin-treclod vcondiiion, Re-ent welding studies 1440 F.
have reveale problem. ;h eold motel c tsr-king for mete rral welIded alter the high-
temp. olore. tereatment (2150 Fl The uro ot the loverv temp.ereturnet teat--tet i1950 F) At 1440 F.
has tepnroel,'.- ,rniinated *oald- itttal, -v-u-chog probletini Fur thre reasoni a ealutton-

enoattntot tetoperatore of t950 F sod an uging treatmentv ol 1400 F are conn.-.n."nd. CZ I. Ih a 08
With soi ha heat treatmoidet high ahnort-tirte tenaile, properties codi good 10-hour rope
tore and I reap poonastie 5 aitt he obteineit. A east ribir in long -tier. creep ann roptura t 1.00,
etirenpili o-,ll recolt. Long-~tite strenvgth is not a prim e reqotremontri toe the present
a.il-, at-in. At 1900 IF,

Reno 41 yeas rcetlovI oitatido resistat i oevser the speetfied aesvi-ir-te per- CZ 3. 93 a. lll.
iier rarge. It Isnoet kinown to Lecome embrittlod ,r this temrpalretu e rage. While
or ýparstivo data on . stetanro to the rinl ehock are not availahble, it it heliared that mn a . 51.
"-i all- , haa ortopstable or h-eroe resietance to thermnal ehai k than the other canhdidate
myatnr-aie. The destgn octa fan Rene 4.1 at i440 F and 1500 F ecplotted in Figure 7 or

F-roll I t -e hout oLti, ipeied that Rene itl will show a tendency to bactnding or
celt .ceding do- log earn ie. Allays nv~ltch contain appreciable acivunte, at chromium. other design neopertire ot Rani 41 ore -ohtained lernm Tables 2 aod 3
aili,itonro. aid littaniuro ore en. edrdigly 6tfioult t, hood. hooiidng as accomplished
ooli,rvttth acee tapbh. . enduring ithe #tahle spinel-type oaide on the aortace of The yield strength ly aleT 000OO pet at 70 F,
the all., ard unoder codtoeo

t 
high tanvperataee I hrgti Aere.e.- an d relative metal

tlov at nr~tiiig aorta eso. Consequently, .f -etrio ciinnertare of this allay is not " - 13 - s 114
tn ha expel ed. It atii cur6, ot the o-ovite I. toe isrt uteendo, onodtturi of the m-ating cur-
ta-re o( the i oiiv- to; e1lti Id -edoce. it no! eliminate, the problem fleeting the con- aw s 97,000 Pai v-i 1500 F-
in- to - at ahoot A@t0O F ill an attmosaphern I ,etairing a law oxygen content should produce
,he, i, thin nod. laar oh,. hr -a r.ta.ocnly dill,..1ul to wimo-c Suit an - ide film, Thle modoulu of eleastisiy Z., a 5Z, 00 1, 0 6 psi at 700
s.t-rd -e-or seil-uldiii of the 1 vortr ..Isl-banding pesst.the deposition

A v-rr~ tlayer . - ,t litalnr -t al-!hur omny the nitooitfas 0 tho - ant .o JeET x Z4.4 as 10h pet at 1440 1,
cc ummeudau Ti-n thin ttlm should he diffused into the connector aid naidlied hy

l-ica-ld to high- terif ,ene - h as -sviiro treatinge at (?S0 F This sehoul prevent ;t4 a .4 10a pet ar 1500 F.

The mean coe
t -

ant of thermal eaip-oiro a - 1. 3 x 0t/i at 1440 V.
Isni--,.-o, k-Ie 41 hl- ha .ir ansoto, ted as bian o~ile netfm n~t-teutt for

r.ijri .... ip. atore anyparahln .- ir i-I.p.&tatru I-. o --nr evy air to 1440 IF ,.65.a OF

Ce oai- olei y hav hoette rteep s1ilrogththen .3ea,; 41. howeost-, the irhnihi*t-

priI C po itisa oobt-iu.oeiv AcRne 41. c -ell -n the asiaihtolity and experniente

DLUCNPROCLUtlRtL
is o-vay and the eeIiitndticaa., uriede oth limited hn .l1i- nithe

k..u.gvt-ruteerlit.(r-0 lhaueed withtthe Roved4t -Iurectti ,N llrio.rrne tvc, in tu be
acI'a to,~ t irog -1o.04it ct ireteiO nt r tai rs e-equIor. t teo e dun wldabllty

Ita.r o~ ,alerie in .In.tli . ri ory n. l ,.tla .. voi hle -t is -1o the prueposa -1a- to
it.e No.t , a ,oi i i ia.ro- sil inoti an.IfI.g l ru,,,. to vaIo-. tudhllg materialw,. I. - pan1,1e
it ch up riup .~d -o- to,' 94 i -on I .. Rent. 41 r1in , tll1 Sý.i,o I nereothly caini- 71I, design p-rdencr-de-r only the elaetit cod ,..rp bhehavor dI the iolta
rn-. aika X.t!_b: 'I ;,e hynh l-P 1or tar -tnu-1 f3 vI ts .ad apahlie ol "hog employed end fIng aeol Sacoodarcl, et s.th as flangs irotairi doe Id intetoalieea

J, tco otml 7,. inn 111 X Ita eteibop Y ,td 1 -tel rIt are nA itigerlrwIty ens nut irrlode~d in ths deetgv poreiduisa , hat are disrtesed :n Appandra _ I the
ta1. l 4 - 1 Iit Aniii, these all -1, Iays- arotnlo-na darigr feitne t sato-ty -is rteJded. itn claoni ior the* as .. seoday eeiev- riad-tw t

-~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~b, 14 nieioreooiir a- 1 hov -4 tndhe heat '.eaiov-rts cntA.-tved to the clate ii. -. e,enie -piptlise
ch-1,h r i, .i~i coi ~...ruu~b -ithii. iii rdit h,..n 4i in

i-ar ~ ~ - --fl- n ot Ia-. -si:- a 4ne -dui hocsi.ra The f.. geri -ayer tlg' or nsyhanriat fitting. is not ivibded in the dtealgirpn
to rii.- -ann-al p1 P eT Ia I he. r otInial ol it Ai't ti -h - Orltlit w lb adr, hot is diecosard l, Hoeferenre tIlt1, where it,- ot rn loded lepastryil.

.1 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . ... ! -fac-- - api bigt-nil a elstet. ta deer.bre t1e e-t-e~o sealing. An i-rtta acigstesa high a
I7N ti-s. Ithe yied Itrscgh at the oretal gkromateie -a roocnired it.e r.s.r to

aie ., 1r. Ai 1-"A"-I'ei-iIlla c dotr-1ire cihiviidsai rgcalrle I.jIhIýdirn .rdcijoheptIhv.ckaertatavt IfI- 1 rnr eloa
-re--c vi~ O - i- -t lhi, -itdri. e shvouldvlh- ther.- r
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It a .ssmd that the boll. ar. flexible omtnporod to the galbot in order that theFo an otholrhl-typ. IU.f.,
appli 1tinior of internal peiasir radI. i- -ieligibi, bo~lt-tload caie.It C not fl,.-

that lhbfi.glbirl be lb. only loorI path through the assenmbly. C9 Va(4)*

Iho design pro, tduor is intenided prim-tl y asA niethod for ,Alculating rlaalion L q T S/Z1d7
of the ino.,I.i for. -blm, and due. ,ot include. lautair. aitalyft. of lb. cerrip....it
part.. It . a.umed that lb. matlerial posessese .0hffism~o duc11tliy to ,Ithalalti lb.
prirofle~ive deformation oinirred %It lthe onnector aaolntbly io rettglrlerd &fter oath fi) Creep Equations

* Y It Var-u. method. of vnl~e*ailable for predtlittg the lube rb.r.dis-
t,..sd ,, Append.. 0, Th... nmethod. ar ittleoded for the lab.e design at location. Calciulate 'be raret of craoft deflectiont of lh. boll. Ra aod the rate of creep deflec.

v ilf(- tilly removed from disIcontinuities such a. h lb connc tar assembly. tion of lb. two flanges at lb. bolt circle, K

The detailod deaigri procedure for bolted-flanged and threaded ronnector. .s K 1 1 L
dr., rilied step-by-stlep for lbe purpoace of ibtlaning a carve of leahii,,u pressiure versus At n 5
tinei., . --lit to loob.&. for a aperiftc .I.u* of lb. design pressiare). The effects of A

txen. oad.p, tompe ralror ditlorontipl.. and rltigbloning, arid tb. use of relaxation and
data ate diem ted so, arately from lh. amict designt procedure, K L4ocp. hi,, 6

rio -ifiolot uard in the disiegn o-crdore ar. derived in Appendix A.

Bollied-Flarted Connector. ( > (t _____
OFt 'idG- W t10 j I If

I he foanii design proi Odurq for a bolted-flanged ionnertor consrst. of nine opecifi d,0-c
crepe , .i ordrr lto arrive mtaor, r of leohage pressure versus t~mo. Figure 8 show. a Vqiiation 16) applie. only to a loose-type flange, The creep rat. of an integral-

lypi .1 l~io~c S~i-lry.type flange a. aasumed equal to that of lh. looee-type flange, provided lb. mawimuniu
daagn ~re...accrding to BRolene 7 [1) aeoia.T rcdr oro norl

J jinCondition, type flang etoclulat, the manimum doig ltess, by Reference (ll. Then dter-
LLL~~no.m. mie he thichnece of e loose-type flange with the some flangr inner and oiler radii,

m..Ioment- mrnrcd tnmax-ni design stress ae lb. integral-type flange. lbi. results to an
Establish the* does5 n temperature, d~esign prenaure, nomical Connector diametear. equinalent steghloose-lypt flange. Uoir.ig tt~o looce-type flaoffe geometry, calculate

fuhe giomeitiry. lifo requieements, and tompoerlttire dkifferentlale. lb. creep rate from Equation h6), assuming 'hi: to bo lhe crerp rate of the integral-
typo flange.

tA.LTtaeril P~a~rien(6) Flexibility and Croo. Ratio.

....r..ir: the yield otrtligth 0y and the etodalue. of easaticity E at both room tom- Calculate lb. Itfe, factor R for the piurpoee of convenietly enaluating a flange
petre arid tho d-Cetn taonlpraliiee. and the coefficteet of tbermal expansion a at the geometry on a lifn basil;

Frvrom i family of cre uvcat tha dealgn temnperature, determine the constant. R - rL 7

Cy mu sd I t fit the _oelowing .qualionk

where

c. + C zoom + C,30- f F flxiilt rai - Fyr/FB

1hr creep con. onto should hr aelecled to gino th boat lilt. lb.th experirnental dale Int
- the r-ang of et.e.. level . expected in the deal.igcrene,.-KFK

Lqi~atiotn: ( S cr4 fbIehould ha calculated in term. of the boll load P,. in order

(1) SME_~d. itli~nIhat the c rel ecat, r h e cslculcbl.,

I hr design proctdure &.o be applied to any arbitrary design. However, it Cf1ntreit..Rdoin

iir.mrahl, to ue lb. ASMdE Boiler a nd Proem~ure Vannel Cod." I for the initial staticMInecp tLsRdaio

ueeign int oider to establish a balanced drsign, Also, lb. Code-rated flange can cub- Calculet. tha bolt lre**&, 00 The titiel ooni- ternpo raltre bolt etr... a, 1
aeueqinlly he rated on a life basis for compariscon. r#du..ed to a new 1alue CSat lb. deoign tmpereuiro due to lb. change in midiil.0 at

Us~ing Ice ioulea of the ASMdE Codiel
1 1

, C.tablish either a loose-typel or integral- elcaticityt

tye lagegorveryfo a:ppropriate nalue of irtlrnai pressure. Thi. pressure, of E
ou"re,, ohould be at lee- a high :dthlb deafgn proesure mnultiplied by the ratio of the 'BT~ o2 'BR . h
o .ld- to -hot moodulu of e..nficity . Co multiplied by lb. design factor of safety. The BR\ It

initial gaacet *eocti ng load will be dependent on the type &aaa used and lb. maximaum
perm-aile 1:lakage ren, I need vol follow the rule. of Reference I. dThe allowable Calculate a forther rrductiorito boll err..m from 1BT to t i lue 3. due to -he

code o te. a ... aumed toequal two-t hirde of ,ho room- ltempoerature yted atlrengfih in 0 fat.cl of primary creep.

order to -u 'if yieldi,,& of the assembly during lb. bolt-up operation. ET C1- 9

The ASiME " c'r. -ill .. taiieb: a .at,,, do.igi. at roam temperature. rho initial 0 BT T vf

b,,11 load aorid bolt atis. ccat room temperature are deianafod 49 P3 5 and 'BR' qain11atneirlyCle orJ yta ieerr h otlro

or corroeponding boilt load P0 ropreaunle the actua~l etarting poiiit i thie life cal, ,mlatione

tt..kloohitt Equtio(a)g Boll Renatt..onu

D.1o- he ol flxibliy F (bltdit)-ton ueto unt oltloa):Calculate the ltme r t squired for the boll irr.e. t rr an fronto an -1-a alti
1.5 to a new nao i.0i-

he r.19) Leakage Precsure

*ff.ittv. length of the bolt, usually taken as the. total length between
the nat bearing surface* plt cono nomcina boll diameter. Solve Equation 110)1 eucce-vanly it, order to obtain a orve of residual boil stream

of or load V, rO rul lite. Convert lb. Ia reeiilt* to air allo-bcoi leilhag. pressiure

A, total bolt arebashed on rootfianlr varcue time corno by lbe .e-iie ei s oliutrion of ij,ulririo (Ill.

Dotori* ritehe Ilan&. flolihilily IFF (total defloctiar of two flailge. et tise bolt P, I,; PG

itLe due to auit bol Iod.. ht

For a loca-type flange..p

Jr, 3 Ci ZI P ' bolt toad due to pre.-. rn''pgz

P, residual gaeict lriad tor ioad ai rose tiatig. f-a riol , cr0 In

pt Iveot nceeivei- !sakegr the J-11err1tri.tici ti i th tail.1 it
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1. Mquation I II), P is esetabisehed directly IFarom the." vow sier. t Curve by applying The maximumt stresses Crown Siquattoe. (14) should be comnbIned according to the method
asuuitable factor of safety to the loed rather than the time Scale. The vralue P0 to of "Oferntre (1). For & threOaded connector, llquatici (6) herein should be used with a

dependeont on the type of gasket used, and may or may not be & functio" of the intormal constant of two rather thoun four becauee hero Is ineO rather than two fltange members.
proeatae .

Thradd 9.~cgrCalculate the extol Creep of tkoe "fa ye'.l which has the Same form as
Equation (IS):

The destgn procedure for thoeaided connecters commences with Step I (design aPlL
condittionsl and Step A (material properties) of the bolted-flanged connector design
procedure. Sim additional steps are then required for the threaded connector ts order Kr - I?
to obtain a leakage presaure Vorrac time curve. Ar

Reference fit) tent he %ned for the static design of a threaded connector. The sFlxbitanCrt aiQ
nomrenclature for the parts ci the threaded connector to based on the functionol analogy ftiFeblivndCesRio
to the parts of the bolete-flangeod connactor ted is not to he taken ai a literal descrip- Cluaetetl atrA
tion of the parts. A threaded connector model ie shown in Figure 9. Thes nat io con- Caclt th lie acorP
sidered the "ball" member of the analysts, and contributes both "lot elnd bonding + - r + rjis

deformottons. The flange and union members in Figure 9 are considered the 'flange" + rX
member of the analysis with axial deformation only.

where

(1) -Bolt" Flexibility rfIr' 5  , r1 .

Calcalate the "bolt" fleelbility ?a, w~hich represents the axial flexibility of the nut
and has the came formn as Liat&it*. (1); -I rK K

A5  K (6i) Nut Raexaotion

where LI, and AS ore the effitttvo nut length and area, respectively. Determine the relaxation of the nat from ltquation (to), bet astng the life factor
A from Zquaston (1IS). Use Equation (11) to calculate the leakage presaure versas time.

Calculate the bonding flexibility of the "bolt" Ir' by asiag the development on
pages i94- 197 of Reference (IS) for inwardly projectAS flanges (Sees igure to):

External Load*

F5 5  (h) 13)
Determine the effset of external loads on the leakage pressace by revising

waste JEquation (1 1) to resed;

30- p; .11  h
3  

f P rPP +G'PA +PM (19;

vdTfd~c) ~ 1 T -
1

Tclx rT +z T Where PA and PM inclade the effects of extarnal thrusts and moments, respectivuely:

end __,,__ -A ITpKcTz

?rK
4

T'4 
I + cT 

cT

ill "Irk ise' Fl~extility Solve Eqaation (19) Saccessively in order to obtain a leahage pressure, versus time
carve.

Calculate, the axial flexibility of the "flange", Fi.;

toThe constants K A and K0 ore aced to define the magnitade of the stress due :o
F (14) the thruets (CA) Sand momeents rh), respectively, in terms of the axial tabe stress

F, V Ir It T (1 C lT) doe to Internal Preesure:

The effective length Lr can be considered equal to in E.qo~ation fil). A r is 
0

A.!A ,RM __
the crosa-sectlonsi &rea mf the 'fange". OT OT

where OT-PcT 2

Calculate the Saxial creep rate of the "bolt", KIS;

C pi LI Temperature Differentilel

A
0  

I I The analysts .1 temperature diffeTretials is limited het Ins to the rces of tempo-
.ents at uniform temperatures, bat at a different tv*raGe temp'rature from &nother

Calculate the heeding creep rate of the '-bolt", K5,I in a manner similar to an component of the assembly. Itoou case, the belt is aSsue to '- at a different
integral-type fle46e0, except that the maximum design stress is determnined from average temperature than the flange ted tabe assembly, probably the more ctltical
Reference (1IS) for an inwardly projectingf flange, care. I,, the other case, the flangetand bolt assembly is assumed to 'uue at a different

average temperature thau the tabs. The change in atiaterial properties with temperature
The longitudinal hub stresc SH' radial ring stress SR, aed tangentti-al ring strees change is neglected in the thermal calculations. It is also assumted that the tem-

ST' respectively, are perature differential@ are of a short-time natare, occurring almost truttautaneou.ty for
the purpoet of analysis. A more refined analycis would he required for temperature

IM differentials varying considerably with time.

ndT(dT ') L T T T/ ln- Bolt-rioitsn Difforsntia

*0 Letting a positive vialu ad AT represent the flange at a higher average tam-

S, )(I . j?)Mperature than the bell, calculate the change in bolt Stress&a%
ndTh b- 1' I!-T I +a~o 04AT)ET

i~~T \dT - CT/ tr IS +o (Z7 fil

lll~ilhld Fr a threaded ýonnectcr, the change in "bolt" (nut) stress is -

T.. In do
LT dT 'T IF Va.(2I + rJ.+rj.

The change in bolt ar out loed in Equations (1) and (141 ehould be evaluated in a
where is different manner, dependinig open the nature of the differential. A positive temperature

I ~differential at the Start of the cycle would lend to an increetse in the balt load. This
4

T fT cTincrease Should be used to guard against overstressing of the bellt for ether connector
comnponents), ted neglected for short-times differential@ in the relaxation analysts. IA
a negative temperature duiffersonial1 should occur near tha end of the operating cycle,
the reduction in bolt toead should he added to Xquitkot 011 ifto detarmine a reduced

-am pnrc5c ia e r is tO WSSse4-tYVo tu-paA- leakage prsesror:



Pipi +O PT (33) of -100 T' severely &Uagtet the leeakae pressure cad estabishehs a lisnldag lfie ef
hours. The cures of Figure 14 indicate that, uap be apprissimately, 0. 5 hour, theme Is

where PT . f08AS (bolt-load change due to temperature differential). negligible change in the leakage Pressure. This would lafer that, for accumnulaedi life
cycies totaling 0. 5 hour or less, Tetigheanagi after each cycle Would met bes very
bonmficial.

rieng-T-ale D1for~lijiRend 41 at 1500 F dea. not exhibit a grant deal of primary creep, as wbeto by the
The analysis by Dtdley)

1
6) or am extemsion of the equations presented by relativ'e insensitivity of the Initial stet sore to the life fector R ian Figure is. Fcr eswae

Rodahaugh in discussion, of Reference (1?) can be used to evaluate bolt-load changes rnaterts~lo, the 4fleet of the life factor om the reduced intercept stress would be a sly"a
du. to the tube c.d fieoj assembly being at different average temperatures. Th. Anfluio ... '. chooasing aa optimum design. The Life factor ft is a coavexaieml meroear. tif
rnotttod of Rdbul( is preferred, since it is consistenct with the basic equations the relative meerits od variouas designs with the earne Initial laolt strov. because it is
of tho AUIaE Code( I.* At the start of the operating cycle the tube will possibly be eseentially a geosnetry-depondent constant in the relaxsation equation, all other constants
hotter than the remaining assemvbly, thus causing a reduction in the bolt load. The in Equation (10) being a function only of the material end temperature.
opposite effect may occur upon cooling down the assembly. An increase in the belt
load should be used to guard against ovesrtressing the ,.onnector assembly, wheres a, It is ustially considered desirable to preload the bolt or nut as high as possible
decrease in the bolt loed should be Qused in Equation (2t). without yielding any portions of the conneictor assembly. Thts high preload to inetoded

to delay the relaxation ad strom. or load. Various values of "b Initial bolt strese were
used in the relaxation equation (27). The results ina leisure 16 indicate that, for design

Reliffltealna lives over A-i1 hours, there is very littlis advantage gained by higher prestressing. In
fac, the initial prestress (6 of 45,000 psi would be more desirable for longeor lives
since. It will provide greater safety against yielding. The initial stress of 90,000 psi at

If the assembly as mot retighteneal between operating cycles, a cooatisuus operating 1500 Fr for Items 41 would be difficult to obtain because of the intercept strese reduction,
cycle as assumed, consisttng of the total time of the Individual cycles. This procedure the elastic rnodulus change, and I~e limitation Imposed trons rhoceet-tercporature belt
to consistent with the assumption that creep strains ar. irreversible in nature. preload to avoid yteldlag.

In tho tv',nt that retightening is contomplated, each cycle As rea..alysed according Results cif the threaded-coninector geometry of Figure 17 are shown in Figure is.
to the creep desigen procedure (not repenting static design) so though it were the first The geometry of Figure 17 does not ropm".ent a well-balanced desitgn. As a result, ths
cycle, This as a conservative approach becaoee the flange ltife will probably improve .axia nut stress ani is limited to040,000 psi (rocim-tomps rature prestress) to avoid over-
on subsequent cycles to the extent that the primary creep strains ara nonrecurring, as atreooing the inwardly projecting flange., The town prestress results in the relativety @low
evidenced by the Britash Flange Teots~fl, rslax t=to of the nut load shown in Figure Is.

it in quito, possible that the optimum static design will also provide a good design
for relaxation, depending upon the material Land design temperature. However, for sottie

ReLsastioa Da-ta comebinatioms of n,.Aterial and temperature, the mooed static design approach may met
sufitce because of the Amporiamoe of the interaction of belt and flange creep end flexibility
ratios. For a etatic design, the inttsgral-type bolted flange is usually lighter tanus the

The deeign procedure ts based on the assumption that only creep data are available, louse-typo flainge. This may not be itru for reineatico design. In some cases, lonse-
Of couree, relaxation data are preferred. Relaxation data should be availaitle a. a type flanges offer advantages in the way of increased flexibility and the ability to better
family of curves, startiag 'rrm various initial stress levels, sufficient to cover the withistand certain typos of temperature differentials.
range of initial stress levels expected an the design.
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LMCICA.DA:TM/allFrom Figure UA-Sl. I of Peference (1), Y - 3.3.
APPENDIX A

Then,
SAMAPLE CALCULATIONSt 

1.0in

The samrple calculations are all performed on Rena 41 at 1000 F. The following 3 S
design values apply to Renad 41 at room temperature And at 1000 lr.

The yield strength: Flexibility and Creep

oy 120, 000 Pei at 70 F, From,, the equations on pages@ 18-20,

a y97, 000 pat at I1SOO7. F~ S I.?S/ET , FF - I.Sl/ET,

The modulus of elactlctyty KS 0. 157cipt'.62,

t 32. 0 a 106 psi at 70 r, OQ 0 0. 111 P, .

XT -14.00a 106 psxi at 10sof07. KrO 2.4050 x 0-3C lp4. S2,

The mean coefficient of thermal expansion a 0.6.10 10-h knia/l/'F at 1100 F. 60 49 ,rK . 01.

The creep and intercept conotarde at 1100 F are: R *1.62.

C 1  , so30 Was11, CZ - 3.93 . 10- 11, bolt Relaxation

a .42S, m 1.17 From Equattons (6) and (9),

The ASMZ Code calculations or, based on an internal pressure of 10,000 psi. This 61
corresponds to a reduced value of the deeigo pressure equal to 10,000 (ET/ERI 05T 67?,1300 - 06S,400 psi,
1/7.5.) I 3700 psi for a factor of safety equal ta twp. Therefore, the mtaximlum possi- I L 1,

bIe vniun of the design proseure is 37h0 pat, and will be further reduced due to the ef-m
fects of primsary creep. ZTCl ao

-0 T (I4 -
ST R

Looseo-True Bolted rlang. Soloing Equation (24) by trial and error, co SZ 01100 pci. It is convenient to Sol"a
Equation (W4 for various values of R it, order to constrioct Figure IS, thus saving con-

AS~E odebeianc iderable calculating time when optim,.ing the flange geometry. For a rigid flange
ASME~~~( C04 D.iL it), 

0
. would equal 46,000 psi

The allowable stress for us. in Reference (I) equals VI) (110,000) 1110,000 psi. From Equation (Io), the balt relaxation equation beccomes
T h e fto m en tr y is s h o w n in F ig u r e 1 1. 

t 1 3 S 1 1 -
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With 0, - $2, S0o Psi, the successive selsoissof rquation, fall resuct. in lA, residual bolt- Thr2Ade Conunector
lead am."e of Figure, it.

Leakano Proestsu Figure 17 shows a theddoaetrgeometry, which represents an arbitrary *at

In order to Ceomere residual hall lend to leakage pressure assume a fate of ON Monsmio"~ rather them an optianuafa eeid obootge. Tb. design Proceduer to used or
safety F S. . 9 0 m th residua land, stablising the esignusrve ofhigor* ignalcilae Ikethsign Weetryhe gometry edIA?,ghosed, boed go Ra l1a*115000J.

For examnple, itfs in Iassumsed that leakage Will error when the gasket pressure rsobsa iueIi uiefrtepoe esosia4t seiotealso

a valte sO adp, Squattest (11) becomes

P" pa,* SPA0 . ( el) rionthdkM

The solution of Equaolien (34) for verious valese of the interest pressure p resulls As *w(I.*$,~ - 0. olo') - 0.91I s
e in the Leakage pressure were. Uses core* WKA - Kid - 0,6 AT 01 of Figure 14. For s.1 .4 .1 n

e:a&mode, al p - 3000, P,' - 3 3,900 lb. The linesI frosm Flgure 1 lfer s350 So bie L 3 .t.0o04 *II

hours.The axial flexibility of the belt is

casoeeto Iniltial Itroom F.4

The relaxation equation eetow geoI ery at Figure I I to ST

The bending flexibility of the bolt is

to 1 .5j. lot at ~ '(f'J) ný (S)l 1. 14/1CTo

The affect al varying the hell at?**@ 00 is E~quatlee (&?) is shown in figure 16. where

lolt¶atral-Tnoo salted riance 19. 1/E.T,

ASFcede Desart& a .5+0 . .6 ,2
An Ietegral-typ flange wae declgred In segerdence wihk Reference (1). The gasket 2

geometry, monsint arm, scotor flainge, radiiss, lube geomery, and design belt lead areo
the same so for the lasoo-type flange o0 Figuire 11. The lntegrall-typ. hlaag. geometry rloege Flexibil ity
Is shown in Figure M3

bk - 0. 1140 to., loo 0.4,63 Ia,, bfl 0.5861 in. FLr L 1. 15 i.,

Freeon page A-2, A, * w* (04$2 -0. 501) .1.S4 i. Z,

IF - 164,900 lb. FTd 07/T

H -0. 75GAP ot III,00ft lb.

Mv - 0. 451 9
2

Pa - 4, NO0 lb.BetCc
The axial creep GE the belt is

"a -H *- 411.900 lb. s.Cp I cr
0 

. 1 ZC~ 4.0ga
ISy - Hlki) - 44, t00 lb, 3SW

SIT 'HKThT 34,6400 lb, tn ordoor to obtain the bending creep rate of the bolt, the stresses for an inwardly
projecting flenge are calculated fronm Referes"e (I5). The critical combination of thoem

MGa - Hobo0  34, $00 Ah. stresses by the ASME sailer Coda(l toi

M* M SD + ST + 10 131,300 iao-lb. 
3
N ST

Useing an allowable strains of00,000 psi &An a design mammalt at 133, NO ia-tb, theZ
thickness of an ilosegral-type flanes is calculated fron Reference (1) to be 0.9 IS i.

For a manimumn design strese equal to Z/3 0 y a 50,000 pst, She design moment
equals 50,000/9. 16, or M m 57 10 in-lb. With a moment arm a a.0.Z4 in., this corro-

Flexibility and Groee speeds Ia an initial Cost destgn lead of 36,300 lb. In this case, the intital load of
34, S00 lbo is not limitod by the axial street in the nut, but by the stress tn tha inwardly

From Eqlual im (a) &and IS, projecting flange.

rs I- 35/Ky, The thickness of an equivelenot looate-type flange is determined fromt Reference (1)
4. 42using the bookc geomnetry of the inawrdly projecting flange of Figure 17. The equivalent

KIn0 l5 1 *. thickness equals 0. SS in. The creep rate at the equivalent loose-typ flngeed, calculated
from Eoquatina (4), in

since the flnge design #tree* ad So, 000o psi is ast seaa as ~that of es fieqvless
10000d-type f"ang, the flnge creep rate te wssumed to equal "hI ad the Ilsmo-type flange: tO C oc

XF .9. 1as. loSCIt'l 413 whre ý Ft IF 3.6 It1.

The flexibility of Shes integral-t"p flangse franc Equation 14) is et*11 ~
Then

"r 0 1. 06., rK 0. 0204, F~a as Creop

R - 2.02. C Ipt Ly 4.el
KJ, AF -~- -- 0. 145CIiPt .

aolt Relaxation
Flexibility and Creep Rantio.

Fromn Figur@ IS, Go* 52,900 psi. The beot retlamlles aquatesl becomes[~7 .%OI rF- .Sol, r1 a 0.901,

1. 3.9 lai l0ag
1 3) rK 0.0794. "K 0- 0.9),

Eqaton(83 ue st ~od eslt gi-ealy -a rmI front Eq"atoe fast fee a 7+ rK( ~
leeee-type flange.

sta domenismef os A"O Q001
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Intercept $reoeoe odcttion $inMo

The itial bolt Streeeis to Po

O si P/A* a 36, J00/0.91 . 40,000 pei, &ad the fla"s dofloetiea at tie belt cier•t is

aST 40,00JET). 30,000 pel E s a

wrom Equation (9), MTb| ia drer

0o 0. Z4,
7 0 0 

psi, then,
P. " 0 As 2.1,500 lb. !M (3))

P ZrTh% is, dlpl.

Nut Aelaxation

Integral Tm
From Equation (10),

W0ostrOm and skg50l?) pressnt .i equat'ct for the flatg rotaotoa

t . Is a 101 ( (0T44,cT 'E (34)

The relaxetion curTe in shownl in Figure lII.

Since the total flang momente Id * Pe, and the deflection 
6

r - Or*,

Exter na l Loade L6. I. is V ol

P , •
It is assiumed that KA - KM - 0. 50 in this example. The leakae criterion used i. [n~T-T' E

Eq•uation (26) to1 used in Equation (19) to calculate a leakae pressure vorous time cur"•.

For example (for the connector shown in Figure It), at a preseure p of 2000 psi$ from Bolt Creep
Equation (16),

P, + PG - 3.,000 lb. From the steady-tate creep law,

From Equation (20), Cis C03 • .t, (36)

PA 7440 lb, or, the belt deflection is

PA 5920 lb. • CPt• L (37)

Then, from Equatton (11), An(

Pt - 33,000 * 7440 + 9900 - 46,360 lb. where

The design curve o Figure 13 gives t a 0. 37 hour. The results are shown in a
Figure 14 (KA * Kd 0. 0S.0 S,.T 0) B An

Bolt.Flaniae Temperature Differential Ke 6 C __Pin L._

It Ie assumed that at the beginning of the cooling-down cycle, the bolt assembly tI
hotter then the flenge assembly, or

ATFlane CreepF

From E~quationRI I) sad the Soomotry of Figres I1, MarItel M developed equations for the steady-state creep of a circular rin& of

rectangular cross section subJected to unlform moments. The flange rotation and

A (6T)5 T .I . maximum stress on the lner surface are

The reduction in bolt lead due to the thera l. gra.ient is Or ) I L). Ci, (39)

P (Tl,000)(1.S9) • 300800 lb. F
1

K-cFi'Jh
3
hWJ

Frean Equation (11), I f(0I,14 (I -it(I 4
0Pi Pp + 'PO PT. (30) - -!) (107) 1-;') n 1 4

From elquatione (36) and (30), at a pressure p w IS00 pet,

P; -elO) (i . 951) + 3 (1i00)(I. 13) + Z0,800 - 4S,1SO lb. Equat•ons (19) mad (40) •re based on the steady-state creep lawc C 1 nt an4
illure the creep stress dietrititton in the fllap&. There exiete eeffloient test and

Fromn Figure is, t l 0.90 .b otheoretical data on the creep bending of bearne(t, 21, ZZ, 1.3, 24 to justify that:

The result. of the analysis ore *hown in Figure 14 (KA - Kid 0, AT * -100 F). (I) Plane sections remain piane.

(A) The creep deflections tax he predicted on the heels of the

steady- state creep law.

(3) Individual fiber. of the beam creep at a rate equivalent to thatpredicted by a teneile creep test.

(4) The creep etreos distribution ls attained shortly after the
conmen1cmenst of the test and doee not chngse for the remainderDIMAIVATIOIN OF EQ•UATIONS of the sest. This to analytically confirmned by Hult(24). JeSCAGe

of the like matere of the beam and fneg deformations, the above
assumptions or alsoasmeeemrod to hold true Is*" the troop de-

rFleae Flexibtlity flection of a flaos*.

From Equatione t39) A"d (40),

Tamneeb (ke ) tlees the flagee ralen F de O A- to i nanme eoFe S rMan . (41)
h

3wtrTh) In dF/c,€ oeagsn et ts eto-,toaoFc. tebe.n
A-E Io r V 4W L 0•aWi (0411 Me ("I eelhew W t eosioart-l Of f ft 0
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The*, o

zoo. bat C' I 3 * mr 61 lCj

(ases e034e life*$ ftedusntlo. DitfeS~rAiat* (53) With resspect to times:

" "ii ao Cmd that ek. i*itl. """ S I@ iedAMod In acre timintIs tea w Wa164 a g ,r) *(go which has a total Latcreept strain C equal to ecth ilaitlal boll stroase Ogy divided by
the -04-1-0 Of 0clastieleY ZT. From figure Is, From tOn stessdsy- state creep law.

ce.t zsm(43)

or 9, CIOr

CS '0 * gTCA6." (4#) ord6g,
Tb, ceniasanto C1 and mnare delserminead by.a besst it to the Intercept data from a family -Tt- . LBC 1oan66
of creep curves at the design temnperatu.re..Sbttt 

S)i3)
ire a flexible flanige, the Interaction of the fleange and belt has to he accounted for.

The primary creep of the boilt can be reparesentred by dol ETnt(6

T h e ch a s eg e I n b e l t o t er se . i s d e t e r m i n e d b y t he e l a s t i c b o lt r e c e v e r y i m tst S i , l t i g a l : 0 -~ T l
4.,CT htd .W I-n

From rigere (10), in order to maintalin compatibility of belt aende (Lange, weeCia otu fIngrin.At , taa. hreoe

6
TOTAL 6FO -

6
7c. 61k - 68. (41MC. .

(47) I-n
mly definition,Frm(7,R 

1()
Fro (67) !U I ' E(T n-')

690 65C Xutios (Sg) also applies to the relaxation of the nut is a threaded connector
design with. R defined by Equation (18).

I + r

and Eaqoati. ý17) becarnes

u5. (fry 1)~ -3 firk (WK (4s) Axial Load

or The aeial load IPA is assurned to be a tensile fore* which reduces tee gaskest
prescore. The magtnitude of the tube stroes CA due to the na=al load PA to defined as a

? I 4 . 49) conitienat times the naxsal titb. Stress du* to iaternal pressure:

Substituting (46) &ad (44) in (49), PA - AAT G* al(dT2 z . (59)

where

~8T 60)"A 
- KAOT 7 PATT 

1  
(kG)For a rigid flange (A a 1), Refection (S0) is identical to retention (44). The develop-

maset of Eqoatlost ISO) for a ilesible flanget aesomessne that lbs creep raioe rile the sameift Fr~om (69P) and (60),for primary creep as It is for steady-stats creep. 
PA - 1.PxAc T f61)

Dolt Relanasstlon
sending Momeat

The analysis of belt relaxation is elimiliat to that of Referencee (1,4). The The reqoired arddittlonal belt toad Pmt accounts for the eandeacy of the tobe boanding
nomnenclature is defined as followas moment Uy to reduce the gashet prsssuor. The magnitude of the tube etroos Ub due

to the btandiag momeat MT is defined as a coastant Kl times, the axial tube stre*s due
L * Original length between met bearing eerincess to intrnal pir ... u,.
L2 length of belt if(it I reIeavod of atreee before creep mccas. a,, * IC T 0 p t(62)

6' o L~r - o, initial firange dellection plus bolt entsnolen (or toqsal
iodtWa relative merementc between ant and belt) r bomansithry

Kat .
6
5c . cre dlefleeato.1 bofblts 0  

dc Y(56))

FyP .
6
F.e elastic flange 4oefletice

FSP . 65 elastic belt deflection, Combining (62) and (6S;),
In order that the f(a&%e and belte maintain contact at any times "T tt (dy

2
T 14T rj 64

Lr - 6e -
6

re5Ls*S+
6

zi+*6se (SO) "T

The bending momsent "T IV csoidercti to redoce the gasket pressure by the.or ansioneca 00 on co aide of the gasboet. Ii tbs grasket width is aesuredt email tempered is
6' o t (1 4 r,1) 4 ba (1 * rgr). tIn) the gasket radios,

Wag. M5L . !!f, oda cr2) (6

lItthe atnestinum c1.6et 0resor ... 5.. rs to -kt Ga tc campiet. g2.0k.oico

6' 63, 0 rK) -a ) ie-A s -ýG-"P ' 4 CT') (6
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Volt-Fiands Temnperature Dutfev'sntoil are considered secondary from the standpoint of over -all bolt relatsation, but should be
considered tn the otat~c design of the connector if found to b. significant.

The thermal bolt *tetsriall a5 * 4T) corresponds to a th.rnsal bolt deflection
A * MO4Tt which is OIL tribut.4 according to the flexibility of the fliange and bolt.

048T)L 3 .- irse '1 65 6n (rv )(P7 APPENDIX Di

The Change in belt etr*sae is (6.TUEDSG

i TOO()
3  

TR DSG

Fromr (67) anad (48I, The tube dos.in in considered on page 1S only to the extent that it effects the
strength of the connector. The tobe, however, is subjected to progres~ive creep d.-

nAT)zT formations with each opocatingf cycle. The tobe thickntess elictutc satisfy the minimum
ail .T '7 r)ecquiremeets for a creep design. Some of the appropriate theories avaitsele (or the

F tube creep design are revtewed below.

Followingl a nkintiar procedure for the threaded connecter, Firtete and Hollmr(
71

1 present the equation for the tangential niretn rate in a thtn-

a(AT)ILwatted tube with closed ends under itetrnal presnure:

(70r)

where Ci a CO the *treie rate which would be produced by the tangential streeam

APPENDIX C dkTrcT

acting atone in simnple tettsion.
SECONDARY KlFi £LTZ

The creep of thin-wailed tube, u"Oer internat pressure, axial loads, and momenta
to ccoeisdeveod in Refsrence (71.

Strea Conentraionsrutnie and Hellar(
7

) atso analysed the creep of thick-wal~led tubes rub~ected to
internal pressure. based on the Misst.e flow taw and the steady-state treop law c

Blecause of the accelerated rata of creep at higher stress levels, theo presence of Clori, the radial, tangential, and aniat stresses, respectively, are

:itrees concentrations such as bait threads mtight be expected to increase the over-eatl
creep rates of the assembly. However, the reseults of the British Flange Tests(9) (~~

indicate that the creep of the nut assemrbly wan not exceedingly high if the nut material 
0
r (TT

wan equivalent to the bolt material. However, when carbon steel nuot were used with d y.
alloy ste belts, the creep of thes nut aaeeesbly was excessive. -T

Acownprehennive rsviewm at stres concentrations under creep conditions wan -)4 i
presented in Reference (3$). The strength of a specimnen with a notch under creep coa- +n-]~'(0

ditions is aftteibsited partly to the ability of the material in the notch area to flowr rapidly am 5 2/
and redlstribute strensasx at high tompetratures; also because the greater volumae of L

lower stressed mratterial away frsom the noatch restrainn the over-ell deformations..c

Creep Beading of bolt (lO(dp~

The tendenicy of the bott ink a flanged4 joint assembly to develop beanding mhoenent@
due to flane roktatlone, &ad shifting of the nut reaction is well hnowns. Under creep con- wherea
ditionsa, however, the sitress distribution becomese mava favorable because of the re- r -variable radius, cT r Is dT.
distribu~tion of tbe beedig stresses, 11ail0603) developed41 a solution, based on the
steady-state creep lawt far tk' -trep streeses due to comtbined axial and beanding toads qain(71rdctohswt-ow LmefmusfrneI.Teanntlsra
on a rectangular crees section; toe results are hehow in Figure Z 1. The results for a qain 7irdc otewl-nw ai omlsfrna1 h agnilsri
selid circular section ahould be comparable because of the relative values of the plastic rate is
bentdinig factor fec the rectangular and solid circular section*. ntI r 1

ifs .C, ( ) r p t (7 1)

Dynamic ree.. [ T) 
1

Supei-psedaltrnaingstrimse ar knwn o afectthecrep rt. f mtalThe steady-state creep stresses and strain rates in.a thick-wallet tubs under com-Suprimose alerntin atesss ae kownto ffet te ceeprst ofmeal. bised internal pressure and axial toed -r presented by § imete)
2

91, Numaricl sI olution.
However, Lasain(26) showed that the preseince of alternating streenen did not appear to totequinsaeabledfrviusausofk aibn.1.thcmew -tetoor thetl eqatoe aree tabuate for vmrisu vauials ofslt tho Wasipbiss I th case (seenth
Reffetreatly the) ar prtes " for F otmaeilsguutofreWsai 5 from dilitirnal axIa load is either small or large compared to thre moist load due to internal

Refeenc (il ar shwn n Fiure23.pressoure, simple approximate solutions are givon. Irinnie(
0

) aiso pointed out the loch

Lengnscer(S) as sceflydisuosd a robem f pseile ignficnceto f compltet agreement between the theoretical end experimental studie, ox multiexiatlangnocer(0) as ecetlydiso~od a robem f pssile ignficncetocreep in tubes, attributing the discrepancien to the aftect of hydrostatic eitres which ieconnectors Operating; insa high acoustic radiation field. He found that intense utira -usayasueneigtncrpsrinrdcin.
sound could have a marked effect on the physical properties of solid$.usal*erndegibitncep@rinrdcio.

A method for predicting the creep failure time for either thin-walled or thick-
walled circular cylinders can be found in Reference t11ll. Truesatress enA true strain
are used end the steady-etate creep law is assumeod valid until failure, The failure time

Giashes Creep* is based on plastic instability, or the time at which the vessel wall is no* longer sod-
Miienot to holii the land. Simplified formulas ar, obtaixed for bath thin-welled axid very-
thick-waietld cylinders..

The glasket will contribute a certain amount of creep and flexibility to the connector

assettbly. Timis contribution is neelected to the design Procedure in view of tho rela- Creep-rupturs tooest)
0

) were ran on Typo 316 stainless steal tubas ait high tem-
tively ehort length of the gisathet ta most desigses Also, for metallic gashetsai tae peraturse and pressures. Th. results of the test. compare favorably with thoe. of usn.-
stressa$ io the gashet are ueually lower than those of the bolt assembly. Int fact, the axial ton-n,, tests if effertivo stress and effective strain rats are used. fiat-inget and
gashet area ehould be chwseac oa ths basis of the relative creep otromigtha of the @sasket Paillog

t
I

1
1) also present a method of analysis for pwrditcting creep ruptu~re of cylindrical

end bolt tecaterial, such that the creep rate of the gashtin is negligible. The inclusion of @hells tning conventional uniasial creep data.
the gashet creep &ad flealbility properties is the design procedure11 wi uduly comeplicate
the equatiests, with very little soin in design accuracy for moet geosnetirie. A method of amcaly.sislll foe predicting the stresres end strains in thick-walled

cylinders considers primary an well as secondary troop. The analrst& is quits comn-
plicated and Justifies a computer ailti~ten.

Flanges Rotations,
Zuatixn. (71ý end (71) -Isut in quite favorable strein rates far highers, cs ot

the .%patient .. On this besi$, thsdeig protedurs of the ASMiE Baiisr Cede*
t
), which

Changes is uhe flange "reetie amid arfesepeadimig belt-laoad changes due to the comrpares the momamrnus design stress to the crrsep rate or rupture nirems of a uInsisit
application of lateral pressore are neglected in the design preodure. These affect* tension tent, provides tsr a safe deignog.

too~ 4.V. peuu col b ,.e aO se -Ote, P.4 univi iso taap.iio s ee op,.i i
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FIGURE 5. TYPICAL FLANGE GEOMETRY
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APPENDIX B

COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR DESIGNING AFRPL
FLANGED CONNECTORS

This appendix is intended for those who plan to use the computing programs

IRFDP and LRFDP for designing flange connectors of the types shown in Figure 67 of
this report. Program IRFDP is used to design connectors containing two integral
flanges, and Program LRFDP is used to design connectors containing two loose-ring
flanges. By appropriately controlling certain input values of both programs, a design
can be obtained for a connector containing one integral flange and one loose-ring flange.

A detailed description is given of the input and output sections of Program IRFDP.
Program LRFDP is similar to IRFDP, and the difference is discussed. Also, the inte-
gral/loose-ring connector-design approach is described.

Programs IRFDP and LRFDP were written in FORTRAN IV language for the

CDC 6400. A list of both the programs is included. It is believed that the programs
can easily be converted to run on a different machine with a FORTRAN IV compiler.

Item-by-Item Description of Input

Data for IRFDP

The computer input cards that are necessary to perform the design using IRFDP
will be described in this section. The numbers refer to the card numbers as read by

the program. The following FORMATS were used for the input:

1020 FORMAT (8F10.0)

1021 FORMAT (8F10.4)

1022 FORMAT (8F10.9)

1023 FORMAT (2110)

Card I

Read 1020, TBMI

TBMI = Tube bending moment input, lb-in.

Set TBMI = 0. 001 if the value of the bending moment is to be selected internally

according to Equations (8) and (9) on page 31.
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Card 2

Read 1021, TOD, TWI

TOD = Tube outside diameter, in.

TWI = Tube wall thickness input, in.

If TWI < 0. 001, then the tube wall thickness is internally selected by Equation (6)

on page 29. In the final program, Equation (6) also includes tube design for impulse-

pressure fatigue.

Card 3

Read 1020, TU, TY, TF, TR, TFRO

TU = Ultimate tensile strength of tube material at maximum operating tempera-

ture, psi

TY = Tensile yield strength of tube material at maximum operating temperature,

psi

TF = Fatigue strength for R = - 1. 0 of tube material at maximum operating

temperature, psi

TR = 2 Year-Rupture strength of tube material at maximum operating tempera-
ture, psi

TFRO = Fatigue strength for R = 0. 0 of tube material at maximum operating tern-
perature, psi.

Card 4

Read 1021, BCDI, HUBII

BCDI = Bolt circle diameter input, in.

If BCDI < 0.001, the bolt circle diameter is calculated, also if BCDI < 0.001,

II = 0 and BNI = 0.0 (See Card 30 and Card 31)

HUBII = Hub reinforcement height, in.

If HUBII < 0.001, the reinforcement height is calculated by the program.
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Card 5

Read 1021, GIOTWI

GIOTWI = Maximum allowable hub reinforcement ratio,

where

GIOTWI (TW + HUBI)
TW

where

TW = tube wall thickness, in.

HUBI = Selected hub height, in.

Set G1OTWI = 3. to 5.

Card 6

Read 1021, FRI, FSFI

FRI = Radius input for fillet at. junction of flange and hub reinforcement, in. If
FRI = 0. 0, the radius is computed by the program. It is recommended that a value no
smaller than that computed be used.

FSFI = Factor of safety used in fatigue evaluation. A factor of 2. 0 was chosen
for all designs.

Card 7 - Card 9

Read, 1020, FUR

Read, 1020, FU, FY, FSU, FOY, FE, FG, FYC, FYR

Read, 10ZZ, FRHO, FMU, FTE, FCR

FUR = Ultimate tensile strength of flange material at room temperature, psi

FU = Ultimate tensile strength of flange material at maximum operating tem-
perature, psi

FY = Tensile yield strength of flange material at maximum operating tem-
perature, psi

FSU = Ultimate shear strength of flange material at maximum operating tem-
perature, psi

FCY = Compressive yield strength of flange material at maximum operating
temperature, psi
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A

FE = Young's modulus of elasticity for flange material, psi

FG = Shear modulus for flange material, psi

FYC = Tensile yield strength of flange material at minimum operating tempera-
ture, psi

FYR = Tensile yield strength of flange material at room temperature, psi

FRHO = Flange material density, lb/in. 3

FMU = Poisson's Ratio for flange material

FTE = Coefficient of thermal expansion for flange material, in. /*F

FCR = Flange material creep rate.

Card 10 - Card 13

Read 1021, (R[NN], NN = 1,8)

Read 1021, (R[NNJ, NN = 9,11)

Read 1020, (FF[NN], NN = 1,8)

Read 1020, (FF[NN], NN = 9,11)

R = Stress Ratio - the algebraic ratio of the minimum stress to the maximum
stress in the stress cycle. Eleven standard ratios are read in. They range from
-1.0 to 1.0 in steps of 0. 2.

FF = Corresponding fatigue strength for flange material at maximum operating
temperature for a given number of cycles, psi. The values of FF are obtained from a
modified Goodman diagram for the flange material.

Card 14

Read 1021, SODI, SIDI, SELl, TAI, TAOTW, SLEGTI

SODI = Seal outside diameter input, in.

SIDI = Seal inside diameter input, in.

SELU = Seal tang length input, in.

TAI = Seal tang height input, in.

TAOTW = Initial ratio of tang height to tube wall thickness. A value of 0. 9 to 1. 0
is recommended.
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SLEGTI Seal disk thickness, input, in.

Let SODI < 0.001 for the program to calculate seal dimensions.

Card 15

Read 1020, RSLI, SSLI, MSLI

RSLI = Radial sealing load per inch of seal circumference, lb/in.

SSLI = Axial sealing load per inch of seal circumference, lb/in.

MSLI = Minimum axial sealing load per inch of seal circumference, lb/in.

Card 16 - Card 17

Read 1020, SCY, SEE, SCYC, SCYR, SYR

Read 1022, STE

SCY = Compressive yield strength of seal material at maximum operating
temperature, psi

SEE = Young's modulus of elasticity for seal material, psi

SCYC = Compressive yield strength of seal material at minimum operating
temperature, psi

SCYR = Compressive yield strength of seal material at room temperature, psi

SYR = Tensile yield strength of seal material at room temperature, psi

STE = Coefficient of thermal expansion for meal material, in. /*F.

Card 18 - Card 29

Read 1021, (BH[NN], NN = 1, 8)

Read 1021, (BH INN), NN = 9, 15)

Read 1021, (BWCINNJ, NN = 1, 8)

Read 1021, (BWCINNI, NN = 9, 15)

Read 1021, (BS[NNj, NN - 1,8)

Read 1021, (BS(NN], NN = 9, 15)

Read 1021, (BTA[NNI, NN = 1, 8)
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Read 1021, (BTA[NN], NN = 9, 15)

Read 1021, (NWT[NN], NN 1, 8)

Read 1021, (NWT(NN], NN =9, 15)

Read 1021, (DAF[NNI, NN = 1, 8)

Read 1021, (DAF[NNI, NN =9, 15)

BH = Hole size for bolts, in.

BWC = Bolt wrench clearance, in.

BS = Nominal bolt size, in.

BTA = Bolt tensile area, in. 2

NWT = Weight of a nut, lb.

DAF = Diameter across flats for bolt head, in.

Note: The order of reading the above bolt geometry for 15 different sizes is from the

smallest size to the largest size of bolt.

Card 30 - Card 31

Read 1023, II, IMAX

Read 1020, BNI

II = Index for selection of bolt from bolt table input

sMAX = 16

BNI = Number of bolts, input.

Note: See Card 4. If BCDI < 0.001, then II = 0 and BNI = 0.0

Card 32 - Card 33

Read 1020, BY, BE, 3U, BYC, BYR

Read 1022, BTE, BCR, BRHO

BY = Tensile yield strength of bolt material at maximum operating temperature,

psi

BE = Young's modulus of elasticity of bolt material, psi

BU = Ultimate tensile wtrength of bolt material at maximum operating tem-

perature, psi
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BYC = Tensile yield strength of bolt material at minimum operating tempera-
ture, psi

BYR = Tensile yield strength of bolt material at room temperature, psi

BTE = Coefficient of thermal expansion of bolt material, in. /*F

BCR = Bolt material creep rate

BRHO = Bolt material density, lb/in. 3

Card 34

Read 1020, P, PP, PB, PIM, TMAX, TMIN

P = Operating pressure, psi

PP = Proof pressure, psi

PB = Burst pressure, psi

PIM = Impulse pressure, psi

TMAX = Maximum operating temperature, F

TMIN = Minimum operating temperature, F.

Card 35

Read 1020, DTCl, DTCZ, DTH1, DTH2

DTC1 = Thermal gradient at minimum temperature from seal or tube to flange, F

DTC2 = Thermal gradient at minimum temperature from flange to bolt, F

DTH1 = Thermal gradient at maximum temperature from seal or tube to
flange, F

DTH2 = Thermal gradient at maximum temperature from flange to bolt, F.

Card 36

Read 1021, FSI, FS2, FS3

FSI = Factor of safety for flange and seal material

FSZ = Factor of safety for bolt material

FS3 is not presently used.
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For additional guidance, the actual cards used for designing 3-inch, 1500-psi
integral-integral aluminum connectors are reproduced in Figures B-I and B-2.

Description of Computer Output for IRFDP

The interpretation of the output of Program IRFDP is given below. The value of
each variable is printed directly below its symbolic definition. The output sheets ob-
tained for the 3-inch 1500-psi integral-integral aluminum designs are reproduced on
pages B-60 through B-62.

The input to the design is first printed out exactly in the same order as read in.
This must be reviewed, as it provides a check to insure that the proper data were key
punched. As an example, a value of 0. 001 is printed under TBMI (for definition of
symbols of input item, see pages B-2 through B-8), hence TBMI = 0.001 lb-in. The
design output is then printed and consists of several parts. First the tube bending mo-
ment (TBM, lb-in.) and corresponding bending stress (TBS, psi) are printed and then
the torque per bolt (TRQ, lb-in.) required to assemble the connector is printed.

The second part of the output consists of the calculated component loads for the
seven design conditions as described on page 81 of this report. Also, refer to
Figures 71 and 72. The definitions of the loads are as follows:

MO = Equivalent flange moment, lb-in

BL - Axial bolt load, lb

SL = Axial seal load, lb

RSL = Radial seal load, lb

MP Flange moment due to pressure, lb-in.

MC Flange moment due to creep, lb-in.

Hence MOl means the equivalent flange moment under Condition 1, and so on.
These definitions apply to all the seven design conditions. However, for Condition 2
and Condition 6, the above definitions art .!xpanded and some new terms are defined
as follows:

Condition 2

MOZ, BL2, SL2, RSL2 are component loads with creep under Condition 2.

MOZP, BL2P, SL2P, RSLZP are component loads under Condition 2 with no
c reep.
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MO2M, BL2M, Sl2M, RSL2M are component loads under Co,.dition 2 with no
creep and a minus bending moment.

Condition 6

MCTG6 = Flange moment due to cold thermal gradient, lb-.in.

MIIHTG6 = Flange moment due to hot thermal gradient, 'b-in.

MO6C, BL6C, et al., are component loads under Condition 6 at minimum tem-

perature with creep.

MO6CN, BL6CN, et al., are component loads under Condition 6 at minimum
temperature without creep.

M06H, BL6H, et al., are component loads under Condition 6 at maximum tem-

perature with creep.

MO6HN, BL6HN, et al., are component loads under Condition 6 at maximum

temperature without creep.

The stress-concentration factor (KTF) used in the fatigue analysis is printed out.
The next section of the output consists of stress valuer for the seven design conditions.

In the following description, A means the value at the inside point of the junction of
flange and tube and B implies the vaiues are at the outside point. The other stress

values are at the flange inside diameter. Also, the definitions for design conditions
are as described in the load values printout.

EXA = Equivalent maximum stress at A, psi

F,NA = Equivalent minimum stress at A, psi

EXB Equivalent maximum stress at B, psi

ENB = Equivalent minimum stress at B, psi

SMAX A = Maximum stress in axial direction at A, psi

SMIN A = Minimum stress in axial direction at A, psi

FFC A = Allowable fatigue stress at A, psi

SMAX B Maximum axial stress at B, psi

SMIN B = Minimum axial stress at B, psi

FFC B Allowable fatigue stress at B, psi

SH = Flange axial stress due to bolt load or seal load, psi

SRS = Flange axial stress due to radial seal load, psi
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SPR = Axial stress in flange due to pressure, psi

SPA = Axial stress in flange due to axial pressure load, psi

SB = Axial stress in flange due to bending load, psi

SR = Radial stress in flange, psi

ST = Tangential stress in flange, psi

BTS = Bolt tensile stress, psi.

The next aection cornsists of the final dimensions of the design. These dimen-
sions are shown in Figure B-3 and include:

H = Axial length of hub reinforcement, in.

HUBI = Hub reinforcement height, in.

GI = Hub reinforcement height plus tube wall thickness, in.

FR Fillet radius, in.

TW = Tube wall thickness, in.

TOD Tube outside diameter, in.

A = Flange outside diameter, in.

B = Flange inside diameter, in.

XT = Flange thickness, in.

BCD = Bolt circle diameter, in.

SOD = Seal outside diameter, in.

SID = Seal inside diameter, in.

SEL = Seal tang length, in.

TA = Seal tang height, in.

SLEGT = Seal leg thickness, in.

BS(I) Nominal bolt size, in.

BH(I) = Hole size, in.

BTA(I) Bolt tensile area, in. -

BWC(I) = Wrench clearance, in.
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BN = Number of bolte,

WGT App roximate weight of connector assembly up to and including hub

reinf',' rcement length, lb.

ILrTui Description for Program LRFDP

Ns the follow.r.g dec..:ripticn, the order of card input is I to 7, 8, 9a, etc.

Cards I to 3, Sarne as in IR'FDP

Card 4, Read 1021, AI, HUBII,

where

AI = Stub flange diameter input, in. If AI = 0. 00, then the program computes

the diameter.

HUBII, same as in IRF'DP.

Card 8a, Read i021, FCYC, FCYR.

FCYC = Compressive yield strength of flange material at minimum temperature,
psi.

FCYR = Compressive yield strength of flange material at room temperature, psi.

Card 9 - Card 33, Same as IRFDP

Card 33a, Read 1021, BCDI

BCDI = Bolt circle diameter input, in. If BCDI < 0. 000 then II = 0. 0 and
BNI = 0.0 (see Cards 30-31).

Card 33b - 33d

Read 1020, RU, AY, RSU, RCY, RE, RG, RYC, RYR

Read 1020, RCYC, RCYR

Read 1020, RTE, RCR, RRHO

RU = Ultimate tensile strength of ring material at maximum temperature, psi
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RY = Tensile yield strength of ring material at maximum temperature, psi

RSU = Ultimate shear strength cf ring material at maximum temperature. psi

RCY = Compressive yield strength of ring material at maximum temperature,
psi

RE = Young's modulus of elasticity for Ring material, psi

RG = Shear modulus for Ring material, psi

RYC = Tensile yield strength of ring material at minimum temperature, psi

RYR = Tensile yield strength of ring material at roomn temperature, psi

RCYC = Compressive yield strength of ring material at minimum temperature,

psi

RCYR = Compressive yield strength of ring material at room temperature, psi

RTE = Coefficient of thermal expansion for ring material, in. /°F

RCR = Ring material creep rate

RRHO = Density of ring material, lb/in. 3

Card 34, Same as in IRFDP.

Card 35, Read 1020, DTIC, DTZC, DT3C, DTIH, DT2H, DT3H

DTIC = Thermal gradient at minimum temperature from seal or tube to flange, F

DTZC = Thermal gradient at minimum temperature from flange to ring, F

DT3C = Thermal gradient at minimum temperature from ring to bolt, F

DTIH = Thermal gradient at maximum temperature from seal or tube to flange, F

DTZH = Thermal gradient at maximum temperature from flange to ring, F

DT3H = Thermal gradient at maximum temperature from ring to bolt, F.

Card 36, Same as in IRFDP.

Description of Output for LRFDP

As in program IRFDP, the input data is first printed out

The design output consists of the same sections as in IRFDP with a few additional

print-outs in the "stress for all conditions" section and in the "dimensions" section.
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In the stress section after the bolt tensile stress (BTS), the contact stress be-
tween the ring and the stub flange (SFB) is printed for all design conditions.

In the dimension section the following interpretations are made:

A = Outside diameter of stub flange, in.

B = Inside diameter of stub flange, in.

XT = Stub flange thickness, in.

ROD = Loose-ring outside diameter, in.

RID = Loose-ring inside diameter, in.

RFR = Ring fillet radius which fits in with the flange fiilet radius, in

The rest of the output interpretation is as described in IRFDP. The dimensions
fcr connectors with loose-ring flanges are shown in Figure B-4.

Designing an Integral Loosc.-Ring Connector

(1) Design a connector usii.g !RFDP

(2) Design a connectcr using LRFDP

(3) Select the maximum bolt circle diameter from Steps 1 and 2

(4) If the bolt circle diameter is maximum in Step 1, then run
Program LIFDP with the values as the input in Card 33a
(LRFDP). Also, the required number of bolts and the bolt index
are read in (Card 30-31) as obtainzd in Step 1.

(5) If bolt circ)e diamete.r is rn.aimum in Step 2, then run Program
IRFDP with this value as the input in Card 4 (IRFDP). Also,
the required number of bolts and the bolt index are read in
(Card 30-31) as obtained in Step 2.

(6) By using dimensions in Steps 1 and 4 or Steps 2 and 5, a
matching connector is obtained for an integral flange and a
loose-ring flange.

B
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PRO(sRAM IHFL)P (INPUTtOUTPUT*TAPE6OJlNPUT)
TYPE *4LAL LiT ,MSL.,KLCFLCOLsMP2.MC2,MO1 eNAl ,NA2,NA3
TYFt. NIAL NB3INb2,NB3,MO2,MO2PMOZNMP3,MO3,MPSMOSMO6,MC69

IMCTG66M,1Tbi~MO6LNP4O6HMO6HNMO7,MNMP6
TyPL Wt.AL F4SLI
TYPe. HeAL NWiT
TYPL HLAL KTF
DIMENSIUN kil#FI~B(SYW15)8(StT(SoWfS
UIMCNSION UAF(11:)

C TUBEf LOAL)-INPUT
1020 FORMAT (0-~10,0)
1021 FURMAT (df 10.4)
102? FORMAT c(iFID,9)
1023 FORMAT (211)
999 HEAL) 1~OtTSH1

IFILOF96O) 998,997
C TUNE (GEOMLTRY

997 HEAL) 10219TC.DL)TWI
C TUBE MATERIAL PROPER7IES

HEAL) 10209TUIYTF*TRTFR0
C FLAN6iL 5tOmETRY

RLAL) 1021,B(-D1,HU8II
HEAL) 1021*61OTWI
REAL) M!IoFF41,FSFI

C FLANGE MATERIAL PROPLPTIEjS
REAL) I0i09FUR
REAL) 1020,FUFYFSUFCYFEFGFYCFYR
REAL) 10229FRHoqFMUqFTE,FCR
RLA) 1021s (H(NNJ)9NNwjo8)
HEAL) 10211 (R(NN)qNNu9,11)
RLAL) 1020t iFF(NN)9NNwI,8)
REAL) 1020v (FF(NN)2NNu99,j)

C SEAL ciELME TRY
REAL) 1021*SOU1,SAD19SEL1,TA19TAOTWSLEGYI

C SEAL LOAL)S-INPUT
HEAL) 1Cn20,SLl9SSL19MSLI

C SEAL MATERIAL PROPERTIES
REAL) 1(20s5CYvStEESCYCSCYR9SYR
REAL) 10229STL

C BOLT OEUME TkY
REAL) 1(,2I9(bH(NN)9NNul98l
HEAL) 102Io(bH(NNqNNu9wI5)
HEAL? I021IpbWC(NNvNN=1l.8)
REAL) 102Iv(klWCENN),NNwi9,I5)
HEAL) I02Iv(8$(NN)9NNulo8)
HEAL) j021(BS(NN,~NNn9s15)
HEAL) lU21sIb7A(NN)qNNwlv8)
HEAL) 10Isib1,A(NN)9NNu9,l5)
HEAD 1r32Io(NWTINN)#NNm1,S)
HKAL) 02I9(NWTfNN),NNu9,15)
HEAL) 1021,(UAF(PJN),NNwj,8)
RLAL) jn21,(DAF(NN)%NN&9,15)

C HOLY INPUT
kLAL) 1O2391IIMAX.
REAt) 1O20,8N1

C BOLT MATERIAL PROPERTIES
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HLAO I02U98YL4E,8ut8YCr8YR
HL.AL)O 102HL, CRo9Rh'0

C SY!)TIM PHLSt)UkE AND YEMPEIRATURE.
HLAL) 100PPq~P1oMXT
REALJ I020f07CI90TC2*DTV1,DTH2
REAL) l02l9FS1*FS2qF,F¶

9020 FORMAT (8fUos0)
9021 FORMAT (80l0.4)
9022 FuRMAT (tP 10.8)
9023 FORMAT (1110)

PRINT 126
726 FORMAT(2bXv,~9HINPUT TO THlE DESIGN///ý

PkINT 202C
?020 FORMAT (1611 TUBE. LOAD-INPIIT)

I"NINT e0?1
2021 FORMAT (JA94HTBMiI)

PRINT 90210TLMI
PRINT 2000

2000 F-ORMAT (14H1 1UI~f. GEOMETRY)
PRINT 2001

2001 FORMAT (bx93HTOO,7Xv3HTWl)
PRINT 9021,TODTw1
PRINT 200?

2002 FORMAT (25H1 TUBE MATERIAL PROPERTIES)
PRINT 2003

2003 FORMAT (1X,2HTu,8X,2MTY,8X,2MT~,SX,2N4TRSX,4MT7rRO)
PRINT 902(0.1U9TY9TF9TRvTFR0
PRIN) 2004

200'. FORMAT (16H1 FLANGE GEOMETRY)
PkINT L'00-;

2005 FORMATt5Xq4HBCDIq5Xq5HHUBII)
PRINT 4021loBCU1,HUBII
PHINT dOO

800 FORMATl3X96tGIGOTWI)
PHINT 9021 oGlOTWI
PRINT 20J7

203r fURMATC6,x,31FRIq6x94HFSFI)
PRINT 90219fkIiFSF1
PRINT 2006

2006 FORMAT (27H1 FLANGE MATERIAL PROPERTIES)
PRINT 801

S01 FURMAT(6X93IIFUR)
PRINT 9020,FUR
PRINT 2007

2007 FORMAT (7A,K2HFU,8X,2HFYVX,3HFSU,1X,311VCYSK,2NFE.8X,2HF'GTM,
13HF%*? Xv3HFYR)
PRINT 902O,FU,FY,FSU,FCyFE.FG,~yCFYR
PRINT 2000ki

2008 fORMAT IbM94HFRHO,5K.311FMU,7)(,3MFTk,?X,3HFCR)
PRINT Y02?,FRHO9FNU9FTE9FCR
PRINT e009

2009 FURMAT (SA,4HH(1),6X,4HR(2).6X,4MR43),6X,4MR(4),6M,4HR(5),6X*

PRINT 9021,R(1),R(2),R(3),R(4),R(5),R(6)tR(T),R(S)
PRINT 2010

2010 POkMAT (hM4HR(4),5X,5MR(10),5XSHR(1l))



PRINT joejjR(9)eRN 10)9,R (1)
PRINT 2011

2011 FORMAT (4X,5HF(1),X,5HFF(Z),5X.5'lFF(3),sx,1MFF(4)s5X,5HrV(5)#5X9

PRINT 9020#F'(1),FF(2),FF(3),FF(4)oFF(5),FF(6),FF(7),FF(S)
PRINT 201?

2012 PORM4AT (AX, IfFFc9 4X9bMFF(I0),p4X,6HF~F(1?))
PRINT 9020,FF(9)#FF(l0)*FF~ll)
PRINT eoi13

2013 FORMAT 414H SLAL. GEOMETRY)
PRINT ?014

2014 FORMAT (SA,4I1SOId ,6XAMSIDI ,6X.ASEI.I 6X3HTA5*SX#NTAOTW,4X,6MSLE
1611)
PRINT 901,SOL)ISIoISELI-,,TAI1TAOT4,SLEGTI
PRINT e015

2015 FORMAT (1$M SEAL LOADS INPUTS)
PRINT 2016,

2016 FOMAT(5X,4kiRSL,4X,4HSSLI,4X,4NMSLI)
PRINT 902t5,RSL1,SSLIoMSLI
PRINT 2017

201? FORMAT (2514 SEAL MATERIAL PRGPERTIES)
PRINT 2018

2018 FORM4AT (7X,3HSCYT)(,3MSEE.6X,4HSCYC,6XK,4~jCYR9?M*3HSYR)
PRINT '9oZo*SCY§ EE9SCYC9SCYR*SYR
PRINT 2019

2019 FORMAT (3A93HSTE)
PRINT YOZ29STE
PRINr 202

202a FORMAT (14H BOLT GEOMETRY)
PRINT 4023

2023 FORMAT (4)k5Hi(l),5X,5HBH(2),5XBH(3),5K,5Ntsma(.4),5M5HBN(5),5X9
1%H0H(6) ,5AXbI*H(7) ,5Xv5MBH(8))
PkINT 90i!1,BHI1),W4H(2),8H(3),BM(A),BH(5),BH(6),bI4(T),8MESl)
PRINT Z02

2024 FORMAT (4X,5HBH(9),&X,6HBM,10),4X,6MBH(11),4X,6M8Nt1Z),4X,6H8H(13)
I,4XvbHdH(14) ,4X,6HqH(15))
PRINT 9021,BH(9),BM(10),6H(11),8H(12),8M(13),BH(14),8H(15)
PRINT 20a5

2025 FORMAT (4X,6HBWCI1),4X,6HBWCC2),4X,6HBWC(3),4X,6H8WC(4),4X,6MIOWC(5
1) ,4X,6HbWC(b) ,AX,6H8WC(7) ,4XobHBWC(8fl
PRINI 9021,8WC(1e*WC(2),8WC(3),BWC(4),BWC(5),BWC(6),BWC(7),BWC(8B)
PRINT 20eb

2026 FORMAT (4A9bHBWC(9),3XoHRWC(10),3X,?NBWC(11),3XTNBWC(12),3Xo
17NBWC(13),3X,?NbwC(14I,3X,7H8WC(15))
PRINT 9021,BWC(9),SWC(10),BWC(11),BWC(12),BWC(13),BWC(14),SWC(15)
PRINT 2027

2027 FORMAT (5X,5HLtiS(1),5MXbt4BS(2),5X,5MBS(3),5X,5NSS(4),5X,5MBS(5),5X,
I511s56) ,5X95H8S (7) ,SXv5H8SS))
PRINT 9021,BS(1),DS(2),BS(3),BS(4),BS(5),BS(6.,B1S(T),BS(S)
PRINT iW026

2028 FORMAT (b)ASHBS(9),4X,6HBS(l0),4X,6NBS(l1),4X,6MBS(12)o4X,6MSS(13)

PRINT 4021985(9,,BS(10),BSt11),BS(12),BS(13),BS(l4),8S(15)
PRINT 2029

a029 FORMAT A,6XobHTACn,*4X,6BTA(?),4X,6HBTA(3,#4Xo6HBA(4),4X,6HBTA(5
l),4,b~bIA(6),A)x,6MkITA(7)oAX,6NmiTA(S))

L 
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PRINT 9O21d(TA(1),BTA(298TA(3;,BTA(4).STA(5~wSTA(6),B3TA(7),.TA(s)
PkINT 2030

2oJ0 FORMAT (4A.6HHTA(9),3)(,TMBTA(10),3X,7M8TA(ll),3X,7NBTA(12),3Xe7IlST
IA(13 ),3X,7MbTA(14),3X,7H8TA(IS))
PHINT 9021,BTA(9),BTA(10),BTA(11).BTA(12),BTA(13),BIA(14)oBTA(I5)
PRINT 2053

2053 FORMAT (4X,6HNWT(1),4XK,6NNWT(2),4X,6HNWT(3),4X,6MNWT(4),4X,6HNWT(g
1),4X,6H-NWT (6) ,4X,6HNWT(7) ,4X,6,*AWT(8))
PHINi 9 021,NWTc1),NWT(2),NN1T(3,sNWT(4),NWT(5),NWT(6),NWTc7),NWT(g)
PRINt 2054

2054 FORMAT (AA,6HNWT(9),3XTHNWT(10),3Xt?HNWT(11),3X,7MNWT(12),3X,7MNW
iT (13 ,JA.,?INWT 14) ,3X7MNWT (15))
PkINT 902lNWT(9,NWT(10),NWT(11),NWT(12),NWT(13),NWT(14),NWT(15)
PRINT 2038

2039 FORMAT(4X,6HDAF(1),4iX,6HDAF(2),4X,6HDAF(3),4Xe6MDAF(4),,E,6NOAF(S)
1,4X~trnLAF(6),4X,6HDAF(7),AX,6HDAF(e))
PRINT 9021,DAF(l),DAF(2),DAF(3),DAF(.),DAF(5),DAF(6),DAF(7),DAV(s)
PRINT 2039

2039 FORMAT(44X6HDAF(9),3X,7NDAF(1O),3X,7NDAF(11),3X*yMDAF(12),3X9yNOAF

PI'INI 902,oUAFH9),OAF(10),D)AF(11),DAF(12),oAF(13)9DA~fi4),DAp(j5)
PAINT 2050

2050 FORMAT (11H BOLT INPUT)
PRINT 2051

20SI FORMAT (8X92HII93x,4HIMAX)
PRINT 9023vlIvIMAX
PRINT 2052

2054 FORMAT (6X,3HUNI)
PRINT 90219BNI
PRINT 2031

2031 FORMAT (25H BOLT MATERIAL PROPERTIES)
PkINT 2032

2032 FORMAT (8A,2MBY,8X,2tgBEBXZ,48U,?X,3HYC,7X,3MSYR)
PRINT 90Z0ip8YB.*lU9BYC9HYH
PRINT 2033

2033 FORMAT (bX,3H8TE,?K,3H8CRs6Xo4HBRHO)
PRINT' 902etbTE*BCR,8RHO
PRINT 2034

2034 FORMAT (32H SYSTEM PRESSURE AND TEMPERATURE)
PRINT Z035

2035 FORMAT (9X,1NP,9X,2MPP,8X,2HPB,?X,3HPIM.6X,4HTMAX,6X,4HMI~NI
PRINT 90209PtPPPB9PIMvTMAXvTMIN
PRINT 2055

2055 FORMAT (bA,4HUTC1,6X,4tiDTC2,6X,4HOTN1,6x,4HDTM2)
PRINT 90Z0tUTClsUTC29OTH1.DTM2
PRINT 2036

2036 FORMAT 7IX,3HFSI,7x93HFS2,TX93HFS3)
PRINT 9021tfSlFS2,FS3
IKOUNT .0

C TUE3E CALCULATIONS TUBE WALL oTUSE SENDING mOMENTTUSE BENDING STRESS
Tw2wl* 1.PP*TOU/(,*T,**8PP)
Tw3ZI,1.PO*TOD/(2**Tu..8.PB)
IF(TFRO *~LJo 0,0) GO TO 16
TW4a1.1*P1M*TOD/(2.*TFR0..8ePIM)
(ýO TuI'l)l

16 TW4*Tw3
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ii CoNTINuE

I TWuTW1
GO TO 3

2 TWuI4AXIF(TW2vlW39TW4)
3 W03*1416*(TOU*04-ITOO-2,*TW)04)/(32o*TOU;

IF(YdMI ,LQo 0,001)S,4
4 TbMmTd3M1

30 TO 6
5 T8M~wW.q6667*TY

TOM3UW* .8*TR
Them~uw*.5TF
'b't4SviN1I TBM29T9P439T8M4)

Tum~b0,%TQo39) .. 3
TbmSPINjF (T8V59Tam6)

6 TBS&TB'4/W
P103,1416
I(TOO-3*0) 26,2b,2?

26 BLoU.5*TaSPIO(TOO.TW)OTWO(e5*.S(TOD/30))
GaO To 33

27 dLOio5%TtJS*Pl*(TOD.TW)*TW
33 8LýaMA~1FI8LOSSLI*PZ*TOO)

IF (TOQ-3 0) 609e60, 61
60 131

GO TO 62
61 132
62 XT=3,*Tbd

G0=TW
IF ( 001-HUBI I)64.63963

63 G1.1.2b*TW
GO TO 65

64 GjwtU.MUdII
65 98TOO-2.*TW

If (*00l.FHI)700,7019701
700 FRaFKI

GO To 702
701 IF(TOD-4.703,703,704
T03 FR*O*125

GO TO 702
704 IF(T008,)70S970S,7O6
705 FRoO918iS

60 TO 102
706 IF(TOD.12,.)7079707,?08
107 FR*0.e2S

GO To 702
708 FRoO,3125
10? CONTLNUE

SLE(iu0. 1.0.012*T0D
SJ~s(1OD-2**TW? .2..SLEO'0*15

14 'AnTAOTW'Tw
15 $OD3S1U*2**TA*2*SLEG

303S1DOP.OTA
SLEGI lsRSLI*(SOU/D3)/SCYR
SLE,;T~no.04.AO,001*P**0,5*TOU)/l1?.O
SLEiiT*MAAIF (SLEGTI ,SLCGT2')



TARSL=NSLI# (SOD/03) -SCYR* (SOD.3OOD03'D3) *SLEGT/ (SOO*SOD)
SELx2eORSL1/fSCYR*AL00(V/SXD3)
SXwStL/2.
LT=SL.L/TA

18 IF(4.O-LT)119*l2S
19 TA=TA4.005

Go.TO 10
25 LF(*00ISOUl)32%3Z?,28
32 jOUx5OD)I

SELxSLLI
TArcTA I
SLE0TzSLE6Tl
5XmSLL/2o

C LOAL) CALCULATIONS
28 MSLmMSLl*PI*SOD

C PRELIMINARY HOLT CALCULATION
101 IF(1-Ir4AX) 1O89i0099100 9

1009 P~RINT 1010
1010 FORMAT (39#36HBOLT REQUIRED NOT AVAILABLE IN TABLE)

GO TU '999
108 HU8XxG1-TW

a8(.DlxS0U.2e.( SLEGT*6.O*RSLI*FS1/FY)**.5) .8H(I)
adC)29SUU4Z.4'(RSLI*FS1/FSU) .HH(t)
8CDJzTUD~bWC (I; .2.*Hu81
de(U4u2.*(.0b0*TOD*.OOT5)*SOD*13H(!)
83CUbxTUD*2 .*HUBI *2*.FR4OýAF(tI)
BCDSsMAX1F IBCD1.bCDZ9eCO3,BC04,BCD6)

*110 lF dCU5-8LUI) 1129112olOOS
1005 PI~RNT 1006
1006 FORMAT (iXt32hBCD INPUT SMALLEIV THAN ALLOWABLE)

bNtdNI

tio To 114
113 dCDx*CU5

IHNudCU*PI/BWC (I)
NIbmWN/2.

H2s (2,*HCU-A-8) /4.
H3* (A-*-Z* TA) /4.
H4u((AR)/4.)-(1./3.)*(50OO*24SOD*8*U**2)/(SOD*B)

c FLANOL SILL CALCULATiON
201 CONTINUE

Hr 0 o (t*(-0) **o
Huu (bCU-diG0) /?.

TuC((*K)*(1.0.8.55246OALOGIO(K K))uO)/((1.0'YOZ0194480*KK)'(K-1.
1))

S(1 ./ (K-1*) ) (.6684'S.7 17b ( (KI) OALOGIO (K) /(K'00-1 )))



LCEmF/'1O
LCD. (U/V) *tO*6O**2

202 Lu(XT*LCE*1.)/T*(XT**3)/LCU
SEnu0.5* (GI.+6D)

C2u(39/ (1.-FMU**2))**,5

C4u((14..(1.-FMue.2))e*.2S)/(2,*(1.wrMU**2))
bETAO(3.*(1.-FMU*02)/((((T0D/2.)4GE G)0)2ý(GE)*02))00,25

MOP. (B*GE.) ** .
GAMMA.(Gt.*(FMU.Z)4(1,.C3*XT/HOP) )/(1.,(C4*9*GE*3*(FMU*Z)/(MOP*XTO
103)0 * C3*XT/MOPfl)
DTwFEO(,E**3/ (129* 1 .-FMU**2))
VF=Ft.*.T**3/(12o*(1.wFMU**Z))

AT. (P1/4.)*~(TOD*02-e..2)
ZN.PX*( (TOUZ.*GO.*2.*G1) *4-(TODZvTW) **4)/ (32e*(TOO-2,*GO42.0G1)

1)
AHu(((TOU.2.*GO.2.*G1)**2-(TODW2.*GO)**2)*PI/4.)

C DEFLECT ION RATES
ObAS- (SA) /(SEE*Pl* 8.TA *TA)
USRm-t8*TA) /Q(Z*PI*SEL*TA*SEE)

UFRs ( 91*V) /(LHONOOO*'2*FE)
OFA.-DFN* (H2.i13) **2- iS (2.*PZ*FG*XT) ) ALOG (BCD/ (B.TA))

1-(XT)/4 (PI/4.)* (8CO**2-B*02)*FE)
RAT LUmA/TOD
IF(RATIO *LE. 1.1)711,712

711 KTFm0.i79*(UTOD/FR)**.b)**9I4
GO To 711

712 IF(RATIO mLEe 1.2)713,714
713 KTw0,202*((TOD/FR)0*@S)*,86

Go TU /I"
714 IFHATIO *LE* 1&571l5t716
71S KTFuO.233*(TOD/FR)Q*.S)#.79

00 TO 118
716 KTFu0e?8R*((TOD/FR)*.5S)*.69
718 CONTINUE

C LOAL) CALCUDLATIO14S CONDITION 1 AND e

P~uP
THMIsO.

MP2?,((LOHl1O*G*2*F~E)/(.91*V) )*'ýC**0.2.GAMMA*P2/(XT*(XT**2,C2*GEG6
1AMMAH))

I'A26P2' (PI/44 * (8.02)
FPL 1.0.
FPL2*P?* (P1/4.)*~(SODO**-B**?)
RSL1.RSLI*P1*5Ou



MU~s-HSLj*XT/2. .BLl*M2*SL 1*H3
MC2UM1IN1F ((L*G1**2*(BTWI *FE*FCR) *(MOI*FE*FCR/FYRD)

C STRLSS CALC~iLATION CONDITION 1
310 SHa(4dL1OH2*SL18H3)/(L*G10*2*i4GO6)))
311 S~1NL*T)(*1**),~l

SRuMO1.1,*333.XT.LCE.olt)/L*XT*.2.(8.G0))
STzMUI* (Y/ (XT**2*S ) -Z*SR

SPAsc.)
SCEAIý0.

FSSaoLI/ TOU'ýPI*XT)
SSCxSLI/(U(8.2,O1Al**2-8**2)OPI/4,)
HTSz8L1/(B4N*BTA U))

414 IF(o01l-dNI)3I4,314,313
313 InI.1

G~v TO 101
314 IF (SR-F VR/FSI)31593I5,302
315 l(T-FYH/FS1)3jbv3169302
316 IF (F-SS-FSU/FSI)3I7,317#302
311 If (SSC-SCYR/FS1)33093309619
619 P'RINT b20

620 FORMAT (JX#18M SSC EXCLEDS LIMIT)
330 XAla-$H*Sb*SPROSPA*SRS

xA2z-SCEA*SR
AA38ST
NA 1=:-SH-Sb*SPR+SPA,bSRS
NA2U-SCEA' SR
NA 32ST
E.XA.70711'( (XAI-XA2)O0*2.()A2-XA3)**24.(XA3..XAI)*OZ)**95

EA AtAMAlAkb5(EXA)sA8S(ENA3)
IF (tPYk/f S 1) 352 o352,v302

352 Xb1E*Sh*Sts-SPR+SPA-SRS
Xb2u-SCEH*SR

Nb1 U.5H Sk-SPH*SPA-SRS
NH22-$LF8*~SR
Nb3=ST

Lb=AMA~1 (AUS(Ex3) ,ABS(LNB))
1I (E8-FYk/FSI)36Zi,3629302

402 IF(H1U81I 9LTe 0.00018029302
$02 IF(,I1O~wI .LT. 0,001)6049803

I03 WI /J ei GIOTWI)3029,$04

804 UtB1ub10O.O5
AT=AT -0 * U 3
(d) lv 108

302 XTUXI*.01S

1003 PRINT 1004

H - I2



1004 FOHMAT (JAIltIF!ANGE TV4ICKNESS ExrEES ?,,*TOO)
GO To 999

850 XTaPXT*.015
KOLJN 1urKUNT+I
IP(KOJNT *Lk,. 5)86Ow202

860 IF(Cpl .qTo 1a75*Tw)GS5h202
851 G1=51-0.005

620 to 108
C LOAU AND HMLMNT C'ALCULATIUN FOR CONDITION 2

362 TL2wFA4-,TeS*AT
Q2 1*u-ýA2-ýI' L2 -THSOAT
Q~2? (Pe*pI*b*Sx) *XT/2,-FPL2*H4-PMP2.MC2-TL2*x5

1I*PE)
Q24--Q21*obA, (DUA-DSA) '8CR* (XT.SX) / (LVBADSAý
QJ25x9FA/( CW8A-USA)*(H2#H3~)

W?7m-D9R*XT/ (2 .*DSRU
u28A1 *4Q27* (XT/?9. .Q25* (H2H3)

MU2xMOI-QJ29/Q28
SL 2 .SLI-u 2 4-(Q2qQ26s .Q2S
fr4L2aRSLI-(V?'9/Q28)*Q27-Q23/DSR
bL~wbL1-Q?4-(Q29/oQ2Qj*Q2S-Q21
IP(SL2-MbL) 3 ,332.33

331 bL~x1.GI*bIJL
OU(. TO III

332 Q1l~u-FPL2-FA?2-TBS*AT
U221'a (P2*'P'I *SX) *XT/2.-FPL2OH4-MP2wTL2*M5

Q2 4 Pm-2IP*DbA, (DBA-OSA)
QU?5'PAO A/ ( (UtA -DSA) *(H2*H3))

26PmeM~*Q?1P*Q22P
(J27Pn-0)INXT/ (2,*DSR)
Q28RI.E1* Q27P* IXT/2. ) .25P* tg2,143)
29Pu.(O2JP/D5R),*()T/2.),O26PQ24P*(H2.M3)

mcO2fpwmu (j-2Yp/Q'.8p
SL2FsSLI-Q?4P- 029P/Q20P) *Q25P
RSL2P=ubL1- (Q29P/QZ8P) *Q2?P-u,ý23P/DSR
BLP6 -2P(029P/028P) *(25P-Q21P
Q?21Mx-FPL?-FA2+7'6S*AT
Q~e2mu(P?*P'I*B*Sx) .XT/2.-FPL2*H4-MPd.N5*(FA2-TOSSAT)

1*IýE)
,*?4Mm-J21M*L)A/ (UB^&-0S#)
(Qii5MuUýA/l(U8A-PSA) * (He*3))
QJ?bM.H 2 *QJI M&02 2M
W'e7Hrm-U*ROXT/ (2.*L)SR)

29M3-(WeJM/USk)*(XT/2.).Q2%j4*u24M*(H2*M3)
MO2'i-M,) 1-t29;1/U28m
SL2M=SL-LW24.M--(Q?9M/028M4) .(SM
HS>LemzHSLI- (OQ9M/Qe8M *027M-Q23m/DSR
8L?P438L1-(24M-- 29h4/Q28M)*O2SM-O21M

C SIRLSS CALCULATIONS CONDITION 2



SH2?Mx HLeM*k.F'PL.2*M4. CFA2-T4HS*AT) K*KSL2M.NJ)/ (LO61**2' (1*40

Sk 2PuMI. 2 / P*Gk33*xT2 C*(IG0)/(*T*088

SH2MIMU2P* (1 ,333*xr.LCE.1, / (L*XT**2* (B*GO))

ST2P=MUP*(Y/(XT**2*t3) )-ZSR2P
51 2MW-MO?M C Y/ (AT**28) ) -*SR2m

F5S2utCL2P/ (TwoD*PloXT)
SSC2WS$L.2m/( C(t,2,tTAI#*2-B**2)*PI/4.)
6TSePzriL2P/ (8TA(1 )*(N)
S(tITS~?P-tby/F52)344o344#415

'15 'F(.001-t3NI) 3 4 4#344q 3 I3

344 lPCSmP-lY/FSl)3459.34593O2
345 lF (ST2P-FY/I-S1)346*346,302
346~ If (FbSg?-SU/FS1)347t3479302
347 IFCS5C?'-SLY/FS1)34843489621
621 P.RINT b~i
62e FORMAT (4X#19H SSC2 EXCEEDS LIMIT)
348 XA1S-52P+B2+SPH?.SPA2#SRS2P

A A 2-SCE A 2+SR2 P
XA3%STeP
NAI=-St12MS52+SPH24 SPA2*SRS2M
NAC~x-SCIA2+5k2M
NA3=ST~?M
ExA * tO C *(XAI-XA2) 0*2 ( XA2-XA3) 02*2(XA3-)XA1) *2) ** .

LNA2=sO/11( (NAI-NA2) 0*?, (NA2-NA3 *2. INA3-NAI)0*2) 00@5
XA1=AA1-SPA2

NA 19~NA Ibo

IFCAcS(AAl)hAbS(NA1))6O2@6O2@6OI
602 CMAX2AzNAI

CMINeA:XA 1
60 TO t)03

601 CMAX?AaXAI
CMI NeANA I

603 t.A=AMAXI(AbS(LXA2)qAaS(ENA2))

1352 LALTAz (CMAX2A-CMIN2Ai/2.
CMNeA= (CMAX.?A'CM:N2A) /2.
FALlA=CALT2A*FiF I
SAL T~eAm AL.T A
SMNeA=z.MNA

SCHPKAzAbiS CMN2A-SALT2A)

Iý(!CHN2A .6iT. FU)4029305
do'D IF(SCHN2A-FY)83Obqb606807f
807l IF CAtS(SALT,2A) -FY',808%8080309

(yo l0 806

k,06 SmAX2A~bHNA*4ALT2A
SM INeAxlSMN'2A-SALT?A



kC 1 SMIN8±A/SP~AX2A
Mir,

13 5 0 M=M~l

1351 PýFC'AB( (R(M)NHC1)/(R(4)-R(M-.I))j*(FFCM)-F(M-s1)),FFIM..1)
ý,cj To Fool

7000 FIýC2A=I1(M)
700 CON T INUE

IF(AtiS(SMAXA)-FIC2A)136391363,40?
1363 X8IS~cP+5H-SPR2#SPA2..SRS2P

J'Jd3*STeP
Na1SHeMSB2SpPj.ý+SPA?-SRS2M
N823-CEd2+SHWM

E2b=AMAAI (AbS(EXB2) A8S(ENB2))
XAia~Adi-SPrA2
NiaINBI-SPAe
1ý tLb-ý y/FSI) 120 ,i20 302

720 IFtA8S(Xa1?)-ABS(Ne1)I)5605,6S6o4
605 CM~A2H=NEI1

CMI1~4 2 tU X d
(WO TU 13t4

604 CMAX26sxd1
CM I N,2uNti1

136? CALTdtjZ(CMAX28-CMIN28)/2.
CMN~dm(LMAX28*CHIN2B) /2*
FALI2H=CALY2?'1*FSF i
SAL T~diIkALT2Li*PTF
SMN26=CMNdH*KTF
5LHK282At3S (SMN2kI.SALT2B)
19' StLMK2lj.G1. FU)402,810

810 l(!aCHWK2t-9'Y)8lIIjq81182
812 J9'(AHS(SALT28)-VY)B1398139814
813 SMN~d=9Y-SALT2B

(4o To "11i
8314 SMNeuao.
811 SMA-*?Hz!:MN?b +SAL T2,

SM1N~bzSMNeHi.SALT2b
HL?mSm INe U/SMAx?,'
m=0

1360) MuM+1
IFHk(ý2-R M) )1361, 1002, 1360

1361 9'9Ceu=1 Ntm .RC2)/,RHM'ý-R~iH-1)*CFF(M)-FF(M-1U H.FF(r4l)I
L'o 10 r003

7003 CONTINUE
I1 AJS(SMAM~b-FcB)3t10i,380,4O?

C LUAU CALCUJLATIONS CONOUXION 3
380 13xPP

TbMitO.

IL3=F'AA



MIP3 a( (1. 1*H(,(O**2@F'E) (a 91*V) * ).C.I *13*BAMMA*P,3/ (XT* (Xr..?.C2*GE*G
IAMMM) ))
QJi ~I =-LJ-i"L.3

I '-L)
U:4c-QJj44VI1/ (D8A-LJSA)

U35 zýA / ( 'A4A SA) * i H2 +H3)
WL36=H2?*Qi1U32
W3j*lz-pý*AT/ (?,*SR)

(J =lU2U*AT/2*-Q35*~(H2*H3)
UJ9=-(w433/QSN1*(XT/2.) +Q36.(034*(H2,M3)
MO3=MO~ -Q39/Q38
SL3=SLl-w34-(4Q3q/Q38) .U35
HSL-iZNSLI (039/0)38) *Q4 7-Q33 /OSR
bL3oLI -Q34-(0J39/Q38o*Q35-GQ3l
I11 (bi M!S,.) 33 1 *390 o390

C STPLS)S CALLULATION-i CONDITION 3
390 SH3=(8L3*MH?.SL3*H3,FPL3*H4,TL3*H6)/(L*G1.*2*(8,GO))

SPAN=zA.3/ALH 42*8G)

SCEt63=0.
!-CýLAJ.=P3
SR3=MOJ*(1.333*XT*LCE*1.)/(L*XTO***48.G0))
S73=M03* (Y/ (X7**2,3) ) -Z'*SR3
FSS=HML3/ C rD*P1~xT)
SSCSzSL3/(C( (d.2.*TA) **2-B**2) PI/4.)
bJSJ~eL3/C8TA (I)*BN)

416 Iý(.0O1-HNI)2344o2344v313
2344 IP3ýW-PY/ý51la31592315,302
2315~ ifCbT3-FY/FSl)?316*23169302
2316 IF( Si-,Su)/fSfl23J ,fti317,3O2
2311 lý()C-S3-S(,Y/FSI)23309243o0b23
6?3 pk;NJ h24

624 FORHAT(3j91,1H SSC3 EXCEEiDS LIMIT)
2330 XAI=-Sr13 .SH4.SPP3+SPA 3 *SRS3

AKA3=ST
NAl -Si3~-SH3.SPR3*SIPA3.SRS3
NA?=-SLtA30!SfU
NA3=cT .4

tNA-i.1Gf~O11*'HN I-NA2)102.(NA?-NA3)**2tNA3-NAI1'*2)**,5S
LA=AmAAlCAHSAEx#3)qA8S(ENA3))
II ( A ýY/1 SI) 2363, 30?, 302

?363 tl:HzBSN.A3SS

.'Ht3zST I

Nb3=ST 4



EkbuAMAAI (ABIS(I'*X3) ,AUS(ENB3))

C LUAUi CALCULAl iONS CONDITION
2373 P4zdP5

FPL4&P4.tpI/4%) O(SQD**2-s**2)

UL4=FIJA4+A

C STRE.SS CALCULATIUN FOR CONDITION 4
tbTS4w8L4/ (BIA (1) *jN)
IPW.s4-TSU/FS?)4344j,43'4,4i7

417 If(m.OO1-dNI)4344v4344q313
C LUAUI CALCULATION CONDITION 5
4344 Pb=FIM

I L5wF A17
MF5 ( (L*MU*(iO**2*FE) IC 91*V) ) *(Ci*B0*2*GAMMiA*P5/ (XT* (XT**2*C2*GE.G

IAWMiA) 3))

Jb2=-FV)LS*H4-MPS, P5*PI.R*5X)*)XT/2..7L5*H5

U54=-Q51*UtiA/ (DBA-OSA)
Q553L* A/ (Ul3A-USA) *(H2*M3)i

U5b1..DFH*AT/ (2.*L)SR)
U5b891 * *c7* (XT/2 ) -Q55' (I4*H3)
Ub9x-((J5J/V5R)O(XT/Z., .Q56'Q54*(H2*I93)
MOSsE'1I -W59/U58
SLbzý#L I ..J54- ((J9/Q58 *Q55
HSL5=WSLlI"(Q59/O58) *Q57-QS3/DSR
vL5zbJLl-Ub4- f59/Q58) *Q55-(jS1
l lSL5-MSL)331v5390t5390

5390 SH5x(dL5*'12.SL5*H3.FPLb*H4.TL5*N6)/(L*G)**2*(B.GO))

SPAt)=F A5/AH

SCEA~sO5

SHb2mO5* '1 333.ATeLCE. o )/i L'X) 1*218.GO))
51baMO`)*(Y/(XT.*2*8) )-Z*SR5
F SSt~mtiL5/ (TUt)*PJI*xT)
SSCt~sSL5/U(((.2,*TA)**?-BO02)"PI/4.)
k6TS5ujL5/ (8TA (I)*P~

418 Uc(.ULII-NI)5344,v,344,313

5316 L9P(P*SSk-dSU/FSI)b~l?,53i-79302

626 FORMAT (x19H 5SCSC EXCEEDS LIHIT)
5330 ShIlaSt



XSlx-S~t*d+P5*P5S

AA~z-SCt:A!:?Skb
XA3xSTb
NA1Z-S511-S81 'SPRfi SPAI .SRSI
NA2=-S(~.EA1 +5R1
NA3=ST I
E.KAbu, i'0(1 A*'( (JAI-XA2) 0*2.(XA2-XA3) **2S (XA3-XA ) **Z)*Oe5
LNAh=.ZO 10r * (NA) .NA2) **2 (NA2-NA3J 0*2* (NA3-NA1I *2) *~*5
IF(AdS(xAU-AIS(NAI))56029,~60Z,5601

5602 CMAX5A=NAI
CMINtA~xA I
60 TO 5bb3

5601 CMAXA=XzAI
CM1NbA:NAI

5603 LAzAMAA~ (A8S(EXA5),A8S(ENA5))
IF (LA-PYW/FSI)5352q53SZ,302

5352 CAL~bA= (CMAxbA-CMIN5A) /2.
CMN$A=(CMAX5A*CMIN5A) /2.
VALThA=LAL TSA
SALT rA=Iý AL T5A
bMNSA=CMN5A
SCHK!bAzAIS (SMN5A*SALT5A)
19 (5CHKSA o.jT4 FUR)85O,815

$15IP SCI1~bk.-TYR)81b,816,817
817 Jý (ABS(SAL-15A)-FY)818*8189819
818 SMNSA=ý IN-SALT5A

GU TO 81~6
819 SMN!:P AzU
816 5MAAt)A=5MN5A+SALT5A

SMI N5AzSMN5A-SALT5A
R(.1 SMINSA/SMAX5A
Mr.0

5350 MZM.l
JF(RL1-H(M))5351v7004#5350

7005 CUNT.INUk
Il (A8S(SMAX5A) -F FC5AI 5363,5363,850

5363 Xbj1SH+S~b-SPH5*SPA5-SRS5

XbJZST,)
Nh114SM1-SHI-SPR1 *SPAI-SRS1
Nb?=-SCF.rH1#5.RI

Ll~dt).(0111*((N8I-N82)**2.(N832-NB3J*e2.INB3-N81)e*2)0**.5
EH=AMAAI(AfiS(tXHL),A8S(ENH5))



121 (Ai~~ -AbS(N(N BI)565b0,5605*5604
5jbOt) CM A A tobz Nl

ILU To sjbi
5604 LMAA58-XOI1

536 LAL T5H (CMAX5bP-CM1NI56) /2
LMN:ti= kMA~bb*~CMIN5b' /i?*

SAL I 1= ALT~b*K7F
SMNt)8LMN5H*K~TF
SC.HK56A85S(SMN5FB.SAL75H-)
1ý SC'm:5bt .GT. F'UR)U509820

s420 U (hC b\5-FYkh8L1,a,82q22
042 U (AoS(SALT~i)-FYR)8239823t824

823 SMN~bzýYH-SALT5o
(,Pu TO 821

824 $Mtqto=o 9
$21 SMA~tbt~SMNSb*SALT58

SM IN!5zbMNbt3-SALT5,i
HC2xSM IN5ti/SMAX5b3

5360 M=M.,
IF(RfC2-kR(MI))36jt70O6ub360

5361 ýk'b(HM-C)(~)RM1))*Fi)F(-)*~M1
bu To o00i

7007 CUNTINUE.
jl (AaS(SiAX~b3)-pýFC5B)503,S403,850

C LOAJ CAL.CULATIONS CONDITION 6 COLDo,
5403 IPbxP

iA6xwb* (w*i/4.)*te*2
PPLb=Pbe Ij1/4 ) * (SOD *?8o*2)
1L6=FAb. .b*ltHS*AT
MI'6= I(L*ý4U*di0**2*FE) / ( 9l1V)* C1.b*a2oGAMMM.Pb/(XT(At, *"e4C2eGL.S
IAMMAM)
M~haMC2

I (UTfL*cI..t.LIAaXT)

l(UTrlfl*(1.*bFTA*AT)
MHTt-v6z-MMthlb

TMINe=TM1N+DTC1
IMINjr-4-TMIN*0I)C2+1)TCI
IMAAI=IMAX
T MA A ~z1MA~- UT H

fMAXJ=AMAX.-OTH?-U)THI

U6? z(6PI*OX XT2 4Pb vt-t-4CoMCT~66-TL6*H5

wbbSLxLaA/((H?*H~t3)0( U6A-OSA)i
Ut6L=H2*UbIC+Q6bdC



U67Cz=t4'N*XT/ (2.*DSH)

mu6=mo I-L469(/U6sC
SL6=SL i-Qb4L-(Q69C/Q68C) *Ub5C
RSL6=N~ILIl (QEyC/Q68C) *{67C-.Q63C/DSH
dL6=ULI-wb4C- (069C/0601C) (.Jb5c-Q61C
Iiý(SLf6-MS1-331,6390o6390

6390 Qb1CN=-TL6-FPL.6
fa6?(;iq (Pb*pX*tL*Sx) *XT/2.-FIPL6*t.4-MP6.MCTG6-TL6*H5

U64(..N=I (-(4,CN*DUIA)/(Ug3A-DSA) *(BTE*(TM1N3-7O.O)*(SX.XT)..STE*SXOIr

Ub~5C.N=UFA/ ((H2+H3)*a(DHA-OSA))
~b6CN=1 i?*U6 CN*Q62CN

(U67LN~rUFR*XT/(2s*0SR)
(U68LN:ý i , .u&7CN4*(XT/?. )-~Q65CN* (H2.M3)
U69CýN=-IbJCN/USR)*(XT/2.) Q6N04C*m*3
MU(6LN=MQ1 -(b9CN/(J68CN
SLbCN='L I-U64CN- CU69CN/Q6RCN) *Q65CN
R'SLb(LN'N-Rd k- ((69C;N/Q68CN)*UJh7CN-063CN/DSR

6 L6CN=bjLI-Utb4CN- tLi9CN/QbsCN) Oe65CN-Q61CN
C 13TESS (.,ALCkuLATX0N CONDITION~ 6 COLD

SH5bLN=(NbL6(.N*XT/~2.)/(L*G1**2*(8.(,O))
5P~bbN=MPb/ (L.01**20 18GO))
SCGbLN=MCTib/ (L*6j'0 24( H.GO))
S8W,(L= ,5* r1jM/LIA
SPAbCNI' Ab/AH
5CE'bbco.

S C.EA 6 r. =P6

I- )Sb(CN=8L&CN/(T~b.Pi.*XT)

ii I P ObC.N-ý Y(./F S I ) 6315 o6 315 v302
6,1P iý 1) T6kN-P YC/ P S I )6316 96316v 3 2

xie -~ Ab +PA



1i) 63 11, 637 It 3fl2
C LOAL) CAL-tLJLATIONS CONDITION 6 HOT
6371 Ub~r1=-lL6-FVLb

LJbrII0VA/ t(M2.H3) *(USA-OSA))
Ub6H=He*U6 1H1C62?H

ý-b 1=-(4iS.ti/USW)(XT/2.)*(Jbb,4*Q64H*IH2#H3)
406m=ZMo)I -U6'0H/Qb8H

ISHMSt I -U64VI- (Ob9t1/068H) *U6bH
K bI1=N!ýI- ((Db9H/Qj68H) 0Q67H-063H/tJSR

R 'LbH~L1-Gib44H- ((4b9r1/Qb8H) *Ub5H-Q61M
' ESL6"1-H>L) 331,8390,6390

b,.90 r1N=-IL6..PL6

l3N=(P6*b*(BTA))/(4.*TA*SEE)..(P6eb*((*4B3/2.))/(4e*U(AmS)/2.)*F
1L)-UTLo(IMAX-7O.0)(834TA)/2.eoSTE*(TMAX1.70.O)0(B*TA)/2,

1iMAXI-7fl.U)-IýTL*XT*(Tp4Ax2-?0.0) )/(DUA.-USA)

lJb6H9N~i2*Ub1 IHN#U62HN
(JbT'N=-(frNXT/ (2.*DSR)
(Jb8rNzI .*t67HN4*(AT/2,) -Q6'SCN*(H2'H3)
U69I1N=- (Lb3H1N/USR) * (T/2.) *(66HN.064HN* (H2.H3)
MU6I1N=i4Oi -(69HN/UbHNN
SLbH-N=ýsL1-t4b4HN- (Q69HN/06RHN) *065HN
HSLbriN=HSLI -(U6qHN/C6BHN) *U6b4N-Q63HN/OSR
8LbHlN=ý1L1-(Th4?N-(Q69HN/Q64HN) *Q65HN..Q61HN

C SYHL!.,S CALULATION CONDITION 6 HUT
SH6dN=(RLbHN4*H2.SL6HN.H3,FPL6*H6,TLý6*H6)/(L*G1e*2*(B.GO))

5HGbCN=MH.Tube/ (L*(,iI**2*(HG0))
SP~bHN=MP'b/(LOGi**2*8.*G0n)
Stb6H'N:.5*IHM/ZH
SljAbr1N=PAb/AH

SCEzAbH=Wo
SH6hN=MO6lN4'(1 .'333AT1LCL. .) /(L*XT*2.*8G*0))
bJbriN1N:II0bNO (Y/ (XT**2*i) ) -Z*SR6HN
F SSbrlN~iAeP1N/ ( roUuPI*XT)
SSCbt1N='LbHN/((U(5.?.*TA)**2-t1**2)*PI/4.)
BT SbH1N=H-L6H-N/ (H3 I A (I ) 'FiN

I brI Sel1N-lHY/F 53) P344 986344 * 420
420 I 1F~.0OI-tnNl)b344o,344,3I3

8344 1 f 0br'N-ýY/FSj)831S983IS,3O?

83l I i(V3StrbHN-F V,/F I f31 7*831 ftJ30

t331~ IRIV SChtfid-SLY/V I)8 Ji0,9H34Ou 629

6_AU VONWAA (J3A~e]r SSC6HN LXCE-LOS LIMIT)
8330 A...1z-!)"Lb NS3"H.S NSPRbI HN.SP)Ab1NSRSbHN-SMC6hCN



XA2=-SCLAbH4SP6HN

LA IL AhHN
1ý (LA-P-Y-*'SI)836393029,302

A 8 = S (L 6bH+~SR 6HN N
Xb3=STbhN

LA8b1N=.t0111*((AR1-B)*+XB2)-~eX83)**2+(XB3-XBl)042)0@S

C LUAU CALCULATION CONODITION 7
8~371 PI=0,

ý A7=U,

IL71 T RUS)*XT2q*AT/*

W72 tUIFA) / (U)A-USA)
U7=TL?*UHA*(H2,N3)/(D8A-i)SA)-TL7OM2-TL7*HS
M07=MUI -U 3/Il .-U7I-Q72)
HSL7=N'iLl -(MUI-MUI) *OFR* (T) /2.*OSR
SLS!Li-TL-7*DHA/(L8A-DSA)-(MUI107)*DFA/( (H2H3)*(OBAwDSA))
bL7=8Ll-SLI +SL7*TL7
lF (0.00j-brj) 871*8 70,8 10

)i7U bTSCH=MAAlF(HTS2PBTS3vBTSbHN)
1ý(U1SCHK *LT. O.83*13y/FS?)8739871

873 1H(815' .LTo 0.83.8U/FS2)87?9871
872 H~=8~TLKF-2/og*y

bN2=IPI'~bCU)/(2e*(HS(I)*XT))*2*
HN=P4AX IF W~N I v N2)

bLN1 =W.N

(.10 N 114
8j71 CONI INL)L

TI = 1/4.*l 1UU**2

lI *2). (SX.AT.?.*B3S(I) ) MR IO,2v*8NNWdT( I) .20 *HFRNOO'(1/3. (B1*T1'

lu 11l) **.b-) -T1) -2,'PI/4.*(SOL 02-TOU *2) *.025 FRHO-PI/
4. (SD0D2-(

18.?,.TA)**2)*SLF(G*TAN(PI/9.1*FRHO

IP(PT*ý4Ci)/$iN-?.iBS(I)+XT)) 3J339 3 33 91OOO

1001 ýOHMA1 (3UH MAXIMUM SPACINGi NOT SATISFIED)
333 LON II iN'it

,4HINI 1'2t

Q28 F UWMA I (213XVl4H DESIGN OUTPUT///)

POINT e!801



21301 tURMAT(6A3THIM 97?X3HT6S)
PR3 ~INT Y0eU9T8m1 ,T8S

203FORMAT (IA,3HIHRfl
PWINT v04eUeTRUPRINT 3OV A

3001 ýL)RMAr (e~i LOADS FOR ALL CONDITIONS)
PI'HNT 300d

3111Z FO11HAT (bA,3HMO1 7,TX3HbL1 ,7A.3HSL1,6X,4HRSL1)
PRINT 90e0*MOlv8L1,SL1,RSL.1
P'H1NI 3004

3003 FOURMAT (bA, 3HMO?,TX,3H8L2, 7X,3H'SL2,6X,4gRSL2,7X, 3MMCZ 7X,3HMP2)
PRINT 4Oe0,MO29HL2,SL2vRSL~?9MC29MP2
PHI PI 3004

3004 PU~R14AT (5sA,4HMO?P,fX,4HBL?P,6XAMSL2PSX,5HRSL2P)
PRINT 9Oe?0,MO2P,8L2?P9SL2PvRSL2P
PH INT 1 300

23005 II)RMAr UAX,4HMO2M,6X,4NSL,2M,8X,.4HSL2P4,6X,SHRSL2M)
P14INT 40j?0,MO2Mo8L2M, SL2MHSL2M
PRINI 3006

3006 FORMAT (bA,3HMOJ,?~,3HE4L3, ?X,3HSL3,bX,4HRSL3,7X,3I4MP3)
PRINT YO0?U*MO3vBL39SL39,RSL3,MP3

300? FORMAT (6X93f*3L4)
PRINT 40e0,kiL4
PHINI 100t8

3008 FORMAT (bX,3HMM5,7X,3HHL5, 7A,3HSLS,6xs4HRSL5,7X93MIMP5)
PRINT Vi0~QMO~BL5vSLbRSLSMP5
PHINI 3009

3009 FORMAT (bA,3r1MO6,7X,3H8L6, ?X,3HSL6,6X,4HRSL6,TX,3HMC6,7X,3HMP6)
PH114T YgI09OMO6,8L6sSL6vRSL6,MC6vMP6
PRINT '010

3010 IJR'IAT i5Aw5HMCTG695X5H ,MMTG6)
PRINT '40t0,MCTG69MHTt66
PHINr 3011

3011 ý'URHAT (5AtbIIMO6CN,bx,5H$L6CN,5X,5HSL6CN,4X,6MRSL6CN)
I14INT 'i0d0,MO6CNoBLbjCNtSL6CNoHSL6CN
PRINI 30i2

301c? FORMATr (5A,4HMMO6,6A,4H8L6H*6X,4HSL6H,5ASHRSL6?1)
PRINT Y909UMObH498L6H95L6H*RiL6H
PHIN) 30.13

3013 HJRMAT (5X~,1tM0bMNtXtH8L6k4N,5X,5HSL6ý4N,4X96IiRSLeHN)
PHINT %,0e),MO6HN*8L6HNsSL6HNvRSL6HN

3014 FLJRAT taA,3HM07, 7K,3H8L7,7A,3HSL7.6X.4HRSL7)
PRINT ',00eOMOf98L7, SL?,RSL7
PHINi 4104

9104. PkMT(1A,,~HSTHkSS CONCENTRATION FACTOR)
PRINT 9105

9 ttFRMId (tO4?1KTV)

3o1tp fO~riAI (eti SrRLSSES FOW ALL CONOITIONS)
PRINT 30 1 6

3016 FOKMA T (bA 93HE AAs7X %3HLNA 9 7 A 93HU B 7A, *X3HEN8

PHIAT Y02Q'J ,XAqENAA8,EINH



3017 ýOUHMAT (.A4HI.XA2,6X,4HENA2,6Xo49.EX82,6X,4HEN8Z)
P'41f'T o020 oEXA2*EINAsEXR2ipENM2

301H FQ'VM I'(4 96HSMAX A. ,6HSMIN2A,5X biýIFFC2A.4X,6N$MA1.28,4X,6HMS!qtN0o

PHvfif1 !e?
72 FUNMAT (5X,4HSHl2p9ri'5HSRPS,6X,4HSH2M,5XoSHSRS2M,6Xp4HSPR2,yX,3HSe

PNk!1 'JI~edSHP,#SRS2PvSH2MSRS2MSPHi2,Sk2,SPA2

703 1-UkMAT 'A4lHP6X4S2qX4STP69MTM
PHN7N 9G2') ,SN?P9SRmpSl2PST2M
PNINI J() 1,

3019 ýOR,"'AT (bA X,4'eXA,3,6X(,4HENAJ,6X(4EXI3,6X,4HEN83)
PNXINT ~I0,eOXA39ENA3vEX3oEN83
PRjNI 30e0

3020 PORMA I (5A,4HEXA5.6X.4HENA5,6X,4HEA&~,6X,~k1ENa5)
PkIN1T W)20v'EXA5,IENA59EXHSvENI35

.3021 ýOUNMAT 4tHMXA49HMNA5oHFCA49HMX94oMMN0

PkNI'T 90O209 $MAX5ASMIN5AýFFC5ASMAX58,SMJN5BoFFC~b
FR~INT 124

724 FOkMAT (bA,3HSH5,bX,4HSRS5,7A,3H-SB5,6X,4HSPA5,7X,3NSR5,7X,3NSTS,
lb A, 4HMSPkNb
PkINI 9020, '3MbSNSSSObSPASSR5,ST5,SPRS

7e!D FUNI¶AT bX,3HSH1l,6X,4HSNS1,7X,3HSBl,6X,*HSPAl,7X,3HSR1,yX,3HSTI*

PH114T 30?2-
3022 FONAAT (5A96HEXAbCNSX,6HEX86CN,5X,6HEXA6HN,5X,6HEX86MN)

PHNI'T 90O2U,,LXA6CN,EX86CNo2AA6HNEXB6MN
PHINI l1e.,9

3029) f URMA (V6A,3H8TSiSX5bM~TSP,6X,4HBTS3,6X,4HBTS4,6X,4N8TS5,,X,
IHI ~t$fS')CN94XMHHTS61lN)

P '1,4 o~j,t4 J,k3TS,?P,8T$3 ,sTS4,HTS5*BTS6CN,BTS6HN
PkINT -(02~3

302,3 FURMAT (jiH UlMENSIONS)

3024 ýORAAT (bk, 2HTw. 7X,3HTcfD))
PRINT 4),e vi W iI T0

PHIN 1 41-o~iM8A tnC

PýjN HI141'026
loUO, H.)N4AT (hA,-3rSUI), TX, SIfl,7X,3HSEL,8A,?HTA,',X,5NLEi311

PHlNT 4021v..,WUSID*SEL#TAvSLE6GT
PkINI -3021

1(Jl ýURI1AT (txbA,13S(1),-3A,2HH~(1),4~,v6H.TA(1)94At6HBWCUl),6X,214BN)

'OOZ tHS()98H 1)98 A(I~HWC(B - B



PH 1114 3Oeb
302H I-ORMAr (b~o3HW6iT)

9103 F UN.AAH1IH I)

99$ 2ýALL L.AI

N3 [)



PkUoP)AA I WIrN- FC TI JpiJT IOIJTPUT , TAPE60X I NPUT)I

TYPR- ;<.A t' '1 Kiw,NtL3.MO2,MO?P.MO?H.MP3,,MO3,MP5oMO5,MO6C,MC6,
I ý4C IiA Ic i r,,MO 40;N vMOIAH tM06HN 9M07 9MH 9 MPh'
TYPF NIt~! KP

rYPt~ HI'Al dPj~,MR?,r.poPmR2mNR3,I4RsMR6r*MR6CNgM6HtNMR6tiNoMR7
TYPE N4t Al_ r WT
TYPE HýAL K TF
TYPF Hý A.. m'1til
n I I-I :N SI )N,\ PC 11 , FF (11 98H(IS) 913WC 15) 9R~r(15) ,HTA(15) 9NWT (15)

C TI ''-E LA N'

TF CEOIF thO) 0~q%,9~r7
C TUrAF (AQ,4.t TPY

9~97 PEW'J 10?1 9Tor)vTW1

10?!I FOHMAT (kýFJO.4)
CO o~A~ C FI (1.0)

C TUR`F MAIUNIA1, PR(PFPTIFS
Qpf.A) 1r?'%?C TllTTF9TP.TFRO

C 6F'~I( G IME ' 'Y

PE AD 1021 ,FPTqFSF I
C FLANGE M1ATFPTAi. PROPF6.CTTFS

PE A) ý(O?%,FJ.*F%,FSU,*:CyFEFG,#FYCAF'P
riE Ao 1 oI ,i7,v?- Fr~; ~( Yf
o'fAO 11)??;)F jr)FmUFTE FCP
Pr A') I ()?I , (H (m?4) t NN=1 .9)
PFAO 1"?) 1 . 001') , NN=9 II

i)LA!) I I G. y (FF(NN)oNN=91,1U

C SFAI_ (AomE TPY
P1A) 1)?~.)onoT.STUISELIT..T.TAOTw',SLE(iTI

C SFrA: IO- - P

C (,FAL VJ~fFHTA!. PP)-FPrIFc;
O4AL J 1o,,qcvY';EF95CYC9SCYP,'SYk

C "-OLT (,L)m. IP,'

PF AI) l');?I ,(RH(NN) ,NN=Q,1S-)

P .i A) U) 0;I I (RMC (NN) # NN= 1 9 8)
P- Ai.) ()'?1 (PWC (NN) 9NN=99 I c)
PE.AO I I'2 I, (P 1;CKNI),9NN= 19 )

pt A() 1621 * t(rc CNN) ,'N=91.5)

WF A') 1 ''21 o (M TA (NNI) 9NNszIqR)

Qa AO I 0?) . (NA,,T (NN) INN=99. S)
r4E A,) Il ) * (r)Aý t NN) ,NN 1 98 )
1)1-Ao 1?), (AF (NN) ,NN=9,p15,

B-35



C "401 T MAA fl'-p I al- IWP r pPT I FS

P~ F, qA DI) ;; "~? ` T K i ,C W H WH 0

C 4TN0,(I t )''t~ T k Y NI( -'POP.P TI FS

oF At) iI i~n

r4IAI 0 1 '12(,o4n,*Prwdo

C '-YSTFm ScF ,itmn TtMPFQATLJRF

I A FOkMAT (?"A,x .'IH I IPUT TO THF )F S I GN///

?C? F Ok,' A I ( I o'I- T, IF LOA() I NP(IT

P P? F0-"Ii N T 2 ,41 K1~ I

e'onl F('N1A~ (1 1/0- TýHRF ()FOMFTRfY)
PkIl'iT elf)~ 1)

P R 1 NT 7rO, TiT, Tw ,N I F

PH 114T elor~
FOt ()k 1`1A ( ' I F ?'A A T 4, 5'Hi I Al P P

PP 1 -NT ?r I~

PPINT T0)vTV," T9TP

I ý4 T 0 rt r

ORIN Nt ()-) AI, 411

A FI4I OW - 1 , A I 3 v L4
pk I tT -,in 2 FIrFI r) T ,FYEf IFCY

0p lr Nr -in2-'l4
?W37l F0(i'1ATr (4i) 1174 T 9 VC6)( 94HtF TW

PW I IV "C 6lFYCP

PWININT n 1C'

Pk ~ ~ ~ ~ B 1 16(0 1F~



(ý~l. FONW4n I (, .4"VP),99X 3HFMtJi7)(v3HT~t7X9. WCR)

91'? I OHAA I ( PF 10 .4
Qi?ý F Ok'A I HP 0 oFA

PPINT e'01Q

PH VAT 140?1 P t4  P 1 ) W( )q 9)9 1 1% )v

PH' 11)T -

pkIrJT 'j0?lqpp(Ifl.qIT.QITITHrwSLj;T

PH 1 NJT ;JOI I
;;f1l Fok-M4T (4x,4ýHFFI1 ,4cX,4HSSL!,4K,1MSX9LT)F3%X5F()*X5iF59X

PH1J I N T "' f) ILI. >L

PFRIN T -6 1 1
?'fl 1 P(HW1i41 (10- SFAL u~mFTFWALPOPRT

Fl C 4(~"111 I (c, X, 4wOFyT,o H IDIo6X,3H¶4EF,6,4ISC*C,#X , HI A 9 5x 93HSY~j vAýa H

PH I rl '4(?1,SCY,SEEToc ,~SCYCSCYP.SYR iL~r

PNVJT e ?',16

?1163 FON)MAT (rA4E.~H(.,4X,4HSHPH4(?)5X4HM(3),5(9H()5,NM5,

PH I NT 0?4(fOP~-STM

] W I4,H N C I e4~H~C7 04,H~t~ 11

PRINT n I

F- ' (I W ) m A K, (kA (34 X3 IH THF

PH I NTgrB?2 r



PPIN4 ??

PHINT (4' ,SIQ) HS? (10 () FAS(( 1 4), S(1?) ,S(63) 035(14) 98S~15)
0*INT ?'0?8

1) .4XbHHT( 14) 94Y*,6HRT (1I) 4keHIt1)

P14INT ?0?()

1 A (13) 34X, ,HTA14) ,3X HHTA C 1)4X6TA34XHiA()XtHA5

PH IN\T 9 0 ? I kTA(l) ,HTA(10)RTA(1I)gRTA(4),IATA($),BT(6,B-TA(7) ,TA(_b)_
PrP I NT ?0~30

2I9 ýORMU (ttX,ANT(I)f,4X.6HNWT(?),4X,6HIWTfl -),4X_,6H.NWT(4),4X,6HNWT(5

PRINT 907 ,NIWT (l )yNWT(2) ,NWT (3i) ,WT(4) NWT (5) ,NWT (6),NWT (7),NWT (A)
PRINT ?054

P ?)C;4 F OHM A (4 X* 6HN WT (9) 93X 9 HIW T10) 93X 97 HNWT(1I 3X 97HNW T (12) 93X ,7HNW

PRINT ?03A
?r104 FOH\IT(4X9fHC0AF(1),4X~bHDAF(?),4X,6MflAF(3),4X,6HOAF(4),4X9bHDAF(5)

19 4 )(,1ýilAF(6I.4XAHDAF(7),4X0AHOAFiA))
P14I1N rqo) ?nAF 9 0 AF (2) 9OAF (3) 9OAF (4),nAF (5) sDAF ( 6 ) 9AF (7) 9DAF (8)
PRINT 201(4~

ORNI NT 4 0? I, nAF (9),9OAF 1O0) 9OAF I11)qDAF(,?[),AF 13) ipOAF 14) 9DAFh15)
P'RINT ý 0 n

20 n Wk FORM (1 H~ BL T I NPHT)
PRINT ?A*ri

?r 1 FUH',AT UmA.,?RtI,3Xt4HIMAX)
PRINT 4 ( ?3 , T T , MA X
PRINT ?rýP~

?r~ FUHN4AT ((AX.3H~T)
PRINT (-i(?1,HNN
pPI'Ar ?031

?1131 FOHIIAI (?5ý- 90LT MATERIAL PPnPERTtFS)
PRINT 203?P

23 ? FORMA~T (MX ,? fY,MX,?H,-4E,8)(,HRU,7X,3HR3YC.7X, 3HBYiR)
PW I 11T () (),Pty , PF , bU 9 H YC HYR
PP I'QT ?033

? -43 F OHM AI (6X,3I-4TF,1X,3HbtCPi,6X,4~HRHO)
PP I AT 'o 0? P 9H IF s HCktRRR
Pk IN(T ?OL)9

0 r r FORMAT I (RX?) ING GEOMEITRY AND) PROPERTIES)
PRINT ?O0Af

5 f FOH 'ArA ( A y,4HACr)I)
PRI1N T 9 C?1,HCnlI
PRINT C0L,7

r, pFOHMAI (7 X, Pt4LlI*,A X ?HRY y 7X 93HRS0 s7 X 3HPrY v AX 92HRE18 X 2HRC,97X93HRYC

B-38



'I A 91HR4 YQR
P14 1NT (00?0 iI ,PUY *KSIJ RCY qRF P6 91YC 9fYR
PR f'I \J T 0 r 1
F ()H F~A A ('ý)A, 4 tRrY o 6X *4 HRC Y R
Pk L INT 9 0 P 0 , PCyr Y ,9PC YP
PH INIT ;?n$

? 0S~ FORMlAT (#ý,3HPTF,7X, 3HWCR,6X,4I1RPHO) .

PH 11T 1)0??,oPTFPRC1404PHO
PkINT e'0') 4

0 34 ý 0 -* A ( 3?- 4SY;;F M PRE. SQjPF AND tE.MPERA i RF)
PHJNT ?0~3b

201S~ FORMA! ()X,IkP,99E?ýi'PP,8X,?HPP,7Xt,3HPP4.6X,4HTMAX,6X.4HTM1N)
PRINT '4?4i -.%L9P~TA~TI
PPI NJT ?Jfl() ý

?e0Sfl FOH'1A1 ()ý ,4Hr)TICp6X,4Hr)TPC,6)i',4M"IT3C,6x,4HUT1H,6X,4HOT2H4,6X,4HDT3
I H)
PkINT 4(')?0 ,ri~ric,9P1COfr3C9DTlH.,OT2HDT3H
Pk INIT ?0 16

2113f6 FORMAT ( ?,I3H1FS I, (X 93HFS~g,7X t3HFS13)
PRINT 90?19F';1.FSýe,FS3

1411O I)NTJMIE
KOJNT =0

C TIJUE CALCIILATTONIS TURE WALL ,TW3E HENDING MOME.NTTUSE BEfNDING STPESS
TW2=1-1'rPP*Tflr)/(?**TY4.8*PP)
Tw1.I-*P4*Tn/ý2.*TU4,b*PI3)-.---
TF (TFkO ,Fr;, 0,0) GO TO 16
TIN4= Io *P TP*To)/ (2.*TFRO+ R*Pim)
G~O To 17

1?7 CON TT"ILJE

t Tw= r,4
(GO fo 3

3 io3.1416*(ToU)*o4-(T)OO-2*TW)**4)/(32.*TOL))
T1(TRml *Fr. o.nn01)5,4

4 T H1=ThM I _____

(30 To (S
5 'VH2?v*.IA6f)7*TY

THM4=w*.9;*TF
THli5=MlNlF(THm2,9TbM3sTHM4)

ThM~I3IN1F CTF~mSTHM6)
6 Tb5=TUNI/W

TMU=TQI)-Tw
p I=3. I'1 + --.- - --
TF (ToU)-3.n)?6,?6o,27

?6 P L 0 z.IP S *P T*T e)T w)T w (5.*TO/.I 0_ __

GO To ~33
?7 RL(Th.t*Twi,*PT*(TnhJ-Tw)*TW
33 RL1=iAAxlF (HLn,~SSL*PT*TOD)

TF (TOU)L-3.0) 6qf0,AAjb

t() To tiP

B-39
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(,O=I
~~~~; T 1 ~ '';~I ) 63 * 3

64 T3 10
10 T~ T~4 0,0,0

f 0 r w 1

'C. TO IC

707 T -4 703,03 70

7 L ii Fwm .1 *0 -)Tfi

rO T1 I ,T I
7 14) J=S17 1C),,* 16

rI T o/T?

f O T F I P 7

3? ) ToS~)

L LS~ I) 1TnL

I~ L, T ;). T 4 LL (j TI 1

n I L)O CA rILTA~

LC( PTWt4 I OI CAL 1 3CULY R

AC ).0%`1AXFsP~ ,LG

YL ~A S1 T4( 4;0 1/ ?03 )- C GR0)*Sn*.50) -0) 3 5jEGT 0S
q 4-I4S t- T Y P)* A I- IG 1)

18 Tf,(4~.6-t- /(r*CY,( 19.))*

33 P .~*~. (9L!F /FL

1 )BC-4I



1 1 (ý A

I I - r014 4AT ( 3 x, 16HOI'fi RtrQUIRFO( NOT AVATLAHLE IN TABLE)

rF r) .0 17-CT 15 1,

1 17 0 "A + I A)

T1 T

H S =-~'* T .b CA C 1) T

2e n* FA*60 b*

iWS)= ( (pC+O-C*f)

HPd.0*(rtG00,I

r;z ( o. / .I . i oFw, **) *0 .

c 3 1 0 1c~r0 .. -Fb~ 41/G- *) *

r,)fAAC (WO.( I) w 1# 1) 1 3 xTH P)(4 9G0,0(M #Z)5O IXT

B-41



flo I~ 1/4vll O** 4 I (H (K** - I e+F ;J) 2')

c t L P LC TI ~fl\ rQATFrS

Wý ,X H 4 T1 AA T A

3 iHA..(-3K + X (rRA*P 1014L 1 )(po/4. +(P 1, )1,))O T

I)A= ~!(C4IWAtN
0ý A= I)W o

0TT(P RT*() *LF. 1.1)711,71
?fl AT-i~. 1 7* - ( Io/N o./) (2*.914*T )A~r(CD

YR1 ( -/- (K4-1O .. I )0(.?)71 !3,749*77 K*Q*j0,0(R (R

(4A to 10 1/ of
71 TF (4A 110t LgF. I .I) 71197116

ru, TO 7118

c _ AOi IAJ_(:, )I_ Al'T T1NIS rONI I T I ON I AN') 2

T H Ill I

viPc=(L*HOn',O*o?*FE)/(.91*Vfl*(Cl*4*e?*rAMA*P2/(XT4*(XT**?.C2*GE*G

PA 1I r

FPPL I =0 .

11SLI ilSLT*TI~r
m1I= HL-kLI*/?+LH2SI3

C S.FSC.ALCIJIIT'()N CnNO)ITION 1
3 10 (M~ (,)L I*.,4?+,St I H3) /(L*Gl *?* C8,GO))

41 ýP= ((0 _I*WT/) L rl* 2 R G
r,,X4043 YT 'C-+I (*n.? ( +,

qSPAS 1



FS~-L / rn4~pj xT

HtSCýLlI/((R4N*HTA(t24OO)*!/.

c~pH2ý -Lil / (APT* (**T) ID*

I IC SF i J -AT r12121? ,i 1?1012

r, o r r I oý

403 11 CO ) 314 1 - 1).31
31 1 Ti1

(;() To I n7

414 1 T ( SL4-ýFS'?,FS1 ) 3 19,319 ,30?
-;Il IF(SSC-SCY1/F9I)l1~v31$,619

j PkIWJ ý);(
I? Fok~lar (,ixqlf1H r,,SC ~EXCEEDS LIMIT)

I 1T1) P Ic I) 33 0 s330 9303

An? TF ((,710TýT .1-T. n.0J01)14404R03

8404 rI = 01 + I. I f -
(T=XT- l.) i
no To 104

TF(T-?*TO0f)?0?. 1.003, 1003
lr)) I OH VAT 1 00 4

1004 rtJRMAT (3lx,llHF(rL~rF TH-ICKNESS EXCEED)S L!TMTT
(;() Tn ý)qq

3n03 WTRT + # I

1 ( nI- FORMAt~ ICI , 9HL4 TN(3 THICK-NNFSI F: CFEOS ?..*TOfl)

r-,( To 9Y9
"430 Xf=4T+d.SHS0 cSgR

XA?-5F 4+5q

X A 3=c I
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i T

~~~ A - 5 Q

F X 3:lxAH) x o x 1H )

II 14H;> (hrR NH 1) 2 N~? 3

C C lt lf) %Mq'4'lJT CALCIILArION CONDITION ?
i A, T I e F + T 4,*A T

L4 C.*(~'t,*A) /? (4BA-oA-4 2 F)(2F3SD 4*AcE

0 (i4-r 4 ) X X(T T M A 1) P ('A-)A'S)

14:) P d hri H 2 W (? 3 *x T) / (1)S R*?. R 2 2

~?P SL2=WS1 I)( ? 7 0 ) F 14 * X T 1) / / ?1 ()ADSRAQ?3D/n

ý4L I= I-' I *P7/Q~

r;L/ Toi I I~ i -~~--?7*?PP8

33?' W?: I - L ?-F A2TNSL
W??P-F Pl.?*H4. (P?)*PT *A*'.% X) (XT/2 ,) -MP?---.L6* (A2TS6

,')P I) A HP )l DR ( A-DPA-I)S; )

'rL 2ý ti I -I', 1 M..C)P1P..? 7NIOQSM/P2

MPr1'1=Kj ?-A4* TS*A
C fl A=-F' Pl. P* "4 + (P?*P T *H*ITIOY T 2 -P-40( 2Ti*T

A ý ( (wt OF P28*MO(40744ýE



II
';k)?P="(?*c1.V13*ATOLCE,1.)/(L*XTO*2.(RGO))

QSS?=H~L?1-)/(Tn*PT*RT)

1;3TF(e?'Q'1LA, 1414CT)4*RN)

413TFM?- 1)?~V~ 3 (T4*31P9313

14/A TF(.nfll-AT)343.S345345930

ý344 TF(ST--FY/FS1)34b,,34693O?
346 TF S e~ F /~ )3479347930?
344 TF(VSre-4FSIFS1)347,#347,3O?1

t,? FoiQIAT (;~l4 S'C FXCFEDS LI-MIT)
34,4 TF(STHP-(4Y/FI~l)34,9349,3fl3

14Q TF C5T~e-M-Qy/P4S ) 3bO93,3O93fl3

-i 1A-%ýHP+(R,SkcppeSp,ý2.SPS2P

F~ =Inn I1*( (XiflXA2)**2.(XA?-XA34)**2.eXA3-XA1)**2)**.b
FN/e?=* 01 11t NAe~I*NA.(NA?'ýNAP43)**2,(,NAj3NA1)**2)**.5

X A I =? MA4P

rCAI ?A NI
PAi 4oA(S(l ?)Api(ENA?))

c~fA = Ck, x !,p#r ' TN?A 12,

B--

L._ - . ----- __ _ _



S N A L T> i =F A

Tý (SCHK?-1A GT . Fl 1) 40?9HO'S
yfl T (A&',(' lKA -F T A'3. v n P o o 98 0 7 Q

ý0fl -,tNeA=y-SALT?A

14A9 ltMAZO.

~4nA ylAX = ~m T2 A

NA = 0

rn TnIn

79nn FFCA=F(M)
7o n CON TIt- JF

TFt4RbCSA~yX))-FFC?A)1363,l13,34O2

13h~cs1?P,- ? PSR P

Ki e-%SCE H2. SQ2 m
N H -3z T el

F3t'P. 7071 1*((MRI N1?) **,2*2+ MR-N3)X ýB3) Ntfl **2) *0*

TF (FRY/Fc,1)7?fl,??O,3O2

n~O Tn 13Fý?
fAA4 (fýAOPHX14

C IN?RMC,4Xq-MT2H12

FALT?'HZCALT'3H*FSF I
S ALTr HIIF iAL-T 'I* KT F
SMN?-l.ZCM4N?q*v( TF

"M13 CMNH=NI-y;AI-T;)I
rfu Tr) tsj

914 SMN,,4qu'i

qMI 1S' J AL T iR
Q C2=r ~lMIN?A~/ 5" lAX? P
KA=0

1 36n vxA
TP ('Qre-ý( I 1A I1 , 0 0? 1 36n
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Go To 7nofl
7 00;? FF C?H=FF (o)
7003 r.ONfINIJF

C i-OAI) CALrIJLA1T TONS CONOITfON I
ig P3=PP

FPLI=P'3* (PT/4.* *(SO()**2-R*.?)
rt.:3=FA3
NAP3=( (L.H*rn**2*FF) /(991*V) )* CC1*B*.2*(;AMMA*P3/(XTOfXV.*2.C2*GE*G
I AMMA)))
o3l=-FPLl-TL3

P332..CP3*4*(c(A+R)/2.))/(4.*((A-B)/2.)*FF),(P3*A*SMO)/(4.*TA*SEE)
P34=n.

P3b (UiA-fRA )*cR34-P31)/cDR-DRA-0D ______

P31.-Pmlo-(PH24,H3))-(OFR*XT**2)/cDSP*4.)) --

mO3=kA()l-R37/R3H
SL 3=SL!-P37*P~jc4/P48-R36
i4SL'3=NSL1. (P37*OFR*X(T)/(R3$3*;).*QSR)m.R33/flSP

IF (SL3-m';L) 331 93909,390
C SINESS CALCl~lLATTnNAS CONDITTONt 3

390) cH3 (ht 3*1-2SLN3OH-FPL3*H4,TL*H6/(*(,**EI6)3
eSRS3= (14SL 3*XT/;).) (L *G 14*** (Fl+GO))

cPA~jF M3/AH
SCL41.*=0O
SCEA3=P3
c,3:mO3*(1.11*XT*LCF.1.)/(L*XT**2*(RCGn))

ST32mO3* (Y/ (XT**2*F8) I -Z*5R.3 --

FSS3=Hl -,( TOj*P T*XT)

ATS3=HLl/ (iTA(T) *tN)

STH3= CMR3*YR) /(RT**2*R ID)
PSS3=HL3/(A*PI*PT) __

124 TF(.001j-AT);?3j4-?314,12O
?314 TF(MT41TbY/FS'>?34492344q923

?344 TF (5rý'3-F Y/F5I) ,315,?P315,302;
2 31 S TF (ST34FY/Frfl);316,?3I6 93fl2 _____ __

?311 TF(iC3-SCY/F1)?33Ot233096;?3-- -

Fi?3 PRNTr #)P4
P)'ý 4 FOWIA T(3X919H SSC3 EXCEEns (LIMIT) -.-

?3'Vi) TF(STH3-Y/FDj?331h?3!I9303
2331 TF C~- - -
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X A3=c;T 3
Ný I =-St3-SH. 3 .SPR I* PA3#51453

r\i A~x qT -
F.U43=.To71((X1ICA?)**2,(XA?-XA3)O*?.4(XA3-XAI)**2)0**.5

cA=A-AlCjAr,(FXAl)9AR4S(ENA3))

EKi 1=SH3-,A4S;)P3SPA3-SPS3

FXH~3=. 7071 * ( Xwl-X$?) **2.

PH =A1M A I( A Q rF V 43 -oAM H 3))

C I.OAI) CAI rIil.ATTrt'iS CONDITION 4
2373 P4=P4

FPL4=P4*(PT/4. )* (SO )**2F4**2)
TL4=FA
RL4=FPL4+FA4 --- ~ .. ---- __

c rTHK~SIý CAUL(1I.ATTUN VOR CONOITTON 4
qTS4=fL4/,O-iT)iy*bN)

TF (LT,+'i*(PT/F";)34. *Sf*4344f**?
433TLFA51)l4tl9l

FP 54. ri*(T4.(o)*-*2

mP 6)z (L 0A- w )* (0 F E a9I 1 V) (C10DB2*A-O*5/( TA-DS2 *A)*.

fO, M N1 fAJ.A ) ) )

R5 MFSL G;-TLv

5 POS~*?S=I-(S9*N3,PDI)4.TLP*T*12)/(L*i**2!3*I1) .

SPW'MMIAPS/ (L*G1**2 (A"1,O)
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(1~i'~ . 11T*' XT*XT) . 0 X*?% ýom

Rp TS~riLr)/ ( FTi A( T ) *3N )

QSFSH=4.L"', (PT~PT* A*;-R1*2

S(SFH~l-FCYQ/P). ) 5314 9314, i?rS

5 '314 TP ý 49 4 * 494
943 T P(0- 11) 534493139313

Sl1r TF(53Tl-~FYQF1)5316,5316930?
5316 T F(FS'-F (Ij/F c;1)317,I$317 On?

ýS ? PRINT 62?A

6P FOHMIIT (IX,tI- SSCS FXCEEOS LIMIT)
9 -4 TF ('sTk5-PYf/F5j)1;331 9S331v3nl3
"i331 TF(RSS,-P$j./VSIl)533?95332,3fl3
S33? SHlI=S

qpsl =s-s
5 PR j Ow

SPA I 1 .
qCL81 :0.

s;T I =ST

xA 1:-SH6 ,.S95*eSOPr,+SPA5.SRS5
vA~x-SCFAL.Sw9
x A3z4sT'
KvA1-Ii Sk1S~PP+SPA l.SpS1
NAe=-')CFri 1 5P
ý'A 325 T I
FXA'i=.rn 71 j*((V jX?*2 ' XA2 -)LLý _

TFCAR'-,(XA1)-AI4(N]A1))56O2,56,0?,56O1
v)6n? rmAxgA=NAl

r~tI N5 k=X Al
r-O To~ 5603

56n]1 rMAEc~=XA
rmINqA=NAI

96)3 FA=AiiAI(AHS(rwA9)qAAS(ENA5))
TF(YO/:YQFS1])R3?,25352,3nfl?

b5I? CALTrAz(CMAXe5A-rkIN5A)/2e
CMN5A2(CwýiXx;i.nermTN9A)/2e
FAL TýA=CALT91A
SAL rcýAzF Al TG;A

SM~N A C MNqA
esC'iKqAzAH5 (O5Nr&..5AT5A)

o1 7 IF(ARS(5ALrs5,%)FY)81pM182819
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r, 410
M~ I( c A S Ar\1c; IN A I; T tv) A 53

r,( rn 71()c
7On4 Ff-C5AxFF (j)

1? 1 O F(AS I X H1 ) , - c W, 0 P~t~ M, -SR5,5~~5

wCH e =_SC +1 4

TF yL r) F4 7 2 L1' 3 0

C m IN G; H xC X k I~

r0 To ~

rM Ni I M ; 4 =NH i~ I I~

F0 To;=A Fo'i7

FA62PIF (VrH i', *) *2 F21o2

A? FPLARIS(SPI/4. )-FYSH)**?.R*F?)

A23 rm~q=FYPrB-50;
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TLbmVAO'. .S*T-4q*AT -

YP6=( (L *11)*G-)**;)*Fl) (*()QI V) )(COI. *H*2*r4AIMAOP6/ (XT* (XT*0*2C2*GE*G
I AMrMA )

nTC?=L) ?C

(ITH I =-('T 1 ~
() T ?m=-0) r 2 H
nTH 3=:)TIH

7 MIN; =TtT Ni . 7r)Tf
TMIN3=TMINTnTC?+OTCI
T M I N 4 = f1 I NO+1 C j* f) I C e 1) JC I
TMAX 1 TMAX
TMA X:) Tm A X + T HI
TM AXA3 Tm AX. 01H ; 01HI
TmAXA4=fM AX .07 HI+( )TH2#oITH I
m C f A (P T/ 3 .) 0 *2 * (4E rA 0 2) *.- ( E*ýT Wj*I.3)1 Z

Tý(OTL1 *FO. h.O))7O0997OO9
7'o n M4HT(3o~xMCTGA6*C)TH I/DTC I

60O To 7010
7 r)0 v T 6A=mc tr
7011 COlN T I N -------

P61C=-FPL A-TL$6

PQC=(iCP*(SXYTl4T).F4TE*(TmTN4-7O.()*tqxxT.RT)-STE*(TMTN1-7O.O)*
I q X-F TE*X T*o T N1-0 )-T*.*(~ I3-. . L QRnR

Q6r.,Cz )HA-nPA) *(P64C-P61C) /(DAA-DRA-D5A)
Pf6 C=NI66C(* ;O+H3) ,R6C*H?- (R63C*XT) / (rSr.2.) .R82C

mobC=14( I -6 7r, /R6 A'c
SL6C=SL1 I-RQ(COEP65C/Ps5F4C-P66.C----- -~-_

PSLEC=NSII, (N7C*LWR4*Xt) /(RERC*2.*D5R) -063C/DSR
4L6C=riLI-RI, IC-Qf66C-QP67CO65C/P6aC
m~bCzHL~r,*H
TF (SL6C-mqL) 331 ,6390,h390

6 390 P61CMI-FPLA'-TLA
0 2C -F P 16*H 4,+ (P 6*P 7 *d *SX.) X' UT/ -MP 6 * MCTV,-7TL6H6

QE4CKj3 (fTFo (TMTN4-70. 0)* (SX.XT.RT) -STe. (TMTNI'70.O) *

q.6b)C~UF A /( (H7+H31) 0(I)HA..QPA-flSA)
Pf~bCNq (IJFA-.00 A) * (RE64CtN-R6 IC.N) / __

rPhtCM3z6NIACO(H,.MJ)4R61CN*H2-(R63CN*XT)/(flSR*2.).R62CN
PihMCNE(I.m(S6CN*(t.4?.3))-(!)FP*XT**2)/CflSR*4,4))
MOEbCNN101 -P67CN/R68CN

PSL6CNzP9Sj * RACN*I)FR*XT) /(RARCN*2.*1);q) -P63CN/OSR
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C STQIFIS CALCUIIJATTONI coNnIT ION t6 COLO

ISc(G6cN=mcTc3 A (I -r,10**? (R+Cno

rChH6Lzn.
SCEAAC=Pk,
SPCNSiAt)6CN)(1.13*XT*LCE,1.,)/CL*XT*?.*1F.G0))

SSbC$i,CN:S6CNý*/((U3,2.*TA)**?Z**Z)PI/4

S SC 6C N = SL 6 C l /( (9lT + 2) * TNA) -*)P14-

%TN6C(MPAN~yN/(RT4**?*r!))
PSS6CW=H,6rAN/ ( C I*T

yfý(SFt9,C?'I-FC.YC?. )6314963149126
I ?ý- IF(.0O1-AI)631496314,120 -___

6314 TF(TS#CN-PYC/Fc.3)634496344,953
953 TF(0-~11)6344q313,)313

6344 yF(SR6CN-Fyr/FqI)6315v631S,302
611l5 IF (STbCN-FYC/F'Sl)6316,6316,9302
6316 yF (FSSt'CKI-F SlI/FvS ) 631796311 7302
6,317 IF (S)SC6CN-SCYCFS1)653309,6330!,-2.7__ _____

6?? PRINT 629
62'9 FOHMAT C3X,PIH. SSC6CN F:KCEFflS LIMIT)

6330 TF (STN6CNI-PYC/FS;1)6331,633l,3O3
6331 TF(RcS6CNI-pS~i/F91)631?,6332,3Q3 -

633? XAIu-SH6rNS~fNSPPNCN.SPA6CN.SHS6CN-SCjACN
xA2Z-5CFA6C+SR6CN - ___

FXA6CNB.707ll*((XIX2*?*X2X3*?#X3XI)00)-2-
FA=E XAhCpk
yF(CIA-I YC/Fv.,)6363,6363053302

6363 Xtd2.*SHCN.f'~rN-SPP6CNSPA6CN-SPS6CN.SrcG6CN

FXb6CN.o707ll*C(XBI-X ) **?. (XR2-X 3)* CXR3-xBl) *0,2) *05,
FR=Evdr6CKI
T(FEi~-FYC/F,lS)63711,637l,o3o2-

C iOAD CAj.riJLTT~f~fvJ CONOITIOtJ A. HOT
637f__p61H -FPL6-TL6.____ __- _

P62HU-FPLAON4, CP6*P1**SX)*(XT/2.)-MP6-mC6,MHTG6-TL60H6
P63Hu (P6o9oSmi))/ (4.@TAOSEE )- (P608B* (A.91/2..J~/4. A-l,)*~
I-FTE*tTMAX?-7ni.oi0Smr)/2..STF*CTMAXI-7O*to2*SMO/2*

Pb4(FCP*XTKTT),A27.n-TF*(T*(TMAX3Q)*14TRT)T/t!4AAOQ1

P65H*DP A/I CH2.+143) *(DFIA-DRA-OSA) _____________

pb6Hzi(DifA-nPA)*(064H-R61M)ý/(DRA-DRA-OSM)
;47Hwkh6N H* .3 *R61t4*HZ- (P63N4"XT)/ (ICO +~2LR6~Z

Qb8HaCI.-(P6c;H.*(H24M3))lCOFP0ET**?)/CflSP*4.))

SLbHzSL l-P67H*Q65H/Q69H-R66H~

ML6HUdIL -PAl -466H-P67I1*RASH/P68H
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mR6HHL6H*H9
TF(S16H...MSL)'3,31qA39ni.390

Q62!HIKI-FPL6,*H44 (PbOPT*HSX)*(XT/2.*)-MP64MHTG6-TL6*tI6
P63H NJ=(P6*H*Spijf) /(4 a T A* 5E) - (P6*18*( (&#.S/ 2,.-1.4t~2sP~

P6 HN 1Q E mAX - 0 .)*( X - T RT

SL bHN2SL )H-IP6 H*(R64HN/R61HN)/R66HnRAnA

PSL6HN=4SLl,(P$)7HNO*DFR*XT)/(R68H.N*2.*O5R)-R63HN/DSR
RL641H=Hl I -P6) HNl-b6NNR67HN*R65HN/R64HN

C STRESS CALIJLATTOI'N rONUOTTTN 6 HOT

SiRS6HN=(PSI6HN*XT/?.)/(L*61**?*(R,6O))
SHG6CNZHHTG6/(L*Gl**?*(B*GO))
qHfHN=MP6/(Lotul**2*(4+G0))

S PA 6HN4= F A6/A H
SCE.H6'2O.
qCEAeHzp$
S~bHNZMO6HN*(1.333.XT*LCE,1.)/(L*XT*Z..(g*GO)~
sT6HN:mn6HN*(v,(XT**?*B) )-Z*SR6HNI
FSSsHN=HL6HNJ/(T~l)*PI*XT)
9SC6Ht~xSL6H~N/(((9.?.oTA)**2-P9**2)4PT/4.)
wT56HN:8,Fi.HNj/ (B TA (I) *H4N)-. -
qTk6Hq= (MREHN*VR) /(RT**2*PlO)
0SS6HNZ=HLfIN/ (A*PI*RT)
9Fi6HN=4.*pL6H~t/(PI*(A**2-RTfl**2))
TF (5FbbHNlmFCV/?. 8314,8314, 127

1;)7 TF(no~l-AT)93j4,8F314q,120
8314 yF(HTSbHN-PY/Fq3)0~34.4s344q963
963 IF (0-11)R3449313,313

9344 TFC'SPbjHN-FY/FVS1)ý4315,H3l5,3O?
83195 TF(ST6HNI-FY/FS1)83l6,18316,302
9316 TF(FSS4HN-FSIJF'SflI317,8317,3O?
8417 TF(SSC6H-N-SCYFS1?M330,833O,6?9
629 PRINT 63n
630 FORMAI (3X.?lH SSChHN EXCFEnSl LIMIT)

8330 IF(ST'W6HJ-PY/i'S1)83319d331q3n3
8331 IF (WSS6HN-RSkl/F'Sl)833?,8332,303
8332 XAI=SH46HN.Sf641,N.SPR6HN4SPA6(,{N.SP5f)HN..5G6CN

x A2u-SCF A6H*'R6'HN
w A3='.,rhfHM

FA=Ew~A6MN
SF (FA-FY/F51)4363,3029,302

x-H3u4 ; reH-l
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F H=E XhiiH-v

c I_0A0) CAI-("ILA T TrN CONr) I rION 7
A171 P7=n.

FA 1MO.

F*PL 7a(O
TL- fz.',*TH45*AT

W72t-TL7*H

P73mil
P74=n.
P7bunF. A/C((1?.2Hl) * (fA..OPAnsSa))
p76b(0i4A-tRA ) *(R74-P I) / (DBA-DRA-JD5A 4.-----
P77uzp7bo*(H;+,3),p71o-(P?3o'XT)/(OSPo?.1,R72

PSL7xPSL1.(PI7*flFN*XT)/(R784?.DnSR)RP73/rSP

TF (0.0,I -'4NT ) 71 !K70 #8 TO
ATO RISCHK=iAX1 ('4TS?)PRTs3,HTS#,HN)

1f-C('T$CHK *LT, f),83*RY/FS2)A73qA71
H71 TI(HT54 eLT. n.93*HU/F~S2)97?.R71

HN =? FN(r1N*TSCHK*FSI2) / ( 0 834BY) ---.-

_RN I U'N

IC I = Ic
GO To 117

ý71 CONTINI)JF
T 1PT /4** TnD**?

wGT:;ý.OPT/4.0 (A**2-TOO**?)*XT*FP4O+(Pn**?p1OI**2BNj*fH(1j[**)*RT

I-PI/4.inS(~O).0?2(H.2.*TA)**2)*SLEG*TAN(PT/9.)OFR4O
TRU(t1L10PS(Tfl/(bN*99)
yF(PI4HCIO/BN-2..(65(T).XT.)-333933.3-1A-00 -- ---- *-*-- -

1000 PR'INI 1001
1001 FORMAT (30HI- W.AVIMUM SPACING NOT SATISFIED)
333 f'ONTTNUF

11A PRINT 45
35 FONk4AT (IX,41H.irIfFERFNCý IN_.CD AND . 1LES LŽII.

119 rONTT7 NUF
PRINT f2?

72? OnRMATC1H
PRINT 1`29

7?R FONRAAT(2?',X,14H OFSTCN IJUTPIJT///)
PWINT PRfnq

?ROO FONI4AT()X.;0SH;rNflING M4OMENT AND) STRFSS)
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PRINT ?H0~1

PRINT ~4o;?0nTýýMfýS
P14iNT 2 Hl '

q n 03 FORMAT ( 7 X, 1ýr Tý)
PRINT ýnpo,Tw,
PP INT Jf0Ol

3001 FORMAT(? I ()Anr F0 ALL CnNOITTONS)

PRINT 3002
300? FORMAT (hX,3Hmo1 ,Tx.3HBL1,7x,3HSLI ,6X,4NQSLI)

PPINT 900.'O,4fl,9L1,SL1,RSLl
PRINT A0 03-

3 003 FORMAT (o ,- 21,HL7, ? PSL,2s7AvJHmL;2a7A-m3H1mP2L-
PRINT 9c?0 ,vflm?,oRL2,SL?.PSL?,N1C2,imP?
PRINT -30t04

3004 FOHMAf (5X,41i- 4OP,65X,4H1L?PAX,4HSL2Pc5,5HRSL,?P)
PRINT qn0?o .()?P,8L2PSL2PRSL2P

PRITNT 3005S
3005 FORMAT (tX4~~ 5 HLm9fgjH-~--XLHS~-

PRINT 90(0 ,0,M(1p,RL2M*SL2P4,PSL?M
PRINT 3006

30n6, FORMAT (6X,3b-'.lO3,7X93HtL3,7X,3HSL3i,6X.41-4SL.3,7X,3HMP3)
PRINT '40?0vrM03,FLJvSL39RSL3,MP3
PRINT 3007

3007 F'ORMAT (fiX.3H!L4) -__

PkINT 90Pn,RL4
PRINT 30n8

30ng FOHf4AT (Ai,V-.M05, 1X,3HfHL5,7X,3HSL5,9,X.4NPSL5,7X,3HMPS)
PRINT '0?0 ,Mnq,HL5,SL59RSL.5,mP5
PRINT -3009

3nOq FnHAAT (GX44nC6tHLC6ý45~-!..t;~-.6tX3M67 -EP

PRINT 90?0 ,mOi~,C4L6C,SL6CRSL6CMC6,mpfI
PRINT 3010

301n FORMAT (9X,5H'4CTC~b5Xv5HMHTG6)
PRINT ?n;)o, mrTr,6,MHTe;6
PRINT 3011I

ý3(1 I FORMAT (srP4,nr.KNsHx1 l ,SHL6rN, ,SHSL-6r~'.4Xo,H4PSL6CN)
PRINT 90?r),m((fNIBL6CN,$SL6CNRSL'JCN
PRINT 3 (0Io?

301,' FORMAT C ;,4H'-irAH,6X,4H8L6H~d)X,4HSL6Ht4,5t5HR5L6H)
PR INT 90?r' , MAOý14 9 L6H SL6H,9PSLeH
"RkI NT 3013____

3013 FORMAT (X,C;4MO'HN,9X,95HRL6HN,5X95SL6H*?,4Y,6HRSL6HN)
PR INT qnpo),M(1EHNqtL6HN9SL6HNRSL6HN
PRINT 30)14

3014 FORMAT (6,H,(),x tL77tHL96,4S7
PRINT 90n , MC~ 7, LfvSL7 * SI.7
PRINT Q1l I__ n_4

9114 FORMA1(lx.?7HSTQFSSi rONCENrRATION FACTnoR
PWINT 9 1n 5

PRINT 1015i
-3m15 FORMAT (PAH STcFSSES FOR ALL CONO)IT-IO!.S) ------
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PRVnT ~oopnF'XA,ENAqEXF,9ENB
PRINT 301t

30I17 FORM4AT (59~ 4HF~tA?,6Xo4ý'ENA2,6X,4HEER?,6E,4HEN8?)
PWLNT S9O?O ,f¶A>,F NAP9EX29ENRP
PRINT .3019

I 9X 9 5H FC?H)
PRINT gQO?0,5tAAx2ASMTN,2A ,FFC2A, SmAX?Rt5mIN2RqFFC2B.
PR I w 12?

pp sl T1 9C~ c~ ' I0Pi 2 tSH2M ,R~ 1 Pa5R 1 pa __

PRINT 3
723 FORMA f ('ý , )A~'? 14biV411 ý 05X,4HST2P,96X t4HS572M)

PRINT 9P(Lfl-IP;)4 SRN, St2posym

PPINT 3 x" 9
3 0 1 13ýORtMAT ('X .,ý,A3,6x ,E43,(X4HEEXBR3,6x 4HENB3)

Pk ~I N 9O? 2Q ,F XA 3, -h A. 3- g3ý -
PRINT 30'?i

,3On~ ?OM (5',4f4F, 05,6X,4HNA5,v6(,4HEXR5,6y4HENB5)

PkINT 30?1
3n.,1 FORO'1AT(4 H'PSvtS4SII659HFqiXeHMX94oHMN8

PRINT 4 flSýxPA ,~SMTN5A ,FFCSASMA RSmTN!S tFC5R
PRINT 0?4

-IP4 FORMAT(Sx,,ISq,SR)4R5,7X,3MS,,R5,,&l,474SD,TA3ýiR5,?X,3HST5,
j6X ,4HSPRR)

P H I N L .- - _

7?9 FO4tAT(6Ei,,43ýHSRX4HSSI.7K3MSF1,6X419.4HPAi.,?X,3HSIeTX,3HST1,

PRINT 90?O.S'-i SPS~vSH419SPAI9 SR1 9ST1 9 SPPI
PRINI 30ýL2

iPRINr 3npq
30?9 F09M;4T (fK, THRTS ,bX ,5HT5?P,6X,4HRTS3,6v,4H3T54p, gifor4S5,4X,

16HbT>~bCN,4 ,F6HPT~bH~N)

PRNT 31131
F(3 ORM~IA
I 96CN 94X,.HeH
PRINT ~OOS tF~,3S~,F6N'j
PR IN T inP3

3 n?,3 FORMAT 11 )H OMENý,ONS)
PRINT 28n2

PRINT 3024IPRINT 3079
PO25 f GkMAT (6 ý4-qrIt jXv?

vpI~r n~l.A3,X5j7.



PRINT 303n
3.13n FORMAT (fJE 9 3H~Qnr),7X#3HRlp, ?XPRT)

PRINT 902100001,RURT
PRINT 30?6

30,26. FOMT(X93S~)*7~ HI-
PRINT Q02ISflflSIU),SFLo.TA*SLEGT

pRINrt 90?1,3SmT~ta&-(I),BTA(I).BWC(I),0N . -. -.- ,.,...,,
PRINT 3079

PRINT 9'02iWGT

9103 FQRMATCIHI)
GO To 94q

99eP CALL EXIT
ENOL---
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APPENDIX C

NOMINAL DIMENSIONS AND ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS FOR AFRPL
FLANGED CONNECTORS FOR CRYOGENIC SERVICE

This appendix contains nominal dimensions and assembly instructions for alumi-
num and stainless steel AFRPL flanged connectors for cryogenic service. The maxi-
mum operating pressures are 100, 200, 500, 1000, and 1500 psi. The line sizes include
pipe and tubing from I inch through 16 inches in diameter. Standard wall thicknesses
have been selected for the pipe sizes. The tubing wall thicknesses have been based on
stress calculations because of the lack of industry standards. The dimensions are ap-
-licable to the assemblies shown in Figure 1: (1) integral/integral flange assembly,
(2) loose-ring/loose-ring flange assembly, and (3) integral/loose-ring flange assembly.
Stud dimensions are given in addition to bolt dimensions because the stud form facil-
itates the use of special fastener materials.

As discussed in the report body, it is recommended that military standards be
prepared: (I) for all connectors for tubing from 1 inch through 3 inches in diameter,
(2) for aluminum connectors for pressures of 100, 200, and 500 psi for tubing through
16 inches in diameter, and (3) for stainless steel connectors for 100 psi for tubing
through 8 inches in diameter. While the other connectors are probably satisfactory,
further testing is recommended for selected connectors prior to the preparaticn of
military standards. Some of this testing and the preparation of additional connector
dimensions will be accomplished as a part of further work under Contract AF 04(611)-
11204. A supplementary report will summarize'this information.

It was mutually realized that considerable work would be required by the Air
Force to complete the preparation of the recommended military standards. However,
because of the number of decisions that had to be made by the Air Force concerning
the scope and form of the military standards and specifications, it was decided to limit
the data presented in this report. General recommendations concerning various aspects
of possible standards and specifications are contained in the report body. The nominal
dimensions and assembly instructions for cryogenic connectors are contained in Ta-
bles C-i through C-16 of this appendix. Additional information is given below.

Materials

Connectors have been designed for use with aluminum and stainless steel tubing
materials. The material for the connector flanges has been made the same as the tubing
to minimize welding and corrosion problems. Different materials have been selected
for other parts of the connectors to achieve improved performance. The materials for
each type of connector are discussed briefly.
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Aluminum Connectors

Aluminum alloy AMS 4117 (6061-T6) was selected for the integral flanges and the
loose-ring flanges.

Overaged 6061-T6 aluminum was selected for the seal material on the basis of the
work described in Technical Documentary Report No. AFRPL-TR-67-191. In an ap-
pendix to that report it was recommt-nided that MIL-F-27417 be revised to include the
necessary information for aluminum threaded connectors. Thus the military standards
for flanged connectors could bear the same material designation, i.e.: aluminum alloy,
AMS 4117, overaged per 1,.IL-F-27417, paragraph 3. 2. 1I° 1. 2.

The material selected for the aluminum bolts and nuts was aluminum alloy
AMS 4119 (2024-T351).

Stainless Steel Connectors

Corrosion-resistant steel AMS 5646 was selected for the stainless steel integral
flanges and loose-ring flanges.

The material selected for the stainless steel seals was the same as for the
threaded connectors, i.e.: corrosion-resistant steel, AMS 5639, AMS 5650, or
AMS 5651. The nickel plating required for the stainless steel seals for flanged con-
nectors should be covered by MIL-P-27418.

The material selected for the bolts and nuts was A286. The specification given
in MS 27852 for the A286 threaded-connector nuts was AMS 57I•5. In bolt form this ma-
terial is cold-worked to a high yield strength and these are the types of bolts that were
purchased and used in the test program. It is not known whether a standard specifica-
tion exists for this condition.

Nut Form

For the test program, self-locking, hexagonal, ring-base, corrosion-resistant-
steel A2.86 nuts were used. They were machined as per MS 21043. The Z024-T151
aluminum nuts were plain hexagonal type and machined as per AN 315-UNF-3B.

It is recommended that Specification AN 315 with UNF-3B threads be used for alu-
minum 2024-T35i nuts. The corrosion-resistant-steel nuts with UNF-3B threads can
be made according to MS 21043. MS 21043 will have to be extended to include larger
size nuts. As an alternative, the steel nuts can also be made according to AN 315.
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c Integral/Loans- Plt F"a~g AsmnbU

FIGURE C-1. TYPICAL AFRPL FLANGED-CONNECTOR ASSEMBLIES

Bolts and studs both are shown; seals are shown unseated.
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TAbLE C-I5. INSTALLATION OF AFRPL FLANGED CONNECTORS FOR
CRYOGENIC SERVICE

Lam- n fl-no Integi flion

Wrench Torque for Alu- Wrench Torque for Stain-

minurn Connectors-Per less Steel Connectors-
Pipe/Tube Bolt - Lb-In. Per Bolt - Lb-In.

Pre s sure OD Minimuni Maximum Minimum Maximum

100 1,0 12.4 13.0 21, 5 23. 6
1.25 12.4 13,0 20.0 22.0

1.5 14.7 15.4 23.8 26.2

2.0 16.4 17.2 32.0 35. 2

2. 375 22.9 24. 0 46.2 50. 6

2.5 17.7 18.6 32.0 35.2

3.0 21.4 22.5 38.8 42.6

3.5 60.7 65.0 108.1 i18. 0

4.0 36.4 38.5 78.2 85. 6

4.5 53.6 56.0 101.3 111.0
5.0 41.6 43.7 83 1 91.0
5. 563 54.3 57. 2 105. 7 116. 0

6.00 46.3 48.5 87.2 95.6

6.625 53.6 56.5 98.9 108. 6
8.0 59.6 62.8 106.9 117.5

8,625 53.4 56.0 102.0 1IZ. 0

10.00 54.7 57.2 102.0 112.0

10.75 60.5 63.0 101.5 111.5

12.0 54.6 57.0 105.0 115.5

12.75 104.9 110.0 98.7 118.5

14.0 54.0 56.6 103.0 113.0

16.0 55.3 58.4 103.9 114 0

200 1.0 13.0 14.0 22.,2 24.4
1.25 13.0 14.0 20.0 23.9

1.5 15.8 17.0 25.2 27.7

2.0 17.7 19.0 34.0 37.4

2. 375 24. 3 25. 5 40.4 44. 5

Z. 5 19.6 21.0 34,6 38.0
3.0 23.9 25.0 42.4 46.7

3.5 55.8 59.0 113.6 124,0

4.0 47.3 50.0 86.4 95.0

4.5 58.6 62.0 108.6 118,0

5.0 54.9 58.0 93.6 103,0

5. 563 55.2 58.6 103.0 113,0

6.00 56.0 59.0 101.2 Il.,

6. 6Z5 53. 2 56.0 99. 3 109. 0

8.0 55.3 58.6 101.7 111.0

8. 625 S8. 1 62,0 100.8 110.0

10.00 55.8 59.0 02. 5 112.0
10.75 102.0 108.0 100.0 110.0

1,. 0 57.1 60 0 102.8 112.5

12.75 105.6 110,0 104.3 115.0

14.0 106.6 111.0 102.5 112,0

If'.0 0os (I 110.0 101.5 I1115
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TABLE C-15. (Continued)

Wrench Torque for Alu- Wrench Torque for Stain-

mninumn Connectore-Per less Steel Connectors-

Pipe/Tube Bolt - Lb-In. Per Bolt - Lb-In.

Pressure OD Minimum Maximum Minimum Maldmum

500 1.0 14.8 16.0 25.8 28.4

1.25 18.9 20.6 32.2 35.4
!.5 18.5 20.0 29.0 31.8
2.0 22.3 23.6 40.6 44.6

2.375 53.0 55.6 45.6 50.0

2.5 23.0 25.0 44.9 49.4

3.0 53.6 56.2 42.9 47.2

3.5 52.9 55.5 94.2 104.0

4.0 56.4 59.2 108.2 119.0

4.5 55.3 58.0 100.0 110.0

5.0 53.2 55.7 95.2 104.0

5.563 111.0 117.0 95.8 105.0

6.0 63.5 67.0 101.0 111.0

6.625 104.4 109.0 99.8 110.0
8.0 106.0 111.0 109.2 120.5
8.625 115.5 121.0 109.8 121.0

10.0 191.0 200.0 192.1 210.0
10.75 190.0 2CO.0 194.8 214.0

12.0 197.7 207.0 196.8 216.0
12.75 226.6 238.0 204.5 224.0
14.0 316.5 332.0 197.4 217.0
16.0 462.6 485.0 213.6 232.0

1000 1.0 23.9 25.0 39.8 43.6
1.25 24.5 26.0 38.5 42.4
1.5 25.4 27.0 38.8 42.7
2.0 51.8 54.5 40.8 45.0
2.375 54.7 57.5 45.5 50.0
2.5 52.6 5b.4 91.0 i0o0. 0
3.0 55.4 58.4 101.3 111.0
3.5 105.8 111.0 98.0 108.0
4.0 102.2 107.0 102.8 113.0

4.5 205.5 215.0 108.2 119.0
5.0 107.5 112.5 109.4 120.1
5.563 202.5 212.0 M82.8 200.0
6.0 194.2 204.0 181.2 199.0
6.625 194.5 204.0 186.7 205.0
8.0 306.7 322.0 194.4 213.0
8.625 322.5 338.0 199.7 220. 0

10.0 484.0 510.0 225.9 247.0
10.75 502.0 520.0 228.7 251.0
12.0 511.0 530.0 348.6 383.0
12,75 550.0 580. 0 360.3 396. 0
14.0 800.0 840.0 390.9 429.0
16.0 1097.0 1140.0 608.4 668.0

1500 1.0 21.8 23.0 37.2 40.9
1.25 53.5 56.5 40.0 44.0
1.5 52.6 55.0 42.0 46.2
2.0 55.4 58.0 104.5 114.5

2.375 111.0 117.0 97.0 106.8
2.5 100.5 105.0 91.0 100.0
3.0 102.0 107.0 106.2 117.0
3.5 193.0 203.0 112.6 123.0
4.0 182.0 191.0 186.8 205.0
4.5 199.0 210.0 177.0 190.0

5.0 188.0 197.0 192.6 210.0
5.563 311.0 327.0 203,0 223.0
6.0 318.0 332.0 214.7 236.0
6.625 501.0 525.0 333.4 368.0
8.0 510.0 535.0 359.0 395.0
8.625 575.0 610.0 378.8 416.0

10.0 830.0 870.0 413.5 454.0
10.75 1180.0 1240.0 443.8 487.0
12.0 1860.0 1960.0 883.4 970.0
12.75 1997.0 2080. 0 706.0 770.0
14.0 2962.0 3000.0 959.4 1051.0

16.0 4430.0 4500.0 M071.0 1180.0
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TABLE C-16. INSTALLATION OF AFRPL CRYOGENIC FLANGED CONNECTORS

Dust cops -

Loose-ring flange --
aos ring Integral flange Tuin

Step 1

A connector may consist of two integral flanges, two loose-ring flanges, or

one flange of each type, as shown. Weld the integral flange directly to the tub-

ing. For a loose -ring flange first place the loose ring on the tubing. B~e sure

the radius of the loose ring faces the flange. Weld the loose-ring flange to the

tubing.

Step 2

Remove the dust caps. inspect Surfaces A, 13, C, D, and E for dirt, contarninfi.

tion, or surface irregularities. If nc'cessary, rinse the surfaces with mlethyl -

ethylketone and dry parts with a filtered air -,tr -arn or wipe parts with cle~rl pap)E-

tissue moistened with rnethylethylketone. Replace the dust capti.
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TABLE C-16. (Continued)

.--- Bolt head Nut

Bolt

Lubricant

Stud.

Coat the threads of the studs and bolts and the bearing surfaces of the nuts and bolt

heads with lubricant.. Apply the lubricant sparingly. Work the nuts on the male

Shread,, by hand. IRemo.,e the nuts and inspect the thread surfaces for an even
coating of lubricant..

-Seal disk

.................

Seal

Remove the seal from the protective wrapping. Inspect Surfa'er: A. of the seal disks

with a 5-power lens, Discard the seal if the surfaces are scratched or irregular.

Clean the surfacek, with rmethylethylketone if dirty.

C- .5



TABLE C-16. (Continued)

/ I

Step 5

Remove the dust caps from the flanges and locate the seal in the flange cavities.
Care must be exercized to avoid nicking the edges of the seal. Handling with clean
hands is permissible, but the sealing surfaces must not be contaminated with dirt
or lubricant.

righten the nuts of the studs or bolts fingertight while maintaining an axial force ('n
the flange to keep the seaý in place. Tighten the nuts with a calibrated torque wrench
to the recornmended torque. The nuts should be tightened iij sequence with a maxi
mum of 1/2 turn per nut. Several tightening cycles are required to seat the seal
and preload t.ie connector.
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